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Foreword 

The 15 papers in this volume were peer-reviewed by two TRB committees. The first 4 are sponsored 
by the Committee on Rigid Pavement Design, and the final 11 were reviewed by the Committee on 
Flexible Pavement Design. Most of the papers were presented at the 1995 TRB Annual Meeting dur
ing three sessions sponsored by the respective committees. 

Ksaibati and Staigle discuss the development of a statistical model to predict faulting generated from 
actual field performance of numerous undoweled plain concrete pavement test sections. Tayabji et al. 
present key findings from a field investigation of continuously reinforced concrete pavements through
out the United States. Chou recommends that the relationship between joint efficiency and load trans
fer for jointed plain concrete pavements be based on the ratio of the concrete slab size to the radius 
of relative stiffness. Uddin et al. study the effects of discontinuities on deflection response of jointed 
nonreinforced concrete pavements through the use of the three-dimensional finite-element model, 
ABAQUS. 

Nazarian and Boddapati use a finite-element program to investigate the significance of nonuniform 
pressure distribution and the dynamic effects from the use of a falling weight deflectometer for pave
ment evaluation. Rowe et al. present a method for predicting fatigue cracking and permanent defor
mation of flexible\ pavements involving dissipated energy fatigue criterion based on viscoelastic ma
terials characterization. Khazanovich and loannides introduce a new computer program to analyze both 
flexible and rigid pavements using layered elastic theory extended to multilayered systems incorpo
rating elastic plates and spring beds in addition to isotropic layers. Ullidtz and Coetzee provide an 
overview of pavement evaluation using nondestructive testing with empliasis on problems encountered 
and critical issues in connection with validation of backcalculation results. Hajek proposes general axle 
load equivalency factors for pavement design that are independent of pavement-related variables and 
axle configurations. Piderbesky is the author of two papers relating to research efforts on mostly thin
surfaced unbound granular pavements in New Zealand. The first paper described the development of 
an indoor accelerated pavement testing facility and presents results therefrom. The second paper dis
cusses pavement response and performance, noting that measured resilient strains can be significantly 
higher than those predicted by flexible pavement design models. Hall and Watkins compare the 
ROADHOG flexible pavement overlay design procedure with that presented in the AASHTO Guide 
for Design of Pavement Structures, 1993. Tutumluer and Barksdale report on laboratory testing of in
verted flexible pavements consisting of an unstabilized crushed stone layer between a lower cement 
stabilized base and an upper asphalt concrete surfacing. Killingsworth and Zollinger conduct a sensi
tivity analysis of various input parameters on the resulting pavement design and the level of reliabil
ity. Chen et al. compare five computer programs for flexible pavement design and analysis, report re
sults, and suggest the program they consider most appropriate for routine structural analysis. 

v 
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Faulting Performance Modeling for 
Undoweled Plain Concrete Pavements 

KHALED KSAIBATI AND RICK STAIGLE 

Data on factors causing faulting in undoweled plain concrete pavements 
were collected. A large number of concrete pavement test sections 
located in southern Wyoming were included in the experiment. Exten
sive field data were collected on all test sections. These data included 
faulting over a 4-year period, traffic applications, construction infor
mation, annual precipitation, and drainage conditions. The most impor
tant factors causing faulting were identified and a statistical model with 
high R2 was then generated to predict faulting. 

Joints in concrete pavements are susceptible to different distress 
types and severities. Among these distresses are faulting, spalling, 
and corner cracking along joints. These distresses occur even 
though pavement sections are designed according to standard prac
tices and conventional codes. Eventually joint repairs are necessary, 
which are a costly procedure that accounts for a major portion of 
rehabilitation contracts. 

There are two main types of joints in portland concrete cement 
(PCC) pavements: doweled and undoweled. The main difference 
between these two joints is the method used in transferring the load 
of a moving vehicle from one slab to the next. Doweled joints trans
fer the loading through the dowels, which provides a smooth trans~ 
fer (1). Undoweled joints transfer the loadings through the aggre
gate interlock (2). The type of joint will influence the amount of 
joint faulting. 

Faulting is defined as the difference in elevation across a joint (3). 
Faulting is a nuisance to the driving public because it can set up a 
resonance in the vehicle, which leads to driver discomfort (4). It is 
generally recognized that accumulated equivalent single-axle loads 
(ESALs) are the most important factor in predicting the rate and 
amount of faulting on a specific project. Other factors that are 
commonly used to predict faulting are 

• Environmental factors, 
• Average joint width, 
• Edge support, 
• Subgrade soil classification, and 
• Presence of positive drainage. 

The following faulting performance model was recently devel-
oped for undoweled joints by Ioannides et al. (1): · 

Fault = ESAL o.3 157(0.4531 + 0.3367 w0·
3322 

- 0.5376(100 &c)-0·008437 + 0.0009092 F/ 0:5998 

+ 0.004654 ERODF - 0.03608 EDGESUP 
- 0.01087 SOILCRS - 0.009467 DRAIN] 

statistics: R2 = 0.55 

University of Wyoming, P.O. Box 3295, University Station, Laramie, Wyo. 
82071. 

where 

ESAL =cumulative 18-kip equivalent single-axle load 
applications, 

w = width of joint opening, 
Be = Westergaard corner deflection, 
FI= mean air-freezing index, 

ERODF = erodibility factors for the base and subbase mate
rial from 2.5 for granular material to 0.5 for lean 
concrete, 

EDGESUP =numerical indicator of type of edge support (e.g., 
0, if no support exists, and 1, if edge beam/tied 
shoulder exists), 

SOILCRS = numerical indicator of AASHTO subgrade soil 
classification (e.g., 0, if A-4 to A-7, and 1, if A-1 
to A-3), and 

DRAIN= numerical indicator of drainage provided (e.g., 0, 
if no edge subdrains exist, and. I, if edge subdrains 
exist). 

This formula was developed on the basis of faulting data collected 
from several states with different construction practices. 

In this research project, conducted by the University of Wyoming 
and the Wyoming Department of Transportation (DOT), faulting of 
undoweled concrete pavements with similar characteristics was· 
monitored over several years. Performance faulting models were 
later developed to predict faulting based on traffic level, sub
drainage characteristics, and pavement thickness. 

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT 

Figure 1 presents a summary of the data collection and overall 
analysis strategies followed. All test sections included in the exper
iment were located on 1-80 in Wyoming. Faulting and other relevant 
data were collected on all test sections between 1989 and 1993. All 
data were later summarized in a computerized data base. Perfor
mance models were then developed to predict pavement faulting. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF TEST SECTIONS 

Table 1 shows general information on all test sections. These data 
include the beginning and ending milepost for each project, the con
struction date, and the thicknesses of concrete layers. 

Interstate 80 traverses Wyoming on an east-west axis across the 
southern end of the state. There are slightly over 644 centerline km 
on Interstate 80. Of this total, approximately 161 km are paved with 
concrete. All of the concrete constructed on l-80 is undoweled plain 
jointed PCC. This type of pavement is susceptible to pumping and 
rocking from the action of wheel loads. The resultant movement and 
loss of fines can result in increased faulting, cracking, and corner 
breaking. · 
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Pavement Faulting Experiment 

Selection of Test Sections 

Collection of Field Data 

Statistical Analysis 

Conclusions 

FIGURE 1 Data collection and 
· analysis strategies. 

TABLE 1 General Information on Test Sections 

Beginning Ending 
Project 

Milepost Milepost 
I-80 w 0.0 2.9 
I-80 E 0.0 2.9 
1~80 w 6.9 12.3 
I-80 E 6.9 12.3 
I-80 w 17.7 22.7 
I-80 E 17.7 22.7 
I-80 w 22.7 28.0 
I-80 E 22.7 28.0 
I-80 E 130. 0 138.0 
I-80 E 258.6 263.4 
I-80 E 263.4 270.0 
I-80 E 270.0 275.6 
I-80 w 258.6 269.4 
I-80 w 269.4 275.6 
I-80 w 2.9 .6 ~ 9 
I-80 E 2.9. 6.9 

.I-80 w 86.4 92.2 
I-80 E 86.4 92.2 
I-80 w 92.2 101.7 
I-80 E 92.2 101. 7 
I-80 w 393.4 400.5 
I-80 E 3 93. 4. 400.5 
I-80 w 382.3 393.4 
I-80 E 382.3 393.4 
I-80 w 378.1 382.3 
I-80 E .37 8. 1 382.3 
I-80 w 372. 4 378.1 
I-80 E 372. 4. 378.1 
r.~00 w 212.4 216. 2 
I-80 E 212.4 216.2 
I-80 w 358 .~3 360.0 
I-80 E 358.3 360.0 
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The climate in this region is classified as "dry, hard freeze spring 
thaw." Annual precipitation is variable but ranges only from 
230 to 380 mm. All of the projects included in the experiment are 

· 11.6 m wide with the exception of a few PCC inlays. As shown 
in Table 1, pavement thicknesses vary from 254 to 318 mm. 
Joint width and sp?cing are simi.lar for all projects. Air the projects 

· have tied shoulders with the exception of the inlays. To date, none of 
the projects show any significant types of distress besides faulting. 

DATA COLLECTION 

Faulting measurements were collected on all test sections in.1989, 
1991, and 1993. Table 2. summarizes these measurements. 
Typically, the first 10 slabs of every mile were evaluated for fault
ing and other types of pavement distress. Faulting measurements 
were taken 0.3 m into the pavement from the shoulder. Slabs lower 
on the leave side of thejoint were recorded as positive faulting. The 
average fault was determined by summing the absolute values of the 
fault measurements and dividing by the number of measurements. 

Construction Pavement 
Thickness 

Date mm 
1991 292 
1991 292 
1992 305 
1992 305 
1991 318 
1992 318 
1988 267 
1988 267 
1986 254 
1989 254 
1988 254 
1989 254 
1990 254 
1990 254. 
1985 254 
1986 254 
1987 305 
1987 305 
1987 305 
1987 305 
1985 254 
1985 254 
1987 254 
1987 254 
1989 254 
1989. 254 
1988 254 
1988 254 
1990 279 
1991 279 
1992 254 
1991 254 
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TABLE 2 Faulting Data on Test Sections 

Beginning Ending 1989 1991 1993 
Project Fault Fault Fault 

Milepost Milepost mm mm mm 
I-80 w 0.0 2.9 * "* 0.1 
I-80 E 0.0 2.9· * * 0.1 
I-80 w 6.9 12.3 * * 0.1 
I-80 E 6.9 12.3 * * 0.2 
I-80 w 17.7 22.7 * 0.5 0.6 
I-80 E, 17.7 22.7 * * 0.5 
I-80 w 22.7 28.0 0.2 0.6 1.9 
I-80 E 22.7 2.8. 0 0.2 0.4 1.0 
I-80 E 130.0 138.0 * * 3.0 
I-80 E 258.6 263.4 * * 2.3 
I-80 E 263.4 270.0 0.4 * 1. 7 
I-80 E 270.0 275.6 * * 2.s 
I-80 w 258.6 269. 4 * * 0.8 
I-80 w 269.4 275.6 * * 1.2 
I-80 w 2.9 6.9 1. 8 2.2 3.0 
I-80 E 2.9 6.9 1._5 1. 6 2.2 
I-80 w 86.4 92.2 0.7 1 .. 6 2.5 
I-80 E 86.4 92. 2 0.9 * 2.1 
I-80 w 92. 2· 101.7 0.5 1.5 1.5 
I-80 E 92.2 101.7 0.7 ·* 2.3 
I-80 w 393.4 400.5 1. 6 1.5 1. 8 
I-80 E 393.4 400.5 . 1.2 2.1 2_. 6 
I-80 w 382.3 393.4 1. 4 1. 6 2.0 
I-80 E 382.3 393.4 1.3 1.1 1. 6 .. 

I-80 w 378.1 382.3 * LO 1.4 .. 
I-80 E 378.1 382.3 * 0.7 1. 9 
I-80 w 372. 4 378.1 0.5 o_. 7 1. 2. 
I-80 E· 372. 4 378.1 0.7 1.1 .1. 5 
I-80 w 212.4 216.2 * * 0.7 
I-80 E 212.4 216.2 * * 0.5 
I-80 w 358.3 360.0 * * ·o. s 
I-80 E 3-S8. 3 360.0 * * 0.7 

* Section built after measurement or faulting data not 
available. 

Two devices were used in collecting faulting data. The Wyoming 
DOT's fault meter, which was built in house based on a design orig
inating with _the California DOT, was used to measure faulting 
through 1992. This device is equipped with a K-D Tools dial gauge 
accurate to a thousandth of an inch. The 1993 fault data were col
lected using the SHRP modified Georgia digital fault meter, which 
is currently under evaluation by the Strategic Highway Research 
Program (SHRP). The SHRP modified Georgia digital fault meter 
uses a linear variable differential transformer, which measures the 
values to the nearest millimeter. 

To ensure that the devices were producing equivalent results, 
comparison studies were performed. Direct comparison readings 
were taken at 418 transverse joints with both fault meters. Statisti
cal analysis revealed that the Georgia meter measurements were 
slightly higher than the Wyoming DOT's meter measurements. 

Although statistically different, the variations were of such a small 
magnitude that there was no practical difference. 

The repeatability of both meters was checked by raising and low
ering each fault meter on the same site five times at a number of 
locations. Computed variations indicated that both fault meters pro
vide<;! repeatable results. 

Other information needed in this research was collected from the 
Wyoming DOT data files. This information included the cumulative 
number of ESALs on each project, annual precipitation, and 
drainage conditions. As shown in Table 3, the accumulated traffic 
on the test sections varied between 2.66 X 105 and 5.41 x 106

• 

Table 4 shows the annual precipitation and drainage conditions for 
all test sections. Annual precipitation varied slightly from 230 to 
380 mm. About half of the test sections had edge drains, and the 
other half had no drainage. 
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TABLE 3 Accumulated Traffic Applications oii Test Sections 

Beginning 
Project 

Milepost 
I-80 w 0.0 
I-80 E 0.0 
I-80 w 6.9 
I-80 E 6.9 
I-80 w 17.7 
I-80 E 17.7 
I-80 w 22.7 
I-80 E 22.7 
I--80 E 130.0 
I-80 E 258.6 
I-80 E 263.4 
I-80 E 270.0 
I-80 w 258.6 
I-80 w 269.4 
I-80 w 2.9 
I-80 E 2.9 
I-80 w 86.4 
I-80 E 86.4 
I-80 w 92.2 
I-80 E 92.2 
I-80 w 393.4 
I-80 E 393.4 
I-80 w 382.3 
I-80 E 382.3 
I-80 w 378.1 
I-80 E 378.1 
I-80 w 372. 4 
I-80 E 372. 4 
I-80 w 212.4 
I-80 E 212.4 
I-80 w 358.3 
I-80 E 358.3 

DATA ANALYSIS 

All data collected in this research project were summarized in a 
computerized data base. The statistical analysis performed aimed at 
(a) identifying the most important factors behind pavement faulting 
and (b) incorporating these parameters in a regression model to pre
dict pavement faulting. The following five independent factors were 
considered in this experiment: accumulated ESALs, pavement 
thicknesses, pavement ages, average annual precipitation, and exis
tence of edge drain. A stepwise regression analysis was performed 
on the data to identify the significant factors behind faulting. The 
1993 faulting data were used in this analysis. As expected, pave
ment age and accumulated ESALs were highly correlated. The 
analysis also indicated that ESALs are better predictors of faulting 
than pavement age. Therefore, the age factor was dropped from the 
analysis. The factor of annual precipitation was found insignificant 
and was eliminated. This left the independent variables of ESALs, 
pavement thickness, and drainage to be used in the prediction 
model. After considering varieties of regression models, the fol
lowing equation was found to yield the highest R2 value: 

Ending 
ESAL's 

Milepost 
2.9 1. 38E+06 
2.9 1.38E+06 

12.3 4.34E+05 
12.3 4.34E+05 
22.7 2.17E+06 
22.7 1.30E+06 
28.0 3. 72E+06 
28.0 3.72E+06 

138.0 5.41E+06 
263.4 2.67E+06 
270.0 3-. 43E+06 
275.6 2.67E+06 
269.4 1. 90E+06 
275.6 1. 90E+06 

6.9 6.64E+06 
6.9 5.76E+06 

92.2 4.78E+06 
92.2 4.78E+06 

101. 7 5.36E+06 
101. 7 5.36E+06 
400.5 3.85E+06 
400.5 3.85E+06 
393.4 2.83E+06 
393.4 2.83E+06 
382.3 1.80E+06 
382.3 1.80E+06 
378.1 2.31E+06 
378.1 2.31E+06 
216.2 1.90E+06 
216.2 1.14E+06 
360.0 2.66E+05 
360.0 7.97E+05 

faulting = 3.49 + 3.62£ - 07 * ESAL - 0.0107 *thickness 
- 0.324 * drainage 

where 

faulting =predicted faulting (mm), 
ESAL = cumulative 18-kip equivalent single-axle load appli

cations, 
thickness = pavement thickness (mm), and 
drainage =numerical indicator of drainage provided (e.g., 0, if 

no edge drains exist, and 1, if edge drains exist). 

The R2 value for this equation was 79.4 percent, and the individual 
variables were significant to the a = 0.1 level. The standard error 
of estimates for this model can be found in Table 5. The model indi
cates the importance of edge drains on reducing faulting. 

The developed model was used to compare predicted and actual 
faulting for the 1993 data. This comparison is presented in Figure 
2. It is clear that the developed model predicted actual fault mea
surements very successfully. 
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TABLE 4 Subdrainage (Edge Drain) and Annual Precipitation 

Beginning Ending Annual Edge 
Project Precipitation 

Milepost Milepost mm Drains 
I-80 w 0.0 2.9 
I-80 E 0.0 2.9 
I-80 w 6.9 12.3 
I-80 E 6.9 12.3 
I-80 w 17.7 22.7 
I-80 E 17. 7 22.7 
I-80 w 22.7 28.0 
I-80 E 22.7 28.0 
I-80 E 130.0 138.0 
I-80 E 258.6 263.4 
I-80 E 263.4 270.0 
I-80 E 270.0 275.6 
I-80 w 258.6 269.4 
I-80 w 269.4 275.6 
I-80 w 2.9 6.9 
I-80 E 2.9 6.9 
I-80 w 86.4 92.2 
I-80 E 86.4 92.2 
I-80 w 92.2 101. 7 
I-80 E 92.2 101.7 
I-80 w 393.4 400.5 
I-80 E 393.4 400.5 
I-80 w 382.3 393.4 
I-80 E 382.3 393.4 
I-80 w 378.1 382.3 
I-80 E 378.1 382.3 
I-80 w 372.4 378.1 
I-80 E 372.4 378.1 
I-80 w 212.4 216.2 
I-80 E 212.4 216.2 
I-80 w 358.3 360.0 
I-80 E 358.3 360.0 

CONCLUSIONS 

Faulting is a serious problem in concrete pavements that can lead to 
other pavement deficiencies. Among these are driver discomfort, 
corner break, and spalling. In this research project, data on factors 

. related to faulting in undoweled concrete pavements were collected 
and analyzed. The following conclusions can be made from this 
experiment: 

280 yes 
280 yes 
280 yes 
280 yes 
280 yes 
280 yes 
254 yes 
254 yes 
229 yes 
330 yes 
330 yes 
330 no 
330 yes 
330 no 
280 no 
280 no 
229 no 
229 no 
229 no 
229 no 
381 no. 
381 no 
381 no 
381 no 
381 no 
381 no 
381 no 
381 no 
280 yes 
280 yes 
381 yes 
381 yes 

• The limited variation in annual precipitation did not influence 
the faulting in test sections included in this experiment. 

• The most important factor in predicting pavement faulting is 
the accumulated traffic applications. ESALs and pavement age 
were found to be highly correlated, which resulted in dropping the 
pavement age from the analysis . 

• Pavements with edge drains have lower faulting than pave
ments without edge drains. Further analysis and more data will be 

TABLE 5 Standard Error of Estimates for Predictive Model 

Standard Error of Estimates 

Intercept 0.89192061 

ESAL 0.00000005 

Thickness 0.00328903 

Drainage 0.17500666 
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FIGURE 2 Predicted and measured faulting. 

needed to determine whether the reduction in faulting can make the 
installation of edge drains cost effective. 

• As expected, it was found that thicker pavements will have 
lower faulting. 

• A. regression model with a good R2 was developed to predict 
pavement faulting based on the accumulated traffic, pavement thick
ness, and drainage type. Such a model can be used to predict the 
expected pavement faulting during the pavement design process. 
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Nationwide Field Investigation of 
Continuously Reinforced Concrete 
Pavements 

SHIRAZ D. TAYABJI, PETER J. STEPHANOS, AND DANG. ZOLLINGER 

There are over 48,300 km of continuously reinforced concrete (CRC) 
pavements in the United States. Many of these pavements are more than 
20 years old and have provided excellent performance over the years. 
Much of the CRC pavement technology has developed through experi
ence. This and the recent use of new design features (i.e., tied concrete 
shoulder, permeable cement treated base, and epoxy-coated steel) iden
tified a need to conduct a study to evaluate performance of existing CRC 
pavement sections. A national pooled-fund study administered by 
FHWA aimed at updating the state of the art of the design, construction, 
maintenance, and rehabilitation of CRC pavements was recently com
pleted. As part of the study, a comprehensive field investigation of 23 
in-service CRC pavements was conducted to study the effects of vari
ous design and construction features on performance of CRC pave
ments. The investigation included crack mapping and distress survey, 
profile and roughness measurement, falling weight deftectometer test
ing, and materials sampling and testing for 305 m long in-service test 
sections. The key findings of the field investigation program as they 
relate to CRC pavement design and construction are presented. 

Continuously reinforced concrete (CRC) pavement is portland 
cement concrete (PCC) pavement with continuous longitudinal 
steel reinforcement with no intermediate transverse expansion or 
contraction joints. The continuous joint~free length of CRC pave
ments can extend to several thousand meters with breaks provided 
only at structures. Terminal anchorage is provided at the ends of the 
CRC pavement to restrain length changes due to temperature vari
ations and drying shrinkage of concrete. The CRC pavements 
develop a random cracking pattern with cracks generally spaced at 
about 0.9 to 2.4 m. The cracking pattern is governed by the envi
ronment conditions at the time of construction, the amount of steel, 
and concrete strength. The steel reinforcement restrains the opening 
of the cracks. Also, the higher the amount of steel reinforcement, 
the more closely spaced the cracks will be. Most of the cracks form 
shortly after construction but additional cracking may develop over 
the next few years as a result of continued drying shrinkage of con
crete, temperature variations, and traffic loading. 

A major concern with CRC pavement is punchout distress. Other 
distresses associated with punchouts include spalling along trans
verse cracks and faulting. Other leading causes of CRC pavement 
failure are wide (and spalled) transverse cracks due to steel rupture 
and spalling of concrete due to steel corrosion in the presence of 
heavy deicing salt applications in the northern states. The punchout 
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distress is related to crack spacing, pavement thickness, poor foun
dation support, and heavy truck loadings. The repair of punchout 
distress typically consists of full-depth patches. With time, as the 
number of full-depth patches increases, the pavement may be re
surfaced with asphalt concrete or PCC or it may be reconstructed. 

This paper presents the results of a field investigation conducted 
as part of a recent study administered by FHW A aimed at updating 
the state of the art of the design, construction, maintenance, and 
rehabilitation of CRC pavements (J,2). Because CRC pavement 
performanc~ is influenced significantly by crack spacing, the data 
analysis and evaluation were focused on a more detailed review of 
the crack-spacing-related data. 

FIELD INVESTIGATION DETAILS 

The specific objective of the field investigation was to conduct nec
essary field investigations and laboratory testing of existing CRC 
pavement sections and to evaluate the effect of standard and new 
design features on CRC pavement performance. After a detailed 
evaluation of available project sites in conjunction with participat
ing state highway agencies, 23 project sites were selected. At each 
site, performance of a representative 305-m-long section was eval
uated using visual condition surveys, profile measurements, falling 
weight deftectometer testing, and corrosion-related testing. In addi
tion, concrete cores were obtained for strength, stiffness (modulus 
of elasticity), and coefficient of thermal expansion testing. Samples 
of base, sub base, and sub grade were also obtained for material char
acterization. For each project site, available inventory-type data re
lated to design, construction, maintenance, performance, and traffic 
were collected from st_ate agencies. 

Test Section Details 

The list of the test sections selected for field evaluation is given in 
Table 1. As shown in Table 1, the selected test sections incorporate 
a broad range of attributes of interest: 

• Design thickness-ranging from 203 to 330 mm, 
• Epoxy-coated reinforcement-three sections, 
• Permeable base-two sections, 
• Age-ranging from 0.3 to 22 years, 
• Subgrade-both coarse and fine-grained soils, 
• Base-CTB, LCB, ATB, and granular, 
• Steel amount-0.45 to 0.7 percent, 
• Steel placement-tube fed and chairs, 



TABLE 1 Final List of Test Sections 

Design 
Test Age as of Terminal Outside Long. Steel Epoxy 1,991 Lane 

Section Fall 1991 Climatic Joint Design Subgrade Base Shoulder Steel Placement Coated 2-Way Cumul. 
ID Route Testing, Region Type Thickness, Type Type Type Amount, Method Steel AADT ESALs 

years mm (AASHTO) % upto 9/91 

IL-1 US51 - 0 wet-freeze wide flange 254 A-7-6 perm. ctb pee 0.70 chair no na 180,000 

IL-2 172 15 wet-freeze lug 203 A-6 ctb ac 0.59 tube no 7,500 4,800,000 
IL-3 US36 20 wet-freeze lug 203 A-7-5 atb ac 0.60 chair no 17, 700 4,800,000 
IL-4 155 20 wet-freeze lug 203 A-7-5 atb ac 0.60 tube no 17,700 13,700,000 
IL-5 US50 5 wet-freeze wide flange 203 A-7-5 lcb pee 0.70 chair no na 300,000 
IA-1 129 20 wet-freeze lug 203 A-2-6 ctb ac 0.65 tube no 7,500 3,700,000 
IA-2 180 22 wet-freeze lug 203 A-6 atb ac 0.65 tube no 12,700 8,850,000 
IA-3 1380 15 wet-freeze lug 203 A-6 atb pee 0.65 tube no 27,700 5,300,000 
OK-1 140 4 wet-no freeze wide flange 229 A-6 atb pee 0.50 chair no 13,000 na 
OK-2 US69 5 wet-no freeze wide flange 229 A-6 atb pee 0.50 chair no 8,000 ~a 

OK-3 135 3 wet-no freeze wide flange 254 A-4 atb pee 0.50 chair yes 21,000 na 
OK-4 US69 7 wet-no freeze wide flange 229 A-6 soil-asphalt pee 0.50 chair no 9,000 na 
OK-5 140 2 wet-no freeze wide flange 254 A-2-6 perm. ctb pee 0.61 chair no . 12,000 na 
OR-1 15 7 wet-no freeze wide flange 330 A-4 granular ac 0.60 tube no 29,700 11,300,000 
OR-2 15 4 wet-no freeze wide flange 254 A-4 ctb ac 0.60 tube no 30,300 3,000,000 

OR-3 1205 20 wet-no freeze lug 203 A-6 ctb ac 0.54 tube no 59,000 30,000,000 
PA-1 118'0 15 wet-freeze wide flange 229 A-2-4 granular ac 0.45 tube no 9,000 5,500,000 
PA-2 181 22 wet-freeze lug 229 A-2-4 granular pee 0.55 chair no 13. 700 32,000,000 
Wl-1 143 18 wet-freeze lug 203 A-2-4 granular ac 0.65 chair no 10,900 2,290,000 

Wl-2 190 6 wet-freeze wide flange 254 A-4 granular pee 0.67 tube yes 31,400 2,530,000 

Wl-3 190/94 7 wet-freeze lug 254 A-4 granular pee 0.67 tube yes 35, 100 3,960,000 

Wl-4 190/94 7 wet-freeze na 254 A-2-4 granular pee 0.67 tube no 42,600 4, 180,000 

Wl-5 190/94 16 wet-freeze lug 203 A-1-a granular ae 0.61 chair no 26,900 na 

Note: ESALs = 80 kN equivalent single-axle loads. 
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• Shoulder type-11 asphalt concrete and 12 PCC, and 
• Climatic region-wet-freeze (15 sections) and wet-no freeze 

(8 sections). 

All field testing was performed during fall 1991. 

Field Data Collection and Analysis Plan 

The field data collection program was aimed at collecting data on 
the current condition of each 305-m-long representative test section. 
The following activities were completed at most of the test sections: 

1. Visual condition survey 
-Crack and distress mapping along the 305-m section, 
-Joint width measurements (for cracks located within a 

30.5-m subsection), and 
-Windshield survey of adjacent 8.1 km of pavement; 

2. Nondestructive deflection testing using a falling weight deflec
tometer (FWD) 
-Basin testing (slab interior-midslab between cracks) at a 

spacing of 87.6 m along the 305-m length of the section, and 
-Testing at crack locations (midslab and edge) (for cracks 

located within a 30.5-m subsection); 
3. Profile testing using a South Dakota-type profiler 
4. Corrosion-related testing 

-Corrosion potential measurement, and 
-Examination of steel bars (cores); 

5. Coring and shallow borings 
-Concrete testing (laboratory testing): splitting tensile 

strength, modulus of elasticity, coefficient of thermal expan
sion, and chloride content determination. 

-Material characterization: Atterberg limits and particle size 
distribution. 

6. Reinforcing steel location survey 
7. Photographic and video imaging 

All field testing was accomplished during 1 day of testing. The 
details of field data collection procedures used are given else
where (1). 

Deflection Testing Data Analysis 

Deflection data from the basin testing were used to backcalculate 
the radius of relative stiffness l, modulus of subgrade reaction k, and 
slab rigidity D, for the pavement at each test location. land Dare 
defined as follows: 

where 

E =concrete modulus of elasticity, 
h = slab thickness, 
µ = concrete Poisson's ratio, and 
k = modulus of subgrade reaction. 

and 

9 

Program ILLI-BACK (3) was used for this purpose. The backcal
culation was performed for all three load levels used. Backcalculated 
data indicate that the radius of relative stiffness values computed for 
each of the three load levels at each test location were almost iden
tical. Therefore, in subsequent data analysis, only the data for the 
nominal 9,000-lb load were used. For edge testing, no corrections 
were made for the boundary conditions (free edge). Thus, the back
calculated values computed using ILLI-BACK actually represent 
the effective or equivalent radius of relative stiffness, modulus of 
subgrade reaction, or slab rigidity, as appropriate. 

Data Analysis for Deflection Testing at Cracks and 
Along Edge 

A review of the data obtained from deflection testing at cracks 
indicated that edge deflections were almost twice as large as mid
slab deflections for early morning and midafternoon testing. How
ever, the backcalculated radius of relative stiffness along the edge 
was not always proportionately less than along the midslab. Thus, 
care must be exercised in interpreting the backcalculated relative 
stiffness values without considering maximum deflections for edge 
testing. The radius of relative stiffness values was backcalculated 
without accounting for the edge boundary condition (free edge or 
tied shoulder). Thus, these values represent effective values and are 
used primarily to allow comparison of overall pavement stiffness 
along the edge to the overall pavement stiffness along midslab 
(interior) locations and to identify whether tied shoulder has any 
effect on the overall pavement stiffness along the edge. Also, 
as expected, afternoon testing produced lower deflections at the 
midslab and edge locations. In early morning, the slab edge is 
curled upward because of a cooler slab surface resulting in a slight 
loss of support along the free edges. In midafternoon, the reverse 
is true and the slab edge is either in contact with the base and sub
base or is close to contact because of the downward curl along the 
slab edge. 

Summary of Test Data 

One of the major concerns at the beginning of the field study was 
the availability and reliability of data related to traffic along the test 
sections. Reliable traffic data were unavailable for many of the test 
sections-in most cases because the reliable traffic data did not 
exist or the required traffic data e.g., ESALs were not maintained 
by the agency. This is not unusual; the same problem has been 
encountered on many similar pavement data collection prograll)S, 
including the Long-Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) program. 
For the LTPP program:, the state agencies have initially provided the 
best estimates of the ESALs for the test sections, and efforts are 
under way to perform more in-depth traffic data collection using 
site-specific WIM and A VC equipment. Thus for this project, traf
fic effects are indirectly incorporated by considering age (time) 
effects. A summary of the key data elements for each of the 23 test 
sections is presented in Table 2. 

Ride Quality and Serviceability 

The ride quality of the CRC pavement test sections as denoted 
by the international roughness index (IRI) ranged from a low of 



TABLE 2 Key Data Elements 

Average Max. Deflection, mm Edge Afternoon Edge Afternoon Afternoon Edge Edge 
Test Average Morning Afternoon Deflection Average Basin Edge Crack I Basin Basin Edge Edge Crack k Crack D 

Section Crack Average Edge Edge as% of Measured Split Ten. Test I Crack I as.% of Test k Test D Crack k Crack D as% of as% of 
ID Spacing, . IRI, Basin Crack Crack Basin Defl. E; Strength, Average, Average, Basin I Average, Average, Average, Average, Basin k Basin D 

meter m/km Testing Testing Testing (afternoon) MPa MPa mm mm (afternoon) kPa/inm kN-m kPa/mm kN-m (afternoon) (afternoon) 

IL-1 1.6 1.47 0.056 0.132 0.097 53 37,206 3.38 1,016 813 24 78 832,389 74 323, 189 95 39 
IL-2 1.3 2.01 0.109 0.305 0.277 77 39,273 3.98 940 635 21 54 423, 186 45 73,209 83 17 
IL-3 1.1 2.40 0.124' 0.254 0.236 58 33,761 4.15 965 991 31 44 383,721 21 198,502 47 52 
IL-4. 0.6 2.48 0.099 0.201 0.175 54 29,627 3.25 1,067 991 28 45 579,662 28 269,023 62 46 
IL-5 0.9 2.23 0.112 0.236 0.168 46 33,761 3.33 965 991 31 49 421,387 29 282,082 60 67 
IA-1 1.8 1.14 0.104 0.175 0.135 39 30,316 3.33 1,016 838 25 49 526,024 49 243,681 100 46 
IA-2 0.9 1.30 0.127 0.340 0.244 59 28,249 3.51 1,041 1,016 30 37 440,259 18 196,536 49 45 
IA-3 0.9 1.86 0.107 0.196 0.231 66 35,828 3.86 940 889 29 53 414,722 26 162,644 49 39 
OK-1 2.6 0.84 0.069 0.127 0.135 60 39,962 3.29 889 610 21 98 614,997 91 125,483 92 20 
OK-2 1.4 na 0.069 0.104 0.094 42 45,474 3.95 1,016 762 23 77 820,828 92 310,012 119 38 
OK-3 1.4 1.17 0.074 0.132 0.117 48 35,828 3.42 1,041 889 26 67 791,190 56 347,312 83 44 
OK-4 1.9 na 0.076 0.236 0.196 78 44,096 3.27 838 635 23 115 569,035 66 108,049 58 19 
OK-5 1.9 0.79 0.076 0.127 0.109 44 22,737 3.32 864 686 24 98 546,158 86 190,199 88 35 
OR-1 1.2 na 0.069 0.104 na na 24,804 3.64 965 na na 80 692,111 na na na na 
OR-2 1.7 na 0.048 0.124 0.089 56 29,627 3.33 965 787 25 113 981,667 83 319,052 73 33 
OR-3 1.4 na 0.119 0.183 na na 32,383 3.09 889 na na 62 389,667 na na na na 
PA-1 1.5 1.19 0.056 0.112 na na 28,938 3.33 635 na na 219 356,341 na na na na 
PA-2 1.3 1.19 0.135 0.163 0.147 33 33,761 3.76 1,067 660 19 44 565,610 78 148,071 178 26 
Wl-1 0.9 1.77 0.071 0.155 0.112 48 38,584 4.57 660 660 31 164 311,103 106 200,695 65 65 
Wl-2 0.9 1.53 0.071 0.178 0.137 59 31,005 3.36 864 762 27 99 550,684 '65 220,392 66 40 
Wl-3 1.1 1.28 0.069 0.188 0.112 50 26,871 3:08 762 711 28 126 423,409 89 228,308 71 54 
Wl-4 1.4 1.99 0.081 0.406 0.130 49 35,139 4.36 965 686 22 72 623,841 88 193,799 122 31 
Wl-5 1.0 1.47 0.137 0.216 0.163 36 36,517 3.56 889 762 26 49 303,263 54 181,069 111 60 

Average 1.3 1.56 0.089 0.191 0.155 53 33,641 3.57 924 789 26 82 546, 141 62 216,065 84 41 
Std Dev 0.4 0.51 0.027 0.078 0.055 12 5,737 0.40 117 134 4 44 180,531 27 75,149 32 14 

Maximum 2.6 2.48 0.137 0.406 0.277 78 45,474 4.57 1,067 1,016 31 219 981,667 106 347,312 178 67 
Minimum 0.6 0.79 0.048 0.104 0.089 33 22,737 3.08 635 610 19 37 303,263 18 73,209 47 17 

Notes: 
1. I = radius of relative stiffness (RRS); k = modulus of subgrade reaction; D = concrete slab rigidity 
2. Values of concrete modulus of elasticity and average splitting tensile strength were .measured using co~es obtained during field testing. 
3. Deflection data are for 40 kN FWD load · 
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0.84 m/km to a high of 2.48 m/km. This represents good to very 
good ride quality considering that the test section ages ranged from 
0.3 to 22 years at the time of testing. Thus, CRC pavements tend to 
provide a good riding surface even when a high amount of medium 
to high severity cracking is present. Also, there was a slight increase 
in IRI (rougher ride) with age. 

Deflections Under Load 

Average Sensor l deflections (maximum deflection under the load 
plate) ranged frotn a low of 0.048 mm to a high of 0.137 mm under 
the 40-kN FWD load for the basin (interior) testing. The deflection 
values are, of course, affected by slab thickness and base and sub
grade support. The deflections and the subsequent backcalculated 
pavement stiffness characteristics therefore represent the conditions 
at the time of testing only. 

The deflections measured at the transverse crack along the 
midslab location were generally comparable to the basin deflec
tions, generally measured between crack locations. However, edge 
deflections measured at transverse crack locations tended to be 
almost twice as much as the basin (or midslab crack location) 
deflections for the morning testing (upward slab curl along the 
edges). The edge deflections tended to be less for the afternoon test
ing but still considerably more than basin test deflections. The after
noon edge deflections were reduced by about 10 to 30 percent from 
the morning edge deflections. Figure 1 shows a comparison of edge 
and midslab deflections at crack locations with basin test deflec
tions. The tied-concrete shoulders appear not to have contributed 
much to reducing edge deflections. 

Also, the relative change in edge deflection between morning and 
afternoon testing appears not to have been affected much by slab 
support condition-firm support such as LCB, A TB, or CTB versus 
softer support provided by granular or permeable bases. 
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Loss of Support Analysis 

Loss of support analysis was performed using the data from deflec
tion testing along the edge locations. At each test location, FWD 
loads of about 40, 53, and 67 kN were used. The maximum deflec
tions at each of the three load levels were used to extrapolate loss 
of support conditions along the edge. Most of the sections exhibited 
some loss of support during the morning and the afternoon testing. 
The loss of support for the afternoon testing tended to be slightly 
lower. There appeared to be no significant influence of shoulder 
type or base type on the magnitudes of the loss of support. How
ever, it should be noted that the data are confounded by actual 
temperature conditions and pavement thicknesses at each site. 

Overall Pavement Stiffness 

For concrete pavements, the overall pavement stiffness can be 
described very effectively using the radius of relative stiffness (RRS), 
l, value. The /-value is an important structural parameter of concrete 
pavements and has a direct influence on pavement behavior (struc
tural response). The RRS was estimated for each section using the 
theoretical formula and using the actual slab thickness (average core 
thickness), laboratory measured modulus of elasticity value, and best 
estimate of the modulus of subgrade reaction. The RRS values were 
also backcalculated from the deflection testing using Program ILLI
BACK. These RRS values are presented in Table 2. The following is 
a summary of the comparison of the RRS values. 

• For basin testing, the backcalculated RRS values were indepen
dent of load levels, which ranged from 40 to 70 kN. Thus, a single 
load level of 40 kN is considered adequate for CRC pavement basin 
testing. However, multiple load levels should be used for testing 
along the pavement edge if loss of support determination is desired. 
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FIGURE 1 Comparison of basin and crack location deflections. 
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TABLE 3 Average Values for Various Parameters for 23 Test Sections 

f, mm 

Basin Testing 914 

Mid-Slab Crack Testing 

Morning Testing 762 

Afternoon Testing 838 

Edge Crack Testing 

Morning Testing 762 

Afternoon Testing 787 

• RRS values for testing at crack locations were generally lower 
than those along basin (noncrack) locations. 

• RRS values for midslab crack location increased some from 
morning to afternoon testing. However, there was very little 
increast1 in the edge crack location RRS values from morning to 
afternoon testing even though actual deflection values were lower. 

• The crack location RRS values for edge testing were only 
slightly lower than for the midslab testing. 

• Based on the review of the RRS and D-values, it appears that 
concrete shoulders may not be very effective in all cases for stnJC
tural strengthening of the mainline CRC pavements. The use of con
crete shoulder may still be strongly desired for other reasons, such 
as maintenance-free shoulder, effective joint sealing, and so forth. 

The deflection test data were further analyzed to backcalculate 
the modulus of subgrade reaction k and the slab rigidity D. Although 
the RRS term describes the overall stiffness of the total pavement 
system, the D-term describes the rigidity of the concrete slab only. 
Table 3 illustrates the average values for the various parameters for 
all 23 test sections. 

Thus, the effective k-values along the edges are about 60 to 70 
percent of the values for the midslab locations, and the D-values 
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FIGURE 2 Crack spacing summary. 

Average Values 

k, kPa/mm D, kN-m 

81 546,000 

103 341,000 

92 391,000 

54 171,000 

62 216,000 

along the edge are about 30 to 60 percent of the values for the mid
slab locations. The basin testing (uncracked locations) resulted in 
the highest D-values. These trends ink- and D-values are what one 
would expect and appear to be more descriptive of the actual phys
ical condition (edge) of the pavement system. It is also likely that 
the backcalculated D-value would be much lower at those edge 
locations that exhibit the beginning of a punchout or exhibit wide 
cracks. Thus, it is recommended that the D- and k-values be used in 
interpreting the results of edge testing, in addition to using RRS. 

Crack Spacing Analysis 

The average crack spacings for each site are shown in Figure 2. Dur
ing the study, it was realized that a good method for characterizing 
the cracking pattern for CRC pavements did not exist. In the past, 
use has been made of the cumulative frequency distributions for 
representing the total number of cracks that have spacings equal to 
or less than the designated crack spacing. This is certainly a good 
method, providing a clear visual description of the cracking pattern. 
The cumulative frequency plots for each of the test sections are 
given in Figure 3. These plots can be used to identify the number of 
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FIGURE 3 Crack spacing distribution (by number of cracks). 

cracks (by percentage) that are greater or less than the designated 
crack spacing. 

The cumulative frequency plots of the type presented in Figure 3 
do not, however, represent the true picture of the cracking pattern 
as the focus of these plots is the number of cracks. A more repre
sentative characterization is the cumulative frequency based on the 
length of paving exhibiting a designated crack spacing. Thus, as an 
example, if 40 percent of the cracks (by number) have crack spac
ing equal to or less than 0.9 m, the length of paving exhibiting crack 
spacing equal to or less than 0.9 m may be only 20 percent or less. 
Similarly, if 10 percent of the cracks (by number) have crack spac
ing greater than 3.1 m, the length of paving exhibiting crack spac-
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ing greater than 3.1 m may exceed 20 percent. It is the length of 
paving that exhibits a certain cracking pattern that is as equally 
important as the number of cracks that exhibit a certain cracking 
pattern. The cumulative frequency plots based on length of paving 
are given in Figure 4. 

Table 4 shows a comparison of the crack spacing characteriza
tion using the frequency distributions based on the number of cracks 
and the length of paving involved. The length of paving definition 
appears to be more descriptive. For cluster cracking, it indicates the 
potential for cluster cracking-related problems, in the presence of 
poor support conditions, based on the amount (by length) of crack
ing that is less than 0.9 m. It also clearly indicates the length of 
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TABLE 4 Crack Spacing Distributions 

% of Cracks % Length % of Cracks % Length % of Cracks % Length 
Test Age as of Long. Total = or < 0.92 with Cracks > 1.84 m with Cracks > 3.05 m with Cracks 

Section Fall 1991 Steel No. of Spacing 
ID Testing, Amount, Cracks (by no.) 

years % (305 m) 

IL-1 - 0 0.70 195 37 
IL-2 15 0.59 237 45 
IL-3 20 0.60 279 51 
IL-4 20 0.60 470 86 
IL-5 5 0.70 329 67 
IA-1 20 0.65 169 33 
IA-2 22 0.65 336 65 
IA-3 15 0.65 334 61 
OK-1 4 0.50 118 28 
OK-2 5 0.50 217 40 
OK-3 3 0.50 210 36 
OK-4 7 0.50 156 15 
OK-5 2 0.61 164 24 
OR-1 7 0.60 248 36 
OR-2 4 0.60 179 25 
OR-3 20 0.54 227 41 
PA-1 15 0.45 208 33 
PA-2 22 0.55 231 39 
Wl-1 18 0.65 347 69 
Wl-2 6 0.67 345 68 
Wl-3 7 0.67 288 48 
Wl-4 7 0.67 218 34 
Wl-5 16 0.61 295 54 

Average 11 0.60 252 45 
Std Dev 7 0.07 82 18 

Maximum 22 0.70 470 86 
Minimum 0 0.45 118 15 

paving that incorporates undesirable longer crack spacing, in excess 
of 3.1 m. A concern with longer spaced cracks is the development 
of crack spalls, steel rupture, and punchout at companion closely 
spaced cracks. These problems are also better characterized by the 
number of crack locations where these problems may develop in the 
future. Thus, for problem cluster cracking, the length of paving 
involved is more significant than the number of cracks. For longer 
spaced cracks, it is the number of cracks that is more significant than 
the length of paving involved. 

To relate the crack spacing to the structural response of the pave
ments, the concept of the average of several of the closest crack 
spacings was developed. Individual crack spacing is very difficult 
to relate to the structural response that is provided by the effective 
length (or area) of the CRC pavement. The effective length is gen
erally considered to be about one and a half to two times the RRS 
value on each side of the applied load-about 1.2 to 1.8 m on each 
side of the load. Thus, it was necessary to develop a different 
approach to represent the crack spacing pattern that would better 
incorporate the effective length of the pavement. The concept that 
was developed was to use the average spacing of the closest five 
cracks (ASCFC). 

The plot of the ASCFC with distance is also useful in identifying . 
locations of cluster cracking (groups of cracks with average spac
ing of less than about 0.6 m). Similarly, cracking patterns with large 

or < 0.92 Spacing > 1.84 m Spacing > 3.05 m 
Spacing (by no.) Spacing (by no.) Spacing 

16 33 60 9 25 
22 23 43 3 7 
30 10 21 1 1 
79 1 2 0 0 
44 10 25 0 0 
10 49 73 15 27 
40 8 23 2 8 
41 6 10 0 0 

5 58 88 43 73 
18 25 50 8 21 
16 29 52 7 17 

5 51 72 13 25 
9 45 67 13 26 

18 12 23 1 1 
10 34 53 8 20 
21 23 43 3 9 
15 28 47 3 7 
20 20 38 2 6 
38 9 25 1 2 
52 2 6 0 0 
32 5 10 0 0 
17 25 41 0 0 
34 7 14 0 0 

26 22 39 6 12 
18 17 24 9 17 
79 58 88 43 73 

5 1 2 0 0 

crack spaci~gs can also be easily identified. The ASCFC trends pro
vide a more visual definition of crack spacing pattern than use of the 
standard deviation or the coefficient of variation parameters. The 
ASCFC plot (with distance) can also be used to identify the extent 
of a pavement section that exhibits "acceptable" cracking pattern. 
For example, if acceptable values of ASCFC are assumed to be 
between 0.9 and 1.8 m, then as shown in Figure 5 the length of the 
pavement section outside the acceptable limits can be easily identi
fied. It is possible that this length can be used as a performance indi
cator and compared with the extent of other manifested distresses, 
such as punchout and patching, ride quality, and so forth. 

The RRS values were compared with crack spacing for each test 
section. The plot of basin test RRS values along side ASCFC indi
cates that pavement stiffness is not dependent on crack spacing as 
long as there is high load transfer efficiency at the transverse cracks. 
The load transfer effectiveness was generally greater than 90 per
cent for most of the test sections. However, there appears to be some 
interaction between cluster cracking (average crack spacing of less 
than 0.6 m) and RRS. 

Overall, the variability in the RRS values along the test section 
appears to be more influenced by the apparent variability in the 
support condition. The extent of variability does not appear to be 
influenced by the base type (stabilized versus granular) or by the 
subgrade type (fine grained versus coarse grained). 
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FIGURE 5 Illustration of procedure to identify extent of marginal cracking pattern. 

Effect of Design Features on Crack Spacing Development 

Thickness Effects No clear trends were apparent. The data were 
also confounded by age, percentage of steel, and climatic region. 

Tied-Concrete Shoulder Effects No definitive trends were 
apparent between AC and PCC shoulder. The data were also con
founded by age, percentage of steel, and climatic region. 

Permeable Base Effects The two sections with permeable base 
exhibited slightly higher average crack spacings. However, both of 
these sections were young-IL-1 was only a few months old and 
OK-5 was only 2 years old. To further study the effect of permeable 
CTB, data from an additional CRC section constructed on a perme
able CTB were obtained. This section was located along 1-295 in 
Virginia Gust south of the Exit 9B sign, near Milepost 8) and was 
constructed during the summer and fall of 1991. The section details 
are as follows: 

• Slab thickness = 228 mm, 
• Permeable CTB thickness= 101 mm, 
• CTB thickness= 152 mm, 
• Percentage of steel = 0.65, 
• No tubes or chairs used-concrete placed in two lifts with the 

steel placed at the surface of the bottom lift, 
• ,Permeable CTB cement content= 130 kg/m3

, 

• Permeable CTB aggregate= ASTM No. 57, and 
• Shoulder type = jointed plain concrete. 

A 305-m length of the section was surveyed on May 17, 1994. 
The section exhibited the following cracking pattern: 

• Total number of cracks per 305 m = 322, 
• Average crack spacing = 0.95 m, and 
• Standard deviation of crack spacing = 0.54 m. 

The foregoing data indicate that 3 years after construction, 
the crack spacing along the permeable base section exhibits accept
able cracking pattern. Most of the cracks either exhibited no distress 
or were of low severity. Thus, the concern that CRC pavements con
structed over permeable CTB may not exhibit acceptable cracking 
pattern (because of interlocking or bonding with the permeable 
base) may not be justifiable. However, it should be stressed that an 
adequate amount of steel (2:0.65 percent) should be used to mini
mize any potential problems related to use of the permeable CTB: 

Epoxy-Coated Bar Effects The three sections with epoxy
coated bars exhibited slightly lower average crack spacing. 
Although the sample size is small, it appears that the use of epoxy
coated reinforcement may not result in undesirable cracking pattern. 
[The current FHWA Technical Advisory T 5080.14 (dated June 5, 
1990) recommends that the bond area be increased 15 percent to 
increase the bond strength between the concrete and reinforcement 
if epoxy-coated steel reinforcement is used.] This implies that 15 
percent more steel bars should be used if epoxy-coated bars are 
used. The sections with epoxy-coated bars had the following steel 
amounts: OK-3 = 0.5 percent; WI-2 and WI-3 = 0.67 percent. 

Thus, on the basis of limited data, it appears that use of 15 per
cent more steel bars may not be warranted provided the steel con
tent is properly estimated. 

Effect of Age on Crack Spacing There appears to be a trend 
toward a decrease in crack spacing with age with crack spacing sta
bilizing after about 8 to 10 years. Crack spacing appears to have an 
effect on ride quality and estimated present serviceability index (PSI). 
Shorter crack spacing results in higher IRI (and lower PSI) values, 
indicating that cluster cracking may result in poorer riding surface. 

Load Transfer Efficiencies at Cracks 
and Crack Width Analysis 

Load transfer efficiencies were determined using the data from the 
morning and afternoon testing at crack locations. All sections, 
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except the Oklahoma sections and WI-1 exhibited high load trans
fer efficiencies (greater than 90 percent) at crack locations. The 
Oklahoma sections have the widest crack spacings due to a smaller 
steel amount. This may be contributing to the development of the 
poor load transfer at crack locations. 

Crack widths at the test section ranged from 0.2 to about 0.84 mm 
(ignoring the apparent high values noted at the two Pennsylvania 
sites) during the mornings. The morning slab middepth tempera
tures during crack width measurements ranged from 5°C to about 
18°C. The cracks did close a little during the afternoon when mid
slab temperatures increased from about -15°C to -9°C. For each 
section, the crack widths were normalized to rniddepth slab tem
peratures of 5°C and -l8°C to allow comparisons between sites. 
The normalization was performed by using the laboratory measured 
coefficient of thermal expansion for the 30.5-m subsection used for 
crack width measurements. 

The normalized crack width (at 5°C) ranged from 0.24 mm at IL-
1 to 1.01 mm at OK-1 and WI-1. The average normalized crack 
width at 5°C was 0.59 mm. Limiting crack width criteria for CRC 
pavements are presented in the AASHTO Guide based on studies 
performed in Texas. A maximum crack width of 1.07 mm is rec
ommended to avoid spalling. For the wet-freeze region test sections, 
using the crack width data normalized to -l8°C, the IA-1, WI-1, 
and WI-4 were marginal for the AASHTO crack width criteria. It 
should be noted that WI-1 also had lower load transfer efficiency at 
the crack locations. 

Effect of Steel Amount 

The longitudinal reinforcement has a significant influence on the 
performance of CRC pavements. Higher amounts of reinforcement 
result in smaller crack spacing for a given set of conditions (con
crete quality, climatic conditions). Figure 6 shows the effect of steel 
amount on crack spacing. Considering that the data points incorpo-
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rate a broad range of pavement age, concrete quality, and climatic 
conditions, there is a strong overriding linkage between the per
centage of steel and crack spacing. With a steel amount of about 0.8 
percent, average crack spacing may approach about 0.6 m, which 
borders on undesirable crack spacing in the presence of poor sup
port conditions and results in a high incidence of cluster cracking 
and a high potential for future punchouts when the support condi
tion is marginal. A steel amount in the range of 0.6 to 0.7 percent 
appears to provide average long-term crack spacing ranging from 
0. 9 to 1.5 m. It should also be pointed out that some of the European 
experience indicates that close crack spacing (e.g., average crack 
spacing of 0.6 m) from using a steel amount of 0.85 percent can still 
provide excellent performance under heavy truck traffic provided 
that a good support condition is constructed (4). 

It should be noted that during the design process, the amount of 
steel determined to obtain acceptable crack spacing, crack width, 
and steel stresses is based on the assumption that the design con
crete strength will be obtained. However, for a given (design) steel 
content, if a higher concrete strength is actually obtained, crack 
spacings may be larger than anticipated. ~imilarly, if lower concrete 
strength is actually obtained during construction, a much closer 
crack spacing may result. This is very important to establish, espe
cially when using a marginal amount of steel-less than 0.6 percent. 
The larger crack spacing may result in higher steel stress and wider 
cracks resulting in premature failures. Therefore, if the possibility 
exists that higher-than-specified concrete strengths may be obtained 
on any given project, the prudent course would be to specify a 
slightly higher steel content to accommodate the expected higher 
concrete strength. 

Based on the data obtained as part of this study, use of steel in an 
amount less than 0.6 percent is not recommended because the crack
ing pattern that develops is marginal. The larger crack spacings that 
develop as a result of a low steel amount create potential locations 
for steel ruptures and punchouts at closely spaced cracking adjacent 
to widely spaced (greater than 3.7 m) cracks. 
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FIGURE6 Average crack spacing as function of percentage of steel reinforcement. 
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Summary of Distresses 

Pavements 15 years old and older generally exhibited moderate 
severity of spalling at transverse cracks. The older pavements also 
exhibited various amounts of patching. Sections WI-1 and WI-5 had 
the most patches (partial and full depth) within the 305-m sections 
tested. Only two sections (OK-4 and PA-2) exhibited punchouts 
that had not been patched. There appeared to be no correlation 

'1 between patching amount and ride quality, indicating that the 
patches, if constructed properly, are not detrimental to ride quality. 
Steel corrosion based on core examination was found at most of the 
sections in the wet-freeze regions with the exception of sections 
where epoxy-coated reinforcement was used. 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMEND A TIO NS 

The study has highlighted many new methods for evaluating CRC 
pavement performance incorporating the results of distress surveys 
(cracking pattern), crack width measurements, deflection testing 
along the edge and crack locations, and ride quality evaluation. An 
attempt was made to determine why certain CRC pavement sections 
behaved (in terms of cracking pattern) significantly differently from 
other sections with many factors being similar for these sections. 
The different cracking patterns at IA-1, OK-1, and OR-2 (compared 
with other in-state sections) could not be explained directly. It is 
quite possible that the ambient temperature conditions and curing 
conditions at these sections may have contributed to the develop
ment of the cracking pattern. 

There is a strong interaction among percentage of steel, concrete 
strength, and crack spacing. For conventionally used concrete 
strengths (splitting tensile strength at 28 days of about 3,000 kPa), 
steel in the amount of 0.6 to 0.7 percent appears to provide desir
able long-term average crack spacing in the range of 0.9 to 1.5 m. 
The reader is cautioned about the use of steel content less than 
0.6 percent; it is clear from the Oklahoma test sections and a recent 
Maryland project along U.S. 50 (not reported here) that use of 
0.5 percent steel will result in longer crack spacings and possible 
premature development of punchouts at closely spaced cracks adja
cent to longer spaced cracks. The use of 0.65 percent as the mini
mum steel content is strongly recommended with the conventional 
concrete strengths typically used in the United States. If a higher 
steel content is to be used, appropriately higher strength concrete 
should be specified to maintain desirable average crack spacing in 
the range of 0.9 to 1.5 m or a stabilized base must be specified. 

The effect of tied-concrete shoulder could not be classified as 
positive with respect to improving the structural response of the 
CRC pavements (as indicated by deflection testing along the edges). 
Use of tied-concrete ·shoulders may have other advantages and as 
such may be used in conjunction with CRC pavements. The use of 
widened lanes for CRC pavement appears to be promising and 
should be seriously considered as a design option. Based on the 
good performance of the three Oregon sections (each incorporating 
a 4-m-wide outside lane), using widened lanes should not cause 
concern because of the longer aspect ratio for each cracked portion 
of the pavement. 

The effect of base type on CRC performance was not pro
nounced. The concern about using a hard support (e.g., LCB) could 
not be clearly addressed. The two sections with permeable bases 
exhibited higher crack spacing. However, both sections were young 
and one of the sections was constructed with a smaller amount of 
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steel. Also, a separate evaluation of a 3-year-old Virginia CRC 
pavement constructed with a permeable CTB indicated that ade
quate crack spacing can develop in CRC pavements incorporating 
permeable CTB. 

The use of epoxy-coated reinforcement resulted in no undesirable 
cracking pattern. The FHWA Technical Advisory T5080.14 (dated 
June 5, 1990) recommends that the bond area be increased 15 per
cent to increase the bond strength between the concrete and rein
forcement if epoxy-coated steel reinforcement is used. This implies 
that 15 percent more steel should be used if epoxy-coated bars are 
used. Based on the limited field data, it appears that the use of 15 
percent more steel may not be warranted provided the steel content 
is properly estimated. However, additional field data need to be 
compiled to verify this observation. 

Based on the deflection testing, the following summary is 
presented. 

• Load transfer efficiencies at transverse cracks of CRC pave
ments, even after many years of service, remain high-generally 
greater than 90 percent, provided that an adequate steel amount 
is used. 

• The radius of relative stiffness, l, did not characterize well the 
effective pavement stiffness along the edge. The better parameter to 
describe the edge structural stiffness is the slab rigidity, D. The D
values were found to be considerably lower along the edge than at 
the interior. The backcalculated D-value may be a better indicator 
of potential punchout locations. 

• Deflection data did not correlate well with the cracking pattern, 
indicating that the pavement stiffness is not dependent on crack 
spacing as long as there is high load transfer efficiency at the trans
verse cracks. Overall, the variability in the backcalculated pave
ment stiffness values appears to be influenced more by the apparent 
variability in the support condition. 

Further research and development for CRC pavement should 
focus on improving the cracking pattern of the pavement through 
improved construction and design technology. For many years, the 
design of CRC pavement has focused on the percentage of steel rein
forcement and the expected drop in pavement temperature over the 
course of a year. However, it is clear that the crack pattern of CRC 
pavement cannot be controlled by the steel design alone and that 
other considerations should be included in the design process, such 
as the type of aggregate, method of curing, concrete shrinkage poten
tial, depth of steel cover, and rate of strength gain in the first 3 days, 
among others. Also, the design process for a CRC pavement should 
continue through construction and not end as soon as the plans and 
specifications are prepared. A more active interaction between the 
design process and actual ambient conditions during construction 
needs to be developed to achieve CRC pavements with acceptable 
cracking patterns. This may require imposing of guidelines on 
acceptable ambient conditions for placement of CRC pavements. 
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Estimating Load Transfer From Measured 
Joint Efficiency in Concrete Pavements 

YuT.Cttou 

Relationships between joint efficiency and load transfer for jointed 
plain concrete pavements have been established using the finite-element 
method ILLISLAB program. Efforts were made to show that the rela
tionship depends not only on all but also on Lil, where L is the size of 
the square concrete slabs, a is the radius of the single-wheel load, and l 
is the radius of relative stiffness of the concrete slab. It is proposed that 
the relationship between joint efficiency and load transfer be developed 
based on Lil values. Four sets of curves were developed using Lil and 
for each set, the curves were separated for different ratios of all. The 
procedure of equivalent single-wheel radius for multiple-wheel gear 
loads is discussed and recommended. 

The load transfer of jointed plain concrete pavements has been esti
mated on the basis of measured deflections across the joints (joint 
efficiency) using falling weight deflectometer (FWD) tests. The 
procedure is expedient and reliable. Review of the procedure indi
cated that the methodology can be improved, and this paper docu
ments the proposed improvement. 

Finite-element methods have been used to estimate load transfer 
from measured deflections of FWD tests. The results of an analysis 
conducted using the finite-element program WESLIQID in which a 
range of thicknesses, moduli of subgrade reaction, and joint stiff
ness parameters on 6.1-m (20-ft) square slabs were used to deter
mine joint efficiency and load transfer for a variety of conditions 
were reported (J). These data were used (2) to determine a quadratic 
regression equation relating joint efficiency and load transfer. A 
relationship between load transfer and joint effiCiency that closely 
parallels the Rollings· regression equation by using the finite
element program ILLISLAB was developed (3). 

LOAD TRANSFER ALONG JOINTS 

Joints are placed in rigid pavements to control cracking and provide 
enough space and freedom for movement. Load is transferred 
across a joint principally by shear forces and in some cases by 
moment transfer. Shear force is provided by either dowel bars, 
keyed joint, or aggregate interlock. Moment transfer, on the other 
hand, is provided by the strength of the concrete slab or in-place 
thrust, or both, that is produced by heating the slab. When a joint 
has a visible opening, the transfer of moment across the joint 
becomes negligible. It is therefore justified to assume that there is 
no moment transfer across a joint (except in cases such as a tied 
joint where some moment transfer may be expected if the joint 
remains tightly closed). · 

Pavement Systems Division, Geotechnical Laboratory, U.S. Army Engineer 
Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss. 39180-6199. 

If moment transfer across a joint is neglected, the amount of load 
transfer at a joint is governed by the difference in deflection 
between the two slabs along the joint. At the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, the load transfer is defined as the ratio of the strain on 
the unloaded side of the joint to that of the total strain (the sum of 
the strains on both unloaded and loaded sides) expressed as a per
centage. The load transfer is 50 percent if deflections of both slabs 
are equal. The measured joint efficiency is defined as the ratio of 
deflections of the unloaded to the loaded slabs. Field measurements 
with strain gauges conducted by the Corps of Engineers in many 
military airfields (4) indicated that the dowel bars were not effec
tive; their average load transfer across a joint was only about 
25 percent. 

ESTIMATE OF LOAD TRANSFER FROM 
FALLING WEIGHT DEFLECTOMETER 

Finite-Element Analysis 

The ILLISLAB program was used (5) to show that load transfer is 
a function of both the joint efficiency and the ratio of the radius of 
loaded area a to the radius of relative stiffness l, or an all ratio. The 
all ratio accounts for differences in the way the load is applied to 
the joint by considering a, and for the relative stiffness between the 
slab and foundation subgrade soil /,which accommodates the vari
ables of slab thickness h, modulus of elasticity E, Poisson's ratio v, 
and modulus of sub grade reaction k, as s.hown in Equation 1. 

l = {Eh3/[l2 (1 - v2)]k}025 (1) 

By varying only the radius of loaded area a, and with the following 
conditions: 

• Slab thickness h = 25.4 cm (10 in.), v = 0.15; 
• Slab length L = 4.58 m (15 ft), l = 91.8 cm (36.135 in.); 
• Slab width W = 3.57 m (11.7 ft), E = 27,560,000 kPa 

( 4,000,000 psi); and 
• Modulus of subgrade reaction k = 3,204 kg/m3 (200 pci). 

A number of finite-element runs were conducted with varying 
joint stiffness (spring constant) for each of four all ratios-0.047, 
0.156, 0.312, and 0.584. The slab thickness and slab size were kept 
constant at 25.4 cm (10 in.) and 4.58 m (15 ft) in length and 3.57 m 

. (11.7 ft) in width, respectively, in the computation. The results are 
plotted in Figure 1. 

Although the curves developed by Korovesis (5) and extended by 
Pittman (6) (Figure I) account for differences in the way the load is 
applied to the slab by considering the ratio all, a constant slab size 
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FIGURE 1 Relationship between joint efficiency and load transfer. 

4.58 m (15 ft) long, 3.57 m (11.7 ft) wide, and 25.4 cm (10 in.) thick 
was used throughout that work developing the relationship between 
joint efficiency and load transfer. However, slab size is critical in 
problems involving deflections, which are discussed in the follow
ing paragraphs. 

Westergaard's solution has been used for computing maximum 
edge stresses in concrete slabs. The slab is assumed to be infinite in 
length in the two directions. Field results indicated that computed 
stresses using Westergaard's solution were close to the measured 

values. By using the finite-element method ILLISLAB, it was found 
that slab size has much less effect on computed stress than on com
puted deflection. The computed results for single square slabs are 
presented in Table 1, which shows that as the slab size increases, 
deflection decreases and stress increases, but the rate of change is 
more significant in deflection than in stress. 

Concrete pavement thickness design is based on the critical ten
sile stress, and when the finite-element method is used, it is gener
ally believed that slab size is not critical as long as the slab is of rea-

TABLE 1 Computed Stresses and Deflections [E = 27,560,000 kPa (4,000,000 psi), k = 689 kPa (100 pci), v = 0.15] 

Slab Size Deflection Stress Percent Change 
L, m !J..L. mm kPa Def lectiori Stress 

3.05 2.44 1. 90 3,272.1 0 0 

4.58 3.65 1. 26 3,688.2 -33.8 12.7 

6.10 4.87 1.13 3,801.2 -40.7 16.2 

7.63 6.09 1. 08 3,810.2 -43.3 16.4 

9.15 7.31 1. 05 3,809.5 -44.6 16.4 

Notes: 

The change in percentage is based on values computed for L=3.05m 

(10 ft). The single-wheel load is placed at the center of the 

slab edge. 1 m = 3.279 ft, 1 cm= 0.3937 in., 1 kPa = 

0.1451 psi. 
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sonable size. For instance, a 4.58-m2 (15- by 15-ft) slab is believed 
large enough for stress analysis under a single-wheel load on a 
30.5-cm (12-in.) diameter area. This is correct in pavement thick
ness design in which the magnitude of critical tensile stress controls. 
It is particularly true for highway pavements where the slab thick
ness is relatively thin compared with airfield pavements. Based on 
the results of the analysis of this study, it was found that in the rela
tionship between load transfer and joint efficiency in which deflec
tions are involved, the slab size should vary depending on the fol
lowing variables: slab thickness, subgrade strength, concrete 
modulus, and loaded area. A dimensionless factor Lil was intro
duced in which L is the size of the square slab and l is the radius of 
relative stiffness defined in Equation 1. Equation 1 shows that a 
larger slab is needed for thicker pavements, greater concrete mod
uli, or weaker subgrades. In other words, when a comparison is 
made involving deflection for two different slabs, the Lil values 
should be compatible. This may be demonstrated using the ILLI
SLAB program. 

The analysis was made on a two-slab system under a single
wheel load placed at the slab edge at the center of the joint. 
Several values of joint stiffness, represented by spring constants, 
were used in the computation, and the E, K, and v values were the 
same as shown for Table 1. Figure 2 shows the relationship 
between the joint efficiency and load transfer for two sets of Lil 
curves. For each Lil value, the slab thickness h and l are constants 
and the loaded area a varies, which results in varying all ratios. It 
needs to be pointed out that the slab size L in the two cases being 
nearly the same-4.64 and 4.61 m (15.2 and 15.1 ft)-is purely 
coincidental. 

Figure 1 demonstrated that in the relationship between joint effi
ciency and load transfer, the curves with varying all ratios are plot-

50 
Curve L1I all a Ccml h..!gn), LC ml 

45 1 5.0 0.825 76 .. 20 20.3 4.64 

2 5.0 0.162 15.00 20.3 4.64 

40 3 5.0 0.082 7.50 20.3 4.64 

4 2.5 0.415 76.20 50.8 4.61 

35 5 2.5 0.082 15.00 50.8 4.61 

~ 
(1 an= 0.3937 in., 1 m = 3.279 ft.) 
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ted in descending order, with larger all at the upper position. The 
load transfer capability can be determined from the measured joint 
efficiency for a given all ratio. Figure 2 shows both Curves 3 and 
5 having the same all ratio of 0.082, but the curves do not yield the 
same result, (i.e., for a given joint efficiency, different load trans
fer is obtained for different Lil value). Also, Curve 4 (Lil = 2.5), 
which has an all ratio of0.415, is plotted below Curves 2 and 3 (Lil 
= 5), which have all ratios smaller than 0.415. Figure 2 demon
strated that when curves with different Lil values are plotted 
together, the curves will not be placed in order following the all 
ratios, which defeats the purpose of the relationship between the 
joint efficiency and load transfer. It is suggested that the curves be 
plotted separately based on the Lil value. Explaining it in a differ
ent manner, when conducting an FWD test, if the slab size Lis 3.05 
m (10 ft) and the slab thickness is 50.8 cm (20 in.), resulting in a 
Lil value of 1.7 [183.6 cm (l = 72.3 in.)], the load transfer should 
not be determined from the results of ILLISLAB analysis on a 
6.1-m (L = 20-ft) slab (Lil = 3.4 and l = 72.3 in.) because a dif
ferent load transfer will be obtained for the same all value. 

The maximum stress and deflection in Westergaard's closed form 
solutions for a circular load at the slab edge are functions of all. 
However, it is of paramount importance to point out that this is true 
only for maximum stress and defection (i.e., at locations directly 
under the load). 

Proposed Method 

Figures 3 to 6 present the relationship between measured joint effi
ciency and load transfer for four different values of Lil. For each Lil, 
curves with varying all ratios are plotted. Lil ratios are determined 

I (Cm) 

92.5 

92.5 

92.5 

183.6 

183.6 
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Joint Efficiency,% 

FIGURE2 Relationship between joint efficiency and load transfer, Lil = 5.0 and Lil = 2.5. 
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FIGURE 3 Relationship between joint efficiency and load transfer, Lil= 7.5. 

with different slab size L and concrete slab thickness h. The E, k, and 
v values are constants. Table 1 results in constant l for each Ul value. 
Figures 3 to 6 show that for Ul values less than 5, the difference 
between joint efficiency and load transfer is significant, but the differ
ence becomes smaller in curves Ul = 5 (Figure 4) and 7.5 (Figure 3). 

In using the ILLISLAB program, the following guidelines were 
used. 
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• Circular wheel loads were converted to. square loads of the 
same area and same magnitude. 

• The foundation was represented by the Winkler energy con
sistent uniform subgrade, not the springs subgrade used in the West
ergaard's solution. 

• Maximum tensile stress and deflection were selected in deter
mining the joint efficiency and load transfer. 

50 60 70 80 90 100 
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FIGURE 4 Relationship between joint efficiency and load transfer, Lil = 5.0. 
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FIGURE 5 Relationship between joint efficiency and load transfer, Lil = 2.5. 

• The total number of elements depends on the size of the slab 
L. A 25.4-cm (10- by 10-in.) grid is generally used in both direc
tions of the slab, resulting in an element aspect ratio of unity. For 
smaller loaded areas, grid sizes smaller than I 0 in. were used at and 
near the load, but the aspect ratio for elements near slab edges and 
locations away from the load were kept less than two. For thinner 
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slabs [h = 20.3 cm (8 in.)], ·element sizes smaller than 25.4 cm 
( 10 in.) were used. 

To verify the correctness of the curves presented in the figures, 
additional computations were made and the results are presented in 
Figure 7. Curve 1 in Figure 4 (Ul = 5 and all= 0.082) is reproduced 
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FIGURE 6 Relationship between joint efficiency and load transfer, Lil = 1.5. 
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in the figure in which the points on the curve were computed for the 
condition a= 7.54 cm (2.97 in.), h = 20.3 cm (8 in.), and L = 4.64 
m (15.2 ft). For a completely different condition with slab size 
L = 30 ft, slab thickness h = 50.8 cm (20 in.), and loaded radius a 

= 15 cm (5.9 in.), that result in Lil = 5 and all = 0.082 satisfying 
the condition for using Curve 1, the joint efficiency and load trans
fer were computed and represented as the "crosses," which plot very 
close to Curve 1. It means that for an FWD test with a 30-cm (11.8-
in.) diameter loading plate (a= 5.9 in.) and for a test pavement 50.8 
cm (20 in.) thick and a slab size of 9.15 m (30 ft) (i.e., Lil = 5 and 
all = 0.082), the load transfer can be determined from the measured 
joint efficiency using Curve 1, which has Lil = 5 and all = 0.082. 

Similarly, Curve 2 in Figure 5 (Lil = 2.5 and all = 0.415) is 
reproduced in the figure. The points on the curve were computed 
based on the condition a = 76.2 cm (30 in.), h = 50.8 cm (20 in.), 
and L = 4.61 m (15.1 ft). Similarly, assuming a condition L = 3.14 
m (10.3 ft), h = 30.5 cm (12 in.), and a = 51.94 cm (20.45 in.), 
which resulted in Lil= 2.5 and all= 0.415 satisfying the condition 
for using Curve 2, the computed values of joint efficiency and load 
transfer are represented as the "dots," which also plot close to Curve 
2. In other words, for a single-wheel load with a 152.4-cm (60-in.) 
diameter loaded area [a = 76.2 cm (30 in.)], a test pavement with a 
thickness of30.5 cm (12 in.), and a slab size of 3.14 m (10.3 by 10.3 
ft) (i.e., Lil = 2.5 and all = 0.415), the load transfer can be deter
mined from the measured joint efficiency using Curve 2, which has 
Lil= 2.5 and all= 0.415. 

The reason that the parameter Lil influences the relationship 
between joint efficiency and load transfer lies in deflections being 
involved in the relationship. When slab size is increased, deflections 
are reduced and stresses are increased, and the combination of the 
changes together with the possible interaction of loaded area can 
separate. the curves having the same all ratio but having a different 
Lil value. 
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Computations were all made for the condition E = 27 ,560,000 
kPa (4,000,000 psi), v = 0.15, and k = 1,602 kg/m3 (100 pci). 
Attempts were made to vary E, h, and k to determine whether 
the change would affect the computed results. Curve 1 in Figure 7 
was chosen for comparison. The following five sets of h, k, and E 
values were selected: 

• h = 20.3 cm, k = 801 kg/m3, E = 13,583,483 kPa, 
• h = 20.3 cm, k = 3,204 kg/m3, E = 54,333,933 kPa, 
• h = 20.3 cm, k = 8,010 kg/m3

, E = 135,834,834 kPa, 
• h = 25.5 cm, k = 3,204 kg/m3

, E = 27,560,000 kPa, 
• h = 34.6 cm, k = 8,010 kg/m3, E = 27,560,000 kPa, 
• (1 m = 3.279 ft, 1 kg/m3 = 0.0624 pci, 1 kPa = 0.1451 psi) 

which result in the same radius of relative stiffness of the slab l 
[92 cm (36.22 in.)] and all = 0.082. The computed results are 
plotted along Curve 1 as squares marked with numbers. The 
squares are plotted on the curve, indicating the correctness of the 
method. 

MULTIPLE-WHEEL GEAR LOADS 

The procedure of equivalent single-wheel radius (ESWR) was pro
posed (7) to determine the load transfer in jointed plain concrete 
pavements. An ESWR is defined as the radius of a single tire that 
will cause an equal magnitude of edge stress in the pavement to that 
resulting from a multiple-wheel load. It was proven that the ESWR 
so determined can produce the same load transfer as the multiple
wheel load. The ESWR can then be used on curves similar to 
those shown in Figures 3 to 6 to determine the load transfer of the 
slabs under the multiple-wheel load based on the measured joint 
efficiency. 

L/1=5.0, all=0.082 
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1 4' 5 • -- • • • • • • • • • • • L/1=2.5, all=0.415 
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FIGURE 7 Verification of the proposed procedure. 
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TABLE 2 Computed Stresses and Deflections [E = 27,560,000 kPa (4,000,000 psi), k = 689 kPa (100 pci), v = 0.15] 

Radius of a Circular Loaded Area, cm 
2 • 5 4 cm ( 1 in . l 

Joint Efficiency, 
percent 

7.5 59.9 

15.0 65.0 

38.1 62.5 

76.2 64.5 

Notes: 

L 4.58 m (15 ft), E = 27,560,000 kPa (4,000,000 psi) 

k 1,602 kg/cum (100 pci), 1 = 93.35 cm {36.75 in.) 

h 20.32 cm (8 in.), L/l = 5.0 

Joint spring constant= 55,120 kPa (8,000 psi) 

It was assumed that the joint efficiency is independent of the 
loaded area during the measurement, that is, for the same slab the 
measured joint efficiency of the 30-cm (11.8-in.) loading plate 
FWD test (or other field measurements) is the same as the joint 
efficiency of the ESWR load. This assumption was verified with 
the computed results using ILLISLAB as shown in Table 2. The 
computed joint efficiency in jointed slabs is nearly the same under 
circular loaded area of different radius. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The relationships between measured joint efficiency and load 
transfer for jointed plain concrete pavements presented in Figures 
3 to 6, as derived by the ILLISLAB program, may be used to deter
mine the load transfer of concrete pavements based on the mea
sured joint efficiency using FWD tests. The relationships depend 
not only on all but also on Lil, where Lis the size of the square 
concrete slabs, a is the radius of the single-wheel load, and l is 
the radius of relative stiffness of the concrete slab. It is proposed 
that the relationship between joint efficiency and load transfer be 
developed based on Lil and all values. The ESWR proposed by 
Seiler' s procedure ( 6) can be used to determine the load transfer of 
multiple-wheel gear loads. 
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Three-Dimensional Finite-Element 
Analysis of Jointed Concrete Pavement 
with Discontinuities 

WAHEED UDDIN, ROBERT M. HACKETT, AJITH JOSEPH, ZHOU PAN, 

AND ALFRED B. CRAWLEY 

A research study was conducted using the finite-element code 
ABAQUS to investigate the effects of pavement discontinuities on the 
surface deflection response of a jointed plain concrete pavement-

. subgrade model subjected to a standard falling weight deftectometer 
load. A significant improvement over the multilayered linear static 
analysis that does not allow for any discontinuity is shown. A three
dimensional pavement-subgrade finite-element model with appropriate 
boundary conditions has been developed. Transverse joints with dowel 
bars are modeled using gap and beam elements for an uncracked sec
tion, a section with cracked concrete layer, and a section with cracked 
concrete and cracked cement-treated base layers. 

Structural analysis of a pavement-subgrade system subjected to a 
falling weight deflectometer (FWD) or moving wheel load based 

· on layered linear elastic theory provides reasonable results if the 
pavement-subgrade system behaves as a linearly elastic system (1). 
However, for a deteriorated pavement-subgrade system with crack
ing and other .pavement distresses (Figure 1), and where nonlinear 
behavior is expected from unbound granular pavement layers and 
subgrade, predicted linearly elastic response may differ signifi
cantly from measured response. 

This paper presents some results of finite-element analyses of a 
jointed plain concrete pavement having discontinuities that is sub
jected to dynamic loading. Specifically, moduli for uncracked pave
ment and for pavement having cracks in both the concrete and base 
layers are backcalculated by matching finite-element simulation 
results to field measurements. 

MULTILA YERED STATIC ANALYSIS OF 
A PAVEMENT-SUBGRADE SYSTEM· 

Pavement deflection response is usually analyzed using a multilay
ered linear elastic model under static load (1) to calculate the in situ 
Young's modulus for each layer in the pavement-subgrade system. 
In the multi layered linear elastic model of a pavement, each layer is 
characterized by its Young's modulus and its Poisson's ratio. 
Assuming a semi-infinite subgrade and infinite lateral boundaries, 
unique values of surface deflections at specified distances from the 
load can be theoretically predicted. Pavement nondestructive eval-. 
uation is performed through the measurement of surface deflections 

W. Uddin, R. M. Hackett, A. Joseph, and Z. Pan, Department of Civil Engi
neering, University of Mississippi, University, Miss. 38677. A. B. Crawley, 
Mississippi Department of Transportation, P.O. Box 1850, Jackson, Miss. 
39215. 

under a known dynainic load.· The backcalculation procedure 
involves an iterative application of the multilayered elastic theory 
to calculate the in situ Young's modulus of the pavement layers . 
Surface deflections are predicted using assumed values of the 
Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio of the pavement layers. 
Calculated surface deflections are matched with measured deflec
tions until the percentage of error is reduced to an acceptably low 
value (1,2). The test load is simulated by an equivalent static load. 

With the foregoing assumptions, the linearly elastic response of 
a pavement-subgrade model is reasonable, in the absence of pave
ment discontinuities and nonlinearities. However, these assump
tions are clearly violated when the pavement is deteriorated or when 
the granular layers and subgrade exhibit nonlinear behavior, or 
both. Moreover, the assumption of static loading conditions is 
inconsistent with dynamic load application that occurs in opera
tional situations. 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
FINITE-ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

Traditional pavement-subgrade analysis based on static load and 
multilayered linear elastic formulation with infinite dimensions in 
the horizontal plane and with a semi-infinite subgrade does not 
allow for dynamic behavior and pavement discontinuities. On the 
other hand, the finite-element method allows for the dynamic analy
sis of pavements and the consideration of finite or infinite dimen
sions of the physical pavement structure. Concrete pavement joints 
and voids beneath the pavement have in the past been modeled by 
the SLAB49 discrete element program (3). More recently, finite
element programs have been developed exclusively for pavement 
analysis, for example, ILLIPAVE for flexible and ILLISLAB for 
rigid pavements (4,5). These programs are capable of performing 
only static analyses. 

The finite-element code ABAQUS is available for comprehen
sive structural pavement response analysis procedures, such as sta
tic and dynamic analysis (impulsive, steady-state vibratory forces, 
and moving wheel loads), a variety of material models (linear elas
tic as well as nonlinear elastic and viscoelastic material constitutive 
models), and problems involving crack modeling and body-to-body 
contact (6,7). The ABAQUS code for dynamic analysis, but of 
uncracked pavements, has been used successfully (8). 

The finite-element method enables the evaluation of the state of 
stress and strain in a continuum by transforming the continuum into 
an assemblage of finite elements. The elements are interconnected 
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FIGURE 1 Typical concrete pavement discontinuities. 

at their common nodes. Dynamic finite-element analysis involves 
the solution of the differential equation of motion: 

MU+CU+KU=F 

where 

M = mass matrix, 
C = damping matrix, 
K = stiffness matrix, 

0, (J, U = vectors of acceleration, velocity, and displacement, 
respectively, and 

F = vector of nodal forces. 

Integration of this equation yields displacements at the nodal 
points, for any given instant in time. The stresses and strains are 
computed through backsubstitution, using the kinematic and 
constitutive relationships. 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
FINITE-ELEMENT MODELING 

Finite-element modeling using any software package involves three 
stages: (a) preprocessing, where the finite element mesh is generated, 
loads and boundary conditions are assigned, and material properties 
are defined; (b) analysis, where displacements, stresses, and strains 
are computed; and (c) postprocessing, where the results are graphi
cally presented. In the current study, the CAD/FEM program 
PA TRAN is used as the pre- and postprocessor, and ABAQUS is 
used for the analysis. A brief description of these programs follows. 

ABAQUSANDPATRANSOFTWARE 

The ABAQUS software (6,7) is a comprehensive finite-element 
code developed to solve two- and three-dimensional problems with 
static, harmonic, and transient dynamic loading and thermal gradi
ent conditions. Material can be modeled as linear elastic, nonlinear 
elastic, viscoelastic, plastic, and modified elastic. Effects from 
cracks, voids, and material degradation can be analyzed. Computer 
simulation of the actual behavior can lead to a better understanding 
of pavement performance and to a reliable estimated prediction of 
loss of support over the pavement life. 

PATRAN, a finite-element modeling computer program, sup
ports powerful graphics capabilities for interactive mesh generation 
and output visualization (9). A finite-element model generated 
through the use of PA TRAN is translated into ABAQUS input data, 
using a forward translation program. Subsequent to the analysis, 
the results from ABAQUS are translated back into PA TRAN for 
graphical visualization and the plotting of results. 

PAVEMENT-SUBGRADE MODEL PARAMETERS 

The following dimensions and boundary conditions for a three
dimensional finite-element pavement model were investigated in a 
previous study (10): 

• Rollers on the lateral sides of the model. 
• Subgrade width of 13.3 m (43.65 ft) for the quarter-symmetric 

model. 
• Pavement length of 9.14 m (30 ft). This is equal to one and one

half times the length of a typical concrete slab on U.S. Highway 78 
in Marshall County, Mississippi. 

• Discontinuous shoulders along the pavement edges, modeled 
using gap elements. The outside shoulder is 3.04 m (10 ft) wide. 

FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL FOR 
PAVEMENT WITH NO DISTRESS 

Mesh Configuration and Material Properties · 

The pavement is modeled as a three-layered linear elastic system 
that consists of a portland cement concrete layer, a cement-treated 
base (CTB) layer, and a subgrade. The thicknesses and material 
properties for a jointed plain concrete pavement structure of U.S. 
Highway 78 are shown on Table 1. FWD deflection data were 
collected from nine test sections on US-78 in May 1994. 

FWD loading was used in the study. The center of the load was 
located 1.5 m (5 ft) from the edge of the outside shoulder and 3 m 
(10 ft) from the transverse joint. 

Mesh size and configuration are an important part of finite
element modeling; precise mesh refinement is necessary in regions of 
high stress intensity. A refined mesh was developed for the vicinity 
of the loaded area and the transverse joint. The finite-element model 
was generated using PATRAN. The model has a subgrade depth of 
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TABLE 1 U.S. Highway 78 Pavement Structure and Moduli Backcalculated from Static Analyses 

Layer Thickness 

mm (inches) 

Concrete 254 (10.0) 

Gement 

Treated Base 152 (6.0) 

(CTB) 

Subgrade Semi-infinite 

12 m (40 ft) and has 7,546 finite elements. A three-dimensional view 
of the model is shown in Figure 2. The central processing unit time 
for running the model was approximately 200 sec on a Cray Y-MP 
supercomputer. This model was used for all of the simulations. 

The overall dimensions of the model and the boundary conditions 
applied on the edges are based on the actual dimensions of the U.S. 
Highway 78 jointed plain concrete pavement under study and on the 
results of previous studies (11). During the current study, a detailed 
investigation of the U.S. Highway 78 pavement in Marshall County 
was conducted; it involved 

• Detailed visual distress survey and mapping based on Strate
gic Highway Research Program procedures to identify good and . · 
deteriorated pavement sections, · 

3.05m 

Backcalculated Modulus, Mpa (ksi) 

1994 FWD Deflection Data 

36,855 (5,349) 

4,272 (620). 

(25.6) 

• Ground-penetrating radar survey to establish pavement thick
ness nondestructively and to identify possible weak areas, 

• Noncontact thermographic survey to establish locations having 
possible voids or moisture damage, or both, 

• Coring to verify pavement layer thickness and to identify areas 
with loss of support, and 

• Nondestructive deflection testing with FWD on transverse 
joints and midslab locations, and side-by-side Dynaftect testing on 
selected locations. 

Transverse Joint Modeling 

In Figure 3, the details of a typical transverse joint with dowel bars 
are shown. The dowel bars are modeled using beam_ elements. 

Roller Support 

Outside Shoulder 
25.4 mm PCC Surface / 
over 152.4 mm CTB A 

~1~ a,.i 

~ 

Roller Support 

FIGURE 2 Three-dimensional view of the finite-element model. 
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FIGURE 3 (a) Plan view of finite-element mesh and (b) cross section of 
transverse joint. 

While one end of the dowel is fixed into one concrete slab, the other 
end is free to move back and forth in the adjacent concrete slab, 
depending on the thermal expansion or contraction of the slabs. 
Thus, the interaction between the dowel bar and the concrete 
involves body-to-body contact. Gap elements in ABAQUS are used 
in this regard. These elements are used to specify the interaction 
between the dowel and the surrounding concrete medium. The steel 
dowel bars are 457 mm (18 in.) long, with a circular cross section 
having a diameter of 31.75 mm (1.25 in.). The dowel bars are placed 
in the middle of the slab at 305-mm (12-in.) spacing. A Young's 
modulus of 206,700 MPa (30,000 ksi) and a Poisson's ratio of 0.3 
are used to characterize the dowel bars. Also, a crack through the 
thickness of the concrete slab develops at the transverse joint imme
diately after construction. Gap elements are used to model the con
tact between the two faces of the crack. The use of these elements 
for modeling the crack is explained in detail in a later section. 

Static Analysis Results 

The FWD deflection data were analyzed using the static layered 
elastic analysis incorporated in the PEDDI backcalculation soft-

ware. The average backcalculated modulus values for uncracked 
pavement sections are presented in Table 1. These backcalculated 
modulus values provide an initial estimate of layer material proper
ties for dynamic backcalculation using a simulated FWD load. 

Pavement Modulus Backcalculation Using Dynamic 
Analysis Results 

Dynamic analysis was performed using the ABAQUS implicit 
approach. This is different from the explicit procedure (7) in that the 
implicit method computes the deflections at any time t by knowing 
the deflections at time t - 1 by solving a set of nonlinear equations, 
whereas the explicit method computes the deflections at any time t 
by adding the deflection increments between time t and time t - 1, 
computed by double integration of the acceleration obtained from 
the dynamic equations at that degree of freedom, to the deflection at 
time t - 1. The FWD load time history based on a typical FWD pulse 
of 33-msec duration, measured on the test pavement, is used to sim
ulate the FWD impact load. The ABAQUS dynamic deflections 
were compared with the FWD measured deflections, and modulus 
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US 78 Jointed Concrete Pavement, Section E, Slab E3 

20 40 

Uncracked Pavement 

ABAQUS Dynamic Analysis 

.A FWD Deflection 

Uncracked ABAQUS 
Pavement E (ksi) 

Concrete 3,494 
CTB 680 

Subgrade 24.4 

60 80 100 120 
Distance from Load Center, inches 

FIGURE 4 Matching of ABAQUS-computed surface deflections with 
measured FWD deflections for uncracked pavement. 

values were adjusted until a close agreement was achieved between 
computed and measured dynamic deflections. The computed and 
measured deflections for the uncracked test Slab E3 are shown in 
Figure 4. The backcalculated modulus values for the uncracked 
concrete, the uncracked base, and the subgrade are listed in Table 2. 

PAVEMENT CRACKING SIMULATION 

Longitudinal and transverse cracks, joints, and voids beneath the 
concrete surface layer are the most critical discontinuities in con
crete pavements, as illustrated in Figure 1. The structural response 
of a deteriorated pavement can differ significantly from that of an 
uncracked pavement having no distress. ABAQUS dynamic analy
ses were made to investigate the effect of cracks on the pavement 
properties. 

The effect of cracks in the pavement can be modeled using 
special-purpose elements. A crack is modeled by having two in
dependent nodes on two free faces of the crack linked by special-

purpose unidirectional gap elements. The elements allow two con
tinuous surfaces to be in contact, or not in contact, through contact 
pressure and friction between the contacting surfaces. ABAQUS 
monitors the relative displacement of the two nodes of the element 
in the given direction. This arrangement results in two contact sur
faces that are separated by an initial selected gap width at the top. 
The gap element controls the interaction between the contact sur
faces in such a way that these surfaces do not penetrate each other 
under any contact pressure. An appropriate value of the friction coef
ficient parameter between the contact surfaces should be assumed in 
the analysis to simulate aggregate interlock effects across the crack. 
A zero-friction coefficient means that no shear forces will develop 
and the contact surfaces will be free to slide. A very large friction co
efficient implies that the surfaces will lock and no sliding will occur. 

A sensitivity analysis of friction coefficient and gap width was 
conducted by varying the crack gap width from 5.1 mm (0.2 in.) to 
0.25 mm (0.01 in.). It was concluded that the critical gap width was 
0.25 mm (0.01 in.) at which the effect of friction coefficient on sur
face deflection is significant (10). This is expected for a low to 

TABLE 2 Comparison of Pavement Moduli Values Backcalculated from ABAQUS Dynamic Analyses 
for Uncracked and Cracked Pavement Sections 

Layer 

Concrete 

Cement Treated 
Base (CTB) 

Subgrade 

Test Section 
Location 

Backcalculated Moduli, MPa (ksi)* 

Uncracked 
Cracked Cracked 

Pavement 
Concrete, Concrete, 

Uncracked CTB Cracked CTB 

24,074 (3,494) 12,746 (1,850) 12,746 (1,850) 

4,685 (680) 4,685 (680) 2,067 ( 300) 

168 (24.4) 168 (24.4) 168 (24.4) 

E F G 
slab E3 slab F3 slab G1 

*(Based on FWD deflection data measured in 1994 on US Highway 78 in Marshall County, 
Mississippi) 
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FIGURE 5 Matching of ABAQUS-computed surface deflections with 
measured FWD deflections for pavement with crack in concrete layer. 

medium severity crack in the pavement concrete layer. Therefore, a 
gap width of 0.25 mm (0.01 in.) and a friction coefficient of 0.5 
were used in this study. 

Longitudinal, diagonal, and transverse cracks were observed at 
some pavement sections of U.S. Highway 78. A crack of low sever
ity observed on one of the test section slabs (Slab F3) initiates from 
the transverse joint at a distance of 1.5 m (5 ft) from the pavement 
edge. A core extracted from this test section indicates cracking in 
the concrete layer only. This distress was simulated in the finite
element model and the calculated ABAQUS dynamic deflections 
were substantially higher than the corresponding deflection cal
culated for the uncracked pavement. The effective concrete modu
lus for this cracked pavement slab is naturally expected to be 
smaller in magnitude than that for the uncracked pavement layer. 
After a few iterations, a lower concrete modulus value yielded 

ABAQUS dynamic deflections that agree reasonably well with 
the FWD deflections measured at this cracked pavement site, as 
shown in Figure 5. The backcalculated modulus values for the 
cracked concrete, the uncracked base, and the subgrade are listed 
in Table 2. 

Using the FWD data, distress data, and core data collected in this 
study, Slab Gl, in test Section G, was selected as representative of 
cracking in concrete and cement-treated base layers. By applying a 
similar iterative approach, the modulus values were backcalculated 
to the point where the computed dynamic deflections agreed rea
sonably well with the measured deflections, as shown in Figure 6. 
The backcalculated modulus values for the cracked concrete, the 
cracked base, and the subgrade are listed in Table 2. These results 
are indicative of the importance of using dynamic analysis to back
calculate appropriate values of pavement modulus. 
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FIGURE 6 Matching of ABAQUS-computed surface deflections with measured FWD deflections 
for pavement with crack in concrete and cement treated base layers. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The effects of pavement cracking and FWD dynamic loading on .the 
structural response of jointed plain concrete pavement-subgrade 
systems have been studied using the ABAQUS finite-element code. 
General observations and specific conclusions follow. 

Advances in high-speed, high-capacity computational simulation 
have provided a capability of modeling with extreme accuracy the 
response of physical systems that are distinguished by discontinu
ities and highly nonlinear behavior. Jointed concrete pavements cer
tainly fall within this category of physical systems that require 
sophisticated analyses to achieve efficient and economical design 
and construction. It is important to recognize the applicability of 
advanced modeling procedures to these types of systems and to use 
them to gain much greater understanding of their behavior than 
could be gained from the use of simplified approximate methods 
that fail, in many cases, to accurately portray the actual system 
response. 

Lower backcalculated modulus values are to be expected for 
cracked pavements, compared with those backcalculated for 
uncracked pavements. In this study, procedures for quantifying this 
knowledge are demonstrated. This study also demonstrates the 
extensive usefulness of three-dimensional finite-element simu
lation· of the effect of cracks and dynamic loading for accurate! y 
calculating values of deflection and stresses and strains, as well as 
the values of reduced moduli, associated with deteriorated 
pavement systems, and resulting from the presence of cracks and 
voids. It is impossible to carry out these types of studies with 
traditional multilayered linear elastic analyses as well as other 
finite-element programs that do not allow crack modeling and 
dynamic analysis. · 

Further three-dimensional finite-element modeling is under way 
to investigate the effects of voids beneath the surface concrete layer 
and the effects of thermal gradients on jointed concrete pavement 
response, using the ABAQUS concrete material model. 
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Pavement-Falling Weight 
Deflectometer Interaction Using 
Dynamic Finite-Element Analysis 

S. NAZARIAN AND K. M. BODDAPATI 

In almost all linear elastostatic programs used in backcalculation pro
cedures, a uniform pressure distribution is assumed for the applied load. 
As such, the loading system of any falling weight deflectometer (FWD) 
should be designed so that the load transferred to the pavement is uni
form. This is difficult because the pressure distribution under the FWD 
is also affected by the pavement profile being tested. The other aspect 
of the FWD testing that is typically ignored is the dynamic nature of the 
load. The dynamic effects are related to the pulse width as ..yell as the 
variation in the stiffness of the subgrade. A finite-element study has 
been carried out to investigate the significance of these parameters on 
the determination of the remaining lives of pavements. Cases where the 
imparted load would or would not yield a uniform pressure distribution 
under the FWD plate are identified·: An investigation of the effects of 
the plate-pavement interaction on the static interpretation of the 
dynamic deflections is presented. The results indicate that the dynamic 
nature of the load may more significantly affect the deflections mea
sured away from the load, whereas the plate-pavement interaction may 
affect the deflection of the first sensor. The errors in the estimation of 
the layer moduli that would be obtained from the standard backcalcula
tion procedures are also determined. The results of this study confirm 
that the plate-pavement interaction and the dynamic effects are impor
tant for the FWD test on flexible pavements. 

In almost all falling weight deflectometer (FWD) backcalculation 
procedures, a uniform pressure distribution is assumed for the 
applied load. If the assumption of uniform stress distribution is 
deviated, the deflections of the sensors near the affected loading 
may be in error (1). As such, the backcalculated moduli, critical 
stresses and strains, and, naturally, the prediction of the pavement 
life may be in error. 

The pavement deflections under a static load may differ from 
those under an impulse load because of effects such as inertia, 
damping, and resonance. Previous studies indicate that static analy
sis of FWD deflection data may, in general, lead to inaccurate esti
mates of pavement moduli (2-5). 

The major objective of the study summarized here was to assess 
the significance of a nonuniform pressure distribution under 
dynamic loading on the measured and backcalculated parameters. 
The pressure distribution under the loading plate and the effects of 

· the components of the plate on the results obtained from the FWD 
were quantified in a previous work by Boddapati and Nazarian (6) 
and will not be repeated here. 

Two models were used. In one model, the typical composite 
FWD loading plate on top of the pavement system was discretized 
in a finite element mesh; in the other, a uniform load distribution 
was assumed on top of the pavement. Through sensitivity analyses, 

The Center for Geotechnical and Highway Materials Research, University 
of Texas at El Paso, El Paso, Texas 79968. 

the effects of stiffness and thickness of different pavement layers on 
the response of the pavement were studied. The variations in the 
measured deflection basin and the critical stresses and strains were 
discussed and quantified. 

Soil properties usually vary with depth, and the soil is underlain 
at some depth by significantly stiffer material. The presence of 
bedrock or stiff layers at a finite depth may result in the dynamic 
amplification of the response (7). However, the duration of an FWD 
impulse is also an important parameter. Considering all the afore
mentioned problems, an analysis is performed on the dynamic 
effects of the FWD loading on critical stresses and strains within the 
pavement. 

The goal of this paper is neither to address the analytical and 
nu~erical complications of the analysis nor to propose a new algo
rithm to address these problems. It is, instead, to obtain the numer
ical results from a complicated and involved process and present 
them as a guide for those involved in the FWD testing. Although the 
results are not substantiated by fieldwork, they qualitatively demon
strate the reasons for some of the persistent problems encountered 
in matching deflection basins. The results are presented to initiate a 
dialogue, and, it is hoped, to lead to future research to verify the 
results and to further development to resolve them. 

BACKGROUND 

Deflection basins from dynamic loading differ in several respects 
from the deflection basins from static analysis. A rigorous elasto
dynamic analysis of the FWD indicates that the inertia of the. pave
ment is instrumental in the displacement response of the pavement. 
Mamlouk and Davis (2) and Shao et al. ( 4) incorporated inertial 
effects into a rigorous elastodynamic analysis of pavement response 
and have indicated that these effects are significant. 

Kang ( 8) developed a mathematical model that could take into 
account not only the dynamic nature of the loads, but also the vari
ation of material properties in the soil-pavement system. 

Little attention has been focused on the distribution of load under 
the FWD plate. Uzan and Lytton (1) conducted an analytical study 
that indicated the consequences of a nonuniform pressure distribu
tion under the FWD load. However, they made no attempt to quan
tify the distribution of the stress. 

Shahin et al. (9), using stress-sensitive film, demonstrated that the 
stress distribution is in some instances nonuniform. However, they 
did not quantify the effects that the stress distribution may have on 
the response of the pavement. 

Boddapati and Nazarian (6) numerically demonstrated that the 
stress distribution under the FWD plate is reasonably uniform for 
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rigid pavements; for flexible pavements, the stress distribution is 
influenced by the plate-pavement interaction. The thickness of the 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and steel plates and the rubber pad used 
in the construction of the FWD affect the deflection basin. The most 
significant parameter was found to be the stiffness of the rubber pad. 

OVERALL APPROACH 

Deflection basins from three sets of numerical cases were com
pared. The first set, the control case, corresponded to the elastosta
tic case with a uniform load applied to the pavement surface. For 
simplicity, these results will be referred to as ST ATUNFRM, which 
stands for static condition with uniform load distribution. This rep
resents the algorithm normally used in the backcalculation proce
dure. The second set, DYNUNFRM, corresponded to the case 
where the dynamic nature of the load was considered but the FWD
pavement interaction was ignored (a uniform load was assumed). 
For the last set, DYNFWDINT, both the FWD-pavement interac
tion and the dynamic nature of the load were considered. In this 
manner, the dynamic effects can be determined by comparing the 
results from STATUNFRM and DYNUNFRM. The influences of 
the FWD-pavement interaction can be similarly delineated by com
paring the DYNUNFRM case with the DYNFWDINT case. 

Sensitivity analyses were also performed. In these analyses, the 
stiffness and thickness of each pavement layer were varied several 
times to determine the influence each had on the FWD-pavement 
interaction. In the following sections, the pertinent details and 
results are presented. 

Physical Model 

The composite loading plate of FWD was assumed to consist of a 
steel plate having an elastic stiffness of70 GPa and a Poisson's ratio 
of 0.3 over a PVC plate having an elastic stiffness of 7 GPa and a 
Poisson's ratio of0.3. The diameter of the FWD loading plate was as
sumed to be 300 mm, with a 25-mm-diameter hole at the center. The 
steel and PVC plates rest over a rubber pad having an elastic stiff
ness of 35 MPa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.49. Steel and PVC plates 
were assumed to be 25 mm thick, and the rubber pad, 6 mm thick. 

The sensitivity analyses were conducted using a standard 
pavement section as the control pavement section. The standard 
pavement section was assumed to have three layers: an asphalt con
crete (AC) layer over a granular base over a subgrade. The thick..: 
ness of the AC and base layers were assumed to be 75 mm and 300 
mm, respectively. The moduli of the AC, base, and subgrade were 
assumed to be 3 500 MPa, 350 MPa, and 70 MPa, respectively. The 
Poisson's ratio of the AC and base layers was assumed to be 0.35. 
A Poisson's ratio Of 0.45 was assigned to the subgrade. 

For dynamic analyses, a half-sinusoidal load was assumed to 
affect the composite loading plate of an FWD. The duration of the 
simulated impulse loading was 40 rrisec, with the peak load at 20 
msec. The response of the pavement was observed for 250 msec. 
The peak stress was assumed to be 930 kPa. 

Finite-Element Model 

The program ABAQUS, developed by Habbit, Karlsson and 
Sorensen, Inc., was used throughout this study. The problem was 
assumed to be axisymmetric in nature. The characteristics of the 
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finite-element mesh were carefully selected to ensure accurate 
results. The lateral boundaries were placed about 12 m from the cen
ter of the load. To determine the stress distribution under the plate, 
a well-refined mesh along the interface of the plate and pavement 
surface was necessary. As a result, a minimum of about 7 ,500 ele
ments were used in this study. With such a mesh, the maximum dif
ference between the results from the finite-element program and 
known cases was less than I percent (10). In addition, for dynamic 
executions, appropriate absorbing boundaries were incorporated to 
minimize any reflection of energy into the model region. 

All materials were considered to be linear-elastic, homogeneous, 
and isotropic. Some of these assumptions may be invalid in some 
actual field cases. However, because the results presented in the fol
lowing section are comparative, the deviation from these assump
tions may only slightly affect the generality of the conclusions. 

RESULTS 

The deflection basins resulting from the control condition 
(STA TUNFRM), dynamic condition (DYNUNFRM), and 
dynamic-with-interaction case (DYNFWDINT), using the standard 
pavement profile previously described, are compared in Table 1. 
Except under the loaded area, deflection basins calculated using 
both dynamic algorithms are similar. These similarities in deflec
tions confirm that the FWD-pavement interaction has little effect on 
the deflections of sensors that are away from the loading plate. 

On the other hand, large variations between the deflections from 
the static and dynamic algorithms are observed. The variation is 
small for a sensor located about 30 cm from the load (about 3 per
cent); it increases to about 50 percent for a sensor located about 180 
cm from the load. These differences emphasize the importance of 
considering the dynamic nature of the FWD loads. 

Under the load, on the other hand, the static and dynamic condi
tions having a uniform loading yield similar deflections. However, 
as soon as the FWD-pavement interaction is considered, the central 
deflection differs by about 5 percent. This exhibits the importance 
of the FWD-pavement interaction. Even though the difference is 
small, it will significantly affect the backcalculated moduli (see next 
section). Based on this discussion and for the sake of brevity, only 
the deflections from DYNFWDINT are compared with those of the 
STATUNFRM. 

In the next sections, these types of comparisons will be carried 
out to demonstrate and delineate the dynamic effects as well as the 
FWD-pavement interaction. 

Sensitivity Study 

Asphalt Layer 

To compare the results from the static and dynamic analyses, two 
cases are presented. In one, the stiffness of the asphalt layer was var
ied from 1.75 GPa to 7 GPa. In the other, the thickness of the AC 
layer was varied from 25 mm to 125 mm. 

Asphalt Modulus The differences in the deflection basins cal
culated from DYNFWDINT and ST A TUNFRM algorithms as a 
function of the modulus of the AC layer are presented in Table 2. 
As indicated in Table 1, for the standard pavement section (modu
lus of 3.5 GPa), the differences in deflections vary from 3 to about 
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TABLE 1 Dynamic and Static Deflections Calculated From Different Analyses for Control 
Pavement Section 

Radial Deflections Calculated by 
Distance 

(cm) STATUNFRM DYNUNFRM Variation°1 DYNFWDINT Variation02 

(microns) (microns) percent (microns) percent 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

0 884 889 -0.6 836 5.3 

30 550 568 -3.3 568 -3.2 

60 349 375 -7.4 375 -7.4 

90 238 269 -13 269 -13 

120 167 202 -21.3 202 -21.3 

150 120 160 -33.3 160 -33.3 

180 88 133 -51.0 133 -51.0 

•
1 Variation = [ (Column2 - Column3) I Column2] * 100 

•
2 Variation = [ (Column2 - Column5) I Column2] * 100 

STA TUNFRM = Static condition with a uniformly distributed load 
DYNUNFRM = Dynamic condition with a uniformly distributed load 
DYNFWDINT = Dynamic condition when FWD/pavement interaction is considered 

51 percent. For the other two AC stiffnesses, the differences in the 
deflections are similar to the standard one. Therefore, it can be con
cluded that the modulus of the asphalt layer has minor influences on 
the variation in deflection basins under the static and dynamic loads. 

Inspecting the differences between the central deflections 
obtained from the two approaches, one can conclude that the FWD
pavement interaction. is affected somewhat by the modulus of the 
AC. As the modulus of the AC increases from 1.75 to 7 GPa, the 
difference between the two dynamic deflections decreases from 8 to 
3 percent. Therefore, the stiffer the AC layer is, the less significant 
the FWD-pavement interaction will be. 

Thickness The differences in the deflection basins calculated 
by ST A TUNFRM and DYNFWDINT constantly decrease as the 
thickness of the AC layer increases (see Table 2). As the thickness 
of the AC increases from 25 to 125 mm, the difference between the 
central deflections from the ST A TUNFRM and DYNFWDINT 
decreases from 11 to 2 percent. 

Base La.yer 

To find the influence of the base layer on the dynamic response of 
a pavement system, its thickness and stiffness were perturbed. The 
stiffness of the base layer was varied from 88 to 1400 MPa, and the 
thickness was varied from 150 to 450 mm. 

Modulus The differences in the deflection basins calculated by 
DYNFWDINT and STATUNFRM are largely influenced by the 

base stiffness (see Table 3). The higher the stiffness of the base 
layer is, the smaller the differences in deflections calculated by 
DYNFWDINT and STATUNFRM will be. 

The differences between the central deflections calculated by 
DYNFWDINT and STATUNFRM decreased from 8 to 3 percent as 
the stiffness of the base layer increased from 88 to 1 400 MPa. 

The differences between the static and dynamic deflection basins 
become less significant. For example, the differences in the deflec
tions for the sensor located 180 cm from the load decrease to 32 per
cent from about 70 percent as the modulus increases from 88 to 
1 400 MPa. 

Thickness The thickness of the base layer has a limited influ
ence on the differences in the central deflections (see Table 3). 
Therefore, the FWD-pavement interaction is not sensitive to the 
thickness of the base. 

On the other hand, it appears that the dynamic effects are influ
enced by the thickness of the base. The differences in deflections 
obtained by the dynamic and static approaches decreased from 
69 to 37 percent as the thickness of the base increased from 150 to 
450 mm. 

Sub grade 

The stiffness of the subgrade was varied from 17 .5 to 280 MPa. The 
variation in the deflection, as a function of radial distance for dif
ferent stiffnesses of the subgrade, is shown in Table 4. The differ
ences between the two approaches (DYNFWDINT and STATUN
FRM) are largely influenced by the stiffness of the subgrade. For a 
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TABLE 2 Influence of Asphalt Layer on Deflection Basins 

Layer Modulus 

AC Modulus Method of Deflection Measured at (cm) 
(MPa) Calculation 

60 90 150 180 0 30 120 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

STAT- 950 555 350 238 165 118 85 
UNFRM 

1250 
DYN- 878 575 378 270 200 158 133 

FWD INT. (8) (-4) (-8) (-14) (-23) (-35) -(-54) 

STAT- 790 530 340 233 165 118 88 
UNFRM 

7000 
DYN- 765 543 363 263 198 158 130 

FWD INT• (3) (-3) (-7) (-12) (-20) (-32) (-49) 

Layer Thickness 

AC Thickness Method of Deflection Measured at (cm) 
(mm) Calculation 

0 30 60 90 120 150 180 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

STAT- 1130 588 363 238 163 115 83 
UNFRM 

25 
DYN 1008 613 393 273 200 160 133 

FWD INT• (11) (-4) (-8) (-15) (-25) (-39) (-59) 

STAT- 688 488 330 230 165 120 90 
UNFRM 

125 
DYN- 670 500 350 258 198 158 130 

FWD INT• (2) (-3) (-6) (-11) (-19) (-29) (-45) 

Numbers in Parentheses Denote Percent Difference from Results Obtained using ST A TUNFRM 
and DYNFWDINT 
• Difference = [ (STATUNFRM - DYNFWDINT) I STATUNFRM] * 100 
All deflections are in microns 

subgrade with a very low stiffness (17 .5 MPa), the deflections cal
culated by ST ATUNFRM were always higher. The differences 
decreased from 20 to 5 percent as the radial distance from the load 
increased from 0 to 180 cm. As the subgrade stiffness increased to 
280 MPa, the variation in the deflection calculated at 180 cm 
increased to 56 percent. 

Stiff AC and base layers over a 17 .5 MPa subgrade can be mod
eled as a foundation on a weak base. This increases the difference 
between the fundamental frequency of the pavement and that of 
the impulsive force, which in tum decreases the peak deflections, 
compared with those of STATUNFRM. Therefore, the differ
ence between the deflections obtained by the ST A TUNFRM and 
DYNFWDINT is positive and decreases from 19.6 to 4 percent. As 
the subgrade stiffness increased to 280 MPa, the differences varied 
between 5 and -56 percent (negative sign indicates higher dynamic 
deflections). 

Depth to Rigid Base 

Two main parameters that influence dynamic deflections are the 
natural frequency of the pavement system and the frequency con-

tent of the FWD impulse. the natural frequency of the pavement 
system is directly related to the stiffness of the paving layers and 
depth to a rigid base (if present). The stiffer the pavement system or 
the closer the rigid layer to the surface is, the higher the natural fre
quency will be. The frequency content of the impulse is directly 
related to the duration of the impulse. The longer the impulse width 
is, the more energy will concentrate toward lower frequencies. The 
interaction of these two parameters is studied here. 

Data file DYNFWDINT was executed for depths to the rigid base 
varying from 1.9 to 7.5 m. A 50 percent decrease in depth to the 
rigid base (from 7.5 to 3.8 m) only slightly influenced the peak 
amplitude under the load. A further decrease in the depth to the rigid 
base (to 1.9 m) resulted in a much more significant decrease in the 
deflection. 

When a depth to bedrock of 3.8 m was used, the differences in 
static (rigid base at 7.5 m) and dynamic deflections increased from 
6 to 14 percent. 

A further decrease in the subgrade thickness influenced the deflec
tion basins for two reasons. First, the decrease in the subgrade thick
ness increases the fundamental frequency of the pavement, and thus 
the energy associated with the impulsive force input. Second, the 
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TABLE 3 Influence of Base Layer on Deflection Basins 

Layer Modulus 

Base Modulus Method of Deflection Measured at (cm) 
(MPa) Calculation 

0 30 60 90 120 150 180 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

STAT- 1490 825 388 225 150 108 80.0 
UNFRM 

I 

88 
DYN- 1375 855 430 273 200 160 135 

FWD INT• (8) (-4) (-11) (-21) (-34) (-50) (-70) 

STAT- 510 380 293 223 170 128 95 
UNFRM 

1400 
DYN- 500 388 305 240 190 155 128 

FWD INT. (3) (-2) (-4) (-8) (-11) (-21) (-32) 

Layer Thickness 

Base Method of Deflection Measured at (cm) 
Thickness Calculation 

(mm) 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

STAT- 1110 693 388 235 155 108 80 
UNFRM 

150 
DYN- 1060 720 425 278 200 160 135 

FWD INT. (5) (-4) (-9) (-18) (-30) (-48) (-69) 

STAT- 748 448 298 218 160 120 93 
UNFRM 

450 
DYN- 695 455 313 238 188 150 125 

FWD INT. (7) (-2) (-6) (-10) (-16) (-25) (-37) 

Numbers in Parentheses Denote Percent Difference from Results Obtained using STATUNFRM 
and DYNFWDINT 
• Difference = [ (STATUNFRM - DYNFWDINT) I STATUNFRM] * 100 
All deflections are in microns 

decrease in the depth to bedrock results in less material that can be 
strained. In Table 5, the deflections by STA TUNFRM with a rigid 
base fixed at 7.5 mare also compared with those by STATUNFRM 
with varying depths to the rigid base. In this manner, the contribution 
of the dynamic nature of a load to the variation in deflections can be 
better appreciated. In Table 5, the standard STATUNFRM refers to 
the standard practice in backcalculation when the depth to bedrock is 
fixed at an arbitrary depth (7.5 m here). 

With the rigid base fixed at 3.8 m, the differences in deflections 
varied from 6 to 47 percent as the radial distance increased from 0 
to 180 cm. A further decrease in the subgrade thickness to 1.9 m 
increased the difference from 17.to 102 percent. 

In general, as reflected in Table 5, the contribution of the dynamic 
nature of the load to differences in deflections is mixed. In some 
cases (for depth to bedrock of 3.8 m), the dynamic effects are con
structive; that is, the deflections obtained when considering the 
dynamic effects are closer to those obtained when a static condition 
and deep depth to bedrock are assumed. In other cases, the dynamic 
nature of the load adds to the differences between the standard sta
tic solutions. This indicates that the derivation of a simple relation
ship for correcting for depth to bedrock may not be easy. 

Pulse Duration 

To study the influence of the frequency content of impact, the pulse 
duration was changed from 20 to about 80 msec. The exercise was 
repeated for several depths to the rigid base. Typical results are 
shown in Figure 1. 

For a subgrade thickness of 7 .5 m, the central deflection calcu
lated by DYNFWDINT with a pulse of 20 msec resulted in a value 
lower than those calculated for 40 and 80 msec. The trend is illus
trated in Table 6 and Figure 1. 

A decrease in the subgrade thickness to 3.8 m results in a behav
ior that differs somewhat from that for a subgrade thickness of 
7.5 m (see Table 6). The peak deflection at the center increased as 
the pulse duration increased from 20 to 80 msec. However, in this 
case, the deflections from impulses of 20 and 40 msec have 
changed only slightly, whereas those from the 80 msec are signif
icantly smaller. 

As reflected in Table 6, a further decrease in the rigid base thick
nesses to 1.9 m resulted in smaller peak deflections. At 180 cm 
away, the peak deflections decreased with the increase in pulse 
duration (with the decrease in frequency of impulse). The negative 
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TABLE 4 Influence of Subgrade Stiffness on Deflection Basins 

Sub grade Method of Deflection Measured at (cm) 
Modulus Calculation 

(MPa) 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

~ 
STAT- 1740 1360 1060 833 650 505 390 

UNFRM 
18 

DYN- 1400 380 880 693 553 445 373 
FWD INT" (20) (17) (17) (17) (15) (12) (5) 

STAT- 493 208 93 55 38 28 20 
UNFRM 

280 
DYN- 455 220 105 68 50 38 30 

FWD INT" (8) (-6) (-13) (-21) (-31) (-42) (-56) 

Numbers in Parentheses Denote Percent Difference from Results Obtained Using STATUNFRM 
and DYNFWDINT 
"Difference= [ (STATUNFRM - DYNFWDINT) I STATUNFRM] * 100 
All deflections are in microns 

deflections were caused by the heave in the soil at the <;mtermost 
deflection Station. 

For the case of depth to bedrock at 7 .5 m, the differences between 
the two approaches (ST A TUNFRM and DYNFWDINT) for pulse 
widths of 40 and 80 msec varied from 1 to about 52 percent when 
the radial distance increased from 0 to 180 cm. The pulse width of 
20 msec, which contains energy at higher frequencies, caused dif
ferences from 15 to about 26 percent as the radial distance increased 
from 0 to 180 cm. One interesting point is that some of the deflec
tions are overestimated and others are underestimated. 

The deflection bowls resulting from the three pulse widths of 20, 
40, and 80 msec for subgrade thicknesses of 7.5, 3.8, 1.9 m, respec
tively, are compared with those from STATUNFRM for a 7.5:-m
thick subgrade. This is done to define the differences between the 
pavement analysis done ignoring the existence of the bedrock and 
dynamic effects. 

TABLE 5 Influence of Rigid Base Depth on Deflections Measured 

Rigid Base Method of Deflection Measured at (cm) 
Depth, m Calculation 

120 0 30 60 90 

Standard STATUNFRM 870 543 345 235 165 

DYN- 823 560 370 265 200 
FWD INT (5)"1 (-3) (-7) (-13) (-21) 

7.5 
STAT- 870 543 345 235 165 

UNFRM (0)-2 (0) (0) (0) (0) 

DYN- 815 553 358 248 178 
FWD INT (6) (-2) (-4) (-6) (-9) 

3.8 
STAT- 820 493 295 188 118 

UNFRM (6) (9) (14) (20) (28) 

DYN- 730 458 260 148 80 
FWD INT (16) (15) (25) (37) (52) 

1.9 
STAT- 725 398 208 108 48 

UNFRM (17) (27) (40) (55) (71) 

150 180 

118 88 

158 130 
(-33) (-51) 

118 88 
(0) (0) 

133 100 
(-12) (-14) 

75 45 
(37) (47) 

38 13 
(69) (86) 

15 -3 
(87) (102) 

Numbers in Parentheses Denote the Percent Difference from Results Obtained with 
STA TUNFRM Assuming Depth to Rigid Base of 7 .5 m (Standard STA TUNFRM) 
•

1 Difference = [(Std. STATUNFRM - DYNFWDINT) I STATUNFRM] * 100 
"
2 Difference= [(Std. STATUNFRM - STATUNFRM) I STATUNFRM] * 100 

All deflections are in microns 
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FIGURE 1 Influence of pulse duration on deflection. (a) Central deflection for 
depth to rigid base of 7.5 m, (b) deflection at 180 cm for depth to rigid base of 
7.5 m, (c) central deflection for depth to rigid base of 1.9 m, and (d) deflection 
at 180 cm for depth to rigid base of 1.9 m. 

For a pulse width of 20 msec with a subgrade thickness of 3.8 m, 
a better agreement between the static and dynamic analyses is 
obtained. The differences are within plus or minus 15 percent. 
However, in some cases, the deflections ·are overestimated and in 
others underestimated. A significant difference exists between this 
case (depth to bedrock of 3.8 m) and the previous case (depth to 
bedrock of 7 .5 m). When the bedrock was at the depth of 7 .5 m, the 
deflections from the 20-msec impulse were always smaller than 
those of the 40- and 80-msec impulses. For the shallower bedrock, 
deflections from the 80-msec impulse are smaller past a radial dis
tance of 120 cm. 

Further decreases in subgrade thickness to 1.9 m in DYN
FWDINT naturally resulted.in smaller deflections compared with 
those deflections obtained from ST A TUNFRM with a subgrade 
of 7.5 m. 

When the rigid base was located at 1.9 m, the difference con
stantly increased from 18, 16, and 23 percent to about 142, 86, and 
106 percent with the radial distance increasing from 0 to 180 cm for 
the pulses of 20, 40, and 80 msec, respectively. In this case, the 80 
and 20 msec pulses consistently produce the lowest deflections, 
clearly demonstrating the importance of the pulse width-bedrock 
interaction. 

For a 3.8-m depth of bedrock, the dynamic loads are, in most 
cases, constructive. In other words, for this case, the dynamic nature 
of the load reduces some of the effects of rnisassuming depth to 
bedrock. This pattern is true for a depth of bedrock of 1.9 m, except 
for a long-duration impulse (80 msec when the differences due to 
dynamic loads and static loads are small). 

In summary, in all cases, depths to bedrock and impulse width 
interact to produce significant difference between the static arid 
dynamic analysis. In some instances, the dynamic nature of the load 
neutralizes some of the effects associated with ignoring the pres
ence of bedrock. However, in many cases, the errors may still be too 
large to ignore the dynamic nature of the load and depth to bedrock. 
Finally, when bedrock is present, the deflections measured by dif
ferent FWD devices manufactured 'by different companies may be 
different. 

Influence on Pavement Evaluation 

The elastostatic program BISAR was used in this study. A subrou
tine based on rutting and fatigue failure criteria was developed to 
calculate the pavement life using the Asphalt Institute procedure. 
The backcalculated pavement layer stiffnesses, critical stresses, 
critical strains, and remaining lives of pavement structures are dis
cussed in the following sections. 

As indicated before, the dynamic effects were more pronounced 
at outer sensors. Static interpretation of these results may largely 
influence the backcalculated base and subgrade stiffnesses. 

The backcalculated pavement layer stiffnesses and critical para
meters are shown in Table 7. Typically, the backcalculation could 
not be performed with small basin-fitting errors (the reasons are 
described later). The mismatches averaged 8 percent, which is large. 
Based on the experience of the authors, such level of mismatch is not 
uncommon for flexible pavements. Practically speaking, the 
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TABLE 6 Influence of Pulse Width on Deflection Basins 

Depth to Rigid Base of 7 .5 m 

Method of Deflection Measured at (cm) . 
Impulse msec Calculation 

0 30 60 90 120 150 180 

Standard ST ATUNFRM 870 543 345 235 165 118 88 

20 DYNFWDINT 740 488 313 218 165 130 110 
(15)"'Z (10) (9) (7) (0) (-10) (-26) 

40 DYNFWDINT 823 560 370 265 200 158 130 
(5) (-3) (-7) (-13) (-21) (-33) (-51) 

80 DYNFWDINT 858 585 390 280 210 163 133 
(1) (-8) (-14) (-19) (-28) (-39) (-52) 

Depth to Rigid Base of 3 8 m 

Method of Deflection Measured at (cm) 
Impulse msec Calculation 

0 30 60 90 120 150 180 

STATUNFRM 820 493 295 188 118 75 45 
(6)"1 (9) (14) (20) (28) (37) (47) 

20 DYNFWDINT 740 488 310 218 160 123 98 
(15)"'2 (10) (10) (7) (3) (-5) (-13) 

40 DYNFWDINT 815 553 358 248 178 133 100 
(6) (-2) (-4) (-6) (-9) (-12) (-14) 

80 DYNFWDINT 815 543 343 233 160 110 75 
(6) (0) (0) (1) (3) (6) (11) 

Depth to Rigid Base of 1 9 m 

Method of Deflection Measured at (cm) 
Impulse msec Calculation 

0 30 60 90 120 150 180 

STATUNFRM 725 398 208 108 48 15 -3 
(17)"' (27) (40) (55) (71) (87) (102) 

20 DYNFWDINT 718 460 270 163 95 55 -38 
(18) "'2 (15) (22) (31) (42) (54) (142) 

40 DYNFWDINT 730 458 260 148 80 38 13 
(16) (15) (25) (37) (52) (69) (86) 

80 DYNFWDINT 670 398 205 108 53 23 -5 
(23) (27) (40) (54) (68) (82) (106) 

Numbers in Parentheses Denote Difference from Results Obtained with Assum in De th to Ri g p g id Base of 7.5 m 
(Standard STATUNFRM reported in Table 6a) 
"

1 Difference = [(Std. STATUNFRM - STATUNFRM) I Std. STATUNFRM] * 100 
"'2 Difference = [(Std. STATUNFRM - DYNFWDINT) I Std. STATUNFRM] * 100 

designer has to face a dilemma: Should the FWD data be discarded 
or should the results be used in the design? If the data are discarded, 
substantial effort and funds are wasted. On the other hand, if the data 
are used, the consequences (at least theoretically) are as follows. 

As reflected in Table 7, except in isolated cases, the backcalcu
lated moduli of the AC layer are equal to 28 GPa (upper limit for 

AC layer modulus assigned to BISDEF), regardless of the asphalt 
layer stiffness. 

For the base layer, the backcalculated moduli are closer to 
the actual values. Typically, as the pavement structure becomes 
stiffer, the base modulus is more accurately predicted. The 
base modulus (except in a few cases) is underestimated, possibly 
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TABLE 7 Influence of Different Pavement Profiles on Backcalculated Parameters and Remaining Lives 

Moduli (MPa) Thickness Backcalculated Moduli Avg. Basin Remaining Life 
(mm) (MPa) Fitting (million ESAL) 

Parameter AC Base Sub AC Base AC Base Sub 
Mismatch 

Rutting Fatigue 
grade grade 

(percent) 

Standard 3500 350 70 75 300 6664 329 72.1 0.7 2.4 2.4 
Pavement C-9or (6) (-3) (-200) (-24) 

1750 28000 245 54.6 9.5 2.4 2.4 
AC Modulus (-1500) (30) (22) (-200) (-54) 

3500 350 70 75 300 28000 280 55.3 8.7 2.9 2.8 
(-700) (20) (21) (-165) (-118) 

7000 28000 343 56.0 7.4 3.7 3.5 
(-300) (2) (20) (-130) (-141) 

25 28000 490 56.0 8.0 0.7 2.5 
AC (-700) (-40) (19) (-101) (88) 

Thickness 3500 350 70 - 300 75 28000 280 55.3 8.7 2.9 2.8 
(-700) (20) (21) (-165) (-118) -125 9430 287 56.7 7.1 6.7 4.3 
(-169) (18) (19) (-63) (-52) 

87.5 28000 71 52.5 8.7 1.8 1.0 
Base (-700) (19) (25) (-722) (-910) 

Modulus 3500 
....---

70 75 300 350 28000 280 55.3 4.5 2.9 2.8 
(-700) (20) (21) (-165) (-118) -1400 28000 1099 57.4 3.3 32.7 21.2 
(-700) (22) (18) (-24) (87) 

150 28000 183 55.3 11.6 0.8 1.4 
Base (-700) (48) (21) (-610) (-95) 

Thickness 3500 350 70 75 300 28000 280 55.3 8.7 2.9 2.8 
(-700) (20) (21) (-165) (-118) 

450 10374 399 57.4 4.0 12.2 2.8 
(-196) (-14) (18) (-54) (-86) 

17.5 28000 322 18.9 4.6 0.5 2.4 
Sub grade (-700) (8) (-8) (-416) (-87) 
Modulus 3500 350 70 75 300 28000 280 55.3 8.7 2.9 2.8 

(-700) (20) (21) (-165) (-118) 

280 22650 333 224 1.1 88.8 4.2 
(-547) (5) (20) (-100) (-204) 

Numbers in parantheses corresponding to percent differences between actual and backcalculated values 
· Difference = [ (Actual Value - Backcalculated Value) I Actual Value] * 100 

to compensate for the overestimation of the modulus of the 
AC layer. 

In all cases, the subgrade moduli are underpredicted by 
about 10 to 20 percent, indicating that the modulus of the sub
grade is accurately predicted. This phenomenon is counter
intuitive given the large differences between the dynamic and 
static deflections for the outer sensors (see Tables 2, 3, and 4). 
From a careful inspection of the deflections from any case presented 
in Tables 3 through 5, one will notice that the differences between 
the dynamic and static deflections become increasingly larger as. 

the distance from the load increases. Deflections from Sensors 
3 (radial distance of 60 cm) through 7 (radial distance of 180 cm) 
contribute significantly to the backcalculation of the modulus 
of the subgrade. The differences between the dynamic and 
static deflections of Sensor 3 are typically not more than 1 O per
cent. Therefore, on the average, the differences in the dynamic 
and static deflections of the sensors contributing significantly to the 
modulus of the subgrade can be considered to be about 20 percent 
and as such a subgrade modulus with an accuracy of about 
20 percent. 
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One important lesson to be learned is that estimating the 
modulus of the subgrade from the last sensors, where the 
dynamic and static deflections are deviating the most, may not 
be appropriate. From this discussion, one can observe why the 
deflection-basin-fitting mismatch is large for most cases reported in 
Table 7. It is practically impossible to simultaneously achieve 
close fits for the deflections from the middle sensors (60 and 90 cm) 
and far sensors (150 and 180 cm). The remaining lives of the 
pavement are typically overestimated by 2 to 10 times 
(Table 7). This indicates the importance of considering the 
FWD-pavement interaction and the dynamic nature of imparted 
load in the FWD tests. 

Pulse Duration 

Table 8 presents the effects of the pulse duration on the remaining 
life. The basin-fitting mismatches were on the average about 8 per
cent. The backcalculated moduli of the AC layer are constant and 
equal to 28 GPa, regardless of the pulse duration. The back
calculated base layer moduli are within 20 percent of actual value. 
For small pulse durations, the subgrade moduli are closely esti
mated. The differences in backcalculated subgrade moduli and the 
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actual values are increased with the increase in pulse duration. In 
all cases, the remaining lives by rutting and fatigue are over
estimated. 

Depth to Rigid Base 

For a depth to the rigid base of 3.8 m, the backcalculated modulus 
of the AC layer is overestimated by a factor of 1.6, whereas the 
moduli of base and subgrade layers are closely estimated (Table 8). 
The average basin-fitting mismatch for this case is small. Because 
of the small variations in the backcalculated moduli of base and sub
grade layers to the actual values, the remaining lives by rutting and 
fatigue are also closely calculated. 

A further decrease of depth to the rigid base to 1.9 m resulted in 
an overestimation of the AC layer modulus by a factor of 8. On the 
contrary, the modulus of the base layer is underestimated by a fac
tor as high as 10. The backcalculated subgrade modulus is almost 
four times the actual value. By combining the effects of overesti
mated and underestimated moduli of AC and base layers, the 
remaining life by fatigue matches the actual values. High backcal
culated moduli of subgrade resulted in a rut life that is almost 24 
times higher than the actual value. 

TABLE 8 Influence of Relevant Dynamic Characteristics on Backcalculated Moduli and 
Remaining Lives 

Pulse Duration 

Pulse Backcalculated Moduli (MPa) Avg.Basin Remaining Life 
Duration Fitting (million ESAL) 
(msec) Mismatch 

AC Base Sub grade (percent) Rutting Fatigue 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

20 28000 294 67.2 9.5 4.5 3.2 
(-700)" (l6) (4) (-315) (-142) 

28000 280 55.3 8.7 2.9 2.8 
40 (-700) (20) (21) (-165) (-118) 

28000 343 53.2 7.4 2.7 2.8 
80 (-700) (20) (24) (-146) (-115) 

Depth to Rigid Base 

Rigid Base Backcalculated Moduli (MPa) Avg.Basin Remaining Life 
Depth Fitting (million ESAL) 

Mismatch 
(m) AC Base Sub grade (percent) Rutting Fatigue 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

7.5 28000 280 55.39 8.7 2.9 2.8 
(-700) (20) (21) (-165) (-118) 

3.8 5720 371 65.8 0.8 1.4 1.6 
• (-63) (-6) (6) (-29) (-19) 

1.9 28000 35 266 14.5 245 1.1 
(-700) (90) (-280) (-22172) (-15) 

Numbers in Parentheses Represent Percentage Difference between Actual and Backcalculated 
Pavement Parameters. 
• Difference = [ (Actual Value - Backcalculated Value) I Actual Value] * 100 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The influence of the plate-pavement interaction considering the 
dynamic nature of the FWD load is studied here. An investigation 
was conducted to assess the significance of these parameters on the 
measured and backcalculated parameters. Through a sensitivity 
study, the effects of the stiffness and thickness of different pave
ment layers on dynamic plate-pavement interaction were studied. 

The dynamic nature of the FWD load is also considered, and the 
calculated deflection basins as a function of pavement strength 
parameters are compared with those calculated by elastostatic 
analysis. Under dynamic loads, the deflections at a given point are 
influenced by several parameters. Two of these parameters consist 
of the natural frequency of the pavement system and the frequency 
content of the FWD impulse. The natural frequency of the pavement 
system is directly related to the stiffness of the paving layers and 
depth to the rigid base (if present). The frequency content of the 
impulse is directly related to the duration of the impulse. The inter
action of these parameters are also studied here. 

On the basis of the results presented, the following conclusions 
can be drawn. 

• Deflections measured on flexible pavements can be signifi
cantly influenced by the FWD-pavement interaction. 

• Stiffer pavements are less influenced by the plate-pavement 
interaction. 
· • The dynamic nature of the load significantly affects the deflec

tions measured away from the load. 
• For typical pavements, base layer stiffness and thickness (to a 

lesser extent), as well as subgrade stiffness, influence the pavement 
response to dynamic loads. 

• Depth to bedrock and the duration of impulse interact to pro
duce significantly different static and dynamic deflections. Both 
factors should be considered. 

• When the bedrock is present, the deflections measured by dif
ferent FWD devices with different pulse durations may be different. 

• If the dynamic FWD-pavement interaction is not considered, 
the remaining lives will be significantly overestimated. 
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Viscoelastic Analysis of 
Hot Mix Asphalt Pavement Structures 

G. M. ROWE, S. F. BROWN, M. J. SHARROCK, AND M. G. BOULDIN 

A new method of analysis for mechanistic pavement design has been 
developed based on improved material characteristics, which more 
accurately reflects fatigue cracking and permanent deformation perfor
mance. The key components of the method involve the (a) dissipated 
energy fatigue criterion in which the cumulative energy dissipated in 
asphaltic materiaIS is directly proportional to fatigue damage, (b) visco
elastic materials characterization, and (c) pavement analysis using the 
finite-element method for determining response to repeated wheel load
ing. The changing properties of asphaltic materials with temperature are 
a key feature of the procedure with temperature conditions being 
provided by using a heat flow model. Output of the program includes 
predictions of percentage fatigue damage and rut depth at various 
numbers of load applications. 

An improved method of pavement analysis has been developed that 
more accurately reflects field performance than many procedures 
used in the past.. It uses a viscoelastic characterization of the 
asphaltic material along with input about traffic, geometry, and 
climate. The need for the development of a new procedure is evi
dent from the lack of prediction capability with existing procedures, 
particularly when new or unfamiliar materials are used. For exam
ple, polymer modified asphalts have different characteristics from 
conventional asphalts, particularly with regard to their ability to 
exhibit elastic recovery at elevated temperatures. This can be con
sidered by using a simple rheological model such as the Burgers 
model (Figure 1 ), which contains elastic, viscous, and viscoelastic 
elements. The combination of elastic and viscous elements in series 
is a Maxwell element, whereas arranging the viscous and elastic 
elements in parallel is a Kelvin element. The strain associated with 
the viscoelastic element is completely recovered at infinite time. 
The introduction of polymers into asphalt materials increases the 
proportion of strain that is recoverable after loading and reduces that 
associated with the viscous element. Current programs used for 
pavement design generally rely on elastic analysis, for example, of 
layered systems in the Shell Pavement Design Manual (1). Design 
to limit permanent deformation is often related to vertical elastic 
strain at the formation level, which is conceptually invalid and, 
hence, a semiempirical procedure. It is based on backanalysis of 
pavements with known performance. It has been shown (2) that the 
measured strain response in pavement experiments is not well pre
dicted by linear elastic theory. Thus, the use of elastic analysis 
methods alone has limitations and can result in incorrect character
ization of pavement performance. 

G. M. Rowe, SWK Pavement Engineering, Inc., P.O. Box 211, Millington, 
N.J. S. F. Brown, University of Nottingham, University Park, Nottingham, 
England. M. J. Sharrock, SWK Pavement Engineering, Inc., 22 Andover 
Road North, Winchester, England. M. G. Bouldin, Applied Technology, 
1339 Allston, Houston, Tex. 

A finite-element (FE) progr;:lm known as PACE has been devel
oped to perform the computations using viscoelastic materi.al char-:
acteristics defined by testing mix specimens with a repeated load 
crt?ep test or conducting a frequency sweep test Strain hardening is 
considered by describing the material properties obtained from the 
repeated load creep test as a functio.n of temperature and shear strain 
expressed in terms of the second deviatoric strain invariant. 
Temperature depth profiles for any location are incorporated by 
using on FE heat flow model known as HiRoad. 

This paper describes the computational functions of the program, 
the material models, traffic data, temperature predictions, and 
computation procedures. 

FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL 

The software consists of a core FE program that interacts with other 
programs and subroutines that provide. information, ·on material 
properties, pavement temperatures, and traffic conditions (Fig
ure 2). The greater part of the existing finite-element code, initially 
drawn upon for program development, is based on work described 
by Owen and Hinton (3). A brief description of the main features of 
the code follows. 

The displacement method was adopted, so the unknowns are 
translational displacements at each node in the x and y global direc
tions. Eight-node isoparametric elements are used, so the same 
shape functions are used for the geometry of the element as for the 
variation of the unknowns. Three independent stress components are 
allowed at each integration point to cater for plane strain conditions. 

Linear isotropic elasticity is assumed for modeling elastic behav
ior with Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio part of the input. 
Viscoelastic materials are treated as a special case of viscoelastic
plastic behavior, in which the yield stress in the plastic slider 
element, for the onset of viscoplasticity is reduced to zero (see Fig
ure 3). Elastic material behavior is also obtained as a special case, 
by specifying a very large yield stress for the plastic element so that 
viscoplastic flow cannot occur. 

Wheel loading is applied in increments. At each increment, an 
initial solution is obtained with the current out-of-balance forces 
and a set of pseudoforces generated to drive the viscous flow dur
ing a subsequent time-stepping process. Each increment of load 
therefore makes up an initial solution followed by further equation 
solutions at a number of time steps. The size of time step employed 
is related to the material properties. 

The method by which the basic one-dimensional rheological 
model is used for analysis with the finite-element method is briefly 
outlined in the following. Where viscoplastic components are 
referred to, these would also relate to purely viscous components, 
since the yield stress for plasticity F0 can be zero, in view of the 
rheological model employed (as illustrated in Figure 3). 
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Maxwell Element 

+-
Kelvin Element 

J_ 
FIGURE 1 Burgers model. 

The total strain is assumed to be separable into elastic and 
viscoplastic components and, hence, in terms of strain rates: 

(1) 

The elastic component is assumed to experience the total stress 
acting, and therefore the total stress rate depends on the elastic strain 
rate by way of the elasticity matrix D: 

(2) 

Viscoplastic flow is assumed to occur when a scaler function of 
the stress (which is common to the elastic component and the vis
coplastic component) and/or of the viscoplastic strain exceeds the 
scaler yield condition determined by the yield criterion. The yield 
condition may also be a function of a strain hardening parameter K. 
For flow to occur, 

(3) 

The viscoplastic strain rate is determined from the current state of 
stress by the relationship: 

E. = '\I < <?J'(F) > aF 
vp 1 aa (4) 

In Equation 4, aF!arr represents a plastic potential and -y is 
a fluidity (reciprocal of viscosity). The yield function Fis that of 
Von Mises and the function F(F) chosen is given by 

FINITE 

ELEMENT 

PROGRAM 

OUTPUT 

PAVEMENT 
LIFE 
DISTRESS 
MODE 

FIGURE 2 Finite-element program. 
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Elastic 

·viscous 

Visco-Elastic -

F- <Iv 
<?Jf(F) = --· (5) 

<Iy 

For the case of purely viscous flow, with zero yield stress for plasticity'. 

<?Jf(F) = F (6) 

The resulting viscous strain increment is assumed to be entirely 
(shear) deviatoric (no volume change) and proportional to the cur
rent deviator stresses. The mixture viscosity is, consequentially, a 
shear viscosity in these circumstances. This is considered to lead to 
a reasonable approximation of viscous flow with viscous or visco
elastic material behavior. The time stepping is implemented by 
dividing the time into n intervals with the strain increment in a time 
interval of Jl.tn = tn+l - tn, being written iri the general form 

Newtonian 
Viscous Dashpot 

(7) 

Linear elastic spring 

Plastic frictional slider 
yielding at F0 

Inactive if F ~ ~ 

FIGURE 3 Rheological representation of model used. 
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The significance of this expression is that when 0 = 0, the iteration 
scheme is the fully "explicit" (forward difference) time integration. 
The strain increment is completely determined from the conditions at 
the start of the time interval. When 0 = 1, the iteration scheme is 
fully "implicit" (backward difference) time integration. If e = 0.5, 
then the scheme becomes "implicit trapezoidal" and uses informa
tion from both ends of the time interval. The program currently uses 
the explicit scheme of iteration for the integration (0 = 0). 

Equation 4 can be expressed as a linearized series as 

(8) 

where 

(9) 

The general expression, Equation 7, for the strain increment results in 

(10) 

where 

(11) 

Equation 2 can be expressed in incremental form as 

(12) 

where 

(13) 

The total strain increment is expressed in terms of the displacement 
increment as shown in Equation 13 and by substituting for As~P 
from Equation 10, the stress increment becomes 

(14) 

where 

(15) 

To obtain a set of global equations ip. these circumstances, the 
conditions of equilibrium are next considered. Using Equations 10 
and 14, the displacement increment during a time step is obtained 
from the following: 

where 

AVn = J [Bny fr E~p Atndfl + Af n 
n 

(16) 

. (17) 

where Af,; represents the increment of loading, assumed nonzero 
only at the start of time stepping during a load increment. 

The parameter K't is a tangential stiffness matrix defined by 

K'f = f [Bnyl)nBndfl (18) 
n 
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The algorithm shown in Equation 18 gives a linearized approxi
mation to the incremental equilibrium, Equation 17, and, therefore, 
the total stresses accumulated from stress increments will not, in 
general, be quite correct. The technique adopted to reduce this error 
and to avoid using an iterative process in the solution, is as follows: 
a set of residual or out-of-balance forces l\J 11+1 are determined for 
time n + 1 from the relation in Equation 19. These residual forces 
are then added to the applied force increment at the next time step: 

l\Jn+l = J [B''+'y a"+l dfl + r+l 
n 

(19) 

After each load pulse is applied and values of deviatoric shear strain 
obtained, a loop in the program is made to the material file where, 
for the design temperatures, all the material properties are updated 
to be consistent with the second deviatoric strain invariant and the 
temperature. Thus, the model is considered to introduce nonlinear 
viscoelasticity into the material behavior (strain hardening) with 
successive load applications. 

Experience has shown that real materials cannot be characterized 
by simple models as shown in Figure 3 but, in fact, require more 
complex models to explain their behavior. A method of obtaining 
more realistic material response, in the context of FE modeling, is 
to build up a composite action by using a number of different "over
lays" of simpler materials, each with different characteristics. The 
material to be analyzed is assumed to be composed of several lay
ers, each of which undergoes the same deformation (strain compat
ibility). The total stress field in the material is then obtained by a 
summation to which each part of the overlay contributes in propor
tion to the fractional weighting allocated in the total material. In a 
two-dimensional situation, the total thickness is taken to be unity 
and the weighting for each material simply equals its thickness in 
the overlay ( 4-6). This concept is illustrated in Figure 4. 

This technique has been implemented to obtain a model that 
will allow input of parameters associated with a generalized 
Maxwell model (Figure 5). The initial version of the software uses 
properties associated with a two-element Maxwell model with strain 
hardening for permanent deformation calculations and a four
element Maxwell model for fatigue life calculations. With two 
elements, a reasonable description of the material is obtained but if 
4 to 10 elements are used, an excellent fit results over a wider time 
range (7). 

Unit thickness overlay composed of 4 materials, 2-0 situation 

FIGURE 4 Overlay model. 
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n elements 

FIGURE 5 Generalized Maxwell model. 

CLIMATE 

Climatic factors play a dominating role in asphalt pavement design 
procedures since they affect both permanent deformation and 
fatigue cracking, as well as other modes of pavement distress. To 
enable a rigorous analysis of climatic effects to be introduced, an 
FE heat flow model HiRoad was used to generate 24 temperature
depth profiles, one for each hour of the day. The calculatio·ns are 
repeated for 12 periods corresponding to each of the 12 months of 
the year. The model uses an energy balance calculation with bound
ary conditions that consist of a heat transfer coefficient used in con
junction with air temperature, together with a radiation flux, at the 
upper surface and a fixed temperature at a 1-m depth, equal to the 
average monthly air temperature. The computation is started at 
dawn, assuming a constant temperature with depth for simplicity. 
The heat flow equations are integrated by· an explicit time-stepping 
procedure, while simultaneously, the heat transfer conditions at the 
surface are varied with time according to the predetermined patterns 
of air temperature together with direct and diffuse radiation. After 
24 hr, dawn is again reached. The temperature-depth variation 
found at this time is treated as a new estimate of the starting condi
tions, and the time-stepping process is repeated for another 24 hr. 
In this way, successive approximations of the initial boundary con
ditions are obtained. When the initial and final states of the 24-hr 
period match closely, the desired solution for the period has been 
determined. The radiation at the surface is obtained as follows: 

• Day-a mean value of solar constant of 1,362 W/m2 is 
assumed, that is, the radiation intensity normal to the sun's direc
tion above the earth's atmosphere. This is taken to vary seasonally 
by ±3.5 percent due to the varying radius of the earth's orbit. 
Generally accepted published information on the proportion of the 
radiation reaching the ground is assumed, dependent on the eleva
tion of the sun, the height above sea level, and cloud cover. An 
absorptivity of 0.9 is taken for the asphaltic materials. 

• Night-A constant reradiation of 120 W /m2 to space is 
assumed. This is developed and terminated linearly during the first 
hour and last hour of darkness, to give a pattern continuous with the 
daytime radiation input. 

An approximate daily variation of air temperature for each month 
is constructed from average daily maximum and minimum temper
atures, with an allowance of plus and minus a number of standard 
deviations to cover the required proportion of the extremes, varying 
linearly with maximum and minimum temperature over the year. 
Together with the computed surface temperature, this defines the 

remaining surface heat transfer, using a heat transfer coefficient of 
23 W/m21°C. 

The heat flow calculation is done iteratively, employing the previ
ously mentioned FE method. Typical thermal properties are assumed 
for the asphaltic mixture as follows: conductivity (Kc) 1.5 W/m°K, 
mass density (p) 2 400 kg/m3, specific heat (Cp) 960 J/kg0 K. 

Those properties are used to obtain diffusivity: 

Kc 
K= ----

(p x Cp) 
(20) 

Thus, the default value used in the FE heat flow calculations for dif
fusivity is 6.5le-7 m2/s. Typical examples for computed temperature 
depth profiles are given in Figure 6. These are then used to determine 
temperature and damage weighted material properties for design. The 
weighting methods are discussed with the performance models. 
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FIGURE 6 Typical calculated temperature depth relationship. 
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TRAFFIC AND PAVEMENT GEOMETRY 

Traffic Loading 

Estimation of the number of cumulative equivalent single-axle 
loads (ESALs) is often required for design purposes. If known 
ESALs are used as input, however, the definition of an ESAL is a 
function of the analysis method, and although traditionally a fourth 
power law has been assumed, it is often not valid for the calcula
tions. Consequently, the software allows the user to consider the 
effect of other axle loads or wheel configurations to obtain a con
version to ESALs. The latter is of particular interest because it 
allows the u·ser to investigate the effect of different wheel load con
figurations with respecno the anticipated pavement damage (8-10). 

Pavement Geometry 

In most situations, a computer program for pavement design must 
have the capability to consider several bound and unbound layers. 
The program enables use of up to six asphalt bound layers (typically 
construction layers) and a further eight lower layers that could be 
either bound existing pavement layers, unbound granular layers 
(typically foundation layers), or soils. Generally, they consist of one 
granular base layer and up to seven foundation layers. The material 
model for the lower layers would consider the material to be elas..: 
tic, whereas viscoelastic behavior is used for the upper asphalt 
bound layers. Nonlinear resilient response of the foundation is typ
ically considered by increasing the foundation stiffness with depth. 
The user could use an elastic lower laye~ to describe an existing 
bound asphalt layer that is to be overlaid with a· new asphalt layer 
and only model the upper iayers (or layer) as viscoelastic layers. 

PERFORMANCE MODELS 

Two separate calculation procedures are performed, the first for 
fatigue cracking and the second for the permanent deformation. 
This approach is similar to existing procedures (1), and no inter
action of the mechanisms of failure is currently considered. 

Fatigue Cracking 

Fatigue performance is predicted by considering the energy dissi
pated (work done) in asphaltic materials under loading, with the 
damage being proportional to the cumulative dissipated energy. 
This approach is similar to that used in the Shell Pavement Design 
Manual (1), with some additional features made possible by recent 
research, including a direct calculation of dissipated energy from 
the FE analysis and incorporation of an improved model for deter
mining pavement life from consideration of dissipated energy. The 
calculation for fatigue life consists of the following steps: 

1. Calculate dissipated energy contours in the pavement structure 
over a range of temperatures that cover the highest to lowest 
expected. 

2. Calculate the fatigue life, from the relationships proposed in a 
work by Rowe (11), at each value of temperature considered in the 
program. 

3. Calculate the damage under a single-axle load at a temperature, 
T, assuming Miners' linear damage rule to be valid: 
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(21) 

4. For each month, using the relationship between damage and 
temperature, calculate the mean damage for the month. This is done 
by considering the traffic and temperature in 24 one-hr increments, 
that is, 

24 

J N(t)Drdt 

Dm = _1_24 __ _ 

f N(t)dt 
I 

where 

N(t) 
N(t)=---

24 

f N(t)dt 
1 

(22) 

(23) 

5. Assuming a uniform flow of traffic over the year, calculate the 
yearly traffic weighted mean damage from the following: 

12 

fj = 112 f Dmdm 
1 

(24) 

6. Using the relationship established earlier between temperature 
and damage under a standard axle load, it would be possible to 
equate the yearly traffic weighted mean damage to temperature and 
material properties. However, this is not necessary since life can be 
computed from 

. 1 
N== 

D 
(25)· 

To account for the effect of rest periods, late~al wander by traf
fic, and crack growth, the figures from Equation 25 are multiplied 
by factors of 10 or 14 for either 10 or 45 percent cracking, respec
tively (12). A typical contour plot of damage calculated _by the FE 
analysis is shown in Figure 7, while Figure 8 indicates the predic
tion of cracking percentage against the number of axle loads. 

Permanent Deformation 

The permanent deformation performance calculated from the model 
uses developments of procedures in the Shell Pavement Design 
Manual (1) and those developed by Nunn (8). The major assump
tions are 

• Dilation is not allowed, so the effective Poisson's ratio associ
ated with the permanent strain is less than 0.5; 

• Uniaxial or shear properties are used to define a triaxial stress 
state; and 

• A yield condition is not currently implemented. 

In addition to the foregoing assumptions, it is assumed that 
material properties change as the material undergoes permanent 
deformation and the viscoelastic properties are changed as a func
tion of the permanent deviatoric strain. This introduces nonlinear 
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FIGURE 7 Fatigue damage contour. 
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(incrementally linear) properties and also a variation of properties 
within different elements of the pavement structure at a similar time 
increment. This aspect is different from the assumptions made in 
many design procedures (1,8) that use cumulative loading time to 
describe the nonlinear change in material properties. Temperature 
weighting is considered a function of the "inverse loss compliance," 
1/D", using the model presented in a work by Bouldin et al. (7). 

Thus, the steps used to compute permanent deformation are as 
follows: 

1. Calculate the· traffic weighted pavement temperature using 
1/D". . 

2. For traffic Increment 1, calculate the permanent deformation 
for one axle and the permanent deviatoric strain. 

3. Apply deformation for number of load passes considered in 
increment. 

'92RE-RUN 

INTERVAL 4 

4: . Obtain new materfal properties as a· function of deviatoric 
shear strain. 

5. Calculate. permanent deformation for one axle pass in .. an 
increment. 

6. Repeat Steps 3 to 5 until the design life or until a critical rut 
depth is obtained. 

Typical examples of a rut development plot and deformed pave
ment shape are given in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A new method of pavement analysis based upon realistic material 
properties has been developed. Yiscoelastic characterization of the 
material is used with appropriate criteria for fatigue damage and 

O.Oe+O 2.0e+7 4.0e+7 6.0e+ 7 O.Oe+7 1.0e+O 
Number of Axles 

FIGURE 8 Percentage cracking versus life, damage development from 
fatigue calculation: crack initiation, 5.66e6 axles; 10 percent cracking, 5.66e7 
axles; 45 percent cracking, 7 .92e7 axles. 
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FIGURE 9 Computed rut development to 65535 wheel passes. 

FIGURE 10 Deformed pavement shape (half of section), 
computed rut profile at 65536 wheel passes, deformations 
multiplied by factor 7. 

permanent deformation. The key components of the method involve 
the following: 

1. Dissipated energy fatigue criterion. This considers the energy 
dissipated (work) in asphaltic materials with the damage being 
directly proportional to the cumulative dissipated energy. This cri
terion replaces the "strain criterion" currently considered for fatigue 
damage. 

2. Viscoelastic materials characterization. Repeated load creep 
testing allows the viscoelastic properties of an asphaltic material to 
be obtained. These parameters are directly related to rutting and 
enable predictions of deformation in the field and comparisons to be 
made between different materials. 

3. Pavement modeling. A computerized method for determining 
stresses and strains associated with viscoelastic pavement materials 
has been developed. The computer program PACE uses a finite
element method and considers various inputs, such as pavement 
geometry, material properties, traffic, and environment. This method 
allows computation of pavement deformation and dissipated energy 
(as related to fatigue damage) to be performed. 

NOTATION 

English Symbols 

Bn = Strain matrix at time station tn (constant, when infin
itesimal strain assumed) 

Cp = Specific heat 
en = Matrix proportional to Hn 
d = Displacement vector 
D = Elasticity matrix 

D" = Extensional loss compliance 
Dm = Monthly traffic weighted mean damage 
DT = Fatigue damage at a temperature T 
i5 = Yearly traffic weighted mean damage 
D = Elastic-viscoplastic matrix 
e =Elastic 
E = Elastic modulus 
r =Force vector (applied forces acting at time station n) 

F(cr,Evp) = Scaler yield function 
FE = Finite element 
Hn = Matrix dependent on yield criterion adopted, at time 

station n 
J" = Shear loss compliance 
K = Tangential stiffness matrix 
Kc= Conductivity 
n = Time station 
N = Number of axles 
N = Normalized traffic distribution 
Pi = Proportion of traffic in increment i 

s = Specific heat 
T = Transpose of vector or matrix 
T =Temperature 

vp = Viscoplastic 
V = Viscosity 

V' = Force vector of pseudoloads for time steps at time 
station n 

Greek Symbols 

'Y = Fluidity, reciprocal of viscosity (scaler) 
~ = A small change in any quantity 

~tn = Time interval between t" and tn+i 
~an = Stress change occurring in time interval ~tn (vector) 

s = Strain vector 
t = Strain rate 
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0 = Time stepping algorithm parameter (scaler) 
K = Diffusivity 
p =Density 
er = Stress vector 
ct = Stress rate 

cry = Uniaxial yield stress (scaler) 
<l>(F) = Scaler function of stress 

'11' = Out-of-balance force, or residual vector 
0 = Domain of problem 

Other Symbols 

() = Macaulay brackets 
aF/acr = "Plastic" potential for associated plasticity; enables 

strain rate to be defined as a function of stress gradient 
<?:f =Function 

Derivative with respect to time 
t 1i,t 11 + 1 = Two successive time stations 
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DIPLOMAT: Analysis Program for 
Bituminous and Concrete Pavements 

LEV KHAZANOVICH AND ANASTASIOS M. lOANNIDES 

Burmister' s layered elastic theory is extended to accommodate an inte
rior loading of a multilayered pavement system incorporating an arbi
trary sequence of elastic plates and spring beds, in addition to isotropic 
layers. The formulation is coded into a new computer program, called 
DIPLOMAT, thereby allowing for the first time direct comparisons . 
between the distinct analytical approaches conventionally used for so
called rigid and flexible pavements. The new program is as user friendly 
and computationally efficient as the widely used layer~d elastic analy
sis program BISAR. In addition to permitting multiple-wheel loads, 
DIPLOMAT may be used to investigate the effects of a variety of inter
face and boundary conditions, including that of a rigid base. When con
sidering a plate on grade, DIPLOMAT reproduces the closed-form solu
tions by Westergaard (dense liquid foundation) and by Losberg (elastic 
solid foundation). On the other hand, for a pavement section consisting 
of up to five isotropic layers, the new program reproduces the BISAR 
solutions for bonded or unbonded layers. A number of applications of 
the program are presented, including an assessment of the structural 
contribution of compressible (granular or bituminous) bases under a 
concrete pavement slab, and determination of the interface spring stiff
ness that accounts for constructed layer compressibility. Some implica
tions of program results to pavement design are also discussed. 

In determining the structural response of highway and airport pave
ments, one of two fundamentally different hypotheses has been tra
ditionally used to idealize the properties of the subgrade. For port
land cement concrete (PCC) pavement systems, the simplest of 
these theories is used: the supporting soil medium is considered a 
bed of closely spaced, independent, linear springs. Each spring 
deforms in response to the stress applied directly to it, and neigh
boring springs remain unaffected. The spring stiffness, k, is called 
the modulus of subgrade reaction and is assumed to be spatially 
independent. This idealization is commonly called a "dense liquid" 
and is almost universally ascribed to Winkler (1). 

For asphalt concrete (AC) pavements, on the other hand, a sec
ond support characterization theory is conventionally used, in 
which the soil is regarded as a linearly elastic, isotropic, homoge
neous solid, of semi-infinite extent. The terms "elastic solid," "elas
tic continuum," or "Boussinesq's half-space" are often applied to 
this idealization (2). It is regarded as a more realistic representation 
of actual subgrade behavior than the dense liquid model, inasmuch 
as it takes into account the effect of shear interaction between adja
cent subgrade support elements. 

In a parallel fashion, two distinct theoretical models have been 
traditionally used in idealizing the constructed layers in the pave
ment system. For PCC pavements, medium-thick plate theory is 
conventionally used (3). This approach is again the simpler of the 
two and proceeds from the assumption that the constructed layer, 

L. Khazanovich, ERES Consultants, Inc., 505 W. University Ave., Cham
. paign, Ill. A. M. Ioannides, Department of Civil Engineering, University of 
Illinois, 205 N. Mathews Ave., #2230C, Urbana, Ill. 61801. 

typically a PCC slab, resists the applied loads by bending alone, 
experiencing no compression through its thickness in the process. 
A more realistic representation of in situ behavior of constructed 
pavement layers may be obtained by assu_ming that they behave as 
linearly elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic materials not su.bject to 
the restrictive assumptions of plate theory. In view of the relatively 
higher compressibility of asphalt. concrete, the . layered elastic 
approach has been adopted in current analysis procedures for AC 
pavements (4,5). 

These conventional choices may lead to the impression that the 
elastic solid foundation is inextricably associated with layered elas
tic analysis. It has been recently demonstrated not only that is this 
not the case but also that a formulation based on the isotropic 
layer-dense liquid subgrade combination might in fact: have 
numerical advantages over conventional applications of layered 
elastic analysis (6). A literature survey conducted recently (7) 
revealed that similar ideas had also been promulgated in the former 
Soviet Union (8). 

This paper describes the development of a new structural analy
sis program, code-named DIPLOMAT, which can be used for both 
PCC and AC pavement systems. Much like conventional layered 
elastic analysis programs, DIPLOMAT can accommodate multi
layered pavement sections, loaded by multiple-wheel loads. In addi
tion, however, it allows the user the option to specify that the last 
layer in the pavement system be a bed of springs and that one or 
more of the constructed layers be treated as plates. Such a structural 
model is interesting from theoretical as well as practical perspec
tives. For the first time, it allows analyses of both PCC and AC 
pavement systems based on the same assumptions and can facilitate 
comparisons between the behavior and performance of these two 
heretofore distinct pavement types. In this respect, the formulation 
in DIPLOMAT constitutes an extension and generalization of Bur
mister' s layered elastic theory. 

FORMULATION OF 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 

The 'formulation of the boundary value problem (BVP) posed by a 
multilayered pavement system involves four major components: the 
equilibrium equations, the strain-displacement relationships, the 
constitutive law, and the boundary and initial conditions. Complete 
details of this formulation are provided in a work by Khazanovich 
(9). Only the highlights are presented herein, with emphasis placed 
on the boundary (or interface) conditions used. 

The equilibrium equations, constitutive laws, and strain
displacement relationships for a uniform, isotropic (Burmister) 
layer have been presented elsewhere (10). For an axisymmetric 
problem, it is convenient to use the cylindrical coordinate system 
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(r, <I>, z). In this coordinate system, some components of the dis
placement vector and stress tensor are identically equal to zero due 
to axisymmetry. The remaining stress and displacement compo
nents can be rewritten in terms of the biharmonic stress function, <I> 
(11). The fact that function <I> is biharmonic, that is, 

V4 <I>= 0 (1) 

provides satisfaction of the equilibrium condition in this case. Fol
lowing Burmister ( 4,5), the biharmonic function <I> for isotropic 
layer i is expressed in the following form: 

<I>;= f0 

[A;(m)emz - B;(m)e-mz + C;(m)zemz 

- D;(m)zemz]J0 (m r) dm (2) 

where 

In = Bessel function of nth order, 
z = local vertical coordinate, 

which in contrast to Burmis
ter' s convention is measured 
here down from top surface 
ofeachlayeri,and 

A;(m), B;(m), C;(m), and D;(m) = unknown functions that do 
not depend on coordinates. 

These constants are evaluated by satisfying the boundary conditions. 
The governing equilibrium equations, strain-displacement rela

tionships, and constitutive law for a uniform Kirchhoff plate are 
given elsewhere (12). Accordingly, the plate deflection profile is 
given by 

q* 
V4 w= -

D 
(3) 

where q* is the net (total) pressure applied to top and bottom sur
faces of plate, and D is plate flexural stiffness, defined as 

D= Eh3 
12(1 - µ2) 

(4) 

Here h, E, andµ denote the plate thickness, modulus of elasticity, 
and Poisson's ratio, respectively. Note that for a general multilay
ered system, the applied pressure, q*, is unknown and is determined 
from the boundary conditions for the adjacent layers, above and 
below the plate. The deflection profile for a plate, w;, can be pre
sented in a form similar to that used by Losberg (13): 

. Loo W;(m) 
w' = --- J0(m r) m dm 

o E; 
(5) 

where function W;(m)IE; is the zero-order Hankel transform of the 
deflection profile and is the only function to be determined for a plate. 

The governing equilibrium equations, strain-displacement rela
tionships, and constitutive law for a bed of springs can be derived 
from the corresponding equations for the isotropic layer, if the hor
izontal displacements u and v are set to zero, along with the two 
transverse shear strains and the layer's Poisson's ratio,µ (14). Thus, 
the following equation can be written for the spring bed: 

(6) 
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where 

az = vertical stress in springs, 
w1 and wb = vertical displacements of top and bottom ends of 

springs, and 
k = spring stiffness. 

It should be noted that the presence of spring beds does not intro
duce additional unknown functions. The response of these springs 
can be expressed in terms of the responses of the adjacent layers, 
above and below the_springs. 

To complete the formulation of the BVP for a multilayered sys
tem, it is necessary to specify boundary conditions between the lay
ers. The presence of different layer options makes formation of the 
BVP in this case more difficult than for the original Burmister (4) 
problem. Here, the boundary conditions for each layer depend on 
the kind of model adopted for its adjacent layers (above and below 
it). To reduce the number of possible combinations, the following 
restrictions have been accepted: (a) a plate cannot have a common 
border with another plate, and (b) a spring bed cannot have a com
mon border with another spring bed. 

These restrictions impose no reduction in the generality of the 
proposed approach. Two plates resting on one another can be 
replaced by an equivalent plate with parameters as defined by loan
nides et al. (15). At the same time, n spring beds in series can also 
be replaced by one equivalent spring bed with effective spring stiff
ness, keff 

1 
keff= _n_l_ 

I-
i=I k; 

(7) 

where k; is stiffness of each individual spring bed. Stresses in 
every spring bed are equal to the corresponding stress in the equiv
alent bed. 

In what follows, the boundary conditions for the BVP will be 
formulated for different combinations of isotropic layers, plates, 
and spring beds. It is assumed that all layers are numbered sequen
tially from top to bottom as 1 to n, with the nth layer being an elas
tic solid half-space, or a finite isotropic layer or spring bed resting 
on a rigid base. The case of the pavement surface layer being a 
spring bed is trivial and is not considered below. 

Boundary Conditions at Interface 
Between Two Isotropic Layers 

Following Burrnister (4,5), two kinds of boundary conditions at the 
interface between two isotropic layers are usually considered: a 
rough interface or a smooth interface. Both kinds of conditions 
assume continuity of vertical displacements and of vertical stresses 
across the interface, whose normal is in the z direction. Thus, the 
following continuity conditions are always satisfied: 

(8) 

(9) 

where q?and a~+ 1• 
1 are vertical stresses at the bottom surface of the 

upper layer and at the top surface of the lower layer, respectively; 
w;· b and w; + 1. 1 are vertical displacements at the bottom surface of 
the upper. layer and at the top surface of the lower layer, 
respectively. 
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The rough interface condition also assumes continuity of hori
zontal displacements and of shear stresses across the interface. This 
assumption can be written in the following form: 

ui· b = u; +1.1 

(10) 

(11) 

where T~b and T,~+1 .r are shear stresses at the bottom surface of the 
upper layer and at the top surface of the lower layer, respectively; 
ui,b and u;+i,r are radial displacements at the bottom surface of the 
upper layer and at the top surface of the lower layer, respectively. 

The smooth interface condition does not require continuity Of 
horizontal displacements or of shear stresses across the interface, 
but allows free slip of one layer with respect to the other in the hor
izontal direction. Therefore, this kind of interface leads to the fol
lowing conditions: 

(12) 

(13) 

One can note that either Equation 12 or Equation 13 can be 
replaced by Equation 10. 

Boundary Conditions at Interface Between 
Isotropic Layer and Rigid Base 

The interface between an isotropic layer and a rigid base can also 
be rough or smooth. Both types of interface conditions require zero 
vertical displacement at the bottom of the isotropic layer, n, above 
the rigid base: 

w"·b = 0 (14) 

The rough interface condition requires that radial displacements 
also vanish at the bottom surface of the isotropic layer: 

(15) 

The smooth interface does not resist horizontal displacements 
along the bottom of the isotropic layer and leads to the condition of 
vanishing shear forces at this interface: 

(16) 

Boundary Conditions for Elastic Solid Half-Space 

In this case, displacements should vanish as depth tends to infinity, 
that is, 

w=u=O as z -7 00 (17) 

It may be verified that satisfaction of these conditions also leads 
to vanishing stresses at infinite depth. 

Boundary Conditions at Interface 
Between Isotropic Layer and Plate or Spring Bed 

If an isotropic layer, i, has a common boundary with a plate or a 
spring bed, this interface is always smooth and free of shear stresses 
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(18) 

where superscripts denotes tor b (top or bottom surface, respec
tively), depending on which surface of the layer is considered. 

If the adjacent layer is a plate, then its vertical deflections are 
· equal to the corresponding layer vertical deflections at the interface: 

(19) 

where wP is the adjacent plate deflection. 
If the adjacent layer is a spring bed, then normal stresses in the 

isotropic layer at the interface are equal to the vertical stresses in the 
spring bed, a~ 

(20) 

Boundary Conditions for Plate 

As mentioned earlier, to specify boundary conditions for a plate 
means to specify equations for the applied net (total) pressure, q*, 
in Equation 3. If plate i is not the surface layer of the multilayered 
pavement system, then this pressure is the difference between the 
vertical stress at the top surface of the layer right below the plate 
and the vertical stress at the bottom surf ace of the layer right above 
the plate, as follows: 

(21) 

If either adjacent layer is a spring bed, then the normal stress in 
the springs can be written in terms of the plate deflection and of the 
deflection of the other end of the spring bed, in a manner similar to 
Equation 6. 

Boundary Conditions for Uppermost Surface 
of Multilayered System 

It is assumed in this study that the applied loading is normal to the 
uppermost surface of the multilayered system. Therefore, if the first 
layer is an isotropic layer, then two boundary conditions should be 
satisfied at this surface: equality of normal stress to the applied pres
sure, p, and presence of no shear stresses. These conditions can be 
presented as follows: 

(22) 

(23) 

If the first layer is a plate, then the following equation should be 
satisfied: 

(24) 

where a~·1 is the vertical stress at the top surface of the second layer. 
Equations 8 through 24 allow the formation of a complete system 

of equations for a BVP for any combination of isotropic layers, 
plates, and spring beds. In solving these equations., the Hankel trans
forms of the boundary conditions are first obtained, and then these 
transforms are rewritten in terms of the unknown functions A;, B;, 

C;, D;, and W;. If the multilayered system consists only of NL 
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isotropic layers, then the stress and deflection distributions are 
described by four NL unknown functions. NL layers have NL - 1 
shared interfaces, which give rise to four (NL - 1) equations. The 
boundary conditions for the uppermost surface of the multilayered 
system gives two more equations. The final two equations necessary 
are obtained from the boundary conditions at the bottom surface of 
the last member of the multi layered system. If this member rests on 
a rigid base, the pertinent conditions are zero vertical displace
ments, and either zero horizontal displacements or zero shear 
stresses, depending on the nature of the interface (rough or smooth). 
If the last member of the multilayered system is a semi-infinite half
space, the pertinent conditions are vanishing displacements, u and 
w. Thus, the complete system consists of four NL equations with 
four NL unknown functions. 

It should be noted that every time an additional plate is inserted 
into a multilayered system consisting of NL isotropic layers, the total 
number of equations increases by one. It should also be noted that 
introduction of a spring bed at any existing interface does not 
change the total number but only the form of the equations. There
fore, the total number of equations in the system is equal to ( 4NL) + 
Np, which is also the number of unknown functions. Solution of 
the linear system of equations with NT unknown functions leads to 
the determination of the responses for the multilayered pavement 
system. 

VERIFICATION OF PROGRAM DIPLOMAT 

The formulation presented has been coded in FORTRAN into pro
gram DIPLOMAT (9). The program is capable of analyzing up to 
five layers over a rigid base or up to four layers over an elastic solid 
half-space. To accommodate multiwheel loading, superposition is 
used, and Cartesian coordinates (x, y) are adopted, instead of polar 
coordinates (r, cf>). To verify the program, several series of runs 
were performed. Some of the results obtained will be presented 
below where they will be compared with solutions obtained from 
other programs when appropriate. 

Comparison With BISAR 

If all layers in the multilayered system are isotropic, such a system 
may be analyzed using any.of the conventional computer programs 
for layered elastic systems. In this study, results obtained using pro
grams DIPLOMAT and BISAR (16) were compared. The follow
ing multilayered system, representing a typical AC pavement sys
tem, was analyzed: 

Layer 1-127-mm-thick (5-in.) AC layer with modulus of elas
ticity E 1 = 5 517 MPa (800,000 psi), Poisson's ratio µ1 = 0.25; 

Layer 2-152-mm-thick (6-in.) base layer with modulus of elas
ticity E2 = 207 MPa (30,000 psi), Poisson's ratio µ2 = 0.3; 

Layer 3-508-mm-thick (20-in.) subbase layer with modulus of 
elasticity E3 = 103 MPa (15,000 psi), Poisson's ratio µ3 = 0.45; and 

Layer 4-Subgrade with modulus of elasticity E .. = 34.5 MPa 
(5,000 psi), Poisson's ratioµ .. = 0.45. 

All layers were assumed to be unbonded. The radius of the 
applied load was set at 150 mm (5.9 in.) (falling weight deftec
tometer load), and the applied pressure at 689 kPa (100 psi). Cal
culations were performed for the following locations: 
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Point A-AC layer, top surface, under the center of applied load. 
Point B-AC layer, top surface, 305 mm (12 in.) from the center 

of applied load. 
Point C-AC layer, top surface, 610 mm (24 in.) from the center 

of applied load. 
Point D.-AC layer, top surface, 914 mm (36 in.) from the center 

of applied.load. 
Point E-AC layer, bottom surface, under the center of applied 

load. 
Point F--.:.Base layer, top surface, under the center of applied 

load. 
Point G-Base layer, bottom surface, under the center of applied 

load. 
Point H-Subbase layer, top surface, under the center of applied 

load. 
Point I-Subbase layer, bottom surface, under the center of 

applied load. 
Point J-Subgrade layer, top surface, under the center of applied 

load. 

The results of these calculations are presented in Table 1. It can 
be observe.ct that BISAR and DIPLOMAT produce identical results 
for this system. Equally satisfactory coincidence between BISAR 
and DIPLOMAT has been obtained for sections with bonded layers 
as well. 

Plate Over Isotropic Elastic Solid Half Space 

A series of runs was performed involving a plate resting on an 
isotropic elastic solid half-space, to compare the maximum plate 
bending stresses obtained by DIPLOMAT with the closed-form 
solution presented by Losberg (13). The modulus of elasticity and 
Poisson's ratio for the plate were set equal at 27 .6 GPa ( 4 Mpsi) and 
0.15, respectively. The modulus of elasticity, Es, and Poisson's 
ratiq, µ.., for the elastic solid half-space were set equal to 276 MPa 
(40,000 psi) and 0.45, respectively. The plate thickness varied from 
102 mm (4 in.) to 406 mm (16 in.). The total applied load was 178 
kN (40,000 lb) and the applied pressure was 2 759 kPa (400 psi). 
Table 2 presents the maximum plate bending stresses obtained by 
using DIPLOMAT and Losberg's closed-form solution 

u= -6 P(l + µ) [ ( a ) h2 0.1833 Log 10 f": - 0.049 

-0.012( ;e )2 + 3.537 10-3
( ;e )3 - 5.012 10-4

( ;e rJ (25) 

where ee is the radius of the relative stiffness of the plate-on-elastic 
solid system, defined as follows: 

3 2 D(l - µ}) ee = (26) 
Es 

Again, excellent agreement is observed between results obtained 
using DIPLOMAT and Losberg's closed-form solution. Near
perfect agreement has also been obtained between DIPLOMAT and 
Westergaard's closed-form solution. 

Isotropic Layer Over Spring Bed 

This problem was analyzed by Glazyrin (8) and by van Cauwelaert 
(6). In this study, a series of runs for an isotropic layer with modu-
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TABLE 1 Stresses and Displacements in Four-Layered AC 
Pavement System 

(a) Using BISAR 

Point w u cry crx crz 
mm mm MPa MPa MP a 

A 1.097 0.000 -2.522 -2.522 -0.689 
B 0.899 -0.050 -0.978 2.990 0.000 
c 0.660 -0.042 -0.346 0.137 0.000 
D 0.485 -0.030 -0.004 0.160 0.000 
E 1.087 0.000 2.411 2.411 -0.115 
F 1.087 0.000 -0.118 -0.118 -0.115 
G 1.021 0.000 0.076 0.076 -0.085 
H 1.021 0.000 -0.105 -0.105 -0.085 
I 0.815 0.000 0.051 0.051 -0.026 

J 0.815 0.000 -0.025 -0.025 -0.026 

(b) Using DIPLOMAT 

Point w u cry crx Oz 

mm mm MPa MPa MPa 

A 1.0965 0.0000 -2.5238 -2.5238 -0.6890 
B 0.8987 -0.0500 -0.9784 -2.9882 0.0000 
c 0.6612 -0.0422 -0.3462 0.1371 0.0000 
D 0.4844 -0.0302 -0.1417 0.1600 0.0000 
E 1.0876 0.0000 2.4115 2.4115 -0.1151 
F 1.0876 0.0000 -0.1178 -0.1178 -0.1151 
G 1.0206 0.0000 0.0760 0.0760 -0.0854 
H 1.0206 0.0000 -0.10.50 -0.1050 -0.0854 
I 0.8164 0.0000 0.0511 0.0511 -0.0265 

J 0.8164 0.0000 -0.0252 -0.0252 -0.0265 

Notes: E1 = 5517MPa (800,000 psi); µ 1 = 0.25; h1 = 127 mm (5 in.); 
~ = 207 MPa (30,000 psi); µ2 = 0.30; h2 = 152 mm (6 in.); 
E3 = 103 MPa (15,000 psi); µ3 = 0.45; h3 = 508 mm (20 in.); 
E4 = 34.5 MPa (5,000 psi); µ4 = 0.45. 
Load= 44.5 kN (10,000 lbs); pressure = 689 kPa (100 psi); 
Unbonded interfaces. Tension is positive. 
(w, u): Displacements in z and x directions, respectively. 
(cry, crXI crz>: Stresses in y, x, and z, directions, respectively. 

lus of elasticity equal to 27 .6 GPa ( 4 Mpsi) and Poisson's ratio equal 
to 0.15, resting over a spring bed with stiffness, k, of 54.3 kPa/mm 
(200 psi/in.) was performed .. The isotropic layer thickness varied 
from 102 mm (4 in.) to 408 mm (16 in.). The total applied load was 
44.5 kN (10,000 lb) and the applied pressure was equal to 689 kPa 
(100 psi). The solution obtained using DIPLOMAT was compared 
with van Cauwelaert's solution evaluated using the commercial 
software MATHEMATICA (17). The results of calculations are 
presented in Table 3. Excellent agreement is observed in the results 
obtained using these two different numerical solutions. 

APPLICATIONS OF PROGRAM DIPLOMAT 

Using DIPLOMAT To Obtain 
Interlayer Spring Stiffnesses 

In a previous paper (18), the authors presented a finite-element for
m~lation that accommodates through-the-thickness compressibility 
and separation of the constructed layers in a multilayered PCC pave
ment system. Accordingly, a bed of springs is inserted between con
secutive plates, as proposed by Totsky (19). The interface spring stiff
ness, k1, is an important parameter to be determined. DIPLOMAT is 
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TABLE 2 Maximum Bending Stresses in 
Plate on Elastic Solid Foundation Under 
Interior Loading 

Bending Stress, MPa 
h 
mm Losberg (13) DIPLOMAT 

102 7.655 7.655 
203 4.901 4.902 
254 3.392 3.394 
305 1.919 1.918 
356 1.526 1.525 
406 1.246 1.246 

Notes: E1 = 276 GPa (4 Mpsi); µ1 = 0. 
15; Es = 207 MPa (30,000 psi); 
1ls = 0.45; 

Load = 178 kN (40,000 lbs); 
pressure= 689 kN (100 psi). 

a good tool for this purpose. Determination of k1 using DIPLOMAT 
involves the following steps: 

1. Consider a multilayered system consisting of isotropic layers 
resting on a dense liquid foundation. The elastic parameters of the 
isotropic layers and their thicknesses are equal to the corresponding 
elastic parameters and thicknesses of the constructed layers in the field. 
The stiffness of the dense liquid foundation is equal to the field mod
ulus of subgrade reaction. Using computer program DIPLOMAT, find 
the maximum bending stress in each of the layers in this system under 
interior loading. 

2. Consider another multilayered system consisting of alternat
ing plate and spring beds. The elastic parameters of the plates and 
their thicknesses are equal to the corresponding elastic parameters 
and thicknesses of the constructed layers in the field. Using a trial
and-error approach and computer program DIPLOMAT, find the 
values of the spring interlayer stiffnesses, which lead to maximum 
bending stresses in the plates close to the corresponding maximum 
bending stresses in the isotropic layers, obtained in Step 1. 

To establish the validity of this suggestion, predictions for the 
maximum bending stresses at the bottom of the constructed layers 
in multilayered pavement systems obtained using different models 
have been compared. The following models were used in analyzing 
two unbonded constructed layers resting on a dense liquid founda
tion: "(a) isotropic layers, (b) plates separated by a Totsky spring 
interlayer, and (c) plates resting on one another. All three of these 
models can be accommodated in DIPLOMAT. For Model b, the 
interlayer spring stiffness, kb may be calculated using the afore
mentioned DIPLOMAT-based iterative procedure, or using one of 
two equation-based approaches. The first of these, involves the fol
lowing equation originally presented by Totsky (19): 

(27) 

where subscripts j and j + 1 denote the plates just above and just 
below the springs, respectively. The constant K is set at 2.461, per 
Totsky's own recommendation. An alternative simple mathemati
cal expression, which results in a good first estimate of k1; has been 
derived by the authors (18): 
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where 

and 

TABLE 3 Maximum Tensile Bending Stresses in 
Isotropic Layer on Dense Liquid Foundation 
Under Interior ·Loading 

Bending Stress, MPa 
h 
mm van Cauwelaert (6) DIPLOMAT 

102 4.588 4.587 
152 2.383 2.383 
203 '1.469 1.469 
254 0.994 0.994 
305 0.713 0.713 
356 0:535 0.535 
406 0.415 0.415 

Notes: E1 = 276 GPa (4 Mpsi); µ1 = 0.15; 
k = 54.3 kPa/mm (200 psi/in.) 
Load = 44.5 kN (10~000 lbs); pressure = 
689 kPa (100 psi). 
Tension is positive. 

2£2(1 - µz) k2= ~~-=--~-'-'"'----
hz(l - µ2 - 2µ}) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

with subscripts 1 and 2 denoting the upper and lower plates, respec
tively. Model c can be considered a special case of Model b, in 
which k1 becomes extremely large. In this study, the plate theory 
closed-form approach presented by Ioannides et al. (J 5) was used 
for Model c. 

Eight pavement sections were considered. Three of these repre
sent a concrete slab resting on an unbonded stabilized base of vari
able thickness. Four others model an unbonded concrete overlay 
over an existing concrete slab of variable thickness. The final sec
tion represents a thick unbonded AC overlay on an existing concrete 
slab. 

Table 4 indicates that the maximum bending stresses obtained 
using the plate theory closed-form approach can differ from those 
obtained by employing the more realistic model of two unbonded 
isotropic layers resting on a dense liquid foundation, especially for 
relatively thin unbonded concrete overlays. At the same time, for all 
cases considered, the iterative DIPLOMAT-based approach results 
in estimates of the stiffness parameter for the spring interlayer in the 
Totsky model that achieve closer maximum bending stresses in the 
corresponding plates and isotropic layers than either of the two 
equation-based approaches. 

Spring interlayer stiffnesses from the two equation-based 
approaches produce similar results for all cases ~onsidered. For the 
slab-on-stabilized-base cases, these solutions are close to the cor
responding isotropic~layers-on-dense-liquid solutions. For the 
unbonded concrete overlay cases, the equation-based approaches 
produce solutions that overestimate the upper layer stresses, yet are 
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in better agreement with the isotropic-layers-on-dense-liquid solu
tions than the predictions of the plate theory closed-form approach. 
Therefore, they may serve in obtaining a first approximation of the 
interlayer stiffness. Moreover, in the actual pavement, the PCC 
overlay is often separated from the existing concrete slab by a bond
breaker layer. This layer is neglected in this analysis but can 
increase overlay stresses (E. J. Barenberg, personal communication, 
1992). Therefore, using Equation 28 may be more appropriate. 

Consider, for example, a typical airport pavement section con
sisting of a 203-mm (8-in.) unbonded PCC overlay over an existing 
406-mm (16-in.) PCC slab, resting on a dense liquid foundation 
[k = 27.l kPa/mm (100 psi/in.)]. The radius of the applied interior 
load is 150 mm (5.9 in.), and the applied pressure is 689 MPa (100 
psi). Both constructed layers have Young's modulus values of 27.6 
GPa (4 Mpsi) and Poisson's ratios of 0.15. Assume that the overlay 
and the existing slab are separated by a bituminous interlayer with 
a thickness (hh) of 51 mm (2 in.), a modulus of elasticity (Eb) of 
5517 MPa (800 ksi), and a Poisson's ratio (µb) of 0.35. For this case, 
the three isotropic-layers-on-dense-liquid model predicts that the 
maximum tensile stresses in the overlay and existing slab are 
510 kPa (74 psi) and 347 kPa (50.4 psi), respectively. These values 
are close to those predicted by the Totsky model with k1 defined by 
Equation 28, which ignores the bituminous interlayer. If the bitu
minous interlayer modulus of elasticity were only 2 759 MPa 
(400,000 psi), the isotropic-layers-on-dense-liquid maximum ten
sile stresses in the overlay and existing slab would be 568 kPa (82.4 
psi) and 341 kPa (49.5 psi), respectively. In this case, it is prefer
able to use the following equation for the spring interlayer stiffness: 

(31) 

with k1 and k2 as given by Equations 29 and 30 and 

(32) 

Equation 31 leads to a k1 value equal to 54.3 MPafmm (200,000 
psi/in.) in this case. For this interlayer stiffness, the Totsky model 
predicts maximum tensile stresses in the overlay and the existing 
slab equal to 568 kPa (82.4 psi) and 341 kPa ( 49.5 psi), respeetively, 
that is, the same values as predicted by the isotropic-layers-on
dense-liquid solution. 

Estimation of Base Layer Contribution 
to Stress Reduction 

In a previous paper (J 5), the authors presented a method for assess
ing the structural contribution of base layers in PCC pavement sys
tems in a manner that accounted for the through-the-thickness com
pressibility of both constructed layers. This entailed adjusting the 
value of the maximum bending stress in the upper layer obtained on 
the basis of plate theory, by calculating a correction increment. An 
equation for the latter was derived using layered elastic analysis 
results, which used the elastic solid idealization. Application of the 
same correction increment to dense liquid cases was cautiously rec
ommended at that time, pending the development of more appro
priate numerical analysis tools. DIPLOMAT provides an opportu
nity to assess the validity of the correction increment, while 
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TABLE4 Comparison Between Totsky Model and Isotropic Layers on Dense Liquid Models for 
Three-_Layered System (a) Model Parameters, (b) Maximum Bending Stresses in Layers 1 and 2 

(a) 

E1 µ1 h1 E2 µ2 hz Interlayer Spring Stiffness, k1, 

from 
Eq. (27) Eq. (28) DIPWMAT 

GP a mm GP a mm MPa/mm MPa/mm MPa/mm 

CASE 1 276 0.15 203 13.8 0.45 152 20.3 55.3 135.6 
CASE 2 276 0.15 203 13.8 0.45 203 15.5 43.4 27.1 
CASE3 276 0.15 203 13.8 0.45 254 12.5 35.8 135.6 
CASE4 276 0.15 203 276 0.15 203 162.8 143.2 . 271.3 
CASES 276 0.15 . 203 276 0.15 254 144.6 127.2 257.7 
CASE 6 276 0.15 203 276 0.15 305 130.2 114.5 244.1 
CASE7 276 0.15 203 276 0.15 406 108.5 95.5 230.6 
CASE8 55.2 0.30 152 276 0.15 203 38.2 41.5 263.i 

(b) 

MODEL Isotropic Plate Totsky Model with k1 from 
Layers Theory Eq. (27) Eq. (28) DIPLOMAT 

LAYER 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

CASE 1 1.571 0.089 1.536 0.090 1.543 0.082 1.543 0.086 1.543 0.088 
CASE2 1.530 0.103 1.495 0.116 1.509 0.099 1.502 0.106 1.502 0.103 
CASE 3 1.481 0.112 1.426 0.138 1.461 0.110 1.447 0.120 1.454 0.111 
CASE4 0.889 0.772 0.841 0.841 . 0.944 0.744 0.951 0.737 0.923 0.765 
CASES 0.696 0.653 0.593 0.744 0.751 0.637 0.765 0.631 0.717 0.662 
CASE 6 0.563 0.537 0.414 0.621 0.625 0.528 0.636 0.523 0.573 0.551 
CASE 7 0.415 0.362 0.214 0.429 0.490 0.360 0.504 0.356 0.417 0.378 
CASES 0.171 1.447 0.138 1.516 0.358 1.406 0.347 1.412 0.172 1.495 

Notes: No curling; interior loading; radius of applied load = 150 mm (5.9 in.); 
pressure= 689 kPa (100 psi); k = 27.1 kPa/mm (100 psi/in.). 

retaining the conventional dense liquid subgrade idealization. For 
each of the two conditions for the interface between the two con
structed layers (unbonded or bonded), eight runs were conducted, 
selected to correspond to a wide variety of practical cases. The 
results are shown in Table 5. It is observed that for the unbonded 
interface condition, retaining the elastic solid-based correction 
increment equation yields results that are in very reasonable agree
ment with DIPLOMAT. On the other hand, DIPLOMAT indicates 
that the corrected plate theory solution for bonded layers may result 
in bending stress overestimation by about 25 percent. 

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS 

With the increasing popularity of multilayered concrete pavement 
systems in recent years, DIPLOMAT can contribute toward bridg
ing an apparent gap in the pavement engineering tool chest. The 
new program provides the ability to analyze a concrete pavement 
system as a truly multilayered one. Individual layers in the system 
may be assumed to be incompressible through their thickness (e.g., 
PCC slab or stabilized base) or compressible (e.g., AC overlay or 
granular base). This new capability will be particularly useful in the 
area of maintenance and rehabilitation of concrete pavements. 
Although at the first design stage it is feasible-and even desir
able~to treat base and subbase layers as nonstructural layers, 

placed only for construction expediency and drainage purposes, 
their structural function cannot be ignored in forensic studies aimed 
at realistic characterization of in situ pavement properties and the 
concomitant design of overlays. DIPLOMAT provides the oppor
tunity to establish more conclusively the structural contribution of 
base and subbase layers, without the need to resort to questionable 
empirical concepts, such as "bumping-the-k-value" or establishing 
correlations between k and the soil Young's modulus, Es (15). In 
addition, the algorithm developed may be easily incorporated in a 
unified multilayered pavement moduli backcalculation scheme, 
whose absence is a severe inhibitor to current rehabilitation efforts. 
The development of a unified backcalculation procedure is particu
larly called for following the FAA's adoption of a unified design 
procedure based on layered elastic analysis (20). 

Another potential benefit from the development of DIPLOMAT 
is that for the first time it can provide a two-dimensional compre
hensive approach that retains, as an option, all assumptions con
ventionally made in the analysis of both concrete and bituminous 
pavements. It is a well-documented axiom that the parameter used 
to characterize the dense-liquid foundation, the modulus of sub
grade reaction k, cannot be reliably correlated to the elastic modu
lus E,, used with the elastic solid subgrade characterization (21). If 
the last isotropic layer in DIPLOMAT is extended so that its thick
ness tends to infinity (or is simply made large enough), the model 
adopted would correspond to the conventional layered elastic analy
sis. If on the other hand the thickness of the last isotropic layer tends 
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TABLES Verification of Corrected Plate Theory Solution Using DIPLOMAT 

Max. Bend. Stress in 
Upper Layer Using 

Corrected 
E1 hi E2 h2 k S.R. LS.R. DIPLOMAT Pl Theory 
GP a mm GP a mm kPa/mm· MPa MP a 

UNBONDED LAYERS 
27.6 254 2.76 320 17.1 1.2 0.1 0.950 0.993 
20.7 237 2.07 406 13.6 1.5 0.1 0.964 1.001 
34.5 203 2.41 493 18.3 2.0 0.1 1.191 1.207 
41.3 152 4.82 394 14.1 3.0 0.1 1.591 1.556 
13.8 176 0.69 279 . 45.6 1.2 0.2 1.590 1.610 
13.8 178 1.89 274 58.9 1.5 0.2 1.315 1.336 
16.5 127 2.07 254 34.5 2.0 0.2 2.121 2.126 
15.2 152 4.13 297 81.6 3.0 0.2 1.152 1.040 

BONDED LAYERS 
152 381 1.36 152 32.3 1.2 0.1 0.362 0.445 
27.6 406 2.41 287 90.9 1.5 0.1 0.268 0.359 
27.6 254 2.76 254 32.0 2.0 0.1 0.574 0.714 
20.7 257 2.07 406 46.1 3.0 0.1 0.446 0.590 
13.6 229 0.69 127 99.8 1.2 0.2 0.865 0.959 
41.3 152 4.12 102 115.3 1.5 0.2 1.513 1.718 
34.5 126 3.44 127 77.3 2.0 0.2 1.659 1.954 
10.3 127 1.38 190 48.8 3.0 0.2 0.997 1.310 

Notes: µ 1=µ2=0.15; Load=44.5 kN (10,000 lbs)@ 861 kPa (125 psi) (radius, a= 128 mm 
(5.05 in.). 

S.R. = Stiffness ·Ratio 

= ( ~~ J for unbonded 

= ( heBJ for bonded 
lhlf 

LS.R. = Load Size Ratio = (~) 

h = 3 (h3 + E2 h3) 
eU l l El 2 

to zero and the constructed layers are assumed to behave as plates 
resting on a bed of springs, this would correspond to the conven
tional Westergaard problem. 

A number of follow-up possibilities and enhancements to 
DIPLOMAT are possible. Prominent among these is the capability 
to account for the dynamic effects on pavements of moving wheel 

f 
'" 

loads. Findings and conclusions from recent work conducted by a 
number of investigators (22,23) could easily be incorporated into 
DIPLOMAT, in view of the retention in the latter of both layered 
elastic and plate theory assumptions. 

To address the issue of edge loading within the context of a com
prehensive pavement analysis and design procedure, an interesting 
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formulation proposed by researchers in the former Soviet Union 
could be adapted and enhanced for use in DIPLOMAT. Called the 
Method of Compensative Loads, this approach can lead to an ana
lytical (closed-form) solution for the edge-loading problem, using 
any chosen subgrade idealization (7). Edge loading is solved by 
superposition of the corresponding interior loading solution plus a 
solution for a set of comprehensive loads that restore the boundary 
conditions along the location of the edge. Such a solution. would be 
much easier to implement iri a design algori_thm than current finite
element techniques. · 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, Burmister's layered elastic theory has been extended 
to accommodate a multilayered pavement system incorporating an 
arbitrary sequence of plates and spring beds, in addition to isotropic 
layers. The formulation has. been coded into a new computer pro
gram, called DIPLOMAT, thereby allowing for the first time direct 
comparisons between the distinct analytical approaches .conven
tionally employed for so-called rigid and flexible pavements. The 
new program is as user friendly and computationally efficient as the 
widely used layered elastic analysis program B.ISAR. In addition to 
permitting multiple-wheel loads, DIPLOMAT may be used to 
investigate the effects of a variety of interface and boundary condi
tions, including that of a rigid base. When ·considering a plate on 
grade, DIPLOMAT reproduces the closed-form solutions by West
ergaard (dense liquid foundation) and by Losberg (elastic solid 
foundation). On the other hand, for a pavement section consisting 
of up to five isotropic layers, the new program reproduces the 
BISAR solutions for bonded or unbonded layers. A number of 
applications of the program are presented, including an assessment 
of the structural contribution of compressible (granular or bitumi
nous) bases under a concrete pavement slab, and the determination 
of the interface spring stiffness that accounts for constructed layer 
compressibility. It is illustrated with several examples that using a 
DIPLOMAT-based iterative procedure it is possible to find a set of 
values for the spring interlayer stiffnesses in a given pavement sys
tem, which produce an adequate match of maximum bending 
stresses obtained using the plate and the isotropic layer models for 
the constructed layers in the pavement system. Some implications 
of program results to pavement design are also discussed. 
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Analytical Procedures in Nondestructive 
Testing Pavement Evaluation 

PER ULLIDTZ AND N. F. COETZEE 

An overview of typical procedures currently used for pavement evalu
ation using nondestructive testing deflection data is provided, focusing 
primarily on backcalculation. Some of the more typical problems 
encountered in these approaches are briefly discussed. Critical issues 
related to fundamental theoretical assumptions of static loading, as well 
as material continuity, homogeneity, and elastic behavior, are 
addressed, particularly in the context of validation of backcalculation 
results. 

Structural evaluation of pavement deflection response using nond,e
structive test (NDT) data has been growing since the introduction 
of the Benkelman beam at the W ASHO Road Test in the early 
1950s. ·. Developments in analytical techniques, coupled with 
improved deflection measurement capabilities, have resulted in the 
current so-called backcalculation techniques widely used in pave
ment evaluation. Tl)is paper provides an overview of eiisting tech
niques used for structural analysis of pavement NDT deflection 
data, discusses some of the issues and shortcomings of these proce
dures, and provides some conjecture on expected and possible 
future developments in the field. 

DEFLECTION USES 

Early use of deflection data typically involved consideration of 
maximum deflection directly under the load,- relative to empirical 
standards. Usually some statistical measure of deflections on a 
pavement section is compared with a "tolerable" deflection level for 
that section under the expected traffic. If the measured value 
exceeds the tolerable deflection, an empirical procedure determines 
the corrective measure required-usually an overlay-to reduce the 
measured deflections to the tolerable level. Examples of this 
approach include the Asphalt Institute' s MS-17 (J) and Cal Trans' s 
Test Method 356 (2). In some states, maximum deflections are mon
itored during spring thaw, and load restrictions are placed when the 
thawing pavement's deflection reaches a certain level. Empirical 
use of deflection basin data usually involves one of the basin pa
rameters that combine some or all of the measured basin deflections 
into a single number. 

With a trend toward mechanistic pavement analysis and design, 
which are based on fundamental engineering principles, the use of 
deflection data has become more sophisticated. Complete deflection 
basins are used, in a procedure known as backcalculation, to esti
mate in situ elastic moduli for each pavement layer. Knowledge of 
the existing layer thicknesses is typically necessary for this proce
dure. The backcalculated moduli themselves provide an indication 

P. Ullidtz, Technical University of Denmark, Bldg. 115 IVTB, DK-2800 
Lyngby, Denmark. N. F. Coetzee, Dynatest Consulting, Inc., P.O. Box 71, 
Ojai, Calif. 93024-0071. 

of layer condition. They are also used in an elastic layer or finite
element program to calculate stresses and strains resulting from 
applied loads. These stresses and strains are used with fatigue or dis
tress relationships to evaluate damage accumulation under traffic 
and predict pavement failure. They can also be used to evaluate cor
rective measures, such as overlays, rehabilitation, or reconstruction. 
It is these mechanistic analyses of pavement deflection that this 
paper is intended to address. Briefly, the backcalculation procedure 
involves calculation of theoretical deflections under the applied 
load using assumed pavement layer moduli. These theoretical 
deflections are compared with measured deflections and the 
assumed moduli are then adjusted in an iterative procedure until the
oretical and measured deflection basins reach an acceptable match. 
The moduli derived in this way are considered representative of the 
pavement response to load and can be used to calculate stresses or 
strains in the pavement structure for analysis purposes. 

Currently, calculation of theoretical deflections, and the subse
quent stress or strain calculations, typically involve linear elastic 
theory. Elastic theory may be applied through the use of the fol
lowing: 

• Traditional layered elastic programs based on numerical inte
gration procedures, such as ELSYM5, CHEVRON (various ver
sions); BISAR, and WESLEA; 

• The Odemark-Boussinesq transformed section approach in
stead of numerical integration; 

• Finite-element programs, either those that have been specifi
cally oriented toward pavement analysis, such as ILLI-PAVE or 
MICHPA VE, or general structural analysis programs such as SAP 
(various versions), ANSYS, ABACUS, ADINA, and so forth; 

• Plate theory, such as the Westergaard solutions for portland 
cement concrete (PCC) pavements; and 

• Neural networks trained to reproduce results that emulate one 
of the foregoing applications (3,4). 

BACKCALCULATION 

An in-depth summary of the historical developments ofNDT, back
calculation, and theoretical considerations, as well as associated 
technology were provided in a state-of-the-art presentation in 1988 
(5). Some of the concerns regarding the differences between back
calculated results using different backcalculation programs on the 
same deflection data were illustrated. These are typically technical 
problems but they are exacerbated by the continuing development 
of similar backcalculation programs. In many cases, new programs 
have little to differentiate them from existing software other than a 
name. In a description of the Strategic Highway Research Program 
(SHRP) backcalculation procedure software selection a table listing 
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the most common backcalculation procedures in use at that time 
was originally included (6). This table, somewhat modified, is 
included here as Table 1 to illustrate similarities and differences 
between programs. In reviewing Table 1, one should keep in mind 
that the CHEVRON and ELSYM5 numerical integration routines 
are identical and, until recently, produced erroneous results under 
certain circumstances due to an error in the integration procedure. 
This error was corrected in 1992 by Irwin and verified by compari
son with the BISAR program (L. H. Irwin; personal communica
tion, 1993). 

The programs included in Table 1 are by no means a compre
hensive listing of backcalculation routines. Other programs in use 
today include COMDEF, 15BCONPAS, PROBE, ILLIBACK, 
LMBS, DEFMET, RPEDDI, PHONIX, PEACH, FALMAN, 
CLEVERCALC, EPLOPT, OAF, SEARCH, EFROMD, and more. 
Most of the programs rely on linear elastic layered theory, or a vari
ation thereof, for the basic structural model. In comparing results 
from these programs, the primary criterion used for evaluating 
accuracy is based on the goodness of fit of computed deflections to 
measured deflections. As computing power has increased, so has the 
ability to improve the goodness of fit. In many cases, improving the 
goodness of fit does not necessarily mean that the theoretical model 
better represents actual pavement response. If an existing pavement 
structure is in such a condition that it clearly violates some of the 
fundamental assumptions of elastic theory, then a good fit between 
measured and calculated deflections should not be expected, and 
goodness-of-fit should not be the determining factor for deciding if 
a solution is realistic or not. This point is also made by Lytton (5), 
who discusses the need for experience in analysis, with materials 
and with deflections to ensure that the backcalculation process 
yields the most acceptable set of moduli for a given deflection basin. 
It should be noted that essentially all pavements violate the funda
mental assumptions of linear elastic theory, albeit to differing 
degrees. 

Also important, and related to the issue discussed previously, is 
the provision of a modulus value through backcalculation that is a 
layer parameter and not necessarily the layer material modulus, 
which can be measured using laboratory tests on a sample of the 
layer material. This is due to the geometry of typical deflection 
basin measurements that is on the order of a 1.8-m (6-ft) length so 
that the effect of horizontal layer and material variability over that 
dimension is included in the backcalculated moduli. This variabil
ity includes damage such as cracking, both on the macro- and 
rnicrostructural level. Simply stated, the problem lies with the in situ 
modulus being unknown, so that backcalculated values cannot be 
validated directly. 

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN 
BACKCALCULATION 

Some of the more common problems encountered in backcalcula
tion are briefly described in the following paragraphs. More detailed 
discussions are available elsewhere (7). In many cases, pavement 
deflection measurements include irregularities that are generally 
related to differences between measured pavement response and the 
theoretical models used to predict that response. These irregulari
ties may result from a number of reasons, including pavement dis
tress, variations in layer thickness, nonlinear material response, 
presence of bedrock or other stiff layers, moisture and temperature 
effects, and so forth. Anomalies within the pavement structure, such 
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as culverts and utility ducts are not discussed here since they can be 
observed and are considered atypical. It should be pointed out that 
as backcalculation techniques mature, some of the problems are 
being addressed by software modification. 

Input Data Effects 

Input data effects include seed moduli, modulus limits, and layer 
thicknesses, as well as program controls, such as number of itera
tions and convergence criteria. Because of the nonuniqueness of the 
solution, it is possible to obtain different backcalculated moduli for 
a given deflection basin by using different seed moduli or limits. 
Many of these problems are being addressed by software develop
ment, such as using the measured deflection data to aid in selection 
of relevant input values. . 

Compensating Layer and Nonlinearity Effects 

Compensating layer and nonlinearity effects essentially result from 
incorrect modeling of the pavement material response and the 
sequential nature of the backcalculation iterative procedure, as well 
as the geometry of a deflection basin test. A typical result may 
show, as an example, subgrade modulus that is significantly higher 
than expected for the material type, while the .base layer modulus 
is far too low and the surfacing modulus is too high. This probably 
occurs most commonly for a significantly stress softening sub
grade, where the subgrade stress level for the outer sensors in a 
falling weight deflectometer (FWD) test is very much lower than 

·the subgrade stress level directly beneath the load plate. The appar
ent subgrade modulus for the outer sensor location is therefore 
higher than the apparent subgrade modulus directly beneath the 
load plate. If the subgrade is modeled as a linear elastic material, 
then-since most backcalculation routines first calculate subgrade 
modulus from the outer sensors-the higher modulus value is cal
culated and assumed to be constant throughout. At the next itera
tion, when the base modulus is being calculated, the too high sub
grade modulus is compensated for by calculating a modulus that is 
too low for the base, to match the deflections measured in this 
region. In other words, alternating layers exhibit a high or low 
compensating effect. Ideally, correctly modeling nonlinear mater
ial response will avoid this type of error, and this is becoming more 
and more common (e.g., ELMOD, MODCOMP3, EVERCALC, 
and BOUSDEF can all use nonlinear material models). If an elas
tic subgrade is used, the inclusion of a stiff layer, or the use of a 
layered subgrade, can help alleviate the problem. This is at least 
partially the reason why some backcalculation routines include a 
stiff layer by default at some depth [usually approximately 6 m (20 
ft)]. It is also worth noting that the effect of too rapidly decreasing 
deflections with distance is often due to the dynamic nature of the 
impulse load. 

Subgrade Stiff Layer 

For the purpose of a general definition, a "stiff' layer is one below 
which there is little or no apparent contribution to the measured sur
face deflections. Stiff layers can be real or apparent and are possi
bly the most common problem encountered during the evaluation 
of deflection basins. 



TABLE 1 Partial List of Layer Moduli Backcalculation Programs (6) 

Forward Forward Back- Non- Rigid Layer Muhn um Seed Range of Ability to Convergence Error 
Program Developed Calculation Calculation calculation Lbtear Layer Interface Number of Layers Moduli Acceptable .fu Routine Conver-

Name By Method Subroutine Method Analysis Analysis Analysis Modulus Modulus Kence 
Function 

BISDEF USACE-WES Multi-Layer BI SAR Iterative No Yes Variable Cannot Exceed No. Required Required Yes Sum of Yes 
Elastic (Proprietary) of Deflec., Works Squares of 
Theory BestFor3 Absolute Error 

Unknowns 
BOUSDEF ZHOU, et.al. Odemark- Odemark- Iterative Yes Yes Fixed 5, Works Best for 3 Required Required Yes Sum of Yes 

OREGON Boussinesq Boussinesq (Rough) Unknowns Percent Errors 
STATE UNIV. 

CHEVDEF USACE-WES Multi-Layer CHEVRON Iterative No Yes Fixed Cannot Exceed No. Required Required Yes Sum of Yes 
Elastic (Rough) ofDeflec., Works Squares of 
Theory BestFor3 Absolute Error 

Unknowns 
ELM OD/ P. ULLIDTZ Odemark- Odemark- Iterative Yes Yes Fixed Up to 4, Exclusive None No Yes Relative Error No 
ELCON DYNATEST Boussinesq Boussinesq (Sub- (variable) (Rough) of Rigid Layer on 5 Sensors 

grade 
Only) 

ELS DEF TEXASA&M Muhi-Layer ELSYM5 Iterative No Yes Fixed Cannot Exceed No. Required Required Yes Sum of Yes 
UNIV., Elastic (Rough) ofDeflec., Works Squares of 

USACE-WES Theory BestFor3 Absolute Error 
Unknowns 

EMOD PCS/LAW Multi-Layer CHEVRON Iterative Yes No Fixed 3 Required Required Yes Sum of No 
Elastic (Sub- (Rough) Relative 
Theory grade Squared Error 

Only) 

EVERCALC J.MAHONEY, Multi-Layer CHEVRON Iterative Yes Yes Fixed 3 Exclusive of Required Required Yes Sum of No 
et.al. Elastic (Rough) Rigid Layer Absolute Error 

Theorv 
FPEDDI W.UDDIN Multi-Layer BASINPT Iterative Yes Yes Fixed Unknown Program Unknown Unknown Unknown No 

Elastic (Variable) (Rough) Gener-
Theory ated 

ISSEM4 R. STUBSTAD . Multi-Layer ELSYMS Iterative Yes No Fixed 4 Required Required Yes Relative No 
Elastic (Finite (Rough) Deflec. Error 
Theory Cylinder 

Conceot) 
MODCOMP LIRWIN, Multi-Layer CHEVRON Iterative Yes Yes Fixed 2 to 15 layers, Max Required Required Yes Relative No 

3 SZEBENYI Elastic (Rough) 5 Unknown Layers Deflec. Error 
Theory at Sensors 

MODULUS TEXAS Multi-Layer WES LEA Data Base No Yes Fixed? Up to 4 Unknown Required Required Yes Sum of Yes 
TRANS. Elastic (Variable) plus Stiff Layer Relative 

INSTITIITE Theory Squared Error 

PADAL S.F.BROWN, Multi-Layer UNKNOWN Iterative Yes Unknown Fixed? Unknown Required Unknown Unknown Sum of Unknown 
et. al. Elastic (Sub- Relative 

Theory grade Squared Error 
Only) 

WES DEF USACE-WES Multi-Layer WES LEA Iterative No Yes Variable Up to 5 Layers Required Required Yes Sum of Yes 
Elastic Squares of 
Theory Absolute Error 

MICHBAK MICHIGAN Multi-Layer CHEVRON Iterative No Yes Fixed Up to 4 Unknown Required Optional Yes Sum of Yes 
STATE Elastic plus Stiff Layer Relative 

Theory Squared Error 
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The stiff layer may, in fact, consist of rock or other stiff materi
als. However, the effect has also been observed where a water table 
is encountered near the surface. Possibly the most common phe
nomenon is due to the previously described subgrade nonlinearity 
effects resulting in an apparent stiff layer effect with backcalculated 
moduli exhibiting the compensating effect. For the case where an 
actual rigid layer exists, computer backcalculation programs such 
as MODULUS, BISDEF, and WESDEF have a rigid layer subrou
tine built in. Bedrock information can be obtained from geologic 
maps, by coring, or by penetration resistance measurement. Depth 
to the stiff layer can also be estimated from the deflection data as 
done in ELMOD and MODULUS. The best approach is to model 
the actual situation as closely as possible. 

One approach for the "apparent" stiff layer problem-if a layered 
elastic backcalculation program is used-is to divide the subgrade 
into two or more layers, allowing the backcalculation program to 
assign modular ratios that achieve the best fit. 

Pavement Layer Thickness Effects 

As a result of limitations in the backcalculation software and the 
limited time available to perform backcalculation activities in a pro
duction environment, pavement layer thicknesses are generally 
assumed to be constant over the pavement section under test. This 
is seldom the case. Pavement layer thickness variations result from 
various construction and maintenance details, even under specially 
controlled conditions. 

On Texas SHRP sections, it has been found that asphalt concrete 
thicknesses may vary up to 2 in. within 500 ft. Pavement layer thick
ness variations will produce variations in the deflections from point 
to point that are indistinguishable from layer moduli variations. The 
net result is that this variation manifests itself in the backcalculated 
moduli for the various layers. In some cases, these moduli variations 
are not significant. However it is desirable to use correct layer thick
nesses, and various techniques; such as GPR, are improving the 
ability to obtain thickness data. 

It should be noted that surface layer thicknesses of less than 
75 mm (3 in.) cannot be reliably characterized with FWD data, 
primarily due to the geometry of the loading and measuring system. 
Moduli of thin layers are generally difficult to determine from 
FWD data. · 

Relative Layer Stiffness Effects 

Backcalculaton can describe a pavement l.ayer's stiffness only to the 
degree to which that layer affects the deflections. Thin layers con
tribute only a small portion to the overall deflection and as a result, 
.the accuracy of their backcalculated values is reduced. 

To some extent, the layer thickness discussion covers relative 
layer stiffness effects. However, the intent of this section is to 
emphasize that the layer stiffness (i.e., combination of thickness and 
modulus) needs to be relatively significant (compared with other 
pavement components) for it to influence the surface deflections. If 
this is not the case, then backcalculation approaches will not be suc
cessful in identifying the effect of the layer. As an example, con
sider a 200-mm-thick (8-in.) natural gravel base course. If this layer 
is placed on an average subgrade and surfaced with a chip seal, it is 
relatively stiff, and backcalculation will easily evaluate the differ
ence in modulus between the base and subgrade. On the other hand, 
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if this base material occurs beneath a 400-mm (16-in.) PCC slab, it 
is not relatively stiff and it is unlikely that the backcalculation 
process will be able to reliably separate the contribution of this layer 
from the subgrade effect. 

Similar problems occur for many unbound base and subbase 
combinations. These materials often differ only in terms of grada- · 
tion and indicator specifications, and their moduli are relatively sim
ilar, so that their contributions to the deflection response are diffi
cult to separate. Similarly, ifthe surfacing consists of more than one 
asphalt concrete (AC) layer, they should be considered as a single 
layer. There is generally not enough difference between the 
response of an AC surfacing layer and an asphalt-treated base to 
evaluate these layers separately. · 

CRITICAL ISSUES IN BACKCALCULATION 

When evaluating backcalculation procedures, it is important to be 
aware of the simplifications made in modeling the pavement struc
ture. Most of the current procedures are based on the following 
assumptions: 

• The loading is static, 
• The materials are continuous and homogeneous, and 
• The relationship between strain and stress follows Hooke's 

law, that is, linear elastic. 

The Royal Dutch/Shell Laboratory in Amsterdam began study
ing pavement dynamics using a road vibration machine in 1951. 
Both dynamic deflections and wave propagation were used to deter
mine the stiffness of different pavement layers (8,9). The work of 
Lamb (J 0) was used by the Laboratoire Central des Pon ts et 
Chaussees in France (11) and more recently the work of Kausel and 
Peek (J 2) has been used by several researchers (J 3, 14). Finite
element methods have also been used for dynamic analysis of road 
structures (J 5, 16). 

In spite of all the effort put into dynamic analysis, it is not widely 
used. One reason is the computational capacity required. pynamic 
finite-element analysis, for example, requires a mainframe com
puter. More important, however, are the additional parameters 
needed to characterize the materials. In a dynamic analysis, the vis~ 
cous and viscoelastic properties of the material should be consid
ered; Poisson's ratio becomes more critical when using wave prop
agation; and the density of the different materials must also -be 
known. 

This leads to the second assumption: the materials are continuous 
or compatible. All of the above-mentioned methods are based on 
continuum mechanics, but few pavement materials are continuous. 
Most pavement materials are particulate in nature, and even in 
asphalt at normal temperature, the deformations from elastic com
pression of the grains are negligible compared with the deforma
tions from sliding of the grains. 

In well.,compacted granular materials, volume expansion (dila
tion) often occurs under loading. In a paper on plasticity in soils, it 
was concluded, 

There has been a good deal of debate about unstable behavior that 
develops in association with volume expansions. Loading of such a 
soil is accompanied by local inhomogenities in the form of slip lines, 
shear bands, or "bifurcations," as they are now commonly called .... It 
occurs in real soils in nature very frequently, is the source of many soil 
engineering problems, and so far is not represented by a single soil 
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model. At present, it is also difficult to see how a suitable model could 
be implemented in a finite element code, since each individual element 
must have the opportunity of developing shear bands as the loading 
progresses. Their position cannot be predicted in advance (17). 

Since then, more widespread use has been made of the distinct
element method or micromechanical modeling based on the work 
of Cundall (18) and Strack and Cundall (19). This, however, puts an 
even larger strain on computing capacity and also requires knowl
edge of the grain-to-grain contact characteristics and on the influ
ence of water or bitumen. Even though the distinct-element m~thod 
cannot be used for backcalculation in the foreseeable future, it may 
still be used to study the distribution of stresses and strains in gran
ular materials, and possibly to modify methods based on continuum 
mechanics. 

From the foregoing, it is already clear that the use of Hooke's law 
for pavement materials is very much a simplification of reality, and 
even that the development of other constitutive equations consider
ing viscosity, nonlinearity, or anisotropy may not be of much help. 

In addition, it may be recalled that pavement response also 
depends on the distance from the pavement edge (or a joint) and on 
the degree of cohesion or friction between pavement layers. The 
material characteristics and layer thicknesses also vary along the 
length and width of the pavement and with the depth in the sub
grade, as well as with the climatic conditions (temperature, temper
ature gradient, moisture content and distribution, frost, etc.). 

Even with all these shortcomings, it is still necessary to use back
calculation procedures. The deterioration of pavements depends on 
the stresses and strains in the layers; to determine the critical 
stresses or strains, the stiffnesses of the layers must be known. Lab
oratory testing may be used for some materials, but are often expen
sive and not very reliable. A validation (and modification) of exist
ing backcalculation procedures is needed. Some validation can be 
done by comparing moduli derived from backcalculation with mod
uli determined by laboratory testing, but only for a few bitumen or 
cement bound materials. A thorough validation must be based on a 
comparison of stresses and strains derived from backcalculation 
with stresses and strains measured in the pavement layers. 

Validation through comparison of measured and calculated 
stresses and strains (or deflections at multiple depths) is not a sim
ple matter. It has been attempted over a number of years at a num
ber of locations, using a variety of instruments for measuring the in 
situ stresses and strains. In some cases, such as that reported in a 
work by Lenngren (20), very good correlation has been found. A 
very interesting international experiment on measuring strain in 
bituminous layers was conducted at Nardo, Italy, under the spon
sorship of Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop
ment (21). With the renewed interest in full-scale testing of instru
mented pavements, similar international experiments could prove 
very useful. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

• The use ofbackcalculated moduli is essential to the application 
of mechanistic principles to pavement evaluation. Backcalculation 
techniques and software have advanced greatly over the past 
decade. In spite of that advancement, many routine problems are 
still encountered that are handled in a variety of more or less satis
factory ways. However, the critical issues remain since they are the 
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fundamental assumptions of the theoretical models typically used. 
Possib1)'. the most "correct" approach in the future will involve use 
of stochastic, nonlinear, dynarriic finite-element analysis applied at 
the particulate level, which would require the routine availability of 
massive computing power. Application of neural networks to back
calculation shows some promise. 

• Backcalculation programs ·cannot l;Je verified through theoret
ical means. Even the most sophisticated theoretical models like 
dynamic, three-dimensional viscoelastoplastic finite-element pro
grams are based on simplifications, such as not considering the par
ticulate· nature of most pavement materials. No theoretical model 
constitutes the "truth"; they are all simplified models of reality. 

• Most pavement materials do not have a modulus. The example 
of a handful of sand makes that obvious. The apparent modulus 
depends on the stress condition, which is influenced by moisture or 
bitumen content, temperature, loading time, and so forth. Trying to 
verify backcalculation procedures by comparing the moduli derived 
from the procedure with moduli determined by other means is, 
therefore, extremely difficult for most pavement materials. 

• The most promising method for verification of backcalculation 
procedures appears to be through comparison of stresses and strains 
predicted by the procedure to values measured in actual pavements. 
The measurement of stresses and strains in pavements is very diffi
cult, because the presence of a measuring instrument changes the 
stress or strain condition. Nevertheless, this appears to be the only 
solution, and instrumentation of pavements is taking place in many 
parts of the world. 

• It is important to verify the models used for calculating pave
ment response if pavement engineering is to move away from being 
a craft to being a science. It should be kept in mind, however, that 
pavement response is seldom the final answer, but only an interme
diate result used to predict the pavement performance. It is equally 
important that the relationships between response and performance 
be verified through the use of accelerated full-scale testing (prefer
ably on instrumented pavements) and through long-term pavement 
performance studies. 
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General Axle Load Equivalency Factors 

JERRY J. HAJEK 

The cumulative pavement damage effects of all highway vehicles are 
usually quantified using axle load equivalency factors. The existing axle 
load equivalency factors depend on, among other variables, pavement 
type and thickness. This means that the axle factors and consequently 
the number of equivalent axle loads change along a highway corridor as 
the construction of the pavement changes, even when the traffic loads 
do not change. General axle load equivalency factors that are indepen
dent of pavement-related variables and axle configurations and have a 
magnitude similar to the AASHTO axle factors are proposed. The gen
eral axle factors can simplify the management of pavement traffic load 
data and are suitable for routine pavement design purposes. Analysis of 
errors in prediction of cumulative equivalent axle load applications also 
suggests that the largest uncertainty is due not to the errors associated 
with axle load equivalency factors but to other variables, such as traffic 
volume estimates and axle weights. 

The effect of heavy loads on pavement damage, such as fatigue 
cracking and rutting of asphaltic concrete pavements, has tradition
ally been expressed using the concept of axle load equivalency 
factors. Other terms used are wheel load equivalency factors, pave
ment load equivalency factors, pavement damage factors, and truck 
factors (J). For simplicity, the axle load equivalency factors are 
herein called axle factors (AFs). 

AFs attempt to capture the combined influence of the entire traf
fic mix on pavement damage by converting the pavement damage 
caused by different axle loads and axle groups to that caused by a 
standard axle load. For convenience, AFs have been related to a 
standard axle load of 80 kN ( 18,000 lb) carried by a single axle with 
dual tires called the equivalent single-axle load (ESAL). A summa
tion of all AFs for a given truck is called a truck factor (TF). Thus, 
a TF is equal to the number of ESALs per truck. In this way, all 
loads of a highway traffic mix can be converted, using AFs and TFs, 
into a total number of ESALs that is used for pavement management 
and pavement design purposes. The AFs provide the basic infor
mation needed. 

Many different AFs have been proposed in the past. The most 
recognized AFs are those developed by AASHTO (2). AASHTO 
AFs, and other similar axle factors, have been developed for spe
cific pavement types, pavement distresses, axle configurations, and 
other variables. Consequently, these AFs are not directly transfer
able or are not general in the way, for example, traffic volumes are. 
AFs, and consequently the number of equivalent single-axle loads, 
can change along a transportation corridor several times even when 
traffic loads and volumes do not change. To obtain a universal 
summary measure of traffic loads, the use of general axle load 
equivalency factors, which are independent of pavement-related 
variables and axle configurations, is proposed. In this paper, the 
general axle load equivalency factors are called general axle factors 
and are abbreviated GAFs. 

Ontario Ministry of Transportation, 1201 Wilson Avenue, Downsview, 
Ontario, Canada, M3M IJ8. 

The objectives of this paper are to 

• Explore the need for the development and use of GAFs and to 
work to obtain a consensus on their usefulness and eventual defini
tion. The GAFs proposed herein represent only one possible version 
for their definition. 

• Stimulate discussion about calculation and use of AFs. 
• Provide a better understanding of concepts used for summariz

ing the damaging effect of pavement traffic loads and, in particular, 
AFs. 

A proposal of GAFs is intended to simplify the management of 
traffic load data for pavement design and maintenance. 

DETERMINATION OF AFs 

AFs can be obtained in two basic ways: field experiments or evalu
ation of pavement responses to individual axle loads. 

AF From Field Experiments 

A number of axle loads, N, of a given magnitude and type, required 
to cause a certain level of pavement deterioration, is determined in 
the field and is compared to the number of standard axle loads, 
NEsAL• required to cause the same amount of pavement deterioration 
on an identical pavement structure. The resulting AF depends on the 
type and strength of the pavement structure used in the experiment 
and on the definition of pavement damage and its level. 

AF= NESAL 
N 

(1) 

The best known example of the full-scale pavement experiment 
is the AAS HO Road Test of the early 1960s (2). The AASHTO AFs 
were related mainly to pavement roughness and were defined for 
two pavement types (flexible and rigid), two axle configurations 
(single and tandem), and different levels of pavement serviceability 
(i.e., initial serviceability and terminal serviceability). They are 
based on relationships derived from the AASHO Road Test data 
and not on direct observations of load equivalency ratios as 
suggested by Equation 1. AFs for triple axles were developed later 
using analytical procedures. 

AF From Evaluation of 
Pavement Responses to Individual Loads 

Measured or calculated pavement responses to traffic loads are used 
to calculate AF by assuming the following general relationship: 
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AF · = __!!!.._ ( 
R. )" 

r.1 R, (2) 

where 

AF,,;= axle factor based on pavement responser for axle type i, 
R,,;= amount of pavement responser to the axle load of defined 

magnitude and type designated as i, 
R,= amount of pavement response r to the standard 80-kN 

single-axle load, and 
n= exponent that ensures similarity between Equations 1 and 

2, usually set to about 4. 

Again, as with AFs obtained by field experiments, AFs obtained 
by this method depend on pavement type and strength and on the 
pavement response type. The pavement response type serves as a 
surrogate for the pavement distress type. Of course, this method is 
easier to use than the previous method, which relies on extensive 
field experiments. 

There are two significant complications facing the user. First, this 
method assumes that the changes in pavement responses (such as 
strains or stresses) can be related to the severity and type of pave
ment distresses and, consequently, to pavement damage. Second, 
according to Equation 2, it is assumed that the pavement response 
to an axle group load can be characterized and summarized by one 
quantity, or by one number, R,,;. However, pavement response to an 
axle group loading is complex. For example, the surface deflection 
of a flexible pavement caused by a triple axle exhibits three distinct 
and different deflection bowls (from the individual axles) super
imposed on a total deflection bowl. 

Need for General Axle Load Equivalency Factors 

The foregoing discussion indicates that the current definition of axle 
load equivalency factors is too specific. In general, AFs vary 
depending on the following factors: 

• Pavement type, 
• Pavement thickness (for a given pavement type), 
• Pavement distress mode (e.g., roughness, rutting, fatigue 

cracking), 
• Severity or level of distress, and 
• Axle configuration. 

Consequently, traffic loads summarized using existing AFs (e.g., 
total number of ESALs per year) can change when the pavement is 
rehabilitated, although the actual traffic loads may not. Also, the 
AASHTO AFs are available for two pavement types only (asphaltic 
concrete pavements· and rigid pavements). There are other pave
ment types for which AFs are not available: 

• Surface-treated pavements; 
· • Gravel roads, 
• Semi-rigid pavements [portland cement concrete (PCC) pave

ments with thick ·asphalt concrete (AC) overlays, or asphalt 
concrete pavements with thick PCC-treated bases]: 

This means that either the damaging effect of traffic loads on 
these pavements cannot be summarized or the· wrong factors are 
being used to do it. 

There is a need for a traffic load statistic (such as an ESAL) that 
is independent of pavement variables in the same way annual 
average daily traffic (AADT) volumes are. Such a statistic would be 
useful for pavement management purposes, for example, for evalu-
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ating and comparing pavement loading trends on a network 
consisting of a variety of pavement types. The proposed general 
axle load equivalency factors can be used to obtain such statistics in 
the form of general ESALs. 

DEFINITION OF 
GENERAL AXLE LOAD EQUIVALENCY FACTORS 

The general axle load equivalency factors, GAFs, proposed here 
have a similar meaning and roughly the same magnitude as the 
AASHTO axle load equivalency factors. In fact, the GAFs, defined 
by Equation 3, are identical to AASHTO AFs for single-axle loads 
on flexible pavements with the structural number (a number related 
to the pavement strength) equal to 5, and the terminal serviceability 
index equal to 2.5. 

GAF= (0.01169 L + 0.064) ( 4 + sz) 
where Lis the axle load (of any type or spacing) in kN. 
In kips, Equation 3(a) becomes 

GAF= (0.052 L + 0.064) ( 4 + i) 
where L is the axle load (of any type or spacing) in 1,000 lb. 

(3a) 

. (3b) 

Equation 3 was originally proposed elsewhere (3), and its func
tional form was obtained by curve fitting to resemble typical 
AASHTO AF. It should be noted that the GAFs are not only inde
pendent of pavement-related variables, they are also independent of 
axle configuration and spacing-a significant simplification from 
the AASHTO approach. Any changes in the GAFs can be directly 
attributed to changes in traffic loads. 

GAFs defined by_ Equations 3a and 3b provide one possible 
formulation. The present. objective is not to establish definitive 
GAFs but to demonstrate need. for their existence. 

COMPARISON OF GENERAL AXLE LOAD 
EQUIV ALEN CY FACTORS WITH 
OTHER FACTORS 

Figure 1 compares GAFs with those developed by AASHTO 
(2) and works by Monismith (4), Painter (5), and Claessen (6) 
for single and tandem axles, respectively. The AASHTO AFs 
in Figure 1 are for SN = 5 and p1 = 2.5 psi. The GAFs are for all 
pavement types; the other factors used in Figure 1 are for 
asphalt concrete pavements only. Overall, the figures suggest 
that, for a typical range of axle loads, the proposed GAFs are 
similar to those calculated by the other four methods, including 
the AASHTO method. AASHTO AFs have been compared with 
AFs that have been derived in 10 other studies over the past 
12 years (7). 

It should be noted that analyses of the AASHO Road Test data 
do not produce unique values for AFs; AFs depend not only upon 
pavement distress types and levels but also upon the regression 
models and methods that are used to quantify them (7). 

The following sections describe consequences of simplifying 
assumptions involved in the formulation of the GAF and the influ
ence of major variables on the accuracy of traffic load estimates: 
The purpose of the discussion is to quantify, at least in relative 
terms, the influence of major factors on AF and on the ESAL cal
culations. Although many of the variables involved interact, for 
clarity the discussion addresses variables one by one under three 
main headings. 
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FIGURE 1 Comparison of axle factor values for single axles (top) and tandem axles (bottom). 

• Variables affecting AASHTO axle factors, 
• Other variables affecting axle factors, and 
• Variables affecting overall traffic load estimates. 

VARIABLES AFFECTING 
AASHTO AXLE FACTORS 

Because the AASHTO AFs are widely used, all variables included in 
the determination of the AASHTO factors are described. The discus
sion is centered on the comparison of GAFs with the AASHTO factors. 

Pavement Structure 

AASHTO AFs are significantly influenced by the two pavement 
types, flexible and rigid, considered by the AASHTO Pavement 
Design Guide. However, the influence of pavement type is only sig
nificant for tandem and triple axles. For example, according 
to Table 1, the AF for a 160-kN (36,000-lb) tandem axle is 1.36 for 
a flexible pavement but 2.48 for a rigid pavement-an 82 percent 
increase. In comparison, a single axle of 80 kN ( 18,000 lb) has 
an AF of I for either pavement type. A single axle of I 07 kN 
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(24,000 lb) has an AF of 3.03 for a flexible pavement and 3.36 for 
a rigid pavement-an increase of only about 11 percent. 

A possible explanation of the differences in AF for the two pave
ment types is illustrated in Figure 2 (top) using the example of a 
tandem axle. For AC pavements, the tensile strain on the bottom of 
the asphalt concrete layer is considered one of the critical design 
parameters. The response curves for this strain in Figure 2 (top) 
show that the strain on the bottom of the asphalt concrete layer 
changes-from tensile to compressive-with the distance from the 
center of the load. The tensile strain is denoted in Figure 2 (top) 

by a nega~ive sign (:- ), and the compressive strain by a positive 
sign ( + ). For closely spaced individual axles, some of the com
pressive strain from one axle may reduce the critical tensile strain 
from the other axle, and vice versa. The contributions of individual 
axles (of the tandem axle) to the peak tensile strain are to some 
degree counterproductive. This may help to explain why the AF for 
a tandem axle consisting of two standard axles is 1.38 on a ·flexible 
pavement, much less than the 2 that would result if the two standard 
axles were far apart and could be considered to be two single axles 
(see Table 1). 

For rigid pavements, one of the critical design parameters is the 
slab deflection at transverse joints. According to Figure 2 (middle), 
the two individual axles of the tandem axle are in synergy: both con
tribute positively to the total critical deflection at the transverse 
joint. This may explain why the AASHTO AF for a tandem axle 
consisting of two standard axles is 2.4, more than 2, which would 
result if the two axles were far apart (single), and much more than 
1.38 as was the case for a flexible pavement (see Table 1). 

A similar case can also be advanced for triple axles. However, it 
should be noted that triple axles were not evaluated by the Road Test. 
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The AASHTO AFs for triple axles were developed by analytical 
means. 

The significant influence of pavement type on the AASHTO AFs 
is attenuated by the following considerations: 

• The tensile strain on the bottom of the AC layer, the parame
ter related to the AASHTO AF, is a good predictor of fatigue crack
ing. However, fatigue cracking is not a predominant failure mode 
of AC pavements, which are part of structurally adequate, mature 
pavement networks. Systematic analyses of pavement distresses in 
Ontario showed that the predominant failure modes of AC pave
ments are deteriorating transverse cracks and wheel track rutting 
(8). These two failure modes, unlike fatigue cracking, are virtually 
independent of axle configurations and thus also of pavement type. 

• Over the years, the slab lengths of jointed PCC pavements have 
become considerably shorter, and the axle group spacing (of tan
dem, triple, and quadruple axles) has increased. For example, joint 
spacing on newly constructed PCC pavements in Ontario is about 
4 m. The trailing axles of multiple axle groups on short slabs may 
no longer synergistically (or significantly) contribute to the total 
slab deflection at the joint (as in Figure 2 (middle)) but, on the.other 
hand, may mitigate it [as in Figure 2 (bottom) where a trailing axle 
is at a midslab when a leading axle is at the joint]. 

• The Road Test distinction between flexible and rigid pave
ments is often blurred by the existence of semirigid pavements and 
full-depth (AC) pavements. 

Those considerations indicate that the influence of pavement type 
may not be as significant as the AASHTO AFs suggest. However, 
it should be stressed that the purpose of the GAF is not to question 

TABLE 1 AASHO Axle Load Equivalency Factors for 80 kN (18000 lb) Loads (2) 

Pavement Type 

Flexible
1 

Notes 
1) SN= 5 
2) D = 10 

Axle Type 

Tandem 
(2 x 80 kN) 

Triple 
(3 x 80 kN) 

Tandem 
(2 x 80 kN) 

Triple 
(3 x 80 kN) 

Zero Spacing 
(single axle 

only) 

13.9 

above 50 

18.3 

above 50 

Axle Spacing 

Typica~· 
Spacing 

1.38 

1.66 

2.48 

4.16 

3) Spacing (typical or large) is not defined by AASHTO . 

• pt =2.5 

Large
3 

Spacing 
(independent 

axles) 

2.00 

3.00 

2.00 

3.00 

The load on each individual axle is always 80 kN (18,000 lb). A tandem axle consists 
of two axles each carrying 80 kN, and a triple axle consists of three axles each 

carrying 80 kN. 
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FIGURE 2 Response of asphaltic concrete pavement: short axle spacing (top); response of rigid 
pavement: short axle spacing, long slab length (middle) and large axle spacing, short slab length 
(bottom). 

the accuracy of AASHTO's AFs or to improve the accuracy of AFs 
for specific pavement structures, but to provide a simple general set 
of axle factors for all pavement types. , 

Axle Spacing 

The influence of axle spacing on the AASHTO AF is illustrated in 
Figure 3 for tandem and triple axles, respectively. As in Table 1, 
both tandem and triple axles in Figure 3 are carrying 80-kN ( 18,000-
lb) loads on each individual axle. For a rigid pavement, such a 
tandem axle has the AASHTO AF of 2.48 regardless of the actual 

spacing between the two axles. If the spacing between the two axles 
exceeds an unspecified distance so that the two axles can be con
sidered to be independent, the corresponding AASHTO AF is 2. 
Similarly, for a flexible pavement, two 80-kN axles far apart have 
AFs of 2; if they are close, their AF is 1.38; and if the spacing is 
zero, AF equals 13.9 (see Table 1). This suggests a reversal of 
curvature of the function relating AF to axle spacing. 

Figure 3 (bottom) shows an equally significant influence of the 
axle spaCing on the AASHTO AF for triple axles. Again, when 
the axle spacing between three consecutive axles exceeds an un
specified distance, the AF changes significantly. 
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80 kN 80 kN 
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3.0 

0 
t5 
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Q) 

~ 
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are summarized in Table 1 . 

. o ...... ~~-r-~~-.-~~'"""'T~~---,.....-~~...-~~.....-~~-r-~~....., 
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Tandem axle spacing, m 
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• • ' 
5.0 ~ 

(-) p 
triple 

AASHTO, rigid pav't axle spacing 
4.0 

0 3.0 General axle factor 
t5 
~ .... -
Q) 

x 
<: 2.0 

AASHTO, flexible pav't __ ... Note: 

1.0 
Pav't and loading conditions 
are summarized in Table 1. 

0 
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 

Triple axle spacing, m 

FIGURE 3 Influence of tandem axle spacing on axle factors (top) and influence of triple axle 
spacing on axle factors (bottom). 

During the time of the Road Test (early 1960s), the tandem axle 
spacing was uniform (l.22 m) and triple axles (and quadruple axles) 
were not used. The trucks used in the Road Test reflected the truck 
fleet on the road. All tandem axles had 1.22-m (48-in.) spacing 
(and no triple axles were used). The exception was one truck type, 
used to carry extra heavy loads, which had tandem axle spacing 
on the tractor of 1.37 m (and again 1.22-m tandem spacing on the 
trailer) (9). 

Truck design has changed considerably since the Road Test. The 
current axle group spacing in many jurisdictions, including Ontario, 
varies notably and· is considerably larger, particularly on trucks with 
six axles or more, than the spacing 30 years ago. An example of 
truck axle spacing encountered in Ontario is presented in Figure 4. 
The figure is based on a 1988 random survey of 2,089 trucks 

conducted at 16 locations and shows separately axle spacing distri
bution for trucks with four axles and trucks with seven and more 
axles. The axle spacing is shown regardless of axle group type. 

According to Figure 4, the frequency distribution of axle spacing 
in the range of 1 to 4 m appears to be bimodal with the dividing line 
at about 2 to 2.5 m. The bimodal distribution is the result of truck 
operators using the vehicle weight regulations (10) to maximize the 
payload. Axle spacings up to 1.9 m include most tandem and triple 
axles. A single axle can always carry a larger load than any axle that 
is part of an axle group. To qualify as a single axle, the axle spacing 
from any other axles must exceed 2.4 to 3 m, depending upon juris
diction. Thus, given a choice, truck designers place additional axles, 
such as liftable axles, at least 2.4 m from all other axles. This spac
ing is based on the load-carrying capacity of the bridge components 
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FIGURE 4 Frequency distribution of axle spacing for two truck types. 

and not on pavement considerations. There is nothing special about 
the 2.4-m axle spacing to warrant the drastic change in AF. 

GAFs are not influenced by axle configuration or spacing. Refer
ring to Figure 3, the GAF for tandem and triple axles (comprising 
80-kN single axles) are 2 and 3, respectively, basically in the 
midrange of AASHTO AFs for flexible and rigid pavements. This 
eliminates the need to define how AFs should change with axle 
spacing; for example, at which distance two single axles become a 
tandem axle (or two-axle group). Because GAFs are independ.ent of 
axle spacing, they can also be used for summarizing the loads on 
quadruple axles. · · 

Pavement Distress Type 

By definition, AFs are defined for a specific type of pavement 
distress and its level (Equations 1 and 2). The AASHTO AFs were 

developed for the present serviceability index (psi). The psi is 
dominated by pavement roughness. Cracking, patching, and rutting 
contribute only about 5 percent to the value of the psi. In general, 
AFs used by an agency should be based on the pavement distress or 
distresses that trigger the local need for pavement rehabilitation. 

All AFs developed since the time of the Road Test have been 
based either on independent analyses of the Road Test data, with 
their often-stated limitations (e.g., accelerated test, only one sub
grade, old pavement and truck technology) or on analytical meth
ods. Analytical methods now predominate; AASHO Road Test data 
have become obsolete [although they are frequently reanalyzed 
(7, 11)], while the technology used to measure or calculate pavement 
responses to loads has improved. 

The following pavement responses, linked previously to the for
mation of pavement distress, have been used for the development 
of AFs for AC pavements: 
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• Pavement surface deflection. The deflection has been linked to 
pavement deterioration, measured mainly in terms of roughness. 
Several pavement distresses, such as cracking, distortion, and 
rutting, can contribute to·pavement roughness. 

• /nterfacial strain. Strain at the bottom of the asphalt concrete 
layer has been related to fatigue (alligator) cracking. 

• Vertical strain on top of subgrade. This response has been 
related both to rutting in the pavement structure and to pavement 
deterioration. 

• Vertical strain in AC layer. Vertical strain in the AC layer, 
about 50 to 75 mm from the pavement surface, has been linked to 
rutting in the AC layer only (so-called mix instability rutting). 

The AFs based on analytical methods depend not only on the selec
tion of pavement responses but also on analytical methods used. For 
illustration, the dependence of AFs on pavement responses and 
analytical methods is quantified by the following example. 

The example assumes a triple axle and other conditions summa
rized at the bottom of Table 2. Typical pavement response curves for 
the first three pavement responses listed are shown-in Figure 5. To 
obtain AF, it is necessary to modify Equation 2 to sum the responses 
of the individual axles within the triple axle using a summation 
method. 

p 

I (R;Y 
i-1 

AFr,m = R" (4) 

where 

AFr.m = axle factor for pavement response r and summation 
method m. 
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R; = amount of discrete pavement response for load cycle i 
identified by method m. 

n = See Equation 2. There is no general or standard expo
nent. In this example, the exponent used was 3.8 (12). 

P = number of load cycles (axles). 
R = amount of pavement response r to the standard load 

(80-kN single-axle load). 

In the absence of a universally accepted procedure, a number of 
methods have been proposed to sum pavement responses to indi
vidual axle loads. (The pavement responses are shown as Di. D2, D 3 

and Si. S2, S3 in Figure 5.) In this example, three summation meth
o-ds have been used: the Roads and Transportation Association of 
Canada 'cRTAC) method (12), the University of Waterloo method 
(13), and the Peak method (14). 

The three summation methods differ by the way in which the 
pavement responses (D;, S;) are defined. The reasons for different 
definitions are summarized elsewhere (14). For example, propo
nents of the Peak method argue that although the surface deflections 
between two subsequent axles do not reach a rest position (zero 
deflection), the asphaltic concrete layer at this location reverses its 
curvature (tensile strain changes to comprehensive strain, Figure 5). 
Consequently, they believe that the use of the total deflection best 
models the overall pavement response. 

The results of the example are summarized in Table 2 and 
provide the basis for the following observations: 

• Pavement response types (and consequently pavement distress 
types) influence AF significantly. This also applies when the same 
summation method is used. 

TABLE 2 Influence of Pavement Response Type on Axle Load Equivalency Factors for 
Triple Axles 

Pavement 
Response 

Type 

Surface Deflection 

Tensile strain on 
the bottom of the 

AC layer 

Vertical strain on 
the subgrade 

Conditions 

Method of Response Summation 

RTAC Waterloo 

2.2 3.5 

2.8 3.0 

1.1 3. l 

The triple axle has individual axle spacing of 1.25 m. 

Peak 

8.2 

NIA 

NIA 

Each axle has an 80 kN (18,000 lb) load, the total triple axle load is 240 kN. 
Flexible pavement with SN = 5. 7 and asphaltic concrete thickness of 130 mm. 
Pavement responses were calculated using ELSYM5 (15 ]. 
Exponent n (Equation 4) equals to 3.8 
According to Reference [ 14 ] . 

Note: The corresponding general equivale~cy factor is 3. 
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FIGURE 5 Pavement response curves for triple axles. 

• AFs, for a given pavement response, are significantly influ
enced by the summation method used-while' there is no standard 
summation method available. 

• It is difficult to obtain definitive AFs using analytical methods; 
there are too many assumptions involved, which significantly influ
ence the results. The range of AFs given in Table 2 is from 1.1 to 
8.2, making the use of analytical methods speculative. This certainly 
creates a role for the GAFs, which are not linked to any specific pave
ment distresses. However, by their link to the AASHTO AFs, the 
GAFs are still linked to the psi. 

Pavement Thickness 

The influence of the pavement thickness (SN number for flexible 
pavements and slab thickness, D for PCC pavements) on the 
AASHTO AFs was evaluated elsewhere (1). It was concluded that, 
for typical pavement structures, the change in AASHTO AFs is lim
ited to about 5 to 10 percent. The influence of pavement thickness on 
AFs is probably even smaller when considering the total pavement 
structure including subgrade. (Subgrade is not included in SN and D.) 
A very good subgrade may considerably reduce the need for a large 
SN and result in a thin pavement that, nevertheless, has a high over
all strength. In other words, the total pavement strength does not vary 
as much as SN or D vary. Consequently, the influence of pavement 
thickness on the AF is reduced. At any rate, the influence of pave
ment thickness is relatively small and is not included in the GAF. 

Level of Pavement Distress 

For the AASHTO AFs, the influence of the level of pavement dis
tress is accounted for by the initial and terminal serviceability index 

(p0 and p 1, respectively). The influence of p 0 and Pt has also been 
evaluated (1). It was concluded that the change in the AASHTO 
AFs because of changes in p 0 is about ::±::4 percent and because of 
changes in Pt about 4 to 20 percent. The influence of serviceability 
on AF is relatively small and is often disregarded (particularly the 
influence of p 0 ), even for AASHTO AFs. It is also disregarded by 
the GAF. 

OTHER VARIABLES AFFECTING AFS 

In addition to variables that have been included in the calculation of 
the AASHTO AFs, and in some other routinely used axle factors, 
there are other variables that are not included in the calculation or 
determination of AFs but, nevertheless, influence the value of these 
factors. 

Truck Suspension Type 

Pavement response or damage is affected more by dynamic loads 
than by static loads. The dynamic loads _depend, to a large extent, 
on a truck suspension type and condition. It is beyond the scope of 
this paper to discuss the influence of different truck suspension sys
tems on pavement damage. However, it is generally recognized that 
an air suspension provides a better load equalization between axles, 
and about 10 percent lower dynamic loads than a leaf spring 
suspension (on moderat.ely rough roads at highway speeds) (16, 17). 
Air suspensions, which were not used in the Road Test, appear now 
on over 50 percent of all new tractors and on 20 percent of all new 
trailers. According to Equations 1 to 3, a 10 percent change in static 
load results in about a 45 percent change in AF. 
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Tire Type and Pressure 

The influence of truck tire type and tire pressure on dynamic axle 
loads is small, if tire pressures are not unusual and the number of 
tires remains the same (16). However, tire truck types (wide-base 
tires or single tires on steering axles) and tire pressures can signifi
cantly influence wheel track rutting and other distresses on AC 
pavements. 

Number of Tires 

For the same load, single axle's with single tires can be twice as 
damaging as single axles with double tires (I 2, 18). 

Speed 

Truck speed is a secondary variable that interacts with truck 
suspension systems and pavement roughness. Although axle loads 
applied at lower speeds can cause higher pavement damage than 
loads applied at higher speeds, particularly on AC pavements, 
higher speeds produce higher dynamic loads. 

In summary, neither analyses of the AASHTO Road Test data nor 
analyses of pavement response parameters to loads produce unique 
or definitive values for AFs. In addition to physical characteristics, 
such as pavement type or truck suspension type, the resulting AFs 
also depend on analytical methods that are used to calculate them. 

VARIABLES AFFECTING 
OVERALL TRAFFIC LOAD ESTIMATES 

The AFs are only one of the several variables necessary for esti
mating accumulated pavement traffic loads. For pavement design 
and management purposes, traffic loads are usually summarized 
using ESAL. A generic formula for the calculation of a total num
ber ofESALs (LESAL), for one lane in one direction of a multilane 
highway, is 

11 

IESAL =I (AADT·DF·T1·LDF·TF1·days·years·growth) (5) 
i-1 

where 

I ESAL = total number of ESALs during the design period, 
i = truck class (type), 
n = number of truck classes, 

AADT = average annual daily traffic (current), 
DF = directional factor (directional split), 

T; = proportion of AADT volume that belongs to truck 
class i (if n = 1, T; = truck proportion), 

LDF = lane distribution factor for trucks, 
TF; = truck factor for truck class i [TF; = sum of AF for all 

axles (and axle groups) of truck type i], 
days = days per year for truck traffic, 

years = design period in years, and 
growth = traffic growth rate (for traffic loads). 

Virtually all variables in Equation 5 are subject to approxima
tions, assumptions, and errors. The errors associated with the indi-
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victual variables used in Equation 5 are compounded and are 
reflected in the overall error associated with ~ESAL estimates. 
Typical estimated differences between the actual and estimated val
ues for the variables used in Equation 5 are summarized in Table 3. 
Considering the estimated error ranges given in Table 3, it appears 
that the errors associated with methods used to establish AFs are 
overshadowed by errors associated with other variables. A similar 
conclusion was reached in a work by Witczak (I), who found that 
the largest uncertainty associated with computing the total number 
of ESALs is due to errors not related to the method used for deter
minating axle factors. The use of GAFs will not significantly change 
this situation. 

ROLE OF GAFS IN 
PAVEMENT DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT 

The sum of GAFs for all axles of a truck equals a general truck fac
tor (GTF).The use of GTF for the calculation of ESALs (using, for 
example, Equation 4) will yield general ESALs (GESALs). Like 
GAFs and GTFs, the GESALs are independent of pavement type 
and thickness, level of pavement damage, and axle configuration. 

Pavement design thickness is not overly sensitive to changes in 
traffic loads. A doubling of traffic loads (e.g., ESAL) typically 
results in a 25-mm (1-in.) increase in the thickness of the asphaltic 
concrete layer or the PCC slab. This does not mean that traffic loads 
are unimportant and that approximate GAFs are sufficient. The 
objective of the GAF is to provide a simpler and easier way to 
handle pavement traffic loads that should lead to their better 
management and use in pavement design. 

GAFs are not intended to replace all other AFs. It is suggested, 
however, that the GAFs and the associated GESALs are suitable 
and appropriate for summarizing the damaging effect of 'traffic 
loads for pavement management purposes and for routine pavement 
design work. It should be noted that. the GAFs have (or can 
have) magnitudes similar to several other axle factors, including 
AASHTO factors. The use of GAFs, or similarly conceived factors, 
greatly simplifies the management of pavement traffic loads. Spe
cialized axle factors may still be required for quantifying pavement 
damage for unusual traffic loads, specific pavement distresses, and 
research purposes. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. The AASHTO definition of axle load equivalency factors is too 
specific for pavement management purposes. Traffic loads summa
rized using existing axle load eqtiivalency factors change with pave
ment type and pavement thickness even when traffic loads remain 
constant. 

2. Considering the variety of pavement structures and truck 
configurations, there is a need for a summary universal pavement 
traffic load statistic that is independent of pavement-related 
variables and axle configurations. 

3. The uncertainty associated with computing the accumulated 
number ofESALs is due primarily to errors in parameters other than 
those related to the determinatio.n of axle factors. These include, for 
example, traffic volume estimates and axle weights. 
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TABLE 3 Estimated Errors Associated with Variables Used for ESAL Predictions 

Variable 1> 

T 
I 

(truck class) 

AADT 

LDF 

Days 

Growth 

TF,3) 
I 

Load 
measurements 

Truck suspension 
type 

Level of pavement 
distress 

Pavement 
thickness 

1) Defined for Equation 5. 

Estimated Error 
Range2>, % 

± 10 to ± 100 

± 10 to ± 100 

± 10 to ± 40 

± 20 

± 10 to.± 100 

±IO to ±JOO+ 

±40 

± 2 to ± 10 

±5 

Comments 

± 1 O for Automatic Vehicle Classifiers 
± 100 if truck percentage is estimated 

AADT estimates for highways built on a 
new alignment are often unreliable 

The distribution of heavy trucks on 
multilane facilities is different from that of 
passenger cars (which is often used instead) 

Usually 300 days are assumed in Ontario 

Difficult to predict for new facilities where 
historical data are missing 

± 10 for weigh-in-motion scales 
± 100 where loads are estimated 

Air suspension compared to walking beam 

± 2 for initial serviceability 
± 10 for terminal serviceability 

for SN or D 

2) Typical range between the actual and estimated values, expressed as the percentage of the 
actual value. 

3) Only a few contributing variables are listed. 

4. The summation of pavement traffic loads can be greatly 
simplified using general axle factors. The general axle factors would 
be particularly useful for pavement management purposes, for 
example, for evaluating and comparing pavement loading trends on 
a network consisting of a variety of pavement types. 

5. The proposed general axle factors are independent of pave
ment-related variables and axle configurations. Furthermore, the 
general axle factors can have similar magnitudes as the existing 
AASHTO axle load equivalency factors. 

6. The proposed general axle factors and the associated general 
ESALs would be suitable and appropriate for pavement manage
ment and routine pavement design purposes. 
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Accelerated Dynamic Loading of Flexible 
Pavements at the Canterbury Accelerated 
Pavement Testing Indoor Facility 

BRYAND. PIDWERBESKY 

New Zealand pavement design and construction practices are signifi
cantly indigenous, having evolved to suit the local conditions. Asphalt
bound aggregate systems are used for some urban streets and interurban 
motorways, and some rigid pavements were constructed 50 years ago, 
but virtually all highway traffic is carried by thin-surfaced unbound gran
ular pavements. The need to ensure that designs and materials are ade
quate for modem vehicles provided the impetus for developing an accel
erated pavement testing facility that reproduces vehicle dynamics. First, 
the development of the Canterbury Accelerated Pavement Testing 
Indoor Facility (CAPTIF) is described. The main feature of CAPTIF is 
the Simulated Loading and Vehicle Emulator, which can apply a myriad 
of loading conditions via an array of tire and load configurations at high 
rates of accelerated loading. Second, research projects conducted since 
1986 are discussed and the significant results are presented. The research 
conducted at CAPTIF has contributed to the understanding of the behav
ior and performance of thin-surfaced, unbound granular pavements and 
the effect of vehicle dynamics on pavement wear. 

The New Zealand road network totals nearly 100 000 km in length, 
of which 55 000 km have all-weather surfaces, and serves a popu
lation of 3.3 million over an area of 268 675 km2

• The typical pave
ment consists of a sprayed chip seal over unbound granular base and 
subbase layers. The pavement engineering design and construction 
practices used in New Zealand are described elsewhere (1-3). 

The thickness design procedure for thin-surfaced, unbound gran
ular flexible pavements is based on multilayer linear elastic theory. 
The procedure assumes that surface thicknesses of less than 35 mm 
do not contribute to the structural capacity of the pavement and that 
the stresses are dissipated through the depth of the granular cover 
layers above the subgrade. The design theory presupposes that the 
primary mode of structural failure is permanent deformation in the 
subgrade, so the main criterion is to limit the vertical compressive 
strain in the subgrade to acceptable magnitudes (3). The New 
Zealand subgrade criteria are derived from the Shell Pavement 
Design Manual (4). 

At present, the maximum gross vehicle weight permitted on 
national highways is limited to 430 kN, and the maximum loads per
mitted for single-, tandem-, and triple-axle groups are 80, 145, and 
175 kN, respectively. The New Zealand term for equivalent single
axle load is equivalent design axle (EDA); one EDA is defined as 
an 80-kN axle load on dual tires inflated to 550 kPa. Typically, the . 
maximum design life would be on the order of 106 EDA. 

Because of New Zealand's unique situation with respect to both 
the road user charges incurred by heavy vehicles and the depen
dence on thin-surfaced flexible pavements, research has been under-

University of Canterbury, Private Bag 4800, Christchurch, New Zealand. 

taken to isolate the influence of various components of the vehicle
pavement interaction system, such as the static and dynamic com
ponents of vehicle loading, and the relative effects of vehicles, the 
environment, and the pavement materials. Laboratory testing and 
computer analysis alone are inappropriate. Thus, trials using full
scale equipment and pavements are necessary, either in the field or 
in a test track under controlled conditions. Therefore, the first New 
Zealand accelerated loading facility was constructed in 1969 (5). 

The first machine was used for a number of pavement research 
projects and finally became unserviceable in 1983. An assessment 
of the need for a new, improved accelerated pavement loading facil
ity identified four primary research priorities: 

• Evaluation of the performance of aggregates, such as marginal 
materials; 

• Modified designs for surfacings, especially chip seals; 
• Evaluation of pavement design assumptions by collecting data 

describing the long-term performance of pavements; and 
• Investigation of the relationship between vehicle loading 

conditions and the deterioration of pavements for a wide spectrum 
of pavement and loading characteristics. 

Accelerated pavement testers have been constructed in a variety 
of configurations (6-8). The facilities are generally classified as 
being circular or linear test tracks. A circular test track.in which full
scale payements could be constructed and a loading apparatus capa
ble of imposing realistic dynamic heavy vehicle loading were 
selected because 

• The machines can be operated continuously without being 
interrupted for direction changes, thereby greatly increasing the rate 
of load cycling; 

• After initial acceleration, the speed of the loading system can 
be kept constant for long periods of time or varied, depending on 
the requirements of specific projects; 

• Circular tracks can be divided into a number of either annular 
rings or longitudinal segments, each containing a pavement with 
some unique characteristics, and all segments can be tested simul
taneously under the same or varying loadi_ng conditions; 

• The configuration of each loading assembly in a multiarmed 
machine, such as tire types and pressures, axle numbers and 
weights, suspensions, and loads, can be altered so that the response 
of the same pavement under various loading conditions can be 
determined; and 

• The interaction of pavements and vehicle dynamics can be 
examined using a combination of unsprung and sprung masses 
possessing realistic damping characteristics. 
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Trafficked portion ~ 
of pavement = 1.45m 

FIGURE 1 Elevation view of SLAVE and cross section of track. 

DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY 

The Canterbury Accelerated Pavement .Testing Indoor Facility 
(CAPTIF) is housed in a hexagon-shaped building: that is 26 m wide 
and 6 m high. An. annular concrete tank, 1.5 m deep and 4 m wide, 
confines the bottom and sides of the track (Figure 1), enhancing the 
control of moisture contents in the subsurface systems and drainage. 
The track has a median diameter and circumference of 18.5 and 
58.1 m, respectively. Normal field construction and compaction 
equipment is used in the facility. The main feature of CAPTIF is the 
Simulated Loading and Vehicle Emulator (SLAVE). 

Simulated Loading and Vehicle Emulator 

SLAVE was designed for the accelerated testing and evaluation of 
subgrades, pavements, and surfacings by replicating the effect on 
the pavement of actual road traffic conditions. An elevation view of 
SLAVE is presented in Figure 1. A sliding frame within the central 
platform is moved horizontally a maximum of 1 Ill (from stop to 
stop) by two hydraulic rams; this radial movement produces multi
pl~ wheel paths. The base elevation can be altered by up to 150 mm, 
to maintain the dynamic balance of the machine if the pavement 
surface. level changes due _to.rutting or an overlay b~ing applied. 

Each vehicle consists of the axle, which is driven by a hydraulic 
motor, a suspension, a fra~e, inst~mentation, and standard wheel 

. . . 

Hand crank for 
adjusting suspension 

hubs and truck tires (Figure 2). SLAVE vehicles can carry single-or 
dual tires; their loads can be adjusted to between 21 and 60 kN 
(42 to 120 kN axle loads) by adding or removing steel weights. The 
suspensions can be multileaf steel spring, a parabolic steel leaf 
spring, or_ an air spring; each vehicle can carry the same or a differ
ent suspension for simultaneous testing. The speed can be any value 
between 0 and 50 km/hr and can be varied while running. The vehi
cles can be moved slowly and positioned at any location on the 
track, using a handheld, infrared remote control. 

SLAVE operations are controlled directly by its internal electron
ics. The external or onshore computer is an IBM-compatible personal 
computer. Whenever a parameter is to be altered, the new command 
is sent by the external computer through a communications link under 
the track and a slip ring within the central pedestal. SLAVE and the 
computers can safely be lefi"running without supervision. · 

Testing routines can be programmed in terms of start-stop times, 
distance or revolutions to be run, traveling speeds, and tracking paF 
tern of wheelpath ·positions, and so forth. Any combination of these 
may be included in a programmed testing routine because the 
SLAVE software will use default values for those items not defined 
in the shore computer program. Manual control can be imposed 
when desired to override the current program. In addition to con
ventional hydraulic pressure, electrical curren.t, and motor overload 
devices, the SLAVE electronics continually scans the safety moni
tors, and if a condition occurs that requires human inspection, 
brakes the vehicles to a stop. 

height 
Leaf springs 

Hand crank 
for adjusting 
slip a~ 

Torsion 
bars 

Dual tire wheel set 
cover 

FIGURE 2 Cross section of one SLAVE vehicle. 

Horizontal, threaded 
hinge pin for vehicle 
bounce and adjusting 
wheels slip angle 
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Instrumentation and Data Acquisition 

Since SLAVE was commissioned in 1987, electronic systems have 
been introduced that measure dynamic and residual strains and dis
placements, surface profiles, rebounds, and temperatures in the 
pavement and subgrade. The CAPTIF deflectometer, which is a 
modified version of the geobeam device developed by Tonkin and 
Taylor Ltd. of Auckland and resembles a Benkelman beam, mea
sures the surface deflection of a pavement under a wheel load. The 
deflectometer probe is positioned between the tires of a dual-tired 
wheel and, as the wheel is moved away: the rebound of the pave
ment is measured to the nearest 0.01 mm, every 50 mm of horizon
tal movement. There are no moving parts on the device; an electro
magnetic gap-measuring sensor at the end of the beam measures the 
vertical distance between the sensor and a steel disk placed on the 
pavement surface. A separate, associated device measures the 
horizontal movement of the wheel. 

The CAPTIF profilometer measures transverse surface profiles 
using similar electronics. The profilometer consists of a braced alu
minum beam, 4.4 m long, supported at each end by adjustable feet. 
An aluminum carriage is driven along the beam by an electric motor 
and drive chain. The carriage holds a linear variable displacement 
transducer with a jockey wheel riding along the pavement surface. 
Vertical displacement is recorded every 25 mm of horizontal travel 
of the carriage. 

The output signals from the foregoing are digitized by electron
ics contained within the devices, and the digital data are captured 
by a Psion handheld computer. A DIPStick profiler is used to mea
sure the longitudinal surface profiles for roughness surveys. The 
output from temperature probes installed in the pavements are auto
matically recorded hourly by a Taupo F-10-24K-48A data logger. 
A Hewlett Packard 3852S microprocessor-based unit and computer 
capture data signals from accelerometers and displacement trans
ducers mounted on the chassis and axles of each vehicle, for mea
suring the dynamic loads being applied by the axles, and transmit 
the data to a trackside computer via radiowaves, while the vehicles 
are running at speeds of up to· 50 km/hr. 

The soil strain measuring system determines minute strains 
(100 µm/m) with good resolution (:!::50 µm/m) using Bison soil 
strain sensors. The sensors use the principle of inductance coupling 
between two free-floating, flat, circular wire-wound induction coils 
coated in epoxy, with a diameter of 50 mm (9). One of the two disks 
acts as the transmitter coil, creating an electromagnetic field that 
induces a current in the receiving coil. The magnitude of the 
induced current is inversely proportional to the spacing between the 
two coils (Figure 3). The gauge length is the separation distance 
between each paired coil. The Bison disks are installed during the 
formation of the subgrade and the overlying layers to minimize the 
disturbance to the materials. 

The CAPTIF strain-measuring system is a modified prototype of 
the Saskatchewan soil strain displacement-measuring system devel
oped by Saskatchewan (Canada) Highways and Transportation. The 
CAPTIF system uses a dedicated computer containing a specially 
built general-purpose input-output board, circuit boards, rectifiers, 
amplifiers, and assembler code written specifically for this applica
tion. Each sensor in an array is scanned simultaneously when trig
gered, every 30 mm of vehicle travel, so that a continuous bowl 
shape of strain versus distance traveled is obtained. 

PAVEMENT RESEARCH PROGRAM 

The research projects conducted at CAPTIF since 1986 are summa
rized in Table 1. The major findings are discussed in this section. In 
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Bison Discs Input 

FIGURE 3 Principle of Bison strain sensors. 

all the projects, the subgrade and the granular layers were spread by 
a small bulldozer and compacted by a 40-kN dual-drum roller. The 
surface of the base course is finished with a pneumatic-tired roller. 

Inaugural Project 

The purpose of this project was (a) to commission the SLAVE and 
evaluate its capabilities and (b) to monitor the performances of four 
granular pavements to provide an initial evaluation of the construc
tion and operation techniques required for the accelerated traffick
ing facility. The average California bearing ratio (CBR) of the clayey 
loess subgrade was 30 percent. The pavement thicknesses ranged 
from 150 to 300 mm, in 50-mm increments; the pavement material 
for all four was a well-graded aggregate _with a maximum. parti~le 
size of 40 mm, except the uppermost lift had a maximum size of 
18 mm. The surfacing was a double seal coat; soon after loading 
began, the seal began flushing, even though there was no loss of chip 
and the base course was firm. After flushing became severe, the 
initial coats were removed and the base course lightly releveled. A 
single coat of bitumen sprayed at a lower-than-normal rate was 
coated with a first layer of larger stone chips (A.L.D. of 12 mm) 
interlocked with smaller chips (A.L.D. of 8 mm). 

Each SLAVE vehicle applied a wheel load of 40 kN to represent 
an.equivalent design axle (EDA) SLAVE applied 1.53 million EDA 
loads to the pavement during the project. There was no significant 
difference in the performances of the four pavements; even the 
thinnest unbound granular pavement of compacted, well-graded 
crushed aggregate can sustain at least 1.5 X 106 80-kN axle load 
repetitions in the absence of deleterious ground moisture and envi
ronmental factors (10). The pavement thickness design procedure 
should be modified to explicitly consider the effect of such factors. 

Comparative Rutting of Tire Types 

The vertical deformation caused by a single low-profile radial tire 
(14.00/80 R 20 on Vehicle B) and dual standard radial tires (10.00 
R 20 on Vehicle A) was compared. The load applied by each wheel 
set was 40 kN. The clayey loss subgrade material had an average 
CBR of 30 percent. The pavement consisted of a 40-mm-thick 
surfacing of an open-graded bituminous mix, a 150-mm-thick base 
course of a high-quality crushed aggregate, and a 150-mm-thick 
subbase of coarse aggregate with a maximum particle size of 
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TABLE I Summary of Projects at CAPTIF 

Load 
Repetitions 
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Wheel Loads (kN) 

Project and Variables (EDA) Veh. A Veh. B 

Inaugural: 4 thicknesses unbound granular pavements 1.5 x 106 40 40 
under chip seals 

Comparative Rutting: duals and wide-base single tires 94,700 40 40 

Effect of Particle Shape and Gradation on Basecourse 54,300 40 40 
Performance:· 9 pavements 

Lime-stabilised subbases: 3 thicknesses 30,500 21, 40 21, 40 

Strain response of subgrades and unbound granular 51,000 40 21-46. 

pavements: wheel load, tire pressure and tire type 

Modified Binders in Asphalt Mixes: 6 modified binders 3.2 x 106 40-46 40-46 

Life-cycle performance of a thin-surfaced unbound 740,000 40 40 
granular pavement 

Dynamic wheel loads and pavement wear: single unit 35,000 38 38 
and multi-leaf spring suspensions 

DIVINE• (Element 1): air bag and multi-leaf 
suspensions 

50 50 

• Dynamic Interaction of Vehicles and Infrastructure Experiment 

65 mm. Further information about the pavement and temperatures 
are provided in Table 2. After 16,000 loading cycles, the average 
permanent deformation (as measured by the transverse profilom
eter) created by the single low profile radial tire was 92 percent 
greater than that of the dual radial tires, as shown in Figure 4(J1). 

Effect of Particle Shape and Gradation on 
Unbound Base Course Performance 

The study evaluated the effect of particle shape and gradation on the 
performance of unbound base course aggregates constructed 
according to a revised specification (12). Aggregates consisting of 
different combinations of rounded and angular crushed particles 
were created for three different particle size distributions using 
Talbot's equation. 

[ d ]" Pd= 100 D 

where 

Pd = percentage of sample passing sieve size d, 
d = sieve size (mm), 
D = largest particle size in sample (mm), and 
n = gradation exponent. 

(1) 

The values for the gradation exponent (n), 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6, 
represent the lower limit, midpoint, and upper limit of the gradation 
envelope for New Zealand primary base course aggregate, respec
tively (13). Nine base course aggregates were created, as shown in 

Table 3. The base course aggregates were placed in nine sequential 
segments in the track, with an average depth of 108 mm ± 7 mm; 
the maximum dry density varied according to the gradation. 
Segments A, B, C, and I could not be compacted, so they were 
removed and replaced with a local aggregate; the four segments, 
which were adjoining, were combined into one segment designated 
Al. The 48-mm-thick (± 6 mm) surfacing was an open-graded bitu
minous mix (porous asphalt) with the same properties as described 
in Table 2. 

After 54,000 EDA cumulative loadings, the subgrade deformation 
under loading was similar for all ·test segments, and base course 
deformation differed (Table 3). Particle shape had the greatest effect 
on the performance of the aggregates, compared with gradation. 
Aggregates consisting of 30 percent or less angular particles could 
not be compacted, and the. best performance was achieved with 
aggregates of 70 percent or more angular particles, which is required 
by the New Zealand base course aggregate specification (13). 

Behavior of Lime-Modified Subbases 

Three pavements were constructed, two with lime-stabilized clay 
subbases of thicknesses 150 and 250 mm, and the third with an 
unmodified high-quality, ~ell-graded, crushed aggregate, as shown 
in Figure 5. The laboratory CBR of the unstabilized and stabilized 
clay specimens were 5 and 20 percent, respectively. For all ~hree 
pavements, the surfacing was a 30-mm-thick layer of asphaltic con
crete and the base course was a 150-mm-thick layer of high-qual
ity, well-graded crushed aggregate (J 3). The subgrade had a CBR 
of 3 percent, which represents the worst possible case, and a com
pacted dry density of 1 700 kg/m3 ± 4 percent at a moisture content 
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TABLE 2 Asphalt Properties and Temperatures for Comparative Rutting of Tire Types 

Mix Properties 

Bitumen penetration grade 80/100 
(100 g, 5 sec, 15°C) 

Binder content (%) 5.5 

Air voids (%) 23 

Hydrated lime (%) 2 

Aggregate Gradation (%passing by mass) 

13.2 mm (sieve size) 100 

9.5 92 

4.75 25 

2.36 10 

1.18 7 

600 µm 5 

300 4 

150 2 

75 

of 20 percent. Laboratory tests showed that the optimum lime 
content for the subbase material was 4 percent. The maximum dry 
densities (at optimum moisture contents) of the unstabilized and 
lime-stabilized subbase material were 1 680 kg/m3 (at 18 percent) 
and 1 520 kg/m3 (at 25 percent), respectively. A geotextile (Typar 
3407) was placed on top of the subbase to separate the base course 
aggregate material and the subbase, therefore enhancing the mea
surement of the layer profiles without interfering with the stress 
development and distribution within the pavement. The minimum 
temperature during curing was +6°C; during loading, the pavement 
temperature ranged between -3°C and +20°C. 

Elastic deflections and permanent deformation of the pavement 
surface were measured; some results are presented in Table 4. Pave-

10 
5 

~ 0 
.§. -5 

~ -10 
Q_ 

~ -15 
:, -20 
Q:: -25 

-301.0 1.5 2;0 2.5 
Distance from Inner Track Wall (m) 

FIGURE 4 Pavement surface deformation under 
single- and dual-tire wheel loads. 

3.0 

Temperatures (0 C) 

Min. Max. 

Air 10 23 

Tire Tread (A) 11 33 

Tire Tread (B) 11 33 

Pavement 10 22 

ment failure was defined as vertical surface deformation of 25 mm. 
The pavement containing the 150-mm-thick lime-stabilized layer per
formed substantially better than the same thickness of unstabilized 
aggregate. Increasing the stabilized subbase thickness by 100 mm 
yielded a 15-fold increase in the life of the pavement. The moduli of 
the lime-stabilized layers were lower than that predicted· by labora
tory testing and computer analyses, primarily because the pavement 
could not be fully compacted on such a weak subgrade (14). 

Effect of Binder Modification on 
Asphalt Pavement Performance 

The trial involved constructing six test sections of various asphaltic 
concrete mixes over 200 mm of unbound granular base course and 
a silty clay subgrade possessing a CBR of 13 percent. The base 
course aggregate was a well-graded, crushed gravel, compacted 
at a moisture content of 4 percent to a maximum dry density of 
2 150 kg/m3. The design life of all test sections was 1 X 106 EDA, 
so the depth of the asphalt concrete varied from 80 to 125 mm, 
depending on the characteristics of the different mixes. The bitu
mens used for the test sections were 

• Standard paving grade (conforming to a German specification 
for B80 Grade), 

• Binder modified with .a plastomeric polymer, 
• Binders modified with three types of elastomeric polymer, and 
• High-stiffness (pen. grade 21 @ 25°C) binder. 
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TABLE3 Properties and Performance Data for Particle Shape and Gradation Experiment 

Angular 
Sub grade Basecourse 

Maximum Maximum 
Particles Surface Surface Dry Defonna- m/c Dry 

Rebound Rut Depth Density ti on Density 
Segment (%) n (mm) (mm) (kg/m3) (mm) (%) (kg/ml) 

A 0 0.6 2190 2060 

B 0 0.5 2160 2060 

c 0 0.4 2200 2070 

D 100 0.4 1.6 25 2210 10 2.7 1930 

E 100 0.5 1.7 36 2250 IO 2.7 1990 

F 100 0.6 l.6 18 2210 7 2.7 1920 

G 50 0.5 1.3 28 2280 7 2.4 2080 

H 70 0.5 l.9 14 2220 8 2.9 2040 

30 0.5 2240 2.2 2090 

-- The surfaces of Segments A, B, C and I could not be compacted properly for surfacing 

The surface deflection bowls, the vertical strains at various 
depths in the pavement and subgrade, longitudinal and transverse 
profiles, and temperatures in the bottom of the asphalt layer and in 
the base course were measured after specified intervals of loading 
cycles. A falling weight deflectometer was also used to measure the 
pavement structural capacity for the first part of the experiment. 
Data collected at CAPTIF were electronically transmitted daily to 
British Petroleum International in England. The wheel load was 
40 kN for both vehicles for the first 920,000 loading cycles and 
46 kN for the remaining 1.2 million loading cycles. The dual radial 
tires in both vehicles were inflated to 700 kPa, and the vehicle speed 
was 40 km/hr. Altogether, SLAVE applied 3.2 million ED As to the 
test pavements. Details of the project and results are provided else
where (15). The rut depth was only 4. mm, indicating negligible 
compaction in the subsurface layers. The project concluded before 
the predefined failure criterion of a maximum surface rut depth of 
25 mm occurred because the pavement design was conservative 
(pavements designed for 1 X 106 EDA should have exhibited 

greater deterioration after 3.2 X 106 EDA) and because the project 
costs exceeded the budgeted funds. The test sections exhibited 
negligible deterioration in their structural condition and minimal 
surface distress. It was concluded that the thinner asphalt concrete 
layers constructed with modified binders and the high-stiffness 
binder provided performance equivalent to that of the thicker layer 
containing a conventional binder (15). 

Dynamic Wheel Forces and Pavement Wear 

The objective of the current research program (1992-1997) is to 
compare the pavement deterioration caused by dynamic loads gen
erated under different types of suspensions: steel parabolic leaf 
spring and shock absorber, multileaf steel suspension, and air bag 
suspension with shock absorber. By using the .accelerometers and 
displacement transducers fitted to the SLAVE vehicles, vertical 
dynamic loads created by the vehicle bounce are related to subsur-

Pavement A Pavement B Pavement C 

FIGURE 5 Cross section of pavements with lime-stabilized subbases. 
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TABLE 4 Properties and Performance Data for Lime-Stabilized Sub base Experiment 

Subbase Dry Density (kg/m3
) 

Moisture Content at Construction (%) 

Basecourse Dry Density (kg/m3
) 

Moisture Content at Construction (%) 

Surface Deflection• before Loading (mm) 

Surface.Deflection• at Failure (mm) 

Cycles to Failure (21 kN wheel Load) 

Asphaltic Concrete Mix 

Asphalt Binder Content (%) 6.5 

Bulk Density (kg/m3
) 2242 

Air Voids (%) 7.0 

Marshal Stability (kN) 15.36 

Marshal Flow (mm) 2.8 

Pavement Desi.gn 

A B 

1490 ± 5% 1540 ± 4% 

23.5 24.5 

2100 ± 2% 2070 ± 2% 

4 5 

4.5 1.4 

8.5 6.0 

4400 30500 

c 

2095 ± 2% 

5 

9.7 

9.7 

30 

• Benkelman Beam deflection test with 21 kN wheel load 

face strains and longitudinal surface profiles measured by the DIP
Stick profiler and a laser device mounted on one vehicle. Alto
gether, five pavements will be constructed and tested sequentially. 
Sufficient subgrade soil and base course aggregate were procured 
for five pavements and have been stockpiled to ensure that the mate
rial properties of the pavement are the same for each suspension. 
The base course aggregate of well-graded crushed gravel was pro
duced to stringent specifications (13) using a portable aggregate 
blending plant. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The development and operation of the CAPTIF, including SLAVE 
and the instrumentation systems, have been described. Research 
projects conducted since 1986 have been discussed, and the signif
icant results were presented. 

The CAPTIF SLAVE was designed to generate realistic dynamic 
wheel loads instead of attempting to eliminate them. The SLAVE 
vehicles that apply the loads are fitted with suspensions based on 
actual heavy vehicle components. 

The facility has been beneficial in evaluating the performance of 
aggregates and pavement design assumptions by collecting data 
describing the long-term performance of pavements and investigat
ing the relationship between vehicle loading conditions and the 
deterioration of pavements for a wide spectrum of pavement and 
loading characteristics. 
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Strain Response and Performance of 
Subgrades and Flexible Pavements 
Under Various Loading Conditions 

BRYAND. PIDWERBESKY 

Specific fundamental loading parameters (load magnitude and number 
of repetitions, tire inflation pressure, and basic tire type) that influence 
the behavior of thin-surfaced granular pavements were examined. The 
pavement response and performance measurements included continu
ous surface deflection basins, longitudinal and transverse profiles, and 
vertical strains in the granular layers and subgrade. The first pavement 
trial considered only the elastic response of a thin-surfaced, unbound 
granular pavement over a weak subgrade, to varying wheel loads, ·tire 
inflation pressures, and two basic tire types (bias and radial ply). The 
axle load had the greatest effect on pavement response and the tire type 
had no apparent effect, but increases in the tire pressure resulted in 
slight decreases in the magnitude of the vertical compressive strain in 
the subgrade and unbound granular cover. Two subsequent pavements 
were tested to study the relationship between elastic response at differ
ent cumulative loadings and the structural capacity of each pavement. 
The magnitudes of the resilient strains measured are substantially 
greater than the levels predicted by the models on which current flexi
ble pavement design procedures are based for the same number of load
ing repetitions to failure. Subgrade strain models for thin-surfaced 
unbound granular pavements are evaluated. The pavement construction, 
loading routine, analysis, and results are discussed. 

The New Zealand model used for designing the thicknesses of thin
surfaced, unbound granular flexible pavement layers assumes that 
surface thicknesses of less than 35 mm do not contribute to the 
structural capacity of the pavement and that the stresses are dissi
pated through the depth of the granular cover layers above the 
subgrade. The subgrade strain criterion for flexible pavements in the 
Shell Pavement Design Manual (1), 

Ecvs = 0.028 N-0
·
25 (1) 

where Ecvs is the vertical compressive strain in the subgrade, and N 
is the number of repeated equivalent single axle loads, is the basis 
of the New Zealand subgrade strain criteria for limiting rutting. The 
subgrade strain criteria for primary and secondary highways, 
respectively, in New Zealand are (2) 

Ecvs = 0.021 N-0
·
23 (2) 

Ecvs = 0.025 N-0
·
23 (3) 

In New Zealand, the term for equivalent single-axle load is equiv
alent design axle (EDA). One EDA is defined as one passage of an 
80-kN single-axle load on dual tires inflated to 550 kPa. Other axle 
loads are related to the reference axle by the fourth-power rule (the 
exponent is 4). 

University of Canterbury, Private Bag 4800, Christchurch, New Zealand. 

However, the flexible pavement design model is based on multi
layer linear elastic theory and assumes that the pavement material 
properties can be characterized by linear elastic, homogeneous, and 
isotropic behavior, whereas, in reality, the behavior of unbound 
granular materials tends to be nonlinear, elastoplastic, nonhomoge
neous, and anisotropic. Because of the unique situation in New 
Zealand, with respect to the road user charges incurred by the road 
transport industry and the dependence on thin-surfaced flexible 
pavements, research was needed to verify the subgrade strain 
criteria. The research described in this paper involved a series of 
instrumented pavements constructed in the Canterbury Accelerated 
Pavement Testing Indoor Facility (CAPTIF) and subjected to a 
variety of tire pressures, tire types, and loads. 

DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY 
AND INSTRUMENTATION 

The main feature of CAPTIF is the Simulated Loading and Vehicle 
Emulator (SLAVE), illustrated in Figure 1; the primary character
istics are summarized in Table 1. SLAVE "vehicles" are equipped 
with half-axle assemblies that can carry either single or dual tires. 
The configuration, of each vehicle, with respect to suspensions, 
wheel loads, tire types, and tire numbers, can be identical or differ
ent for simultaneous testing of different load characteristics. 

Electronic systems have been acquired or developed to measure 
subsurface strains and temperatures, transverse and longitudinal 
surface profiles, and pavement rebound. The CAPTIF deflectom
eter measures the surface rebound of a pavement under the influence 
of a wheel load to the nearest 0.01 mm every 50 mm of horizontal 
movement in much the same way as a Benkelman beam except 
that the former uses an electromagnetic gap-measuring sensor at 
the end of the beam to measure the vertical distance between the 
sensor and a target disk placed on the pavement surface. The 
CAPTIF profilometer measures the transverse surface profiles to an 
accuracy of ± 1 mm. 

The soil strain measuring systems determine extremely small 
strains with high resolution using Bison soil strain sensors. The 
gauge length is the separation distance between each paired coil; 
strain (e) is the quotient of the change in gauge length (6.L) divided 
by the initial gauge length (L). The strain disks are installed during 
the formation of the subgrade and the overlying pavement layers, 
resulting in negligible disturbance to the materials. The strain disks 
have a diameter of 50 mm and are 7 mm thick. 

Two data-acquisition systems for the Bison strain coils were 
used. In the interim system, all the coils in an array were connected 
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FIGURE 1 SLAVE and cross section of track. 

to a manual switching apparatus. Then, the two leads from the 
switching apparatus were connected to a Bison soil strain gauge, 
Model 4101A, a single-channel linearizing monitor that supplied 
the alternating current to the transmitter coil and measured the out
put from the paired coil. The output voltages from the gauge and 
pavement temperature probes were recorded through the HP Model 
3852S data-acquisition unit using an HP 44711A 24-channel FET 
multiplexer module. The output from the multiplexer was fed into 
a 13-bit digital voltmeter (HP 44702A). The data-acc}uisition unit 
stored the data in memory before downloading them to an HP 
PC308 controller board insta.lled in an IBM-compatible AT. The 
error in _the interim strain-measuring system was ± 50 µm/m. Before 
installation,_ the sensors were calibrated to generate an output volt
age versus separation distance relationship for each sensor config
uration. During the loadi~g routine, the normal sampling rate was 
100 Hz, but the sampling rate increased to at least 10 kHz (depend
ing on the vehicle speed) for a 0.5-sec period whenever triggered by 
the test vehicle cutting an infrared beam at the start of the instru-
mented pavement section. · 

The permanent system is a modified prototype of the more 
sophisticated Saskatchewan soil strain displacement-measuring 
(SSSD) system, developed by Saska.tchewan (Canada) Highways 
and Transportation. SSSD is essentially a computer and associated 
units containing custom-built control, general-purpose input
output, transmitter, and receiver boards. Once triggered by the mov
irig vehicles' cutting a light beam, all the sensors in an array are 
scanned simultaneously every 30 mm of vehicle travel, and a contin
uous bowl of strain-displacement versus distance traveled is obtained. 

Dynamic wheel forces are dominated by the behavior of sprung 
mass, so the wheel forces are the sum of the vehicle mass multiplied 

TABLE 1 · Characteristics of SLAVE 

Item Characteristic 

by the chassis acceleration and the unsprung mass multiplied by the 
vertical axle acceleration. The dynamic loads were quantified by the 
vertical acceleration measured by PCB 308B accelerometers 
mounted on each vehicle. The piezoelectric accelerometers have a 
linear response from I to 3,000 Hz of 100 m V /g. The accelerometers 
were connected to a PCB 483A 12-channel signal conditioning unit, 
and the signals were recorded on a Hewlett-Packard 3968A instru
mentation recorder. The analog signals were digitized using the 
HP 3852 data acquisition system sampling at 200 Hz per channel. 

FULL-SCALE PAVEMENT INVESTIGATIONS 

The experiment involved constructing three sequential test pave
ments at CAPTIF (Stages 1, 2, and 3). In Stage 1, the pavement 
response to the primary loading variables (load magnitude, tire 
inflation pressure, ahd basic tire type, all on dual~tfred wheels) were 
measured. The final two stages involved testing the life-cycle per
formance of different pavements and subgrades under selected 
loading conditions. 

Stage 1 Pavement Response to 
Different Loading Conditions 

Initial tasks included selecting and developing instrumentation and 
data-acquisition systems and preparing the vehicles and track. The 
silty clay subgrade had a Califorriia bearing ratio (CBR) of 5 per
cent at its natural moisture content. The liquid limit and plasticity 
index were 43 and 23 percent, respectively. The base course aggre-

Test Wheels Dual- or single-tires; standard or wide-base; bias or radial 
ply; tube or tubeless; maximum overall tire diameter of 
1.06 m 

Load of Each Vehicle 

Suspension 

Power drive: to wheel 

Transverse movement 
of wheels 

Speed 

Radius of Travel 

21 kN to 60 kN, in 2.75 kN increments 

Air bag; multi-leaf steel spring; single or double parabolic 

Controlled variable hydraulic power to axle; bi-directional 

1.0 m centre-to-centre; programmable for any distribution 
of wheelpaths 

0-50 km/h, programmable, accurate to 1 km/h 

9.1 m 

SLAVE is designed to be operated continuously without supervision. 
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FIGURE 2 Array of strain coil sensors. 

gate was a well-graded crushed river gravel (Canterbury grey
wacke) with a laboratory CBR of 80 percent. The moisture content 
during compaction was 5 percent. The surfacing was an asphalt con
crete consisting of a graded aggregate (maximum particle size 10 
mm), 6.4 percent bitumen, and 4.7 percent air voids. The penetra
tion grade of the bitumen was 80/100. The bulk density and bulk 
specific gravity of the mix were 2 300 kg/m3 and 2.306, respec
tively, and the mix temperature was 155°C. The Marshall stability 
and fl.ow were 18.1kNand4.3 mm, respectively. 

The bottom layer in the track consisted of a drainage layer of 
coarse gravel 150 mm thick covered with a nonwoven geotextile. On 
top of that was ah 800-mm-thick layer of well-compacted loess. The 
bottom coil of each vertical strain sensor array was carefully posi
tioned in the top of the loess. The subgrade layer of silty clay was 
placed and compacted to a 200-mm depth over the loess. All layers 
of the subgrade and the granular cover were spread by a small bull
dozer and compacted by a Sakai SW41 (40-kN) dual drum roller. 

The next set of strain sensors and a set of temperature probes 
were placed at the interface of the subgrade and granular cover 
layers. Then, a spunbonded polypropylene geotextile was placed 
over the sub grade to facilitate the determination of subsurface layer 
profiles following the testing routine. The granular cover was 
constructed in three 100-mm lifts, to aid compaction and to allow 
installation of the paired strain sensors at 100-mm gauge lengths 
without disturbing the materials. Each array of strain sensors was 
installed, as shown in Figure 2. Temperature probes were placed at 
two levels in the granular cover beside the strain coils. 

TABLE 2 Dynamic Load Coefficients (die) 

Tire 
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In the uppermost 50 mm of the crushed rock base course, the 
maximum particle size was only 20 mm to aid workability and 
compaction. The surface of the base was finished with a pneumatic
tired roller, then a tack coat of emulsified bitumen (60 percent, 
180/200 penetration grade) was sprayed. The asphalt concrete was 
placed, leveled by hand, and compacted. A 3-m straight-edge beam 
was used to check the roughness, and the maximum deviation was 
4 mm. The thickness of the nonstructural surfacin.g was 35 mm 
( ± 3 mm), which was too thin for inclusion of any instrumentation. 

The dynamic characteristics of each vehicle were evaluated to 
confirm that they were similar. Dynamic wheel forces were 
measured at a constant speed of 40 km/hr. The vehicles exhibited 
similar dynamic characteristics, as shown in Table 2. 

Vehicle A carried a constant half-axle load of 40 kN (equating to 
a full axle load of 80 kN) with dual bias ply tires inflated to 550 kPa, 
so that it was a reference throughout the testing routine. The char
acteristics of Vehicle B were modified. The maximum cold tire 
inflation pressures allowed by the tire supplier were 700 and 
825 kPa for the bias and radial ply, respectively. All radial and bias ply 
tires were 10.00R20 and 10.00X20, respectively. The experimental 
matrix of loading conditions of Vehicle B is shown in Table 3. 

The surface deflection bowls, and the vertical strains at various 
depths in the pavement and subgrade were measured for each of the 
20 loading conditions. The strains were measured under the center 
of the dual tires. Longitudinal and transverse profiles were 
measured after specified increments of cumulative loading cycles. 
After the experimental matrix was completed, the maximum surface 
rut depth was only 7 mm; the deformation within the unbound gran
ular pavement was 2 to 3 mm, which was insufficient to have 
affected the properties of the pavement. 

Deflection basins were measured at three locations on the test sec
tion and averaged to determine one basin for each experimental point. 
The deflection basins were compared on the basis of (a) tire type, 
(b) tire inflation pressure, and ( c) wheel load; neither tire type nor tire 
inflation pressure had a substantial effect on the deflection basin 
shape. In general, the peak deflection value was independent of tire 
type. Also, tire pressure had a negligible effect on the peak deflec
tion. The major influence on peak deflection was tJie wheel load. 

The vertical compressive strains were measured in three layers 
(upper base course, lower base, and subgrade) for each of the 20 
loading conditions. The peak compressive strains are defined as the 
difference between the nominal average residual strain recorded 
before the approach of the test vehicle to the sensor and the maxi
mum strain (averaged over five cycles) measured under the test 
vehicle. Figure 3 (top) shows a representative sample of the origi
nal data from the subgrade, for one specific loading condition (dual 
radial tires, inflated to 825 kPa and loaded to 40 kN). The longest 

Wheel Load Pressure 
Vehicle (kN) 

A 40 

B 40 

B 46 

Dynamic load co-efficient (die) = 

(kPa) Type 

580 Bias ply 

580 Radial ply 

825 Radial ply 

Standard Deviation of Wheel Forces 

Static Load 

die 

0.22-0.24 

0.22-0.24 

0.16-0.18 
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TABLE3 Sequence of Loading Conditions on Vehicle B 

Bias ply Tires Radial ply Tires 

Wheel Wheel 

Test Pressure Load Test Pressure Load 

No. (kPa) (kN) No. (kPa) (kN) 

550 40 9 825 46 

2 700 40 10 700 46 

3 700 21 11 550 46 

4 550 21 12 550 31 

5 550 31 13 825 31 

6 700 31 14 700 31 

7 700 46 15 700 21 

8 550 46 16 550 21 

17 825 21 

18 825 40 

19 700 40 

20 550 40 

spikes represent the passage of a wheel load directly over the sen
sors, and the lessor spike is the passage of the reference wheel load 
(dual bias ply type inflated to 550 kPa and loaded to 40 kN) at a 
transverse distance of 0.6 m. For every loading condition and strain 
measurement in the subgrade, some vertical compression remained 
after the passage of each wheel load. Then, when the other wheel 
load passed over the station, the compression disappeared and the 
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FIGURE 3 Vertical compressive 
strain (lOE = 06) in subgrade (top) and 
base course (bottom) under dual radial
ply tires, 825 kPa cold tire pi;-essure, and 
40 kN wheel load. 
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subgrade reverted to the original situation. This phenomenon was 
repeated for all loading cycles. 

If it was simply a case of the paired coil disks becoming mis
aligned, the effect would have increased with cumulative cycles; 
but this did not occur. Instead, the subgrade was compressed when 
one wheel load passed directly over the sensor, then shear forces 
created by the other wheel load traveling in a wheel path 0.6 m away 
laterally resulted in extension in the layer, and the sensor returned 
to its original position. Similarly, in the base course, the residual 
compression induced by one vehicle passing directly over the sen
sors was eliminated by extension as the other vehicle passed over a 
point 0.6 m away transversely, but there was no discernible resilient 
compression as the second vehicle passed over, as shown in Figure 
3 (bottom). This cyclic compression and extension contributed little 
to the permanent deformation of the layers, which is the primary 
criterion for the model describing the performance of thin-surfaced 
unbound granular pavements, but could affect the degradation of 
the materials. 

The magnitude of the vertical compressive strain in the sub grad~ 
and the base course (Figure 4) decreased slightly as the tire inflation 
pressure increased, for every wheel load. The vertical compressive 
strain in the granular layers and the subgrade must be dependent 
upon the zone of influence of the load as well as the contact area and 
speed of the vehicle. Thus, when the speed is constant and the con
tact area is reduced, at higher tire inflation pressures, the zone of 
influence of the load in the pavement and subgrade is reduced, 
thereby reducing the strain induced in the subgrade in the same 
manner as strain magnitude reduces under increasing vehicle speed. 

• 
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FIGURE 4 Vertical compressive strain 
(lOE = 06) in subgrade (top) and base course 
(bottom) under a dual-tired wheel. 
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Relating Pavement Response to Performance 

The objectives of Stages 2 and 3 were to use the system developed 
in Stage 1 to relate axle loads directly to pavement responses for 
predicting pavement performance. 

Stage 2. Performance of Unbound Granular Base Course 
Under Thick Asphalt Surface 

The Stage 2 pavement had an asphalt concrete surface 85 mm thick 
(which is thick by New Zealand standards), over a 200-mm 
unbound granular base course over a clayey subgrade. The in situ 
CBR of the subgrade for the test section was 13 percent; the sub
grade was constructed to achieve a higher bearing capacity (than the 
Stage 1 subgrade) to achieve a longer pavement life. The base 
course aggregate was a well-graded crushed river gravel compacted 
with a moisture content of 4 percent to a maximum dry density of 
2 150 kg/m3

• The asphaltic binder was a plastomer-modified bitu
men called Practiplast, with a penetration grade of 50 (at 25°C), a 
softening point Of 59.4°C, a viscosity of 2 P (at 169°C), and a shear 
susceptibility of -0.089 (3). 

The wheel load was 40 kN for both vehicles for the first 920,000 
loading cycles and 46 kN for the remaining 1.2 million loading 
cycles. The dual radial tires in both vehicles were inflated to 
700 kPa. The vehicle speed was 40 km/hr for routine loading and 
20 km/hr for the approximately 500 cycles required for completing 
the strain measurements. The vertical compressive elastic strains in 
the unbound granular base course and clayey subgrade were 
measured using arrays of Bison strain coil gauges installed in the 
subgrade and base course. Altogether, SLAVE applied over 3.2 X 

106 EDA to the test pavement. 
The rut depth at the surface of the test section was only 2 to 4 mm, 

indicating negligible deformation in the subsurface layers. Surface 
cracking was insignificant. The project concluded before the pre
defined failure criterion of a maximum surface rut depth of 25 mm 
occurred because the maximum allowable overexpenditure.on the 
project was reached (substantial additional research funds were pro
vided) and the next project in the facility had to commence. Stage 
2 was conducted simultaneously with another project in the track 
investigating the effect of different modified binders on the per
formance of asphalt concrete surface layers, which is reported 
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elsewhere (3). It was concluded that the design procedure used was 
conservative because pavements designed for 1 X 106 EDA should 
have exhibited greater deterioration after 3.2 X 106 EDA (3). How
ever, according to the New Zealand pavement design procedure (2), 
the pavement had an expected design life of at least 5 _X 106 EDA. 

In the base course, the magnitude of the peak vertical compressive 
strain decreased slightly during the cumulative loading, from 300 to 
220 µm/m. The relationship between the magnitude of the vertical 
compressive subgrade strain and cumulative loading is shown in 
Figure 5. The temperatures are the averaged output of the three tem
perature probes installed directly above the strain sensors in the 
85-mm-thick asphalt concrete. Increasing the wheel load from 40 to 
46 kN, after 920,000 EDA, resulted in a negligible change in the 
magnitude of the vertical compressive strain responses in the sub
grade (from 1 200 to 1 250 µm/m) and no change in the base course 
strain. In Stage 1 of this research program, the same increase in 
wheel load produced a 10 percent increase in the magnitude of the 
vertical compressive strain in a weak subgrade (CBR of 4 percent 
under a thin-surfaced, 300-mm unbound granular pavement). 

The nominal magnitude of the vertical compressive strain in the 
subgrade varied between 900 and 1 400 µm/m, and the pavement 
survived 3.2 X 106 EDA without incurring any substantial perma
nent deformation in the pavement or subgrade. When the tempera
ture of the asphalt concrete decreased thereby increasing the asphalt 
modulus, the subgrade strain decreased because the stiffer asphalt 
is more effective in dissipating the stresses from the wheel load. 

The· AUSTROADS (Australian) subgrade strain criterion (4), 
converted to the same format as Equation 1, is 

Ecvs = 0.0085 N-0·
14 (4) 

Using Equations 1, 2, and 4, the maximum allowable vertical com
pressive strain in the subgrade would have been 660, 670, and 1045 
µm/m, respectivel~, for that number of loading cycles, assuming 
that the pavement would have failed at that point. The Shell and 
New Zealand subgrade strain criteria (Equations 1 and 2, respec
tively) are definitely conservative, but the AUSTROADS criterfon 
permits higher strains, which are within the range of the actual 
strain values measured in this case. Also, the lack of adverse envi
ronmental effects would have contributed to extending the life of 
the pavement. · 
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FIGURE 5 Vertical compressive strain (lOE == 06) in subgrade under 
Stage 2 pavement (temperature measured at mid-depth of asphalt layer). 
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Stage 3. Life-Cycle Performance of 
Thin-Surfaced Unbound Granular Pavement 

The test pavement for this trial consisted of a 25-mm asphalt con
crete surfacing layer over 135-mm-thick base course of unbound 
granular aggregate on a silty clay sub grade of CBR 13 percent; the 
material properties are the same as those described. The pavement 
responses and properties were measured as previously described. 
The pavement was subjected to a constant loading condition (40-kN 
load and dual radial tires inflated to 825 kPa) until the loading con
cluded at 740,000 EDA, when the permanent vertical deformation 
(rut depth) of the surface reached 28 mm (the definition of failure 
was a maximum rut depth of 25 mm). 

The maximum rut depths over the whole pavement were in the 
range of 15 to 28 mm. In the excavated trenches, the asphalt con
crete surfacing and base course of unbound aggregate compacted 
8 and 7 mm, respectively, at the centerline under the cumulative 
loading. The permanent deformation in the subgrade varied 
between 1 and 13 mm. Most (75 percent) of the permanent defor
mation occurred in the first l 00,000 EDA, then the rutting pro
gressed at a relatively constant rate of 9 µm per loading cycle (one 
loading cycle equals one EDA). The only significant difference in 
the longitudinal surface profiles before loading commenced and at 
the end of the trials was where a localized failure was repaired. 

The peak surface deflection was approximately 1.6 mm through
out the life of the pavement, except for a temporary 0.15-mm 
increase in surface deflection that occurred between 100,000 and 
200,000 cumulative EDA. The deflection bowl shapes were the 
same temporally as well, indicating that the relative moduli of the 
various layers did not change. 

Figure 6 (top) illustrates how, after the initial sharp increase in 
magnitude in the peak vertical compressive strain in the subgrade 
(Ee",)' the strain under cumulative loading varied little, except for the 
significant decrease at 220,000 EDA. The magnitude of the peak 
vertical compressive strain in the base course slowly decreased 
during the first 300,000 loading cycles, from 3 200 to 2 350 µm/m, 
then remained relatively constant, as shown in Figure 6 (bottom). 

Until approximately 300,000 EDA, surface deflections and 
vertical compressive strain levels in the base course and subgrade 
layers fluctuated. The base course strain levels tended to decrease 
in magnitude. The magnitude of the subgrade strain tended to 
increase, until the pavement and subgrade responses achieved a sta
ble condition, with only minor fluctuations in the response to load. 

Using Equations 2 and 4, the maximum allowable vertical 
compressive strains in the subgrade for 740,000 EDA are 940 and 
1 280 µm/m, respectively, which are substantially less than the 
actual strains of approximately 2 800 µm/m. Table 4 shows that the 
actual strains are two to three times the theoretical maximum strain 
magnitude allowed by the different criteria, which suggests that the 
criteria on which the pavement thickness design charts are based 
could be conservative. However, as before, the strain permitted by 
the AUSTROAD subgrade criterion (Equation 4) for 740,000 EDA 
is closer to the measured strains, as shown in Figure 7. 

Similar results from a field study involving a privately owned 
sealed forestry road on the North Island of New Zealand were 
reported (5). In the field study, an instrumented thin-surfaced 
unbound granular pavement carried logging trucks with axle loads 
varying from 80 to 160 kN per axle. The strain responses were mea
sured using Bison strain sensors installed in the base course and 
subgrade. It was found that the strains induced in the subgrade were 
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FIGURE 6 Vertical compressive strain (lOE = 06) in sub
grade (top) and base course (bottom) under Stage 3 pavement. 

as much as four times the strains allowed by the subgrade strain 
criterion, but the pavement performance was acceptable (5). 

CONCLUSION 

CAPTIF was used to investigate the fundamental behavior of sub
grades and unbound granular pavements under various loading con
ditions. An electronic-based data-acquisition system for accurately 
measuring strains in unbound granular layers and subgrades has been 
developed and used successfully in a number of projects. Instead of 
relying on simplistic relationships between static axle loads and per
formance, fundamental pavement responses can be measured for 
input to pavement performance prediction models. Any procedures 
for determining load equivalency factors must also consider the type 
of pavement and the bearing capacity of the subgrade. 

With respect to pavement and subgrade response to loading and 
for the specific conditions of the investigation, the tire type 
(10.00R20 radial and 10.00X20 bias ply) had an insignificant 
effect, and the tire inflation pressure (between 550 and 825 kPa) had 
a minor effect. The vertical compressive strain in the subgrade and 
unbound granular layers of the pavement decreased slightly as the 
tire pressure increased. 

The magnitude of the vertical compressive strain in the subgrade 
increased initially, then remained relatively constant. The vertical 
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TABLE 4 Allowable Vertical Compressive Strain Models Compared with 
Actual Values 

Maximum Allowable Vertical Compressive 

Number of 
Strain (µm/m) in the Subgrade: 

Load New Zealand Actual 
Pavement Repetitions 

Shell" Primaryb Secondaryc Australiand (Nominal 
Number (EDA) Value) 
1· 3200000 
2' 740000 

•Equation (1) 
b Equation (2) 
c Equation (3) 
d Equation ( 4) 

660 

955 

670 800 1045 1200 
940 1115 1280 2800 

• 85 mm asphalt surface, 200 mm wtbound granular basecourse, silty clay subgrade CBR 13% 
r 25 mm asphalt sllrface, 13 5 mm unbound granular basecourse, silty clay subgrade CBR 10% 

compressive strain in the unbound base course aggregate tended to 
decrease slightly in magnitude under cumulative loading; the base 
course aggregate compacted under repetitive loading and reached a 
stable condition. The relationship between vertical compressive 
strains and the cumulative loadings became stable after the pave
ment was compacted under initial trafficking (in the absence of 
adverse environmental effects). 

The strain magnitudes measured are greater than the levels per
mitted by the four subgrade strain criteria evaluated; the criteria are 
intended to govern the allowable vertical compressive strain in the 
subgrade, to ultimately limit pavement rutting. The subgrade strain 

Vertical Compressive Strain (JOE-06) 
4000~~~~--=-~~~~~--=-~--'-~~--, 

•.,__Actual 

1000 

(1) Shell 
00P~+L0_4~~~~.E~+~0-5~~~~.~E~+0-6~~~~ ........... E+07 

Cumulative Loading Cycles (EDA) 

FIGURE 7 Comparison of four subgrade strain 
criteria governing rutting in flexible pavements. 

criteria are conservative, but the AUSTROADS criteria were the 
closest to the actual results. 
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Comparison of AASHTO and 
ROADHOG Flexible Pavement 
Overlay Design Procedures 

KEVIN D. HALL AND QUINTIN B. WATKINS 

A comparison of the ROADHOG and AASHTO (1993) overlay design 
procedures for conventional flexible pavements is presented. Both 
procedures use a structural deficiency approach to overlay design yet 
differ in the methods used to estimate the effective structural number of 
an existing pavement and to estimate the in situ subgrade resilient mod
ulus. Both methods use pavement surface deflections to backcalculate 
or estimate required design parameters. Specific comparisons include 
backcalculated subgrade resilient modulus, effective structural number, 
and recommended overlay thickness for a number of. conventional 
flexible pavement configurations. Pavement surface deflections are gen
erated using the ILLI-PAVE finite-element pavement model and the 
ELSYM5 elastic layer model. Pavement parameters varied to establish 
the deflection data base, including asphalt concrete surface thickness 
and resilient modulus, base course thickness and resilient modulus, and· 
subgrade resilient modulus. The comparisons show that the AASHTO 
overlay design procedure recommends thicker overlays than does the 
ROADHOG procedure for pavements overlying relatively stiff sub
grade soils. The difference in recommended overlay thickness is linked 
to differences in the estimates of both SN1, the structural number 
required to carry future traffic, and SNeffi the effective structural num
ber of the existing pavement. The two design procedures recommend 
similar overlay thicknesses for pavements overlying soils with rela
tively low resilient modulus values. The analyses also show that the 
backcalculated value of subgrade resilient modulus plays a larger role 
in determining the overlay thickness for the AASHTO procedure than 
for the ROADHOG procedure. 

The 1986 AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures (1) 
contains a framework for developing a structural overlay design 
procedure for flexible pavements but does not contain a complete 
design procedure. Subsequent development of AASHTO overlay 
design principles (2) resulted in the inclusion of a complete flexible 
pavement overlay design procedure in the 1993 AASHTO guide 
(3). The procedure contained in the 1993 guide is based somewhat 
on pavement surface deflections measured by a nondestructive test
ing device, such as the falling weight deflectometer (FWD) and 
elastic layer theory. 

ROADHOG is a deflection-based structural overlay design pro
cedure for flexible pavements developed in 1989 at the University 
of Arkansas for the Arkansas Highway and Transportation Depart
ment (AHTD) (4). AHTD designs new pavements using AASHTO 
procedures. ROADHOG was developed to be compatible with 
AHTD new-pavement design practices; thus, the structural pave
ment design concepts in ROADHOG are compatible with 
AASHTO flexible pavement design. ROADHOG was developed 
around the framework contained in the 1986 AASHTO guide but 
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differs in its approach to determining the structural number of the 
existing pavement and the in situ subgrade resilient modulus. 

This paper presents some results of a comparison between the 
flexible pavement overlay design procedures contained in the 1993 

. AASHTO guide and in ROADHOG. The overlay design parame
ters compared include the effective structural number of the exist
ing flexible pavement (SNeff), the resilient modulus of the roadbed 
soil (MR), and their respective effects on resulting overlay thickness. 
Surface deflection basins are generated using the ILLl-PA VE finite
element structural model (5) and the ELSYM5 elastic layer model 
(6). Deflection basins are generated for conventional flexible pave
ments [asphalt concrete (AC) surface, granular base,' subgrade] with 
varying AC and granular base layer thicknesses and resilient 
moduli, and varying subgrade moduli. 

FLEXIBLE OVERLAY DESIGN: 
STRUCTURAL DEFICIENCY APPROACH 

Both the AASHTO and ROADHOG procedures use a structural 
deficiency approach to flexible pavement overlay design. Before 
looking at comparisons of the two procedures, it is useful to briefly 
review the structural deficiency concept. 

AASHTO pavement design procedures use a structural number 
(SN) to express the structural capacity of a flexible pavement. The 
structural number of a pavement layer is determined by multiplying 
the thickness of the layer (d;) by a layer coefficient (a;), which is 
usually based on some measure of the layer material's strength or 
stiffness. The structural number of the pavement is determined by 
summing the individual SNs of the pavement layers, as shown in 
Equation 1. 

where 

SN = structural number of the pavement, 
a11 = layer coefficient of layer n, and 
d11 = thickness of layer n. 

(1) 

Within the structural deficiency approach, the structural capacity 
required of the overlay is equal to the difference between the total 
structural capacity required to carry future traffic and the structural 
capacity of the existing pavement. For flexible pavements, this 
concept is expressed in Equation 2. 

(2) 
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where 

SN01 = structural number required for the overlay, 
SN1 = structural number required to carry future traffic, and 

SNeff = effective structural number of the existing pavement. 

The thickness of the overlay is determined by rearranging the 
structural number equation (Equation 1) for a single layer. 

where 

d01 = thickness of overlay, 
SN01 = structural number of overlay, and 

a01 = layer coefficient of overlay material. 

(3) 

The major differences in design procedures fully using the struc
tural deficiency approach can be related to.the specific methods used 
to estimate the effective structural number of the existing pavement 
(SNe.u) and the specific methods used to determine the structurnl 
number required to carry future traffic (SN1). Both the ROADHOG 
and AASHTO procedures use the AASHTO new-pavement design 
method to determine SN1, differing only by the method used to 
estimate the resilient modulus of the roadbed soil. A comparison of 
the two procedures, then, focuses on the respective methods of 
estimating SNeff and MR. 

FLEXIBLE OVERLAY DESIGN: 
ROADHOG DESIGN PROCEDURE 

A complete description of the ROADHOG overlay design proce
dure is given elsewhere (7). The methods used by ROADHOG to 
estimate SNeff and MR are briefly described here. 

Determination of SNeff 

The methodology used in ROADHOG for estimating the effective 
structural number of a flexible pavement was developed (8). The 
methodology uses two pavement surface deflections: (a) the deflec
tion directly beneath the load, where it is assumed that the surface 
deflection is due to deflections within all paving layers and the 
sub grade, and (b) a deflection at some radial distance from the load 
(in the case of ROADHOG, a distance equal to the pavement thick
ness), where it is assumed that the surface deflection is due entirely 
to deflection within the subgrade. It was suggested that the differ
ence between these two deflections, termed "delta-D," could be 
used as a measure of pavement stiffness (8). AASHTO methodol
ogy assumes SNeff to be a function of the pavement stiffness; using 
this assumption, SNe.ucan be expressed in terms of delta-D. 

The SNe.uof a number of conventional flexible pavement config
urations to the d~flection difference delta-Dis given elsewhere (8). 
Deflection basins were generated using the ELSYM5 elastic layer 
model (8). SNe.uwas estimated using component analysis, in which 
each paving layer was assigned a typical layer coefficient based on 
its input elastic modulus, and the structural nuqiber calculated 
according to Equation 1. Figure 1 shows the relationship between 
SNeff and delta-D for various pavement thicknesses. Note the rela
tionship shown in Figure 1 is primarily a function of total pavement 
thickness; subgrade resilient modulus is not explicitly considered. 
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FIGURE 1 Delta-D/SNe// relationship used in 
ROADHOG (8). 

Determination of MR 

3 
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To calculate the SN required to carry future traffic (using AASHTO 
new pavement design procedures), an estimate must be provided of 
the roadbed soil (subgrade) resilient modulus. ROADHOG esti
mates MR using a single pavement surface defle.ction, measured at 
914 mm (36 in.) from the load. MR is calculated by regression equa
tions developed in a work by Elliott and Thompson from data gen
erated by the ILLI-PA VE finite-element model {9). For illustrative 
purposes, the regression equation used for conventional flexible 
pavements with more than a 76-mm (3-in.) AC surface is shown as 
Equation 4. 

ERi = 25.0 - 5.25 * D36 + 0.29 * m6 (4) 

where 

ER; is the breakpoint resilient modulus of the subgrade soil (ksi), 
and D36 is the pavement surface deflection at 36 in. (914 mm) from 
the load (mils). 

FLEXIBLE OVERLAY DESIGN: 
AASHTO PROCEDURE 

A complete description of the AASHTO flexible pavement overlay 
design procedure is found ih the 1993 AASHTO guide (3). Addi
tional information concerning the development of specific method
ologies used in the AASHTO procedure can be found elsewhere (2). 
The AASHTO methodologies used for estimating SNeff and MR are 
briefly described here. Because MR is used in the SNeff determina
tion, the procedure for estimating MR is discussed first. 

Determination of MR 

The procedure recommended by AASHTO for backcalculating the 
resilient modulus of the subgrade soil is based on a method pro
posed in a work by Ullidtz (JO). The concept includes two basic 
assumptions: (a) at some radial distance from the load, the pave
ment deflection measured at the surface is equal to the deflection at 
the top of the subgrade, and (b) as radial distance from a load 
increases, the approximation of a distributed load by a point load 
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improves. These two assumptions allow a deflection to be estimated 
by the Boussinesq equation for a one-layer system. After rearrang
ing the Boussinesq equation to solve for the elastic modulus and 
assuming a Poisson's ratio of 0.5 for the sub grade soil, the equation 
recommended in the 1993 AASHTO guide for estimating MR 
is obtained. 

0.24 * p MR= ---
d,r 

where 

MR = resilient modulus of subgrade soil, 
P = applied load, 
d, = deflection at radial distance r from load, and 
r =radial distance from load. 

(5) 

Equation 5 is recommended only for deflections measured at 
radial distances greater than 0.7 times the effective radius of the 
stress bulb at the subgrade-pavement interface (ae). 

Determination of SNeffs 

The AASHTO approach to determining the effective structural 
number of an existing pavement is based on the premise that the 
structural capacity of a pavement is implicitly related to the pave
ment's stiffness. The 1986 AASHTO guide (Appendix NN) uses 
this premise in developing an equal stiffness approach to determin
ing SNeff (11). The 1993 AASHTO guide follows a simplified ver
sion of this general approach. In the 1993 guide, SNeff is related to 
the total pavement thickness and the effective modulus of the total 
pavement structure. 

SNeff = 0.0045 * D * ~ (6) 

where 

SNeff = effective structural number of pavement, 
D =total pavement thickness (surface, base, subbase) (in.), and 

EP = effective modulus of pavement (psi). 

Equation 7 is used to estimate the pavement's effective modulus 
(Ep). The method for estimating EP is based on the Boussinesq 
deflection equation, with .subsequent development by Odemark and 
Barber. A complete description of the development of Equation 7 is 
given elsewhere (2). 

d0 = 1.5pa 

where 

d0 = maximum pavement surface deflection, 
p = load plate pressure, 
a = load plate radius, 

MR= resilient modulus of subgrade soil, 
D = total pavement thickness, and 
EP = effective pavement modulus. 

(7) 
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In the AASHTO method, the stiffness of the pavement (Ep) is a 
function of the stiffness of the subgrade (MR), the loading charac
teristics (plate radius and pressure), the thickness of the pavement 
(D), and the maximum surface deflection. With a known surface 
deflection, an iterative process is performed to find the pavement 
modulus. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Comparisons of the ROADHOG and AASHTO deflection-based 
overlay design procedures are performed using conventional flexi
ble pavement configurations. Table 1 shows the parameters varied 
to establish the deflection data base. Pavement surface deflection 
basins are generated using the ILLI-PAVE finite-element model 
and the ELSYM5 elastic layer model. In the ELSYM5 model, all 
materials (AC, base, subgrade) are considered to be linear elastic, 
using the resilient modulus values shown in Table 1. The granular 
base and subgrade soil were modeled in ILLI-PAVE as stress 
dependent materials, using parameters taken from studies by Elliott 
and Thompson (9). 

Overlay design factors directly compared include· MR and SNeff· 
A brief presentation of the comparison results for each of the fac
tors follows. The comparison of MR backcalculation procedures is 
demonstrated using the results from only one pavement configura
tion [102-mm (4-in.) AC, 203-mm (8-in.) granular base]; the results 
presented are typical of the results obtained from the other conven
tional flexible pavement sections tested. The comparison of SNeff 
algorithms is performed using a variety of ~onven~ional flexible 
pavement configurations. 

Figure 2 shows backcalculated values of subgrade resilient mod
ulus plotted versus input MR values. Equation 4 is used to estimate 
MR for the ROADHOG procedure, and Equation 5 is used for the 
AASHTO procedure. The points shown represent MR values back
calculated from deflection basins generated by the ILLI-PAVE and 
ELSYM5 models. 

The trends shown in Figure 2 are not surprising. Each back
calculation method provides relatively accurate estimates of MR for 
deflection basins generated by the model on which the method is 
based. The ROADHOG procedure accurately estimates MR for 
ILLI-PA VE-based deflections; Equation 4 (used in ROADHOG) 
is a regression equation developed from ILLI-PAVE-generated 
deflection data. The AASHTO procedure accurately estimates MR 
for ELSYM5-based (elastic layer) deflections; Equation 5 is devel
oped using elastic layer theory. Conversely, neither procedure 
estimates MR accurately using deflections generated by the nonbasis 
model. 

The points shown in Figure 2 raise the question of the accuracy 
with which each of the pavement models represents real-life pave
ments. Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the 
relative merits of the pavement models, it is worth noting that many 
researchers have recommended the use of stress-dependent models 
to represent unbound granular materials and subgrade soils (12). 
As used in this study, ILLI-PAVE models the nonlinear, stress
dependent behavior of paving materials and subgrade soils. 
ELSYM5 uses only linear elastic assumptions. Data generated from 
ILLI-PAVE are used for the comparisons that follow. 

Based on the results obtained using the ILLI-PAVE-generated 
deflection basins, the AASHTO backcalculation method overesti
mates the subgrade resilient modulus, compared to the method used 
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TABLE 1 Parameters Varied To Establish Deflection Data Base 

Layer Thickness 
Material Coeff (in) (mm) 

Asphalt Cone 0.44 2 51 
(surface) 4 102 

6 152 
8 203 

Crushed Stone 0.14 6 152 
(base #1) 8 203 

10 254 
12 305 

Gravel 0.12 6 152 
(base #2) 8 203 

10 254 
12 305 

Subgrade Soil 

in ROAD HOG. Because MR is used in the AASHTO effective struc.,. 
tural number estimation procedure, an error in MR may result in an 
error in SN,.n., directly affecting the resulting overlay thickness. 
Additional discussion of this point is provided in the comparison of 
SN,ff values. 

Subgrade resilient modulus is also used to determine SN1, the 
total structural number required to carry future traffic. SN1 is deter
mined in the AASHTO and ROADHOG procedures using 
AASHTO new-pavement design concepts. For new-pavement 
design, a design value of MR is needed. This design value should be 
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obtained in a manner consistent with the assumptions underlying 
the development of the AASHTO flexible pavement design equa
tion (3). The method ofbackcalculating MR used in the ROADHOG 
method was developed to be consistent with the original AASHO 
Road Test soil (7). However, MR values obtained using Equation 5 
must be adjusted to make the values consistent with the laboratory 
measured value used for the AASHO Road Test soil (2,3). For con
ventional AC-surfaced pavements,. the 1993 AASHTO guide rec
ommends the MR value obtained using Equation 5 be multiplied by 
a correction factor of 0.33 for use in design (3). 

• • 
• • ... 

NOTE: 1MPa=0.146 ksi 
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FIGURE 2 Comparison of backcalculated MR with MR values used in 
pavement models. 
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NOTE: 1 MPa = 0.145 ksi 
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FIGURE 3 Comparison of AASHTO design MR with MR used in 
ILLI-PAVE model. 

Figure 3 shows corrected design MR values (using a correction 
factor of 0.33) for the AASHTO procedure and MR values for the 
ROADHOG procedure plotted versus the input MR values for the 
ILLI-PAVE-generated deflection basins. At lower stiffness levels, 
the design AASHTO MR values reasonably reflect input values; 
however, the AASHTO method· (using C = 0.33) underestimates 
MR at higher stiffness levels. 

The AASHTO flexible pavement design equation is sensitive to 
MR, particularly for low MR values. Underestimating the design sub
grade resilient modulus has the general effect of increasing SN1, 

while overestimating MR generally decreases SNf' This is illustrated 
in Figure 4, which shows SN1 values determined in the AASHTO 
and ROADHOG procedures plotted against SN1 values calculated 
using the input MR values for ILLI-PAVE. 
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FIGURE 4 Comparison of SN1 from backcalculated MR 
with SN1 from input MR. 

Effective Structural Number 

To compare SNeff values obtained from the AASHTO and ROAD
HOG procedures, some standard must be established to serve as a 
basis for comparison. For this research, the standard of comparison 
is the SNeff value determined using component analysis (Equation 
1). For each generated deflection basin, all paving layer thicknesses 
and modulus values are known. Layer coefficients are assigned to 
each material based on the material's modulus value and the rela
tionships given in the 1993 AASHTO guide; layer coefficients used 
in this research are shown in Table 1. Two items regarding layer 
coefficients should be noted. The first is that layer coefficients used 
to determine the SN of the pavement section are selected with no 
consideration of material degradation-in other words, no reduced 
layer coefficients are used. The second item is that a single-layer 

· coefficient is used for the asphalt concrete surface. The variation in 
AC modulus shown in Table 1 is related to temperature. Both the 
AASHTO and ROADHOG procedures adjust deflection data to a 
single reference temperature [approximately 20°C (68°F)]. The AC 
layer coefficient used (0.44) is typical for asphalt concrete at the 
reference temperature. 

Figure 5 shows deflection-based SNeff values (AASHTO and 
ROADHOG) plotted versus component analysis-based values for 
an input subgrade modulus equal to 51.75 MPa (7500 psi). Because 
of the large number of data points, indi victual values are not plotted. 
Instead, SNe.udata are plotted as trends determined by linear regres
sion. The degree of fit as determined by the regression coefficient 
t2 is shown for each regression line. For pavement configurations 
with lower S~eff values both the AASHTO and ROAD HOG meth
ods adequately reflect component-based SNe.uvalues. At higher lev
els of SNeff• the AASHTO method underestimates the pavement's 
effective structural number relative to component-based values. 
Underestimating SNeff has the general effect of increasing overlay 
thickness. 

One item to consider in the comparison shown in Figure 5 is the role 
of the subgrade resilient modulus on SNeff values, particularly for 
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FIGURE 5 Comparison of ROAD HOG and AASHTO SN.11 with 
SN.11 from component analysis. 

AASHTO-based values. The ROAD HOG SN.ff algorithm is relatively 
independent of MR. In the AASHTO procedure, SN.ff and MR are inter
dependent (see Equation 7). To adequately compare SNe.ffprocedures, 
it is necessary to distinguish the effect of MR on the SN.ff estimate. 

Figure 6 shows AASHTO-based SN.ff trends for four input lev
els of subgrade modulus. The SNeff trends clearly reflect the effect 
of MR, particularly for higher component analysis-based values of 

SNeff· For any given component analysis-based SN.ff value (which 
denotes a single conventional flexible pavement configuration in 
this research), the AASHTO procedure estimates a range of SN.ff 
values, depending on the subgrade modulus used. It is apparent that 
the AASHTO SNeff determination procedure provides an estimate 
that reflects the structural capacity of the total pavement system 
(paving layers plus subgrade soil), not of the pavement layers alone. 
This violates the basic definition of the AASHTO structural num-

10 

9 

8 

Subgrade MR 
•82.8 MPa 

051.75 MPa 

ber in which SN is a function of the layer thicknesses and material 
properties (see Equation 1). For overlay design purposes, SN.ff 
should reflect only the structural capacity of the pavement layers. 
The effects of the sub grade will be reflected in the total SN required 
for the overlaid pavement. 

Another complication in the AASHTO system and its use of MR 

in determining SN.ff is that (for ILLI-PA VE-based deflections) the 
AASHTO procedure overestimates the subgrade modulus (Figures 
2 and 3). This may help provide an explanation for why AASHTO 
underestimates SNeff· For a given value of d0 (refer to Equation 7), 
extremely high values of MR (as seen in Figure 2) result in relatively 
low SNeff values. An oversimplified explanation suggests that the 
AASHTO procedure gives too much credit to the subgrade soil 
and therefore discounts the structural capacity of the pavement 
structure, resulting in lower SN.ff values. 
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SUMMARY 

The ultimate comparison between the two overlay design proce
dures is the recommended overlay thickness for a given pavement 
configuration and its associated deflection basin. _Figure 7 shows a 
comparison of overlay thickness as determined by the AASHTO 
and ROADHOG methods for various conventional flexible pave
ment configurations. The AASHTO procedure generally recom
mends thicker overlays than does the ROADHOG procedure for 
pavements over stiffer subgrade soils; for pavements over soils with 
lower MR values, the two procedures recommend similar overlay 
thicknesses. Overlay thickness is a direct function of SN01 • The 
factors affecting SN01 (and therefore overlay thickness) are SN1 and 
SNeff (Equation 2). 

It was established earlier that corrected design MR values used in 
the AASHTO method generally underestimate the subgrade resilient 
modulus compared with the backcalculated modulus values used in 
ROADHOG. With all other new-pavement design factors constant, 
the SN1 values determined by AASHTO are higher than those deter
mined by ROADHOG (Figure 4). Higher SN1 values will result in 
thicker overlays. It was also established that the AASHTO procedure 
generally underestimates SNeff relative to the ROADHOG proce
dure, particularly for those pavement configurations having higher 
component analysis-based SNeff values (Figure 5). Lower SNeff val
ues result in thicker overlays. The observed differences in recom
mended overlay thicknesses between AASHTO and ROADHOG 
can be traced, then, to both the SN1 and SNeff estimates. 

Because differences in the recommended overlay thickness exist, 
the question to be answered becomes, Which of the two over
lay design procedures produces a more correct or realistic overlay 
thickness? The two quantities identified as affecting the over
lay thickness are MR and SNeff· An independent basis of comparison 
is offered for each of these quantities: (a) the subgrade modulus val
ue input into the pavement models, used for comparing MR values 
backcalculated by each method, and (b) the component 
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analysis-based structural number for each pavement configuration, 
used for comparing SNeff values estimated by each method. In each 
case, the algorithms contained in the ROADHOG procedure pro
duce values that compare more favorably with the standards used. 

It becomes apparent through the analyses presented that the 
subgrade resilient modulus plays a crucial role in determining the 
overlay thickness, particularly in the AASHTO procedure. If stress
dependent, nonlinear material models, such as those used in ILLI
P A VE, produce more realistic pavement responses (e.g., surface 
deflections) than do linear elastic models, the apparent difficulty 
shown by the AASHTO procedure in estimating the subgrade 
modulus (particularly for stiffer subgrade soils) gives rise to con
cern about recommended overlay thicknesses. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the analyses presented in this paper, the following 
conclusions are offered: 

• For conventional flexible pavements overlying relatively stiff 
subgrades, the AASHTO overlay design procedure generally rec
ommends thicker AC overlays than does the ROADHOG pro
cedure. For pavements over subgrade soils with lower resilient 
modulus values, the two procedures recommend similar overlay 
thicknesses. 

• For pavement sections having higher component analysis-based 
effective structural numbers, the AASHTO procedure underestimates 
SNe.ffcompared with the ROADHOG procedure. 

• For higher values of subgrade resilient modulus, the AASHTO 
procedure generally overestimates SN1compared with the ROAD HOG 
procedure. 

• The interdependence of SNeff and MR in the AASHTO 
procedure makes the subgrade modulus the primary factor in deter
mining the required overlay thickness. 

NOTE: 1 MPa = 0.145 ksi 
1 mm = 0.03937 In 

Subgrade MR 
• 82.8 MPa 

.. 051.75MPa 

o 20.7 MPa 

• 6.9 MPa 

0 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360 400 

ROADHOG Overlay Thickness (mm) 

FIGURE 7 Comparison of AASHTO and ROADHOG recommended 
overlay analysis. 
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Inverted Flexible Pavement 
Response and Performance 

EROL TUTUMLUER AND RICHARD D. BARKSDALE 

An inverted section consists of an unstabilized crushed-stone base sand
wiched between a lower cement-stabilized layer and the upper asphalt 
concrete (AC) surfacing. Two inverted full-scale instrumented pave
ment sections were tested to rutting or fatigue failure in a laboratory 
facility. One inverted section had a 152-mm (6-in.) cement-stabilized 
crushed-stone subbase and the other a 152-mm (6-in.) cement-treated 
silty sand subbase. The inverted sections were loaded up to 4.4 million 
load repetitions at failure. A 28.9-kN (6,500-lb) uniform circular load
ing was applied to the surface and systematically moved to prevent a 
punching failure. The inverted sections exhibited better performance 
compared to conventional and full-depth AC sections also tested. The 
inverted sections had lower vertical stresses on the subgrade and lower 
resilient surface deflections than the other sections. The rigid cement
stabilized subbase was effective in bridging a weak subgrade. The 
inverted section made optimum use of the compressive characteristics 
of the unstabilized aggregate base where stresses were compressive. A 
nonlinear finite-element program, GT-PAVE, was used to calculate the 
resilient pavement response. GT-PAVE did a reasonable job of simul
taneously predicting the measured deformation and stress and strain 
response at six points in the different layers of the inverted sections. A 
sensitivity analysis indicates the use of a 152-mm (6-in.) unstabilized 
aggregate base and a 152- to 203-mm-thick (6- to 8-in.) cement
stabilized subbase to be an attractive inverted section design. 

Today, more than 3.5 million km (2.2 million mi) of paved roads 
exist in the United States of which 94 percent consist of flexible 
pavements (1). Most of these flexible pavements have unstabilized 
aggregate bases or subbases. To achieve maximum economy in a 
pavement section, each material, including the unstabilized aggre
gate base, should be located to take full advantage of its best engi
neering properties. An inverted section consists of unstabilized 
aggregate base sandwiched between a lower cement-stabilized sub
base and the upper asphalt concrete surfacing. An inverted section 
offers an interesting alternative to conventional flexible pavements 
with the inverted section making optimal use of the properties of 
each material. 

This paper describes the behavior of two full-size inverted sec
tions having (a) a cement-treated silty sand subbase and (b) a 
cement-stabilized aggregate subbase. These sections, as well as 
conventional ones, were constructed in the laboratory under care
fully controlled conditions and tested to failure under cyclic load
ing. Stresses, strains, and deflections were measured at a number of 
locations in the different layers of the sections. A nonlinear finite
element program, GT-PAVE, was used to calculate pavement 
response and compare the theoretical values with the observed 
deformations, stresses, and strains. Pavement performance of the 
inverted sections was also directly compared with conventional and 
full depth asphalt concrete (AC) sections. 

School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Georgia Institute of 
Technology, Atlanta, Ga. 30332. 

PREVIOUS STUDIES 

The performance of inverted highway test sections has been reported 
in works by Johnson (2), and McGhee (3). An inverted test section 
subjected to aircraft loadings was studied (4). These inverted sec
tions have all demonstrated good performance. On the basis of a 
5-year study, an inverted section was found to be the most effective 
design and to exhibit the lowest overall cost of the sections included 
in the study (3). The subbase was constructed by stabilizing a resid
ual micaceous silt and clayey silt sub grade with 10 percent cement 
by volume. 

North Carolina State University researchers have recently found 
that among 24 full-scale flexible pavements tested, inverted sections 
having cement stabilized subgrades performed the best. These sec
tions had unstabilized aggregate bases approximately 203 to 305 
mm thick (8 to 12 in.) overlain by a 178-mm (7-in.) thick soil
cement subbase. 

Asphalt concrete surface thicknesses of inverted sections have 
been relatively thin, varying from 38 to 76 mm (1.5 to 3 in.). The 
unstabilized aggregate base used in inverted sections has typically 
varied from 152 to 203 mm (6 to 8 in.) in thickness. A base having 
this range of thickness is relatively effective in eliminating or reduc
ing reflection cracking. The subbase of two inverted highway sec
tions (2,3) have both been 152 mm (6 in.) thick. The importance of 
using a high-quality cement-stabilized layer has been demonstrated 
through field performance (5). 

Inverted sections are attractive in areas of low rainfall where 
there is no potential problem of water being trapped in the base 
above the low-permeability cement-stabilized layer. The successful 
use of inverted sections in Virginia (3), which is in a high rainfall 
area, suggests water being trapped in the base may not be a signifi
cant problem. When water is of concern, a free-draining base with 
provision for positive water collection should be provided. 

The works of Maree et al. (6, 7) and that of O'Neil et al. (8) have 
shown that an unstabilized aggregate layer, when confined in an 
inverted section or a granular overlay, develops large elastic mod
uli as high as 689 MPa (100 ksi). Criteria to give optimum perfor
mance for the unstabilized aggregates used in inverted sections have 
been developed (9). It was also found that an unstabilized aggregate 
layer, when used in an overlay between the old pavement and the 
resurfacing, reduces reflection cracking, which substantiates earlier 
experience in Arkansas (8). 

The degree of saturation of an inverted section base has been 
found to increase because of cracks that form in the cement stabi
lized layer due to shrinkage or fatigue, or both (7,9). Rutting 
becomes greater and the elastic moduli decrease with the increase 
in base saturation. Even in wet conditions, a high-quality, well
constructed crushed-aggregate base, when used in an inverted sec
tion, is still quite resistant to rutting (7,9), with rutting in one 
instance observed to be one-half that of a conventional section (9). 
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

The aggregate gradations and material properties used in the 
inverted test sections are summarized in Table 1. A Georgia Depart
ment of Transporation (DOT) B-binder asphalt concrete was used 
for the AC surfacing. The asphalt cement used in the mix was an 
AC-20 viscosity grade. The unstabilized aggregate base course con
sisted of crushed granitic gneiss prepared by blending in a small 
0.096-m3 (l/8-yd3) Barber-Greene pugmill 20 percent by weight of 
No. 5 size aggregate, 25 percent of No. 57, and 55 percent of 
No. 81 Os. A low to moderate strength micaceous non plastic silty 
sand subgrade, classified as an AASHTO A-4 soil, was used 
beneath the inverted test sections. 

Equation 1 gives the observed resilient modulus variation as a 
function of bulk stress and deviator stress obtained from repeated 
load triaxial tests performed on the unstabilized aggregate base (10). 

(1) 

The foregoing resilient modulus model proposed in a work by Uzan 
(11) gives a much better fit of resilient modulus than does the more 
famHiar K-8 model. 

The nonlinear behavior of the silty sand subgrade was modeled 
using a bilinear approximation to give resilient modulus as a function 
of deviator stress (ad). The measured resilient modulus MR (12), when 
corrected for soil suction effects, was as follows: ad = 0, MR = 
241 325 kPa (35,000 psi); ad= 17.2 kPa (2.5 psi), MR= 40 681 kPa 
(5,900 psi), and ad= 68.9 kPa (10 psi), MR= 39 302 kPa (5,700 psi). 

INVERTED TEST SECTION CONSTRUCTION 

Pavement testing was conducted in a facility consisting of a 2.4-m 
(8-ft) by 36.6-m (12-ft) in plan and 1.5-m (5-ft)-deep test pit. Cyclic· 
load was applied by an air over oil pneumatic loading system 
attached to a heavy steel load frame. A 28.9-kN (6,500-lb) uniform 
dynamic load was applied to the surface of the test sections over a 
diameter of 231 mm (9 .1 in.). Twelve large-scale pavement test sec
tions were tested to evaluate pavement performance (12). Pave
ments tested in this facility consisted of two inverted sections, five 
conventional sections having crushed-stone bases, and five full
depth asphalt concrete sections (Table 2). 

The two inverted test sections (Section 11 and Section 12, Table 
2) consisted of 203 mm (8 in.) of unstabilized crushed-stone base 
sandwiched between 89 mm (3.5 in.) of asphalt concrete above and 
152 mm (6 in.) of cement stabilized material below. The silty sand 
subgrade beneath the cement-stabilized subbase was 1118 mm 
(44 in.) deep. A concrete slab was located beneath the subgrade. 

The silty sand subgrade was placed in 51-mm (2-in.) lifts up to a 
total thickness of 1 118 mm ( 44 in.) in the inverted sections. Each 
lift was compacted using a Wacker or a Jay 12 compactor to 98 per
cent of AASHTO T-99 standard proctor maximum dry density at a 
moisture content of 20.5 percent. A spring-loaded static penetrom
eter was used to ensure uniformity of the subgrade during con
struction. As-constructed density was determined using a thin wall 
drive tube sampler. 

The 152-mm-(6-in.) thick cement-stabilized subbase of the 
inverted sections was constructed on top of the subgrade followed 
by the placement of the crushed-stone base. Base and subbase layers 
were placed in approximately 51-mm (2-in.) lifts. Compaction of the 
subbase and base was achieved using five to seven passes of the Jay 
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12 vibrating plate compactor. The unstabilized aggregate bases were 
compacted to 100 percent of the AASHTO T-180 modified proctor 
maximum dry density. Nuclear density measurements revealed that 
because of the presence of the underlying rigid cement-stabilized 
subbase, the compaction density in the unstabilized aggregate base 
was 105 percent of the T-180 maximum dry density. 

The cement-stabilized layers were cured for 28 days. The 
B-binder asphalt concrete mix was then placed over the unstabilized 
base. The B-binder gives a strong asphalt concrete surface course to 
resist rutting in that layer under the heavy applied loading. 

INVERTED TEST SECTION RESULTS 

The full-scale laboratory tests conducted to failure permitted com
paring the performance of the inverted sections with the full-depth 
asphalt concrete sections and the conventional sections having 
relatively thick layers of unstabilized crushed aggregate base 
(Tables 2 and 3). Test results for the conventional aggregate base 
and full-depth asphalt concrete sections have been previously 
described, as well as the instrumentation and loading scheme used 
in the study (12,13). A fatigue failure of the test sections was con
sidered to occur when the surface cracks connected to form a grid
type pattern, usually over the loaded area. Only hairline cracks were 
allowed to develop. Before wider cracks formed, testing was termi
nated because of the large number of repetitions required to reach 
this state of deterioration. 

A maximum rut depth of 13 mm (0.5 in.) was considered to con
stitute a rutting failure. The maximum rut depth was determined by 
averaging the rut depths measured at completion of testing at the 
primary load position and at completion of testing at the sixth sec
ondary load position. The need for averaging the values of rutting 
was because of the varying amounts of creep and plastic flow of the 
asphalt concrete and base materials observed at the different load 
positions as the load was moved from one position to another. 

Overall, the two inverted sections performed the best of all the 
sections studied (Table 2). The cement-stabilized crushed-stone 
subbase inverted section (Section 12) failed in combined fatigue 
and rutting after 4.4 million load repetitions, making it clearly the 
strongest section. The cement-treated silty sand subbase inverted 
section (Section 11) withstood 3.6 million repetitions giving this 
section the next best performance. The two inverted sections also 
exhibited lower vertical stress on the subgrade and lower resilient 
surface displacements than the other sections (Table· 3). 

The cement-treated silty sand subbase inverted section appeared 
to perform slightly better than the conventional 305-mm (12-in.) 
thick crushed-stone base section (Section I), which failed at an esti
mated 3.5 million repetitions. Both sections had 89-mm (3.5-in.) 
AC surfacing. The inverted section, however, had a 203-mm (8-in.) 
crushed-stone base and 152-mm (6-in.) cement-treated subbase. 

The performance of one section compared to another section is 
directly dependent on the specific properties of each section. Rut
ting failure of the asphalt concrete section occurred, to a significant 
extent, within the asphalt concrete. The asphalt concrete, as placed 
in the test sections, met the specifications for a Georgia DOT mix. 
Better-performing AC mixes could probably have been identified 
and used. The results, however, show that when a high-quality 
unstabilized aggregate base is constructed over a properly prepared 
subgrade, both the properties and performance of the AC become 
important and can become the weak link in the design. 



TABLE 1 Aggregate Gradations and Material Properties Used In Flexible Pavement Test Sections<0 

Cumulative % Passing By Weight Maximum Opt. Water 
SIEVES 38mm 25mm 19mm 13mm lOmm 4.75mm 2.00 mm .425 mm 0.25mm 0.075 mm Density Content 

(1.5 in.) (1 in.) (3/4 in.) (1/2 in.) (3/8 in.) (No. 4) (No.10) (No.40) (No. 60) (No. 200) (kN/m"3) (%) 
AC Aggregate 
Gradation: (2) 100 100 100 86 75 51 36 18 14 7 22.9 -
Base Aggregate 
Gradations: 
No. 5 100 96 37 5 2 - - - - - - -
No. 57 100 98 82 43 20 3 - - - - - -
No. 810 (J) 100 100 100 100 100 77 56 27 19 8 - (5) -
Combined 100 99 83 67 61 43 31 15 10 4 21.5 5.7 
Subgrade 

16.5 <
4
> Gradation: 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 85 70 39 18.5 

CEMENT STABILIZED SUBBASE PROPERTIES : (5) 
A. Soil- Cement Subbase: 5% by weight of Type I Portland cement added to the silty sand subgrade. 16.8 18.0 

(Section 11) Average 28-day unconfined compressive strength= 1476 kPa. 
B. Aggregate - Cement Subbase: 4.5% by weight of Type I Portland cement added to the Combined base. (5) 

(Section 12) Average 28-day unconfined compressive strength= 7902 kPa. 21.7 6.0 

Notes: 1. 1 in. = 25.4 mm; 1 psi= 6.895 kPa; 1 lb= 4.448 kN 
2. The B-binder AC had a 5.2% optimum asphalt content, 4 % voids in the total mix, 

Marshall mix stability of 10.2 kN (2300 lbs.), and a flow value of 2.3 mm (9.0/100.0 in.) 
3. Maximum aggregate size= 38 mm 
4. Determined by AASHTO T-99 test method 
5. Determined by AASHTO T-180 test method 



TABLE 2 Geometry and Performance Summary of Pavement Test Sections 

Asphalt Crushed Repetitions 
Concrete Stone to Failure Comments 
Thickness Thickness Failure Mode 

(mm) (mm) 
CRUSHED STONE BASE 

89.0 305.0 3,000,000 Fatigue/ 
3,500,000 Rutting Tested to 2.4 million repetitions 

Failure Extrapolated 
89.0 203.0 1,000,000 Rutting 

FULL DEPTH ASPHALT 
229.0 None 10,000,000 Rutting Bad Asphalt: 

(25 mm) AC Content: 5.9 % 
Flow: 3.9 mm 

165.0 None 10,000 Rutting Stability: 8318 kN 
(25 mm) Dry Density: 22.8 kN/mA3 

UY.0 None uu,uuu Rutting Rutting ll A .uuua uy in AC 

165.0 None 440,000 Rutting Rutting Primarily in AC 

178.0 None 150,000 Rutting 
CRUSHED STONE BASE 

89.0 203.0 550,000 Rutting 

89.0 203.0 2,400,000 Fatigue Permanent Deformation: 7 mm 

89.0 203.0 2,900,000 Fatigue Permanent Deformation: 9 mm 
INVERTED SECTIONS 

89.0 203.0 3,600,000 Fatigue/ 152 mm Soil Cement Subbase 
Rutting 

89.0 203.0 4,400,000 Fatigue/ 152 mm Cement Stabilized 
Rutting Sub base 

Note: 1 in = 25.4 mm; 1 psi = 6.895 kPa; 1 lb = 4.448 kN 

TABLE 3 Detailed Summary of Resilient Test Section Response 

Horizontal Tensile Vertical Stress Vertical Strain Surface Deflection 
Strain (micro m/mm) (kPa) (micro m/mm) (mm) 

Section Bottom Bottom Top Top Top Bottom Top 254mm from 368 mm from 
AC Base Base Subgrade AC Base Base Sub grade 

CRUSHED STONE BASE 
1 0.465 0.597 - 23.4 - - - 1.700 
2 0.674 0.754 - - 11.000 21.300 - 13.100 

F1JLL DEPTH ASPHALT 
3 Premature Failure - Excessive Asphalt Content 
4 Premature Failure - Excessive Asphalt Content 
5 0.319 - - 60.0 0.850 - - 1.380 
6 0.460 - - 86.9 - - - 1.500 
7 0.410 - - 88.9 0.650 - - 2.200 

CRUSHED STONE BASE 
8 0.300 0.375 - 82.1 - 0.560 0.110 1.850 
9 0.280 1.080 62.0 76.5 - 0.560 0.340 1.750 
10 0.400 1.025 54.0 46.9 - 0.620 0.400 2.500 

INVERTED SECTION 
11 0.340 0.054 - 22.8 - 0.730 0.370 0.390 
12 0.260 0.022 - 23.4 - 0.760 0.420 0.340 

Note: "-" in a data field indicates data was not taken. 
1 in= 25.4 mm; 1 psi= 6.895 kPa 

Centerline Centerline 

0.76 0.38 
0.48 0.25 

0.30 0.18 
0.51 0.30 
0.48 0.33 

0.51 0.33 
0.56 0.33 
0.43 0.25 

0.18 0.08 
0.15 0.08 
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Horizontal Tensile Strain 

The resilient tensile strain occurring in the bottom of an AC surfac
ing, as shown by laboratory testing and field studies, is related to 
fatigue life of a flexible pavement. AC surface thickness was held 
constant in this study, although fatigue life decreases with increas
ing AC thickness for a given level of tensile strain. 

The cement-stabilized crushed-stone subbase section experi
enced a measured horizontal radial tensile strain of about 260 * 1 o-6 

mm/mm at the bottom of the AC surfacing. In contrast, the cement
treated silty sand subbase inverted section exhibited a larger hori
zontal tensile strain of about 340 * 1 o-6 mm/mm. The crushed-stone 
cement-stabilized subbase used in Section 12 was thus more effec
tive in reducing the tensile strain in the asphalt concrete than the less 
rigid, cement-treated subbase of Section 11. 

For comparison with the inverted sections, the tensile strains 
observed in the bottom of the AC surfacing of the conventional 
unstabilized aggregate base and full depth AC sections varied from 
280 * 10-6 to 674 * 10-6 mm/mm with the average measured value 
being 413 * 10-6 mm/mm. The tensile strain of 260 * 10-6 mm/mm 
observed in the cement-stabilized aggregate subbase inverted 
section was slightly less than the 280 * 1 o-6 mm/mm measured in 
the best performing noninverted section (Section 1). This finding is 
in agreement with the observed fatigue performance. 

In the inverted sections (Sections 11 and 12), the measured hori
zontal tensile strains between the crushed-stone base and the 
cement-treated layer were 54 * 10-6 and 22 * 10-6 mm/mm, respec
tively. These tensile strains were about 20 times smaller than the 
values measured in the conventional Sections 8, 9, and 10. These 
small observed strains in the inverted sections were due to the pres
ence of the very stiff subbase beneath the interface at which the 
strain was measured. The small tensile strains are compatible with 
the theoretical finding that the lower portion of the unstabilized 
aggregate base is in a compressive stress state compared to a tensile 
stress state for a conventional aggregate base section. Because of 
the compressive stress state, a higher resilient modulus exists in the 
base of an inverted section than in a conventional base section. 

Subgrade Stress 

The average measured vertical stress on top of the subgrade of the 
inverted sections was 22.8 kPa (3.3 psi) for Section 11 and 23.4 kPa 
(3.4 psi) for Section 12 after 3.6 and 4.4 million load repetitions, 
respectively (Table 3). These subgrade stresses were up to three 
times smaller than the vertical stresses measured for the conven
tional crushed-stone base sections (Sections 8 and 9) and for the 
fJll-depth AC sections (Sections 6 and 7). These small vertical sub
grade stresses in the inverted sections were caused by the rigid 
cement stabilized layer bridging the subgrade and greater depth. 
Section 1, which had the 305-mm (12-in.) thick unstabilized aggre
gate base and exhibited excellent performance, also had a measured 
vertical subgrade stress of 23.4 kPa (3.4 psi). 

Vertical Displacement 

Because a uniform load was applied to the surface using a flexible 
. water-filled bladder, surface deflection could not be measured 
beneath the load using externally mounted linear variable differen
tial transformers. The closest vertical resilient displacement to the 
centerline measured in the inverted sections was at a radial distance 
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of 254 mm (10 in.) away from the centerline. Vertical resilient 
deformations measured in the inverted sections at this location were 
quite small and varied from 0.15 to 0.18 mm (0.006 to 0.007 in.) 
(Table 3). These deflections were up to four times smaller than the 
0.3 to 0.76 mm (0.012 to 0.03 in.) measured at the same location in 
the conventional crushed-stone base sections and up to two times 
smaller than the 1.78 to 0.33 mm (0.07 to 0.013 in.) measured in the 
full-depth AC sections. 

The inverted sections, which had a very rigid cement-stabilized 
subbase, were also effective in reducing permanent deformation in 
the subgrade compared to the other test sections. For example, only 
about 12 percent of the total permanent deformation occurred in the 
subgrade of the inverted sections compared with 68 percent in the 
subgrade of the conventional aggregate base sections (Sections 9 
and 10). In the inverted sections, about 70 percent of the total per
manent deformation occurred in the thin 89-mm (3.5-in.) thick 
asphalt concrete layer. The remaining 18 percent developed mostly 
in the upper half of the unstabilized crushed-stone base. The small 
relative amount of rutting in the base was at least partly because of 
the very high density obtained in that layer as a result of the pres
ence of the rigid subbase on which the base was compacted. A high 
level of confinement provided by the rigid layer also accounts for 
some of the good performance of the crushed-stone base. Based on 
these findings, the inverted section is particularly attractive for use 
over a weak subgrade. 

PREDICTION OF INVERTED SECTION RESPONSE 

The recently developed nonlinear finite-element program GT-PAVE 
was used to predict the observed pavement resilient response 
(stresses, strains, and deformations) at different locations in the 
inverted sections (Table 3). Laboratory-evaluated material properties 
were used in the theoretical analysis except for the cement-stabilized 
subbase, which was estimated from correlations given in the litera
ture. After finding reasonably good agreement between the predicted 
and observed response values in the inverted sections, a sensitivity 
analysis was performed for selected inverted pavement geometries 
using materials similar to those in the full-scale test study. The sen
sitivity analysis permitted determining optimum geometries for 
inverted sections and extending, at least approximately, the test sec
tion results to other conditions. 

GT-PAVE Program Capabilities 

The GT-PA VE nonlinear computer program uses isoparametric 
eight-node quaddlateral elements to analyze a flexible pavement as 
an axisymmetric solid consisting of either linear or nonlinear elastic 
layers. In the nonlinear elastic layers, a variation in response of the 
pavement with stiffness occurs as a result of using stress-dependent 
resilient moduli obtained from the material characterization models. 
A nonlinear analysis is performed in two stages: first, the gravity 
and initial stresses are calculated using 5 load increments, and 
then the wheel load is applied in 10 load increments. The 
no-tension modification approach in a work by Zienkiewicz et al. 
(14) is used in the granular base when it goes into tension. 

Theoretical Analysis 

A 140-element, 475-node axisymmetric finite-element mesh was 
used to analyze both inverted sections as nonlinear elastic layered 
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systems (Figure 1). The subgrade and the unstabilized aggregate 
base were treated as nonlinear elastic materials, and the AC surfac
ing and cement-stabilized subbase were modeled as linear elastic 
materials. The base was also given cross-anisotropic material prop
erties. Use of an anisotropic characterization has been found to be 
necessary for correctly modeling the tension effect in the unstabi
lized granular bases (15). To model the tests, the wheel load was 
applied as a uniform pressure of 689 kPa (100 psi) over a circular 
area of radius 116 mm (4.55 in.) (Figure 1). A fixed boundary was 
assumed at the bottom of the 1118-mm (44-in.) thick subgrade 
where a concrete slab existed. 

Linear elastic moduli used to model the cement-treated subbase 
were estimated from both charts and empirical correlations obtained 
from several sources (16-20). Resilient moduli in these correlations 
were related to the unconfined compressive strength of laboratory 
specimens prepared from cement-treated materials used in this 
study. For the soil-cement sub base of Section 11, the elastic moduli 
ranged from 3.5 * 103 to 8.9 * 103 MPa (507 to 1,300 ksi). Similarly, 
for the cement-stabilized crushed-stone subbase of Section 12, 
the moduli ranged from 8.3 * 103 to 14.8 * 103 MPa (1,200 to 2,000 
ksi). After reviewing the variations in the moduli, a modulus of 
4.14 * 103 MPa (600 ksi) was assigned to the cement-treated silty 
sand subbase of Section 11, and 10.34 * 103 MPa ( 1,500 ksi) to the 
cement-stabilized crushed-stone subbase of Section 12. The Pois
son's ratio was assumed to be 0.2 for both sections (20). 

The resilient modulus of the AC layer was taken (based on 
previous studies) to be 1.72 * 106 kPa (250,000 psi) with a corre
sponding Poission's ratio of 0.35. To initiate the nonlinear analysis, 
initial estimates of the moduli must be input into the GT-PAVE pro
gram. The unstabilized crushed-stone bases were initially assigned 
vertical resilient moduli varying from 206,850 kPa (30 ksi) at the 
bottom to 413,700 kPa (60 ksi) at the top. The horizontal resilient 
moduli were taken to be 80 percent of the vertical moduli in the 
203-mm (8-in.) thick anisotropic base. Similarly, an assumed Pois
son's ratio of 0.43 in the vertical direction was reduced to 0.15 in 
the horizontal direction based on previous studies (15). After the 

I ••mm 

203 mm 

152 mm 

1118 mm 

1 in = 25.4 mm, 1 psi = 6.895 kPa 

FIGURE 1 Typical cross section of inverted sections. 
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first iteration of the first load increment, the material parameters of 
Uzan's model (Equation 1) were used for the nonlinear crushed
stone base. Material properties of the subgrade were modeled to be 
nonlinear isotropic as previously discussed, with a Poisson's ratio 
of 0.4. Initial moduli input to the program varied from 40 681 kPa 
(5900 psi) at the top to 103 425 kPa (15,000 psi) at the bottom of 
the subgrade. 

Table 4 compares the predicted GT-PAVE response variables 
with the measured ones. In general, finite-element predictions are in 
reasonably good agreement with the observed behavior of both 
inverted sections. Predicti_ons were, however, in better agreement 
with observed response for Section 11 than for Section 12. The value 
of the vertical strain on top of the subgrade (390 * 1 o-6 mm/mm) and 
the horizontal tensile strain at the bottom of the AC (340 * 10-6 

mm/mm) are essentially the same as the measured values in the 
cement-treated silty sand subbase (Section 11). In Section 12, the 
predicted value of the vertical stress on top of the subgrade [24.1 kPa 
(3.5 psi)] is in good agreement with the measured value of 23.4 kPa 
(3.4 psi). For this section, predicted tensile strain in the bottom of the 
AC was 340 * 1 o-6 mm/mm compared with a measured value of 
260 * 1 o-6 mm/mm, whic_h is still considered a reasonable predic
tion. Other predicted strains in this layer also differed from measured 
values in a similar manner. Strains in different layers are quite hard 
to predict with a high degree of accuracy. 

The predictions summarized in Table 4 tend to verify the ability 
of nonlinear, anisotropic finite-element models such as GT-PA VE, 
to reasonably accurately predict a large number of measured stress, 
strain, and deflection response variables simultaneously. Such 
predictions are hard to achieve and indicate the model used is 
reasonably valid. This cannot be said for models that are verified by 
predicting only one or perhaps two measured response variables. 

Figure 2 shows contours of horizontal radial stresses plotted on the 
top portion of the finite-element mesh for Section 12. The contours in 
Figure 2 show that the upper portion of the cement-treated subbase 
and almost all of the unstabilized crushed-stone base near the load are 
in horizontal compression. The bottom half of the subbase, as well as 
a thin layer on top of the subgrade, is in horizontal tension. 

As a result of placing the cement-stabilized layer beneath the 
aggregate base, primarily horizontal compressive stresses of mag
nitudes ranging from 0 to 110 kPa (0 to 16 psi) are developed in the 
unstabilized crushed-stone base. This aggregate base performed 
well in the laboratory tests as indicated by the low measured per
manent deformation (18 percent of total) and the high calculated 
values of resilient moduli (241 to 552 kPa; 35 to 80 ksi). Relatively 
high horizontal tensile stresses (up to 586 kPa; 85 psi under the load 
centerline) were predicted at the bottom of the stabilized sub base in 
Sections 11 and 12. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

A sensitivity analysis of inverted sections was performed using the 
GT-PAVE program for four different unstabilized aggregate base 
thicknesses varying from 76 to 406 mm (3 to 16 in.) and three dif
ferent cement-treated subbase thicknesses varying from 102 to 
254 mm (4 to 10 in.). The purpose of the sensitivity analysis was to 
find optimum design geometries for the inverted sections as defined 
by horizontal tensile strain in the bottom of the AC, vertical stress 
on the subgrade, and the tensile stress in the cement-stabilized sub
base. Levels of subbase stabilization comparable to Section 11 and 
12 were used corresponding to resilient moduli of 4.14 * 103 MPa 
(600 ksi) and 10.34 * 103 MPa (1,500 ksi), respectively. An impor-



TABLE 4 Comparison of Predicted and Measured Response Variables<•l 

TOP BOTTOM BOTTOM TOP BOTTOM SURFACE 
SUBGRADE SUB BASE BASE BASE AC DEFLECTION 

RESPONSE 
<lz Ez ER Ez ER Ez Ez ER Ez (2) 

Oc.L. 

(kPa) (~~) (~~) (~~) (~~) (~~) (~1~) (~~) (~~) 
MEASURED 
(Section 11) 22.8 0.390 - - 0.054 0.370 0.730 -0.340 -

PREDICTED 
(Section 11) 27.6 0.390 -0.079 0.045 0.051 0.317 1.050 -0.348 0.536 

MEASURED 
23.4 0.340 0.022 0.420 0.760 (Section 12) - - -0.260 -

PREDICTED 24.1 0.236 -0.046 0.025 0.035 0.362 1.047 -0.341 0.532 
(Section 12) 

Notes: 1. A "-" in data field indicates no data was taken 

2. Measured deflections at centerline Oc.L. are extrapolated 

3. Deflections measured at 254 mm and 368 mm radial distances away from centerline 

4. 1 in = 25.4 mm; 1 psi = 6.895 kPa 

C.Line I 

AC 

89 mm (3.5 in.) 

U nstabilized 

Aggregate 

Base 

203 mm (8 in.) 

Stabilized 

Subbase 

152 mm (6 in.) 

Subgrade 

0 

q = 689 kPa 

5 10 15 20 

Distance From Centerline, R (in.) 

(mm) 

0.48 

0.41 

0.41 

0.38 

SIGMAR: -30 -IO 0 10 30 50 (psi) 

Notes: 1. 1 in. = 25.4 mm; 1 psi= 6.895 kPa 

2. Tension is positive 

FIGURE 2 Variation of radial tensile stresses throughout unstabilized aggregate 
base and cement stabilized subbase in Section 12. 
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tant factor in achieving good performance of an inverted section is 
to provide a subbase having sufficient strength to prevent fatigue
and durability-related failures. 

The sensitivity analysis (Figure 3) indicates that increasing the 
thickness of the unstabilized aggregate base in the inverted sections 
causes an important increase in the horizontal strains at the bottom 
of the AC for stabilized sub base thicknesses of 102, 152, and 
254 mm ( 4, 6, and I 0 in.). Resilient surface deflections also increase 
with increasing base thickness although these results are not pre
sented. For a base thickness equal to or greater than 152 mm, only 
a very small reduction occurs in the vertical subgrade stress with 
increasing base thickness (Figure 4 ). Therefore, inverted pavements 
having a 152-mm to 203-mm (6- to 8-in.) thick unstabilized crushed
stone base and also a similar thickness of cement-stabilized subbase 
appear to be a practical, economical design that minimizes tensile 
strain in the AC and vertical stress on the subgrade. Base or subbase 
thicknesses less than 152 mm (6 in.) are considered impractical to 
construct. This finding is in general agreement with the full-scale 
field tests recently conducted by North Carolina DOT. 

Figure 5 shows the variation of horizontal radial tensile strain at 
the bottom of AC with increasing AC thicknesses for both inverted 
and conventional sections. The lower curve, which shows significant 
reductions in tensile strain compared to the conventional sections, is 
for inverted sections having a 152-mm (6-in.) thick base and 
subbase. For both sections, the horizontal radial tensile strain at the 
bottom of the AC decreases significantly with increasing AC thick
ness, suggesting the potential for improved fatigue life of the AC. 

The variation of the horizontal radial tensile stress at the bottom 
of the stabilized subbase beneath the center of the load is shown in 
Figure 6 as a function of subbase thicknesses. In both the low-and 
high-moduli subbase inverted sections, an important decrease in 
tensile stress occurs with increasing subbase thickness. Fatigue life 
of the cement-stabilized subbase can therefore be improved by 
increasing subbase thickness. 

E of Subbase = 4140 MPa 
AC Thickness = 89 mm 

. ,. ................... , 102 mm CSB 

152 mm CSB 

254 mm CSB 

200 ..,._-+--+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--1--l--t--t--t~ 
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 

Base Thickness (mm) 

I. CSB: Cement Stabilized Subbase 
I in = 25.4 nun 

FIGURE 3 Variation of horizontal tensile strain at 
bottom of AC with base thickness in Section 11. 
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FIGURE 4 Variation of vertical stress on subgrade with 
base thickness in Section 11. 
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The full-scale test results show that cement-stabilized inverted sec
tions having a subbase thickness of 152 to 203 mm (6 to 8 in.) can 
successfully withstand large numbers of heavy loadings better than 
both the conventional and full-depth AC sections used in this study. 
A full-depth AC section having better rut resistance would, of 

600 __..---.---...-----...--.--..----..--..-----.---...--___,..--..--__, 
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e 
~ 
;300 
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FIGURE 5 Variation of radial tensile strain at bottom of 
AC with AC thickness. 
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Note: 1 in = 25.4 mm, 1 psi =6.895 Kpa 

FIGURE 6 Variation of radial tensile stress beneath 
centerline at bottom of cement stabilized subbase with 
subbase thickness. 

course, perform better. The inverted sections also exhibit lower ver
tical stresses on the subgrade and lower resilient surface deflections 
than the other sections. The lower vertical stresses on the subgrade 
are caused primarily by the "beam" action of the stabilized subbase, 
which spreads the stress out. The significant reduction of vertical 
stress on the subgrade makes the use of an inverted section appeal
ing for construction over a weak subgrade. The high-quality 
cement-stabilized crushed-stone subbase inverted section had the 
lowest tensile strain in the bottom of the AC of all 12 test sections 
studied. The low tensile strain in the AC and low vertical subgrade 
stress help explain why this section performed best. 

Inverted sections make optimum use of the excellent compressive 
characteristics of unstabilized aggregate by placing it above the 
cement-stabilized layer where radial stresses are compressive. Better 
compaction of unstabilized materials placed over the stabilized lay
ers is achieved. As a result of better confinement and a higher level 
of compaction, permanent deformations in the base are small. Reflec
tion cracking is significantly reduced or eliminated since the cement
treated layer is placed deep in the section below the aggregate base. 

Pavement response predictions for the two inverted sections 
made at six locations were in reasonably good agreement with 
observed values. This finding indicates the GT-PAVE nonlinear, 
cross-anisotropic program and the material characterization models 
used were valid. The theoretical sensitivity analysis performed 
using these models indicate an optimum and economical inverted 
pavement design placed on a weak to moaerately strong subgrade 
would have an unstabilized aggregate base 152 mm (6 in.) thick and 
a 152-mm to 203-mm (6- to 8-in.) thick cement-stabilized subbase. 
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Sensitivity Analysis of Input Parameters 
for Pavement Design and Reliability 

BRIAN M. KILLINGSWORTH AND DANG. ZOLLINGER 

The reliability of a certain pavement design can be related directly to 
the variation of the input parameters and loading conditions the design 
process incorporates. To compare different designs using different 
materials that meet the same design criteria, it is important that the 
design process evaluate variability between designs in the same man
ner. It is under this premise that a rational, mechanistic pavement design 
process for different pavement types is required and hence introduced. 
These mechanistic pavement design approaches lend themselves well 
to probabilistic concepts, particularly in light of calibration procedures 
that can be used to significantly improve the accuracy of design results 
and desired levels of reliability. When design alternatives that evaluate 
reliability consistently are compared, it is important to know which 
variable inputs· have the most impact on the range of any given level of 
reliability. A sensitivity analysis can be useful in assessing the effect on 
any given input parameter on the resulting design (i.e., mean value and 
increase in distress for a given level of reliability). This type of exercise 
will identify design values that must be carefully selected and that can 
have a signifcant impact on the design result. This will ensure that 
consistent levels of reliability are maintained in the design process and 
that reasonable judgments will be made with respect to the most cost
effective pavements. 

The principal objective of any engineering design process is to pro
duce a system that performs its intended function in a clear, concise, 
and accurate manner. To achieve reliability in design, the design 
process must correctly address, identify, and account for appropri
ate areas of variability. Because there is uncertainty associated with 
any engineering design process, an appropriate measure of reliabil
ity can be based on probability. This statement is corroborated by 
Ang and Tang (1), who state: "consistent levels of ... reliability 
may be achieved if the criteria for design are based on such proba
bilistic measures of reliability." 

A standard engineering definition of reliability is "the probabil
ity of an object (item or system) performing its required function 
adequately for a specified period of time under stated conditions" 
(2). Four essential elements of this definition are further iden
tified, (2): 

I. Reliability is expressed as a probability. 
2. A quality of performance is expected. 
3. The performance of the object is expected for a period time. 
4. The object is expected to perform under specified conditions. 

To compare different designs using different materials that meet 
the same design· criteria, it is important that the design process 
evaluate variability between designs in the samer manner. This can 

B. M. Killingsworth, Brent Rauhut Engineering, Inc., 8240 North Mopac, 
Ste. 220, Austin, Tex. 78759. D. G. Zollinger, Texas A&M University, 
CEffTI Tower, Room 402D, College Station, Tex. 77843. 

be accomplished by consistently applying probabilistic concepts 
that will provide comparable levels of reliability in a format in 
which all design results are equitably accounted for in the system 
analysis. 

Reliability-based design. using probability concepts has been 
found to be useful in pavement design procedures. In the past, 
mechanistic design procedures were largely deterministic in that 
few design inputs were explicitly associated with a mean and a vari
ance. A concept that has outlived its usefulness is the inclusion of 
some associated variance by applying a factor of safety to certain 
design inputs. This approach can account for some of the variance, 
but such empirical modifications only result in overly confounded 
estimates of design reliability. Consequently, there is no way to rea
sonably assess what level of reliability is achieved by such a factor. 

It has been shown that the mechanistic pavement design approach 
lends itself well to probabilistic concepts, particularly in light of cal
ibration procedures that can be used to significantly improve the 
accuracy of design results and desired levels of reliability. Because 
of this particular feature, a calibrated mechanistic-empirical design 
process allows the same criteria to be applied in any region, with 
any soil and climate condition, in the design of a suitable pavement 
structure. In addition, pavement designs for different pavement 
types can be compared because a consistent approach to reliability 
can be applied to the two pavement types. 

Quantifying and analyzing variability of pavement materials 
and design inputs are fundamental concerns in developing a 
probabilistic-based design that evaluates reliability. 

Design reliability is an indelible aspect of the pavement design process 
and needs to be genuinely considered and weighted equally with other 
design factors included in the design procedure. Design reliability ... 
positively reinforces and enhances every component of a design pro
cedure in such a manner that the associated and inherent component 
variability is directly related to the overall probability of pavement 
failure. Design reliability is the key to realistically, mathematically, 
and logically accounting for the material and pavement design vari
abilities (3). 

Reliability is important in pavement design because of the variance 
or uncertainty involved in every facet of the pavement process. Fac
tors such as planning, design, construction, use, and maintenance 
are inherently variable in nature and affect the ability to predict 
what will happen. 

If uncertainty is correctly accounted for and design criteria and 
inputs are comparable, equitable pavement designs for different 
pavement types can be achieved and can provide a basis for life
cycle cost analysis. Mechanistic-empirical pavement design mod
els are tools by which this process can be accomplished on a total 
design systems basis. This type of approach can simultaneously 
consider paving materials, environment, and loading conditions, 
while also considering the associated variances for each. 
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FRAMEWORK FOR COMPARABLE 
PAVEMENT DESIGN 

Reliability in mechanistic design approaches is based on engineer
ing mechanics and probability theory formulated so that character
istic distribution parameters can be calibrated with information 
available in field and performance data bases. However, these 
parameters also are a function of an individual site or a regional 
characteristic that not only calibrates the mean level of distress but 
also the variance associated with the distress. The calibration 
process, therefore, fine tunes the reliability factors that are associ
ated with the distress distributions and that can characterize the vari
ability of unaccountable influences such as environment, material, 
and traffic effects (4). 

Design factors usually incorporated in mechanistic designs 
include design life, environment, traffic prediction and loading, 
subgrade strength, and paving material characterization. If pave
ment designs are developed under the same premise and design 
reliability is applied identically, the designs can be considered 
consistent and can provide a basis for determining the most cost
effective pavement structure. 

The following section describes one form of inputs and models 
that can be considered for each pavement type when developing the 
analytical framework for a mechanistic-empirical design procedure 
for pavements. Development of a flexible pavement design system 
is summarized in a Texas Transportation Institute (TTI) research 
report (5) that explains the theory behind a flexible pavement design 
program. Readers are encouraged to refer to this report for infor
mation and details not covered in this paper. 

With the advent of high-speed personal computers, intricate 
mechanistic and empirical design models for various distresses can 
be incorporated into a single design framework that takes a systems 
approach to design and considers multiple modes of failure. Com
puter design algorithms, developed for different pavement types, 
that (a) consider appropriate design inputs and (b) incorporate 
design reliability consistently can be used as input to determine the 
most cost-effective pavement structure. Two pavement design 
frameworks that meet these criteria will demonstrate how the design 
of two pavement types-flexible and rigid-can be compared (5,6). 
The flexible pavement design procedure considers the following 
failure modes: 

• Fatigue cracking (square meters per I 000 m2 of pavement), 
• Rutting, and 
• Serviceability or roughness in terms of the present serviceabil

ity index (PSI). 

The rigid pavement design procedure considers these failure 
conditions: 

• Fatigue cracking (percent midslab cracks), 
• Faulting (millimeters on the joint), 
• Spalling (number of spalls/per km), and 
• Serviceability or roughness in terms of PSI. 

The cracking models for these pavement types incorporate relia
bility concepts using Miner's hypothesis (7) to accumulate fatigue 
damage to predict the mean level of pavement cracking under load 
and environment stresses. The mechanistic, load-induced cracking 
model for the flexible pavement system requires the following 
general inputs: 
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• Specific traffic loading, 
• Resilient moduli of pavement materials, 
• Fatigue law of asphalt materials, and 
• Variances of resilient moduli, layer thicknesses, and fatigue 

law parameters. 

The mechanistic, load-induced cracking model for the rigid pave
ment system requires the following inputs: 

• Specific traffic loading, 
• Modulus of rupture for the concrete, 
• Subgrade strength, 
• Layer thicknesses, 
• Joint spacing, 
• Fatigue law of the portland cement concrete mixture, and 
• Associated variances of some of the listed variables. 

The fatigue life of both pavement types is calculated in terms of 
the total number ofload reptitions to failure, denoted N1. The allow
able loads to failure in asphalt pavements is a function of the 
maximum tensile stress at the bottom of the asphalt layer, and in 
concrete pavements it is a function of the total edge stress developed 
in the pavement slab. The form of the fatigue law used to predict 
fatigue cracking life in the flexible design program (8) is: 

where: 

E, = maximum tensile strain at bottom of asphalt layer, 
E = resilient modulus (stiffness) of asphalt layer, and 
k; =parameters of fatigue law (k; = k, or k2; i = 1, 2, or 3). 

(1) 

The form of the fatigue law used to predict fatigue cracking in the 
rigid pavement design program (9) is: 

where 

CTtot = total pavement stress (combination of CTwis and CTELs), 

CTw1s = wheel load stress, 
CTELs = environmental load stress, 
MR = modulus of rupture for concrete, and 

k; =parameters of fatigue law. 

(2) 

The Miner law of cumulative damage has been adopted by both 
pavement design procedures to accumulate damage due to load and 
environmental effects. The general form of the law is 

(3) 

where 

Dj =relative accumulated damage caused to surface layer 
during} periods, 

n; = actual number of traffic repetitions applied to pavement 
during period i, and 

N1; = total number of traffic repetitions that can be applied to 
pavement during period i. 
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If traffic repetitions are in terms of axle load groups, damage can 
be accumulated over the summation of the load groups as well as 
over the period. Damage can be accumulated over the summation 
of a thermal gradient if one is used for curl analysis in the concrete 
pavement system. 

The variance of damage (D) is calculated using Cornell's 
first-order,. second-moment method based on the variabilities of 
the pertinent inputs for both pavement design processes. The 
computations assume that the mean values of Dj for the different 
periods are additive. This is equivalent to the assumption that 
the different damage accumulation periods are independent of each 
other. 

After the expected (or mean) value and variance of the damage 
function are computed, the percent of cracked area or slabs cracked 
is computed as the probability that the damage function reaches or 
surpasses a critical value, which is normally assumed to be I. This 
is shown by the following: 

(4) 

where 

o/oC = percent cracking, which can be converted into cracked 
area by multiplying by 10 for asphalt pavements or the 
percentage of slabs cracked in concrete pavements; 

Dj = computed accumulated damage; and 
De= critical damage level, normally equal to 1 according to 

Miner's hypothesis. 

DEVELOPMENT OF STRESS-STRAIN 
CALCULATION MODELS 

The fatigue life analysis for flexible and rigid pavement structures 
depends on the pavements' capability to sustain repeated loading 
for a specified period of time. As mentioned previously, this is the 
maximum tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer for flexi
ble pavements and the total stress on the edge of the concrete slab 
for rigid pavements. 

The tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt layer is expressed 
in a precise form based on analysis using the BISAR (10) program 
to develop regression algorithms for the data. The strain was com
puted for a dual wheel with a contact area radius equal to 114.3 mm 
and a center-to-center distance between wheels equal to 343 mm. 
The BISAR program was used to calculate the strains at two points 
in the upper layer and second layer, if one is present, of the pave
ment structure: under one wheel of the dual and between the wheels. 
The radial and tengential strains were computed for specific ranges 
of pavement layer thicknesses and moduli. The maximum strain 
between the radial and tangential strains was chosen for the regres
sion analysis, which usually turns out to be the tangential strain. The 
regression algorithms developed from the BISAR output were used 
to adjust the wheel load strain calculated by the WESLA Y model 
for different soil conditions and to adjust layer moduli as input by 
the design engineer. 

The tensile strain at the bottom of the asphalt concrete layer is 
expressed as a Langrangian interpolation polynomial as follows: 

E E(X') rnin+d E E(xk) I 
_.1_s - = L l;(xk) _sg_,_ 

p i=rnin p X1 
k =I= l (5) 

where 

rnin+d 

II (xk - xJ) 
l;(xk) = 

j=rnin (x7 - xJ) 
ft= I 

and 

i = min, min + 1, . .. , min + d (min = l); 
d = degree of polynomial; 

Esg = subgrade elastic modulus; 
P = applied pressure; 
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xk = variables that equal ratios of layer thicknesses to contact 
area and layer moduli to subgrade modulus; and 

E(x) = tensile strain at bottom of asphalt layer. 

The TTI report (5) explains the process for the final strain calcu
lation by stating that Equation 5 

... is an n'h degree Langrangian interpolating polynomial which estab
lishes the value of E,g!P for all values within the allowable ranges 
of the layer thicknesses and modulus of elasticity. The tensile strain for 
a given pavement structure is interpolated over min + d values of 
strain associated with a single variable xf in which the values of the x1 

variables are held constant at each strain. 

The report (5) continues by stating that Equation 5 

is repetitively solved for each combination of xk variables in accor
dance to the pavement structure and layer moduli. Following this 
process, the design program develops a smaller table of strain values 
generated from interpolation over the layer thickness and layer mod
uli. The final strain value is determined when all the variables (r) for 
a given pavement structure have been accounted for in the interpola
tion process. The interpolation polynomial is regenerated for each new 
pavement structure or when the pavement structure is modified. 

The total edge stress calculated for a specified concrete pavement 
structure is based on the summation of the wheel load stress, curl 
stress, and stress due to erosion beneath the slab. Wheel load stress 
is calculated by regression equations developed from numerous Illi
Slab (11) runs. Each regression equation is in the form of 

where 

d
. . . . + f <:T wls • h2 

s = 1mens10n stress m 1orm o ·p 

<:Twis = wheel load stress; 
h = slab thickness; 
P = wheel load; 
e = radius of relative stiffness, which is equal to 

4 

Ee = elastic modulus of concrete slab; 
v = Poisson's ratio for concrete slab; and 

ksg = foundation modulus of subgrate reaction. 

(6) 

The regression equations developed for dimensionless stress are 
affected by three design factors input by the design engineer: the 
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degree of bond between the subbase and the surface slab, the shoul
der type used in the design, and the axle configuration. An equation 
in the form of Equation 6 has been developed for every combina
tion of these design factors. 

Because all design factors are directly or indirectly predeter
mined from model inputs, the wheel load stress can be determined 
by rearranging the dimensionless stress equation to (J 2) 

p. s 
(Jwls =---,;:;---- (7) 

Curl stress is calculated by considering the temperature dif
ferential that occurs within the slab due to daytime heating 
and nighttime cooling. The initial curl stress is calculated by West
ergaard's analysis, and the stress is then corrected for slab length 
by the inclusion of a coefficient that considers the effect of 
L!C. The following formulas mathematically describe total curl 

stress (J 3): 

where 

<Jo= 

and 

2 cos A. cosh A. 
C1 = 1 - sin 2A. + sinh 2A. . (tan A. + tanh A.) 

where 

L 
x. = ev's 

where 

CJcurl = curl stress corrected for curvature, 
<Jo = Westergaard's uncorrected curl stress, 
c1 = curl correction for Ul, 
a = coefficient of thermal contraction/expansion 

(8) 

D.t = temperature differential between top and bottom of slab, 
and 

L = slab length. 

The passing of axle loads over a concrete slab may sometimes 
cause erosion, which is the loss of underside slab support. Erosion 
can have a substantial effect on the total stress that develops on the 
slab edge. Erosion in the rigid pavement design program is incor
porrited by multiplying the total stress by an erosion factor, which 
is equal to 1 if there is no erosion, or a factor greater than 1 when 
erosion occurs. The erosion factor is based on the following 
equation: 

~ = 1.000 + 0.109 · ( pf ) + 0.034 · ( pf t (9) 

where ~ is the correction for erosion, arid Psis the rate of erosion. 
The total stress can now be shown mathematically (J 4) as 

(10) 
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where a is a curl correction factor introduced to allow combination 
of the wls and the curl stress (14). However, it was set equal to 1 for 
this analysis because of favorable comparisons to other calculated 
total pavement stresses. 

The methods described herein predict a single value for fatigue 
life in terms of NJ· This does not mean, however, that only one value 
of NJ exists for each specific pavement structure. Instead, NJ is prob
abilistically distributed. Because NJ is probabilistic, there exists for 
each pavement an expected value of NJ and an associated variance 
that describes the distribution NJ will follow. The variation affili
ated with NJ results from the fact that the values used to calculate NJ 
are not exact values but are distributed over a range of values. As 
noted previously, most distribution parameters can be calibrated 
with field data. NJ is a parameter that fits into this category; 
however, NJ is sensitive to each specific pavement site, and the 
calibration can be different depending on the site. 

LOAD-INDUCED CRACKING SUBSYSTEM 
FOR ASPHALT CONCRETE PAVEMENTS 

As noted previously, the mean area of cracking is based on the dam
age function that relates allowable traffic to the tensile strain at the 
bottom of the asphalt layer. The cracked area is obtained from Equa
tion 4, which states that the cracked area is given by the probability 
that the damage reaches or exceeds a value of 1. If a normal distri-. 
bution for damage is assumed, the probability can be found from the 
following: 

(11) 

where 

D1 = I n/NJ;, damage function accumulated up to the }th period; 
n1 = number of 18 Kip SAL repetitions during period i (ESAL;); 

NJ; = fatigue number of 18 Kip SAL repetitions that material can 
withstand to failure, given by Equation 1; 

t = dummy variable of integration; and 
<Jj = standard deviation of damage function.; 

By using Cornell's first-order, second-order moment theory, the 
average damage function and its variance can be determined for the 
damage function. The TTI report assumes that the periods are inde
pendent one of the other, and thus the covariance terms in Equation 
14 are nil (5). The mean damage or the expected value then can be 
computed using 

(12) 

and the variance from 

(13) 

where 

where Pki is the correlation coefficient between Xk and X1• 
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The variables denoted Xk are all the variables of which '1D; is a 
function, with the exception of n; (or the load repetitions), because 
the variance of the cracked area with respect to traffic is calculated 
separately from the variance of the cracked area because of pave
ment material parameters. Therefore, the computed cracked area as 
explained by the TTI report will be the area which corresponds to a 
given number of load repetitions (5). The derivative of '1D; with 
respect to Xk can then be shown as 

(15) 

showing E; and N1; as 

E· = _}!_ · F 
' Esg 

where Fis a function of layer thicknesses and moduli, and k; is para
meter of fatigue law. 

The derivatives then can be shown by the following expressions: 

aUJ 1 
dk = -- LnlO 

I N1; 
(16) 

l = 1, 2, 3 

a(;J . I k, p aF I k, 
---·-·-·-----o 

dE1 - Nfi E; E }g a(_§_) Nfi E mt 

Esg 
l = l,_2, 3;m = 1 or2 

where Om1 is Kronecker's Delta. 
The derivatives of Fare calculated by the Langrangian interpo

lation regression equations that are discussed in the TTI report and 
shown by Equation 5 in this paper. 
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In the TTI report it is stated that by knowing the average value 
of the damage Dj and its variance at the end of the periodj, the aver
age cracked area for a given number of repetitions can be com
puted (5). 

Variance of Cracked Area with Respect 
to Number of Repetitions 

The determination of the variance of the cracked area for the 
flexible pavement design system is divided into two components: 
(a) the variance with respect to the number of load applications up 
to and including the present period and (b) the variance with 
respect to the pavement parameters. The TTI report proceeds 
through the derivation of the variance of the cracked area with 
respect to the number of load applications by expressing the 
cracked area as 

C = -- - exp - - -- dt 1000 f00 

1 [ 1 ( t-Dj )] 
\!'2; I (jj 2 (jj 

(17) 

The variance of cracking due to the variability iri the number of load 
repetitions is shown by using the Taylor series approximation. 

(ac )2 
Var(C) = dN IN · Var(N) (18) 

where 

and the variance is expressed as 

j [ (:) ]2 j 
aj =a= I I _Ji_ IXk · Var(Xk) · n7 =I c;n7 

i=I k dXk i=I 

The TTI report continues with the rest of the derivation by the 
following equations and using the transformation 

t-D --=T 
(j 

with the limits 

dt = adT 

t = 00 T= oo 

t = 1 
1 -D 

T= T1 =-a--

This gives the error function 

(19) 

Then taking the derivative with respect to load repetitions gives 

dC I 000 f 00 ( 1 ) dT 
dN = \12; T1 -Texp -2 T2 dN dT (20) 
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Using these above definitions, 

aT = _ l_ aD _;_ L au = - DN _;_ T. SN 
aN u aN u aN · 

aD j 1 ani -=I - -=u·DN 
aN i=I Nfi aN 

1 j ani 
-Icn--=u·SN 
u i=t , , aN 

j 

N= N1 =I ni 
i=l 

where N is N1, the number of load repetitions (ESALs) accumulated 
during j periods. 

Substituting aT Equation (20) gives 
aN 

ac 1 ooo J = ( I ') - = -- (DN · T + SN· T 2) exp - - T- dT 
aN v'2; r 1 2 

This function is integrated by parts to give 

ac 1000 ( 1 ) aN = y'2; (DN + SN · T1) exp - 2 Tf + SN · C 

an. 
The TTI report details the derivative-' as shown in these defini

aN 
tions as evaluated from the traffic growth as follows (Figure 1 ): 

an} (BL-AL) 
an} ay - 20 - (y.i - Y.i-1) 

a~ aN1 AL+ (BL-AL) . 
ay 20 Y1 

. (21) 

AL 
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The report also discusses how the variance of traffic affects the 
variance of the cracked area, 

Since the cracked area increases sharply with the number of repetitions 
after cracking has initiated, the Var[C] with respect to N may be very 
large. The flexible pavement design model implements a Var[log N] = 
0.0355. After transformation, one gets Var[N] = 0.1882 (or a standard 
deviation of 0.43N). 

The variance of N is due to the variation of several factors such as 
design ADT, the percent of trucks in the traffic mix, axle load equiv
alency factors, and the distribution of the axle loads. Variation in ADT 
may be considered to be a between project variation and should not be 
included in the Var[N] term. However, the remaining factors do have 
a contribution to within project variation and should be included in the 
Var[N] (5). 

Variance of Cracked Area with 
Respect to Pavement Parameters 

The second portion of the variance of the cracked area deals with 
the pavement parameters. The initial portion of the derivation is 
similar to that shown in the derivation of the variance of the cracked 
area with respect to the number of load applications. The variance 
of the cracked area with respect to the pavement parameters is 
shown mathematically as the following: 

+ (I I ac I xk uxk ac I XeUXe) PH 
e k axk ax, 

(22) 

k*-f 

By taking the derivative of Equation 19 with respect to the pave
ment parameters, the following is obtained: 

ac _ 1000 J= T ( i r2) ar - - - exp - - - dT 
dxk y'2; r, 2 dxk 

OL-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--L.~~~~.....i 

0 Y (Years) 20 

FIGURE 1 Traffic characterization in flexible pavement design system. 
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with 

By following the same steps as before, the following is obtained: 

ac = lOOO f00 

(DD· T + DS · T 2) exp (- l_ T 2) dT 
OXk \,12;" Ti . 2 

Integration by parts gives 

ac 
axk 

Recalling the damage function 

j 

"" n; D=L-
i=I Nfi 

(23) 

the variance of the damage with respect to the pavement parameters 
can be obtained as 

r (a {-1} )2 1 j Nft 
u 2 = L L axlx Var(Xe) ny 

i=I e e e 

{ ("{_L} ) 1 00" 1 j Nft -
(T axk 2u2 ;~' ~2· ~lx1 

( a'(-' ) ) } Nfi - -
. axk axe I xk, Xe Var(Xe)n 7 (24) 

The determination of u is explained in the TTI report by the 
following statements: 

It seems that the variance of C is due to two causes: (a) the varia
tion of D with respect to the value of one (shifting of the density 
distribution curve), and (b) the variation of CT (flatness of the bell shape 
of the curve). The contribution of CT is very complex to evaluate because 
it involves the evaluation of mixed derivatives. Therefore, the term with 
CT was dropped, assuming that its contribution is negligible (5). 

Substituting Equations 23 and 24 into 22 and assuming the 
contribution of u is negligible, 

j 106 1 { [ 1 ( 1 - D )
2

]

2

} Var(C) = L - 2 exp -2 --.-' 
t= I 21T (T CT, 

(25) 
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The variance of cracking with respect to pavement parameters and the 
variance of cracking with respect to number of repetitions is combined 
into an overall variance of cracking (Var[C]) leading to the deter
mination of the level of cracking corresponding to various levels of 
reliability ... (5). 

LOAD-INDUCED CRACKING SUBSYSTEM FOR 
PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE PAVEMENTS 

The development of a fatigue crack in a conc.rete slab can be 
defined as the probability that the accumulated fatigue damage 
exceeds a critical level of fatigue damage (De= 1), as stated previ
ously. Hence, the variance of cracking and mean level of cracking 
are related to variance and mean level of fatigue damage, as is the 
case with the asphalt concrete system. Accordingly, the percent 
mean cracking level is the probability that some critical level of 
damage has been surpassed, as shown by Equation 4. 

The average damage function and its variance are computed in 
the same manner as in the asphalt concrete system in that Cornell's 
first-order, second-moment method is used and the assumptions are 
identical. The variance of damage is computed using the following 
equations: 

Var(D;) = L Var(AD;) 

( 
oAD )

2 

Var(AD;) = L --' Var(Xk) axk 

where i corresponds to each time period. 
The variance of the incremental damage for the asphalt 

concrete system is shown by Equation 14, and the only changes 
that would occur for the portland cement concrete (PCC) system 
are the variables Xb which are involved with the computation of 
AD;. The fatigue law for the PCC system is stated in Equation 2. 
Equation 10 shows that the total stress is an accumulation of 
the wheel load stress, curl stress, and stress induced from the loss 
of underside support. Accordingly, the percentage of midslab 
cracks computed will be a direct function of the number of load 
repetitions to which the pavement is subjected. The derivative of 
AD; with respect to Xk is given by Equation (15) and is the same 
for the PCC pavement design system as it is for the asphalt 
concrete pavement design system. The respective PCC pave
ment derivatives of ll(N1) with respect to Xk are given as the 
following: 

8Mr 
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where Xk = h, ks
8

, E0 v, and a. The derivatives oa/oXk equal the 
following: 

(26) 

where the derivatives of 0J310Xk can be developed from the equa
tions given previously. 

Field data for damage suggest that their density function almost 
matches the Weibull distribution. Therefore, in the concrete pave
ment design procedure, the general form of damage distribution (or 
probability density function) can be approximated by 

~ ( D· )13-1 [ ( D· )13] pdf(D;) = a ci- exp - ci- for D; >Vs 

where 

Vs= 0 for damage calculations, 
D; = accumulated fatigue damage up to period i, and 

~'a = shape and scale parameters for the Weibull distribution, 
respectively. 

If~= (D;la and d~ = 1/a are substituted with ~13 = v and~~ 1- 1 = 
dv, 

pdf(D;) = ~ ~ 13- i es 13 

The probability that the accumulated damage (D;) is less than the 
critical damage (DJ is 

DC 

prob (D; < De) = f f(D;) dD; 
0 

= {c e-v dv 
0 

with Ve = ~~ = ( ~c Y and the previous substitutions. However, 

recall that 

%C =prob (D; >De) 

Therefore, 

%C = 100 - 100 Ive e-v dv = lOO 
eve 

0 

(27) 

The variance of cracking can be developed from Equa
tion 28 and comprises the same two components as shown in 
the asphaltic concrete system: (a) variance of cracking due to vari
ance in material parameters (Xk) and (b) variance of cracking due to 
variance in traffic (N). Mathematically, the total variance is 
expressed as 

Var(C) = Var(C)xk + Var(C)N 
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Variance of Cracking Due to Material Parameters 

The material parameters (Xk) affecting the variance of slab crack
ing are identified as pavement thickness (h), subgrade k value (ks8 ), 

concrete modulus of elasticity (Ee), concrete modulus of rupture 
(Mr), Poisson ratio (v), and the fatigue parameters k1 and k2• 

Another term that can be included but is not a material property is 
the radius of the load area (a). The variance of cracking due to the 
material parameters is 

(28) 

where pk, is the correlation coefficient between Xk and X1• 

The partial differentiation of cracking with respect to material 
parameters, Xb ( { ()C}/ { dXd) is determinated by differentiating 
Equation 27: 

which can be further reduced to 

e ( dD·) Ive = -100 · - · --' v' e-v dv 
a axk 0 

Therefore 

~ - 1 
where r = ---

~ 

The derivative of cracking with respect to the material 
parameters can be substituted in Equation 28 to obtain the var
iance of cracking due to the material parameters. Note the fol
lowing deriyatives for damage with respect to the pavement 

parameters: 

(29) 

The derivatives of Equation 29 are shown previously in this 

section. 
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Variance of Cracking Due to Traffic 

The variance of cracking due to traffic (N) is expressed as the 
following: 

Var(C)N = { ~~ I ,\T Var(N) 

which is the same for asphalt concrete pavements. By using the 
probability density function for the Weibull distribution to express 
the percent of midslab cracks from Equation 27, the derivative 
'&Cl'&N can be evaluated as 

'&v ~ [ ~; ]13-i 
where '&N = ..... ..... 

and 

'&D; _ ~ 1 '&n; ___ L __ _ 
'&N i=I N1 '&N 

'&D; 

'&N 

The derivative '&D;l'&N is evaluated from the traffic growth, and 
the derivative '&n;l'&N is the same as in Equation 21 for the asphalt 
concrete pavements. Substituting and completing the integration for 
the evaluation of '&Cl'&N results in the following equation: 

'&C P '&D· - p '&D· - = 100. - e-"c r--' = -c- r --' 
'&N ex v c '&N ex v c '&N 

where 

P = Weibull distribution shape parameter, 
ex = Weibull distribution scale parameter, 
vc = (DJex)l3, and De is a calibration term and equals 1 for these 

purposes, and 
r = CP - l)lp. 

Therefore, the derivatives for cracking with respect to the material 
parameters and with respect to traffic as well as the variance for 
each of the material parameters (by assuming a coefficient of vari
ation for each parameter) have been defined. However, the variance 
due to traffic is yet to be determined. 

The variance of traffic, or Var(N), is influenced by sev
eral factors previously discussed in the asphalt concrete pave
ments section on the variance of cracking due to traffic. These 
factors include, but are not exclusive to, the distribution of axle 
loads, axle equivalency factors, and the percentage of trucks in 
the design traffic. Design traffic repetitions do not necessarily have 
to be in terms of equivalent loads, ESALs, to compute appro
priate distress, but can be expressed in terms of axle load groups 
as an alternative. The design engineer will determine which 
method is most appropriate for the project design. With the 
.availability of high-speed personal computers, this type of traffic 
expression can be achieved without increasing computing time 
excessively. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF SELECTED DESIGN 
INPUTS FOR TWO KENTUCKY PAVEMENTS 
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When comparing design alternatives that evaluate reliability con
sistently, it is important to know which variable inputs have the 
most impact on the range of any given level of reliability. This 
stems from the notion that errors that do occur in the assessment of 
design reliablity can manifest themselves in two ways: (a) an incor
rect prediction of the mean level of distress and (b) an incorrect pre
diction of the increase in the amount of distress for a given level of 
design reliability. If, for any reason, one or both of these incorrect 
predictions occur in the design process, a biased prediction of pave
ment life and reliability will cause one pavement type to have an 
advantage over or to be at a disadvantage to the other in terms of 
life-cycle cost predictions. A consistent comparison between the 
two designs, therefore, cannot be achieved. 

A sensitivity analysis can be useful in assessing how any given 
input parameter affects the resulting design (i.e., mean value and the 
increase in distress for a given level of reliability). This type of exer
cise will identify design values that must be carefully selected and 
that can have a significant impact on the design result. In addition, 
the exercise will ensure that consistent levels ofreliability are main
tained in the design process and that reasonable judgments will be 
made with respect to the most cost-effective pavement. 

Two pavements in Kentucky with different design criteria have 
been chosen as an example. A sensitivity study is concluded on var
ious design inputs to determine which inputs have the greatest effect 
on the prediction of design life. A sensitivity study is conducted by 
varying the chosen design inputs by plus and minus the assigned 
coefficients of variation from the mean level of the design inputs. 
The design inputs used in the sensitivity study of these two pave
ments are the sub grade strength with a coefficient of variation of 30 
percent, the traffic level in ESALs per year with a coefficient of 
variation of 20 percent, the surface layer modulus with a coefficient 
of variation of 20 percent, and the input surface thickness with a 
coefficient of variation of 10 percent. Change in the value of the 
coefficient of variation for a design variable does not necessarily 
have a significant effect on the overall calculated variance. There
fore, if a coefficient is assumed for a design value that is not known, 
the effect on the calculated variance should not be significant. 

Pavement site A has a relatively weak subgrade (41,370 Kilo
pascals) and low traffic (3 million ESALs). Its design includes a 
granular base layer in both pavement systems. The sensitivity 
analysis for the flexible pavement indicated that as subgrade 
strength was varied by its coefficient of variation, a substantial per
cent change in thickness occurred (Figure 2). The percent change in 
thickness as traffic varied was slightly smaller but followed the 
same pattern. The pattern reversed somewhat for the surface mod
ulus and surface thickness but stayed consistent. As surface thick
ness varied, the percent change was measured in allowable traffic. 
This analysis indicates that with low traffic and a weak subgrade, 
the flexible pavement design is moderately sensitive to changes in 
subgrade modulus, allowable traffic, and surface modulus; how
ever, it is much less sensitive to changes in surface thickness. 

The sensitivity analysis for the portland cement concrete pave
ment indicates that as subgrade modulus varied by its coefficient of 
variation, no difference was measured in the required thickness, and 
essentially the same was indicated as traffic varied by its coefficient 
(Figure 3). As the PCC surface modulus varied, some change in sur
face thickness was indicated; however as the surface thickness var
ied by its coefficient of variation, there was considerable change in 
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FIGURE 2 Percent change from mean input for asphalt concrete design, pavement site A. 

the allowable traffic. This indicates that at lower traffic levels and 
subgrade strength, concrete pavements cannot be sensitive to sub
grade modulus and allowable traffic, but are sensitive to the input 
surface thickness. 

The sensitivity analysis for pavement site B, which consisted of 
a high traffic level (88 million ESALs) and a moderately strong sub
grade (113,767 Kilopascals), generally followed the same type of 
trends as pavement site A for both pavement types. 
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For this design, the flexible pavement seemed to be less 
sensitive to variations in subgrade modulus, traffic, and surface 
modulus and more sensitive to variations in surface thickness (Fig
ure 4). This indicates that as required thickness and allowable traf
fic increase, other design parameters become less of a factor. 

The analysis of the PCC design for higher traffic indicates that 
all design parameters are somewhat sensitive to variations in their 
design values (Figure 5). The large differences between pavement 
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FIGURE 3 Percent change from mean input for PCC design, pavement site A. 
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FIGURE 4 Percent change from mean input for asphalt concrete design, pavement site B. 

sites A and B occurred as traffic and surface thickness varied. This 
indicates that as required thickness and allowable traffic increase, 
the rigid pavement design system becomes more sensitive to 
changes in subgrade modulus and input traffic and considerably less 
sensitive to variations in surface thickness. The two rigid pavement 
designs have approximately the same sensitivity to variations in sur
face modulus. 

The conclusions that can be drawn from this sensitivity analysis 
follow: 
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• As traffic level and subgrade modulus differ, design parame
ter sensitivity changes in both pavement types, but to a lesser extent 
in PCC pavements. 

• The trends in percent change for the flexible pavement design 
as predicted by the previously described design process are consis
tent with other studies on design parameter sensitivity. 

• The trends in percent change for the rigid pavement design 
indicate that PCC pavements are not sensitive to small changes in 
subgrade strength or levels of traffic. · 

Sub. Mod. Traff Surf Mod. Surf Thick. 

I• +COV Em -COV I 
FIGURE 5 Percent change from mean input for PCC design, pavement site B. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The inclusion of reliability in pavement designs, or in any design of 
this type, is an important and required step to ensure safety and 
quality, while meeting economic considerations. Therefore, the 
design reliability must be quantifiable and based on proven mathe
matical concepts and statistics. Mechanistic/empirical pavement 
designs are tools with which sound reliability-based designs can be 
accomplished. One such approach that addresses many of the chal
lenges facing pavement designers today has been presented. A 
rational attempt was made at applying reliability concepts consis
tently to designs of differing pavement types so that a fair and equi
table judgment can be made between designs on a life-cycle cost 
basis. 

Although many challenges have been addressed, there are still 
hurdles to overcome with these types of designs. One hurdle exists 
in the assignment of coefficients of variation to design inputs. Cur
rently, there are limited data available for quantification of varia
tions associated with construction activities, environment, traffic 
loadings, and materials testing. Therefore, previous experience, 
along with the available data, is used to assign coefficients of vari
ation, which immediately introduces a possible bias when attempt
ing to compare pavement designs. 

A second challenge to overcome relates to the comparison 
between pavement types when designs have been completed. Every 
attempt was made to apply design concepts consistently between 
pavement types; however, no two pavement designs will be alike 
because of inherent differences in theory. For example, How is a 
designer to know whether the estimates of serviceability between 
two pavement types have equivalent variabilities? An even more 
complicated question arises: How is a designer to know whether the 
estimates of variability of rutting for the flexible pavement design 
are the same as estimates of variability of faulting and other dis
tresses for the rigid pavement design? This question, which presents 
a very complex issue, currently has no answer. 

Another bias along these same lines that can be introduced is in 
the assignment of failure criteria for condition measurements. 
Again, How is the design engineer supposed to know that the pre
dicted performance between two pavement designs is equivalent? 
For example, if the flexible pavement design fails in rutting, which 
is specified at Y2 in., and the rigid pavement design fails in fatigue 
cracking, which is specified at 20 percent failed slabs, how does the 
design engineer know that the predicted performance between the 
two pavement types is equivalent? 

Even with these shortcomings, the mechanistic/empirical pave
ment designs introduced in this paper are a positive step toward 
improving today's pavement designs. With the help of personal 
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computers and climatic effects models, mechanistic/empirical 
designs that incorporate consistent approaches to design reliability 
should produce suitable pavement systems for both pavement types, 
and reasonable judgments that show appropriate sensitivity to typ
ical variations in pavement design parameters can be made. 
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Assessment of Computer Programs for 
Analysis of Flexible Pavement Structure 

DAR-HAO CHEN, MUSHARRAF ZAMAN, JOAKIM LAGUROS, AND ALAN SOLTANI 

Five computer programs were reviewed and evaluated to establish the 
most appropriate one for routine pavement structural analysis, includ
ing two 2-D axisymmetric finite-element programs (ILLI-PAVE and 
MICH-PAVE), one 3-D finite-element program (ABAQUS), and two 
multilayered elastic-based programs (DAMA and KENLA YER). The 
most commonly used criteria for pavement design-the maximum sur
face deflection, tensile (radial) strain at the bottom of the asphalt con
crete (AC) layer, and compressive strain at the top of subgrade-were 
used as the basis for selection. The effects due to treatment of dual
wheel and single-wheel loading and idealization of linear and nonlinear 
on pavement structure responses were also investigated. For linear and 
nonlinear analyses, only DAMA and MICH-PAVE satisfy the natural 
boundary conditions in which the vertical stresses equal the imposed 
contact pressure of 689 kPa (100 psi). For linear analysis, MICH-PAVE 
gives the intermediate maximum surface deflection, compressive strain, 
and tensile strain; for nonlinear analysis, DAMA yields the intermedi
ate maximum surface deflection, compressive strain, and tensile strain. 
The natural boundary condition is also satisfied in DAMA, and dual
wheel loading can also be considered in computations. The results from 
ABAQUS yield the lowest tensile strain compared with other programs. 
The stress-dependant behavior of the material within each layer can be 
represented using MICH-PAVE and DAMA only when the thickness of 
the AC layer (hi) is about 22.86 cm (9 in.) or more. The difference 
between dual-wheel and single-wheel loading is more prominent when 
h 1 is thin (with a maximum difference of 40.5 percent when hl is 
7 .62 cm). This suggests that DAMA is probably the most appropriate 
computer program, among the five computer programs investigated, to 
use for routine structural analyses of flexible pavements. 

More and more flexible pavement designs are being based on a 
mechanistic approach. In a mechanistic design procedure, a struc
tural analysis tool or computer program is required to predict the 
stress-strain and displacement response of pavements. A number of 
computer programs based on the Finite-Element (FE) or the multi
layered elasticity (MLE) method have been developed and used for 
structural analysis of flexible pavement (J-5). Overall, the MLE
based procedures are more widely used (6) because of their 
simplicity, but they may suffer from the inability to evaluate the 
stress-dependant behavior of soil and granular materials and may 
yield tensile stresses in granular material, which do not occur in the 
field. In this study, the pavement system is considered a three-layer 
system, including the subgrade, granular base, and surface asphalt 
concrete (AC). It is well known that a comprehensive analysis of 
flexible pavements should include the stress-dependant behavior of 
granular base course and the cohesive subgrade, the geostatic force 

D.-H. Chen, Texas Department of Transportation, 125 E. 11th Street and 
Bull Creek Road, Suite 37, Austin, Tex. 78701. M. Zaman, J. Laguros, and 
A. Soltani, School of Engineering and Environmental Science, University 
of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla. 73019. 

of the pavement itself (gravity load), finite width of the AC pave
ment, multiple wheel loading at any location of the given domain 
being analyzed, and partial bonding between the AC and the gran
ular layer. However, none of the structural models or computer pro
grams is capable of incorporating all these parameters in analysis 
simultaneously. Also, the results may vary among analysts because 
of the assumptions made in each procedure and the different input 
assigned by individual analysts. Thus, selection of an appropriate 
computer program for structural analysis of flexible pavements is a 
challenge for the pavement engineers. A number of structural analy
sis programs are available, namely, ILLI-PAVE, MICH-PAVE, 
DAMA, KENLA YER, ABAQUS, CHEVRON, BISAR, ELSYM5, 
VESYS, and WESLEA (6). Of these, the first five programs have 
been selected to understand better the accuracy and consistency of 
the structural responses and the results relative to comparison are 
presented in this paper. 

ILLI-PAVE (5) developed at the University of Illinois and 
MICH-PAVE (3) developed at the Michigan State University are 
the. two FE computer programs devoted to the structural analysis of 
flexible pavements capable of accounting for stress-dependant char
acterization of granular materials and subgrade soils through an iter
ative scheme. These two programs consider the pavement as an 
axisymmetric solid of revolution and divide it into a number of 
finite elements, each as a section of concentric rings. The computer 
program DAMA (2) was developed at the University of Maryland 
and was used to obtain the structural design charts included in the 
ninth edition of the Asphalt Institute's MS-1 manual. The nonlinear 
characterization of granular materials in DAMA was achieved by 
using an approximate equation that was obtained from a multiple 
regression analysis. The computer program KENLAYER (4) was 
developed at the University of Kentucky for flexible pavement 
design and analysis, and and it can be applied to a multilayered sys
tem under stationary or moving multiple wheel loads with each 
pavement layer being either linear elastic, nonlinear elastic, or vis
coelastic. ABAQUS, a 3-D finite-element program, has been used 
successfully in structural analysis of pavement (7) and was used in 
this study to compare and verify its results with those from the 2-D 
FE programs (ILLI-PAVE and MICH-PAVE) and those from the 
MLE programs. 

OBJECTIVE 

The main objective of this study was to identify and select the most 
appropriate computer program for the routine structural analysis of 
flexible pavements. The maximum surface deflection, tensile 
(radial) strain at the bottom of the AC layer, and compressive strain 
at the top of sub grade are the most commonly used criteria for pave-
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ment design (4,6,8) and were used in this study as the basis for 
selecting the most appropriate computer program. The specific tasks 
of the study were to: 

1. Investigate the differences between linear and nonlinear (i.e., the 
stress-dependant behavior of soil and granular materials) analyses; 

2. Investigate the effect of dual-wheel and single-wheel loading 
on the structural response of pavements (maximum surface deflec
tion, tensile or radial and compressive strains); and 

3. Identify a computer program that is most applicable for analy
sis of flexible pavements, including the influence of such factors as 
dual-wheel or single-wheel loading and of stress dependency of the 
associated materials. 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS INVESTIGATED 

ILLI-PAVE and MICH-PAVE 

In general, the FE methods-based procedures can analyze the non
linear pavement· systems more realistically than other structural 
models by considering the variation of modulus within each layer 
( 4). The stress-dependant properties in the form of resilient modu
lus (RM) and the failure criteria for granular materials and fine
grained soils were incorporated in ILLI-PA VE (5) and MICH
PA VE (3). The principal stresses in the granular and subgrade 
layers are modified at the end of each iteration in a way whereby 
they do not exceed the strength of the materials, as defined by the 
Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope. However, the validity of this 
method for modifying the principal stresses to satisfy the Mohr
Coulomb failure criterion is questionable (4). Because the stresses 
in one element are adjusted in this algorithm, they must be redis
tributed to the adjoining elements. Thus, the adjusted stresses in 
each element without considering the overall equilibrium do not 
appear to be theoretically correct (4). Another limitation of ILLI
PA VE and MICH-PAVE is the representation of wheel loading by 
a single interior circular area in which dual-wheel and edge loading 
cannot be taken into account. Although the actual contact area is 
not circular, the circular loaded area was assumed to enable the 
axisymmetric idealization in ILLI-PAVE and MICH-PAVE. 

ILLI-PAVE and MICH-PAVE use the same method to character
ize granular materials and fine-grained soils and the same Mohr
Coulomb failure criterion to adjust the state of stresses. A major dif
ference between ILLI-PAVE and MICH-PAVE is that MICH-PAVE 
uses a flexible boundary at a limited depth beneath the subgrade 
instead of a rigid boundary at a greater depth (50 times the radius of 
the applied load) below the sub grade. The flexible boundary, which 
accounts for displacements that occur beneath it, enable·s the bottom 
boundary to be placed at any depth below which displacements and 
stresses are of no interest. The use of the flexible boundary greatly 
reduces the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) required and thus 
reduces the computation time. The half-space below the flexible 
boundary is assumed to be homogeneous and linear elastic. To 
account for the coupling between the flexible boundary and the finite 
elements, the stiffness matrix of the half-space, which corresponds to 
the DOF along the boundary, is obtained from the inverse of the flex
ibility matrix because of its simplicity (3). The radial boundaries of 
ILLI-PAVE and MICH-PAVE are located at a distance of 12 times 
and 10 times the radius of the applied load, respectively. 
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Nonlinear Analysis in MICH-PAVE and ILLI-PAVE 

To determine the stresses, strains, and deflections in the pavement 
system, it is necessary to have a proper constitutive model· to 
address the stress-dependant behavior of granular materials and the 
subgrade soils. The stress-depend.ant characteristics of untre~ted 
granular materfals in Equation 1 is most commonly used by 
researchers (4,9-12), and it is used in MICH-PAVE and ILLI
PA VE. However, it should be noted that one drawback of this 
model is that the stress path is limited in which the material con
stants were derived through laboratory compressive stress tests that 
do not cover an adequate range of stress paths encountered in the 
field. Brown and Pappin (13) also reported that the K-0 model in 
Equation 1 has been found to fit the.laboratory shear strain data 
well, but it does not handle the volumetric strains properly. 

(1) 

where K1 and K2 are two material constants determined from labo
ratory testing. The ranges of K1 and K2 are well documented (JI, 12). 
The model is also discussed in the report byLaguros et al.. (9), who 
investigated six types of aggregates by using the testing procedures 
T294-92I and T292-9ll suggested by AASHTO in 1991 (14) and 
1992 (15), respectively. 

For a cohesive subgrade soil, the RM is expressed through a 
bilinear relationship, as given in Equations 2 and 3. 

(2) 

(3) 

in which Ki. K 2 , K 3 , and K 4 are material constants. 

Abaqus 

ABAQUS, a 3-D FE program (1), has been used successfully in 
structural analysis of pavement (7) and was used here to provide a 
more realistic representation of a pavement system and to verify the 
FE programs based on an axisymnietric idealization and the MLE
based programs. An attempt was made to find the difference 
between the results obtained from the 3-D analysis and those from 
2-D FE and MLE programs and to investigate whether the 3-D FE 
analyses are necessary or even beneficial in the routine design. The 
3-D infinite element was used in the vertical direction to reduce the 
number of elements required in the idealization and thus reduce the 
computation time. The infinite element was located 152.4 cm below 
the pavement surface. An example of the mesh used in this study is 
shown in Figure 1. The mesh presented in Figure 1 has 3,825 nodes 
and 3,072 elements. The computing time was approximately 1 to 
2 hr for a VAX 6520-VMX machine at the University of Oklahoma, 
not including preparation of input data. In the present study, the 
geostatic forces due to self-weight were considered and the mater
ial models for the granular base and the subgrade layer were 
assumed to be linear elastic. Also, the equivalent area concept was 
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Section 

Plan 

FIGURE 1 Typical FE mesh for ABAQUS. 

used to obtain the rectangular loaded area for ABAQUS. For exam
ple, a 40.45-kN single loaded radius of 13.589 cm, with a 689-kPa 
contact pressure, is equivalent to the rectangular loaded area of 
29.03 X 20 cm having the same contact pressure of 689 kPa. 

MLE Model 

MLE- and FE-based models are used extensively in flexible pave
ment analysis procedures. Overall, the MLE-based procedures are 
more widely used (6). The historical development and general 
description of various MLEs can be found elsewhere (3,8). How
ever, in general, the MLE programs have the following drawbacks: 

• They could not model the nonlinear resilient behavior of 
granular and cohesive soils in a realistic manner. 

• The layers are in full contact. 
• They may yield tensile stresses in a granular material, which 

do not occur in the field. 
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DAMA 

The computer program DAMA (2) was developed at the University 
of Maryland for developing the structural design charts used in the 
ninth edition of the Asphalt Institute's MS-I manual (16). DAMA 
is an elastic-layered pavement analysis program that can be used to 
analyze a multilayered elastic pavement structure by cumulative 
damage techniques induced by single- or dual-wheel loading. 

Nonlinear Analysis in DAMA 

In DAMA, the subgrade and AC layers are considered linear elas
tic and the untreated granular base nonlinear elastic. Considering 
the subgrade a linear elastic material is a reasonable approximation 
because the variation of modulus from the change of subgrade 
stresses is usually small and a reasonable subgrade modulus can be 
assumed. Instead of using a more accurate method of iterations to 
determine the RM of the granular layer, the following predictive 
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TABLE 1 Case Study 

RM Values hl=3" hl=6" hl=9" 

RMI =250 ksi Case I Case 2 Case 3 

RMI =500 ksi Case4 Case 5 Case 6 

RMI =750 ksi Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 

inch = " = 2.54 cm 

equation based on multiple regression is used to account for stress 
dependency (2,17): 

(4) 

where 

RM" RM2 , and RM3 = moduli of the asphalt layer, granular base, 
and subgrade, respectively; 

h1 and h2 = thickness of the asphalt layer and the gran
ular base, respectively; and 

KENLAYER 

K, = nonlinear constant in Equation 1 with the 
exponent K2 equal to 0.5. 

KENLA YER (4) treats the flexible pavement structure as an elastic 
multilayer system under a circular loaded area. For multiple wheels, 
the superposition principle is applied directly in KENLA YER for a 
linear system. In a nonlinear elastic system, the superposition prin
ciple is also applied but with a method of successive approxima
tions. First, the system is considered linear, and the stresses due to 
multiple-wheel loads are superimposed. Based on the stresses com
puted, a new modulus is determined. Then, the system is considered 
linear again, and the process is repeated until the modulus 
converges to a specified tolerance. 

Nonlinear Analysis in KENLA YER 

Two methods can be applied in KENLA YER to account for 
the nonlinearity in the granular layers (4). In Method 1, the 
nonlinear granular layer is subdivided into a number of layers and 

TABLE2 Material Constants Used 

Layer Poisson's Unit kO kl 
ratio Weight 

(pcf) 

AC 0.35 150 0.7 
Base 0.38 I40 0.6 5000 
Soil 0.45 115 0.8 5.2 
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the stresses at the middepth of each layer are used to determine 
RM. If the horizontal stress, including the geostatic stress, is neg
ative, it is set to zero. This modification helps avoid negative bulk 
stress. In Method 2, the layers of granular materials are considered 
a single layer and a point, normally between the upper quarter and 
the upper third of the layer, and they are selected to compute 
the RM. 

KENLA YER uses the stresses at a single point in each nonlin
ear layer to compute the modulus of the layer, which is not theo
retically correct. As the stresses vary with the radial distance from 
the load, the modulus should also change with the radial distance 
and is not uniform throughout the layer. It is important to note that 
even in nonlinear analysis, both DAMA and KENLA YER consider 
each horizontal layer having a constant modulus material. How
ever, in the nonlinear analysis in ILLl-PAVE and MICH-PAVE, 
the moduli vary with elements even for the same horizontal layer. 

CASE STUDY 

By varying the thickness of the AC layer (hl) and its modulus 
(RM 1 ), while keeping the thickness and properties of the other lay
ers constant, it is possible to identify a matrix of nine different cases, 
as given in Table 1. In practice, it is rare to have AC thickness less 
than 7.62 cm. Also, the effect on the structural response from the 
variation of the thickness of the granular base layer (h2) and its 
modulus (RM2) is found to be minimum (4). Therefore, they were 
not included. The material properties used in this case study are 
presented in Table 2 and Figure 2. 

Current FE methodology has advantages over layered-elastic 
solutions because it provides greater flexibility in realistically 
modeling the nonlinear response characteristics of granular base 
layer and subgrade soil. The use of MLE programs and the ILLI
PAVE finite-element program for the development of future 
AASHTO design guides was recommended (6). It was suggested 
to use the modulus-depth relationship obtained from ILLI-PAVE 
to establish the various moduli for the MLE, thus capitalizing on 
the stress-dependent feature of the ILLl-PAVE and the multiple
wheel capability of MLE (6). However, in general, the results from 
MICH-PAVE are more accurate and realistic than those from the 
ILLI-PAVE because of MICH-PA VE's use of a flexible boundary 
as apposed to the rigid boundary in ILLI-PAVE (4). Further
more, a study by Harichandran et al. (18) found the use of an equiv
alent layer resilient modulus (ELRM) (obtained from MICH
PAVE) for each layer by averaging the moduli of the finite ele
ments in the layer that lie within an assumed 2: 1 load distribution 
zone can be adequately used to reflect the stress-dependent varia
tion of the modulus within the layer. Hence, MICH-PAVE was 

k2 k3 k4 c <I> 

(psi) (degree) 

0.5 0 45 
3021 1110 -178 6 0 
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FIGURE 2 Problem description (single wheel). 

selected in this study to compute ELRM. The computed ELRM for 
the aforementioned nine cases are given in Table 3, wherein the 
values were obtained by fixing the flexible boundary at 114.3 cm 
below the surface of the subgrade soil. Harichandran et al. (3) rec
ommended that the position for flexible boundary is at least 91. 
44 cm below the surface of the subgrade soil. The ELRMs for 
subgrade soil are the same (60 MPa or 8,694 psi), indicating 
that treating the subgrade as a linear elastic medium is a fair 
assumption. 

COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR 
LINEAR ANALYSIS 

Contact Stress (Natural Boundary Condition) 

For linear analysis, a comparison of vertical stress obtained from 
different computer programs at Point A in Figure 2 is presented in 

TABLE3 ELRM from MICH-PA VE for Cases 1 to 9 

Layer ELRM ELRM ELRM 
hl=3" hl=6" hl=9" 
(psi) (psi) (psi) 

Case (1) (2) (3) 
AC 250000 250000 250000 
Base 25630 17464 13745 
Soil 8694 8694 8694 

Case (4) (5) (6) 
AC 500000 500000 500000 
Base 23317 14770 12860 
Soil 8694 8694 8694 

Case (7) (8) (9) 
AC 750000 750000 750000 
Base 21598 13922 12462 
Soil. 8694 8694 8694 

1 psi = 6.89 kPa; inch = 2.54 cm 
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Table 4. The ELRM values obtained from MICH-PAVE, as given 
in Table 3, were used as the moduli in the granular layer and sub
grade soil. From Table 4, it can be inferred that only DAMA and 
MICH-PAVE satisfy the natural boundary condition in which the 
vertical stresses equal the imposed contact pressure 689 kPa 
(100 psi). 

Maximum Surface Deflection, Tensile Strain, 
and Compressive Strain 

A comparison of the maximum surface deflection, tensile (radial) 
strain at the bottom of the AC layer and compressive strain at the 
top of the subgrade soil obtained from different computer programs 
is illustrated in Table 5A, B, and C. It was reported that the con
ventional analyses may overestimate the tensile (radial) strain at 
the bottom of AC layer when comparing it with 3-D linear elastic 
FE analysis (19). This phenomenon is confirmed in this study. In 
fact, even the 2-D axisymmetric FE models (ILLI-PAVE and 
MICH-PAVE) overestimate the tensile (radial) strain at the bottom 
of the AC layer. Examination of Table 5A, B, and C indicates the 
following: 

• In all cases, ILLI-PAVE gave the lowest maximum surface 
deflection due to the fixed boundary at a certain depth. 

• In most cases (seven out of nine), KENLAYER yielded the 
highest maximum surface deflections. 

• In all cases, ABAQUS gave the lowest tensile strain. 
• In all cases, the tensile strains obtained from DAMA and KEN

LA YER had close agreement, and the latter gave the highest tensile 
strain. 

• In all cases, DAMA provided the highest compressive strain. 
• In all cases, the maximum surface deflections obtained from 

ABAQUS had a close agreement with those obtained from MICH
PAVE. 

• The variability of tensile strain was lower than that in com
pressive strain. 

TABLE 4 Comparison of Vertical (Compressive) 
Stresses of Figure 2 by Using Linear Analysis 

Cases Programs Vertical Stress 
(psi) 

DAMA 100 
ILLIPAVE 87 

Case4 KENLAYER 140 
MICHPAVE 100 
ABAQUS 57 

DAMA 100 
ILLIPAVE 91 

Case 5 KENLAYER 100 
MICHPAVE 100 
ABAQUS 61 

DAMA 100 
ILLIPAYE 98 

Case6 KENLAYER 74 
MICHPAVE 100 
ABAQUS 62 

1 psi = 6.89 kPa 
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TABLE 5 Comparison [by Using Nonlinear (NL) and Linear (L) Analysis] of Maximum Surface 
Deflections (milli in.) at Axis of Symmetry (top), Compressive Strains (microstrain) at Top of Subgrade 
(middle), and Tensile (Radial) Str.ains (microstrain) at Bottom of AC Layer (bottom) 

DAMA ILLI 
RMI hl NL L NL L 
------------ ----------------- -----------------
250 3" 37.69 35.35 42.93 29.98 
(ksi) 6" 27.84 27.16 27.67 21.96 

9" 21.55 21.38 20.41 16.96 
------------ ----------------- -----------------
500 3" 34.58 32.95 36.58 26.57 
(ksi) 6" 23.30 19.08 21.57 17.59 

9" 17.13 15.46 15.60 12.79 
------------ ----------------- -----------------
750 3" 32.48 31.08 32.43 24.35 
(ksi) 6" 20.84 20.76 18.51 15.13 

9" 14.99 14.84 13.52 10.91 

DAMA ILLI 
RMI hl NL L NL L 
------------ ----------------- -----------------
250 3" 1004 954 1334 757 
(ksi) 6" 587 582 623 451 

9'' 359 360 343 279 
------------ ----------------- -----------------
500 3" 902 868 1034 660 
(ksi) 6" 452 406 418 332 

9" 250 256 211 188 
------------ ----------------- -----------------
750 3" 825 804 867 589 
(ksi) o" 377 377 317 266 

9" 197 200 164 145 

DAMA ILLI 
RMI hi NL L NL L 
------------ ----------------- -----------------
250 3" 604 543 537 502 
(ksi) 6" 418 404 394 366 

9" 262 259 249 239 
------------ ----------------- -----------------
500 3" 481 445 442 399 
(ksi) 6" 275 207 252 240 

9" 161 137 147 143 
------------ ----------------- -----------------
750 3" 400 378 368 333 
(ksi) 6" 207 207 186 178 

9" 118 116 104 102 

• As hl and RMI increased, the difference in maximum surface 
deflections, tensile strains, and compressive strains among the 
programs decreased. 

•. Among all programs investigated in this study, the MICH
PA VE gave the intermediate maximum surface values for deflec
tion, compressive strain, and tensile strain. 

KENL MICH ABAQ 
NL L NL L L 
----------------- -----------------
42.56 35.79 38.11 . 33.58 32.90 
39.26 27.41 26.87 25.39 26.28 
26.67 21.70 20.24 19.98 21.00 
----------------- -----------------
38.31 32.91 34.28 30.57 29.50 
30.29 23.12 21.74 21.24 21.92 
20.09 16.81 16.05 16.05 16.29 
----------------- -----------------
35.48 31.16 31.64 28.68 27.54 
26.34 20.56 19.14 18.83 19.29 
17.21 14.79 14.41 14.33 13.93 

KENL MICH ABAQ 
NL L NL L L 
----------------- -----------------
828 698 944 783 663 
623 478 507 465 464 
275 326 274 269 311 
----------------- -----------------
745 651 815 699 603 
460 397 356 344 372 
261 242 178 177 226 
----------------- -----------------
676 617 721 638 560 
384 341 280 275 310 
211 198 136 134 182 

KENL MICH ABAQ 
NL L NL L L 
----------------- -----------------
622 543 489 527 351 
464 404 370 367 280 
369 258 225 224 185 
----------------- -----------------
484 444 416 423 286 
291 272 243. 241 184 
165 158 132 132 117 
----------------- -----------------
395 378 358 357 214 
218 206 181 180 138 
121 117 94 94 . 81 

Deflection Profile 

The surface deflection profiles for Cases 4, 5, and 6, respectively, 
are given in Figure 3. It was observed that ILLI-PAVE gives the 
lowest surface deflection along the radial direction. MICH-PAVE 
and ABAQUS provided the closest deflection profiles for all three 
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FIGURE 3 Comparison of surface deflection 
profiles from various computer programs for L 
analysis: Case 4-RMl = 500 ksi, hl = 3 in. (top); 
Case 5-RMl = 500 ksi, hl = 6 in. (middle); Case 
6-RMl = 500 ksi, hl = 9 in. (bottom). 

cases investigated. The computer program DAMA did not give the 
deflection along a radial direction; consequently, it was not included 
in the comparison. 

COMPARISON OF RESULTS 
FO~ NONLINEAR ANALYSES 

Contact Stress (Natural Boundary Condition) 

Similar to linear analysis, only DAMA and MICH-PA VE satisfy 
the natural boundary conditions in which the vertical stresses 
equal the imposed contact pressure of 689 kPa, as shown in 
Table 6. Note that in the present study, linear elastic idealization 
was used in ABAQUS' s analysis and thus it was not included in the 
comparison. 

TABLE 6 Comparison of Vertical (Compressive) 
Stresses at Point A of Figure 2 by Using NL Analysis 

Cases Programs Vertical Stress 
(psi) 

DAMA 100 
IILIPAVE 89 

Case4 KENLAYER 130 
MICHPAVE 100 

DAMA 100 
lLLIPAVE 91 

Case 5 KENLAYER 74 
MICHPAVE 100 

DAMA 100 
lLLIPAVE 98 

Case6 KENLAYER 74 
MICHPAVE 100 

1 psi= 6.89 kPa 

Maximum Surface Deflection, Tensile Strain, 
and Compressive Strain 

129 

The maximum surface deflection, tensile (radial) strain at the 
bottom of the AC layer, and compressive strain at the top of the 
subgrade from different computer programs for nonlinear analyses 
are compared in Table 5, indicating a wide dissimilarity in results 
obtained from these programs. In view of Table 5, the following 
observations are made: 

• In most cases (eight out of nine), KENLA YER gave the high
est maximum surface deflections. 

• In most cases (eight out of nine), the maximum surface deflec
tions from DAMA, ILLI-PAVE, and MICH~PAVE had a close 
agreement. 

• In all cases, the compressive strains from DAMA and ILLI
PAVE had a close agreement, and DAMA gave higher values 
compared with MICH-PAVE. 

• In all cases, KENLA YER yielded the highest tensile strain. 
• In all cases, MICH-PAVE gave the lowest tensile strain. 
• Among all programs investigated in this study, DAMA 

provided the intermediate maximum surface deflections and 
compressive and tensile strains. 

COMPARISON OF LINEAR 
AND NONLINEAR ANALYSIS 

Comparison of Maximum Surface Deflection, 
Tensile Strains, and Compressive Strains Between 
Linear and Nonlinear Analyses in MICH-PAVE 

It is noteworthy to identify the differences between the results 
obtained from the nonlinear analysis and those from the linear 
analysis (using the ELRM computed from nonlinear analysis) using 
the same computer program (MICH-PAVE). A comparison of max
imum surface deflection, compressive strain at the bottom of the AC 
layer, and tensile (radial) strain at the top of the subgrade is pre
sented in Table 7. The differences between nonlinear and linear 
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TABLE 7 Comparison of Maximum Surface Deflections, Tensile 
(Radial) Strains at Bottom of AC Layer, and Compressive Strains at 
Top of Subgrade for MICH-PA VE by Using NL and L Analysis 

Cases Conditions DEF. c T 
(milli inch) (microstrain) 

Case l Nonlinear 38. l l 944 489 
Linear 33.58 783 527 
Difference (%) 13.5 20.6 7.2 

Case 2 Nonlinear 26.87 507 370 
Linear 25.39 465 367 
Difference (%) 5.8 9.0 0.8 

Case 3 Nonlinear 20.24 274 225 
Linear 19.98 269 224 
Difference (%) l.3 l.9 0.4 

Case4 Nonlinear 34.28 815 416 
Linear 30.57 699 423 
Difference (%) 13.l 16.6 1.7 

Case 5 Nonlinear 21.74 356 243 
Linear 21.24 344 241 
Difference (%) 2.4 3.5 0.8 

Case 6 Nonlinear 16.16 178 132 
Linear 16.05 177 132 
Difference (%) 0.7 0.6 0 

Case 7 Nonlinear 31.64 721 358 
Linear 28.68 638 357 
Difference(%) 10.3 13.0 0.3 

Case 8 Nonlinear 19.14 280 181 
Linear 18.83 275 180 
Difference (%) 1.6 1.8 0.6 

Case 9 Nonlinear 14.41 136 94 
Linear 14.33 134 94 
Difference (%) 0.6 l.5 0 

inch = 2.54 cm 

analysis are also given in this table. Table 7 illustrates that, as RMI 
and h 1 increases, the difference between the results from the non
linear and linear analyses decreases. The maximum difference of 
20.6percentforcompressivestrainsforCase 1(hl=7.62cm)indi
cates that the ELRM could be used satisfactorily to represent the 
stress-dependant behavior of the materials within each layer. 
Because the stress-dependant behavior of granular base and sub
grade soil could be approximated by the use of ELRM, it may also 
be approximated by Equation 4. This explains why the results for 
nonlinear analysis from DAMA, MICH-PAVE, and ILLI-PAVE 
had a close.agreement. 

Comparison of Surface Deflection Profile Between 
Linear and Nonlinear Analyses by MICH-PAVE 

The surface deflection profiles for the nine cases, using the MICH
PA VE for nonlinear analysis and linear analysis, were obtained and 
are presented in Figure 4. In view of these figures, a similar trend is 
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FIGURE 4 Comparison of surfac~ deflection 
profiles between NL and L analysis from MICH
PAVE: Cases 1to3-RMl = 250 ksi, bl= 3, 6, 9 
in. (top); Cases 7 to 9-RMl = 750 ksi, bl = 3, 6, 
9 in. (bottom). 

observed for the surface deflection profiles and those for maximum 
surface deflection and tensile and compressive strains (i.e., as RMI 
and h I increase, the difference between nonlinear and linear analy
sis decreases, as expected). 

Comparison of Surface Deflection Profile 
Between Linear and Nonlinear Analysis 

The surface deflection profiles obtained from the linear analysis 
using ILLl-PAVE, ABAQUS, and MICH-PAVE and from the non
linear analysis using ILLI-PAVE and MICH-PAVE were grouped 
and are presented in Figure 5. Only Cases 4, 5, and 6 were investi
gated here because an AC modulus of 3 445 MPa (500 ksi) is most 
commonly used in design, and the effect of AC thickness on the 
structural response is more significant than the effect due to the AC 
modulus. It was observed that as hI increases, the difference in the 
deflection based on ABAQUS (linear), MICH-PAVE (linear and 
nonlinear), and ILLI-PAVE (nonlinear) decreases. In fact, the sur
face deflection profiles for ABAQUS (linear) and MICH-PAVE 
(linear and nonlinear) for Case 6 are approximately the same 
[Figure 5 (bottom)], indicating that when hl is thick (22.86 cm = 
9 in.) the nonlinear behavior is less dominant. This observation 
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FIGURE 5 Comparison of surface deflection 
profiles between NL and L analysis among 
programs: Case 4-RMl = 500 ksi, hl = 3 in. 
(top); Case 6-RMl = 500 ksi, hl = 9 in. (bottom). 

supports the use of the ELRM concept in MICH-PAVE for satis
factorily computing the surface deflections. 

Comparison of Maximum Surface Deflection, 
Tensile Strain, and Compressive Strain Between 
Linear and Nonlinear Analyses 

A comparison of nonlinear and linear analyses for maximum 
surface deflection, tensile strain, and compressive strain is presented 
in Table 5. A close examination of the results presented indicates 
the following: 

• By using the same program, as hI and RMI increase, the 
difference between the linear and the nonlinear analysis decreases. 

• For both the nonlinear and linear analyses, as hI and RMI 
increase, the difference in results obtained from the different 
programs decreases. 

• As expected, the nonlinear analysis gave higher values of 
maximum surface deflection, tensile strain, and compressive strain 
than those from linear analysis. · 

• In terms of increment ratios, to reduce the level of maximum 
surface deflection, tensile strain, and compressive strain more 
effectively is to increase the thickness of hI than to increase the 
modulus of RM I. 
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DUAL WHEEL VERSUS SINGLE WHEEL 

The three programs-ABAQUS, DAMA, and KENLA YER
investigated in this study can consider the effect of dual wheel on 
the pavement structure, as shown in Figure 6. The moduli of gran
ular layer and sub grade are the ELRM values obtained from MICH
PA VE, as given in Table 3. The comparison of dual-wheel linear 
analysis among these three programs is presented in Table 8 and the 
following observations are made: 

• In all three cases, ABAQUS gave the lowest tensile strain. 
• In all three cases, DAMA provided the lowest compressive 

strain. 
• In all three cases, DAMA yielded the lowest and KENLA YER 

gave the highest maximum surface deflection, respectively. 
• DAMA gave the intermediate tensile strains. 

Because DAMA gave the intermediate surface deflection, com
pressive strain, and tensile strain in the nonlinear analysis, it was 
decided to study the difference in results for the single-wheel and 
dual-wheel idealization for both the linear arid nonlinear analyses. 
The differences between the single-wheel nonlinear and the dual
wheel nonlinear analysis were computed and are given in Table 9. 
The following observations are made: 

• Single-wheel nonlinear analysis gave the highest maximum 
surface deflection and compressive and tensile strains. 

• Dual-wheel linear analysis gave the lowest maximum surface 
deflection and compressive and tensile strains. 

· • As hl increases, the difference between single-wheel nonlinear 
and dual-wheel nonlinear analysis decreases for both the maximum 
surface deflection and compressive strain but not for the tensile 
strain. 

• A maximum difference of 40.5 percent in compressive strain 
was observed between the single-wheel and dual-wheel nonlinear 
analyses, when hI was equal to 3 in, 

< 
r = 3.78" 

**** RM 1=500 ksi 

hl Variable 

h2 = 12 inches 

13.5" 

100 psi 

v 1=0.35 

"(= 150 pcf 

v 2 = 0.38 

y= 140 pcf 

RM 2 = 5000 e05 C= O psi 
4> = 45° 

v 3 = 0.45 

y= 115 pcf 

> 
r = 3.78" 

**** AC 

Granular 
Base 

Subgrade 

kl= 5.2, k2= 3021, k3= 1110, k4= 178 

FIGURE 6 Problem description (dual wheel). 
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TABLES Comparison of Maximum Surface Deflections a:t Center 
of Dual Wheel, Tensile (Radial) Strains at Bottom of AC Layer, and 
Compressive Strains at Top of Subgrade by Using L Analysis 

Cases Programs DEF. 
(milli inch) 

DAMA 18.38 
Case4 KENLAYER 26.76 

ABAQUS 23.38 

DAMA 17.2 
Case 5 KENLAYER 20.78 

ABAQUS 19.61 

DAMA 14.53 
Case6 KENLAYER _ 15.67 

ABAQUS 14.85 

inch = 2.54 cm 

ASSESSMENT OF NUMBER OF 
VARIABLES AND TESTING TIME 

c T 
( microstrai n) 

383 183 
513 296 
484 175 

320 166 
350 212 
335 128 

215 111 
222 133 
210 84 

Some of the variables in the programs may be used only for certain · 
problems. For example, KENLA YER can consider, among others, 
multiple wheel loads and viscoelastic analysis. Thus, when 
comparing programs it is better to consider the number of variables 
required as input for the same problem. The same problem in Figure 
2 was selected for this purpose. Table 10 shows a comparison of the 
number of variables required as input for the five programs investi
gated. It was observed· that DAMA required the least input 
variables, followed by MICH-PAVE, and ABAQUS needed the 
most input variables. 
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To compare the running time for the computer programs consid
ered, an example (Case 4, RMI = 3445 MPa, hl = 7.62 cm) was 
used. The approximate time to run this example is shown in Table 
10. A 386 PC (25 MHz) with a math coprocessor was used in this 
study (except for ABAQUS). Note that the input preparation time 
was not included and only the running time is given in Table 10. 
The data in Table 10 show that the running time for KENLA YER 
is the least, followed by MICH-PA VE, and the 3-D FE general
purpose program ABAQUS required maximum time, as expected. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Two 2-D axisymmetric FE programs (ILLI-PAVE and MICH
PAVE), one 3-D FE program (ABAQUS), and two multilayered 
elastic-based programs (DAMA and KENLA YER) were reviewed, 
evaluated, and compared in this study. The contact stress (nature 
boundary condition), maximum surface deflection, tensile (radial) 
strain, and compressive strain were used as the evaluation criteria. 
The effects from treatment of dual-wheel and single-wheel loading 
and linear and nonlinear idealization on pavement structure 
responses were investigated. From the analysis of the results 
presented in the preceding sections, the following observations and 
conclusions were made: 

• For both linear and nonlinear analyses, only DAMA and 
MICH-PAVE satisfied the natural boundary condition in which the 
vertical stresses equal the imposed contact pressure of 689 kPa. 

• For linear analysis, MICH-PAVE gave the intermediate 
maximum surface deflection, compressive strain, and tensile strain. 

• For linear analysis, ABAQUS gave the lowest tensile strain, as 
reported in the li~erature'. 

TABLE9 Comparison of Single and Dual Wheel for DAMA by Using L 
and NL Analysis 

Cases Programs DEF. c T 
(milli inch) (microstrain) 

Case4 Single-wheel (L) 32.95 868 445 
Dual-wheel (L) 18.38 383 183 
Single-wheel (NL) 34.58 902 481 
Dual-wheel (NL) 27.89 642 402 
difference* ( % ) 24.0 40.5 19. 7 

-.. Case.5 Single-wheel (L) 19.08 406 207 
Dual-wheel (L) 17.2 320 166 
Single-wheel (NL) 23.3 452 275 
Dual-wheel (NL) -20.59 360 222 
di ff ere nee ( % ) 13.16 25.6 23.9 

Case 6 Single-wheel (L) 15.46 256 137 
Dual-wheel (L) 14.53 215 11 1 
Single-wheel (NL) 17 .13 250 161 
Dual-wheel (NL) 16.0 210 130 
difference ( % ) 7.1 19.0 23.8 

inch= 2.54 cm 

* 
The computed differences were the differences between Single-wheel (NL) 
and Dual-wheel (NL) 
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TABLE 10 Comparison of Number of Variables Required as Input and Testing Time 

Program DAMA II.LI-PAVE KENLA YER MICH-PA VE ABAQUS 

Vaiables 

Running 
Time 

20 

36 Sec. 
386 PC 

34 

332 Sec. 
386 PC 

47 

21 Sec. 
386 PC 

• The surface profiles from ABAQUS and MICH-PAVE had a 
close agreement. 

• For nonlinear analysis, DAMA gave the intermediate maxi
mum surface deflections and compressive and tensile strains. 

• As hl and RMI increase, the difference in results between 
linear and nonlinear analyses decreases. 

• When hl is thick [22.86 cm (9 in.)], ELRMs from MICH
PA VE and Equation 4 in DAMA were used satisfactorily to repre
sent stress-dependent behavior of the materials within each layer. 

• The results from the 3-D FE program ABAQUS indicate that 
the surface profiles from ABAQUS and the 2-D axisymmetric FE 
program MICH-PAVE had a close agreement, but the results from 
ABAQUS yield the lowest tensile strain compared with other pro
grams. Also, the computing time is approximately 1 to 2 hr for a 
VAX 6520-VMX machine. Thus, for a thin AC section, ABAQUS 
may be used for verification purpose but not for routine pavement 
structural analysis. 

• In terms of increment ratios, to reduce the level of maximum 
surface deflection, tensile strain, and compressive strain more effec
tively, it is necessary to increase the thickness of hl instead of RMI. 

• The dual-wheel loading always gave less maximum surface 
deflection, tensile strain, and compressive strain than those obtained 
from single-wheel loading. 

• The maximum difference between single-wheel and dual
wheel analyses was found to be 40.5 percent when hi is 7.62 cm 
(3 in.). As hi increases, the difference in results between single
wheel and dual-wheel analyses decreases. 

• Because DAMA gave the intermediate maximum surf ace 
deflection, compressive strain, and tensile strain in nonlinear analy
sis; satisfied the natural boundary condition; required the least input 
variables; and has the capacity to consider dual-wheel loading, 
it suggests that DAMA is probably the best one to use in routine 
pavement design. 
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